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ABSTRACT

The First International Conference on Fixed-Film Biological
Processes was held at the Kings Island Resort, Kings Island, Ohio
on April 20-23, 1982, This Conference serves as an opportunity
to assess the applicability of this advanced technology for the
treatment of municipal and industrial wastewaters.

The proceedings are essentially the papers and discussion
given by authors and participants. The papers are divided into
13 major topic areas:

1. Current Status and Future Trends;
2, Biofilm and Biokinetics'
3, Concepts and Models)
4, Small Scale/On Site Systems,
5. Municipal Wastewater Treatment-

Case Histories:
6, Nitrification and Denitrification'
7. Industrial Wastewater Treatment

Part I- Rotating Biological Contactors
8, Industrial Wastewater Treatment

Part I- Biofiltration, Packed Bed
Reactorsi

9. Innovative Research,
10, Aerobic and Anaerobic Treatment-

Submerged Media Reactors'
11. Industrial Wastewater Treatment

Part III- Submerged, Anaerobic
Fixed-Film Reactors'

* 12. Process Evaluation and Design
13. Experiences With Fixed-Film

Treatment Facilities

The discussion occurred during the Research Needs Workshop
* was taped and printed as an appendix. This document was submitted

in fulfillment of Research Grant No, DACW88-81-R-005 by the Uni-
versity of Pittsburgh under the sponsorship of the U.S. Environ-
mental Protection Agency, the U. S. Army Construction Engineering
Research Laboratory, and the U. S. National Science Foundation.
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FOREWORD

Biological wastewater treatment has been practiced in many
forms since the early part of this century, but fixed-film bio-
logical processes have only recently been more intensively stud-
ied and applied by water pollution control researchers and engi-
neers. Because of some inherent advantages over suspended growth
processes, today there is a greater interest in fixed-film bio-
logical treatment processes than ever before. This Conference
was designed to provide a forum for that interest and to help
accelerate further development of this technology.

- The objective of this Conference was to assess the State of
Knowledge and identify the research needs regarding the full
spectrum of fixed-film biological processes The Conference

-*addressed many new approaches to anaerob ic as well as aerobic treat-
ment, Many practical applications and j w-Yesearch find ings
were presented and many of the speakers expressed optimism for
significant progress in the future. Because of their keen interest
and the dedication of those who attended, this Conference was
truly a professionally stimulating experience. There was much
interaction and exchange between all participants.

The Conference consisted of 13 technical sessions with a
total 80 presentations, one workshop on research needs for fixed-
film biological wastewater treatment processes, and a field tour
to the LeSourdsville Regional Rotating Bioloigcal Contactor Plant. K.

The Conference Proceedings consisted of 77 of those papers present-
ed by the authors. More than 300 participants representing a wide
spectrum of researchers and practitioners attended the Conference.
Worldwide interest was also evident from the 31 foreign participants
who traveled from Canada, India, Saudi Arabia, Yugoslavia, Japan,
Norway, Switzerland, Republic of China, Italy, South Korea, France,
Belgium, England, West Germany, and Scotland.

The material presented herein is published as submitted by the
authors. No attempt was made by the Conference Co-sponsors to edit,
reformat or alter the material provided except where necessary for
production requirements or where obvious errors were detected. Any
statements or views here presented are totally those of the authors,
and are neither condoned nor disputed by the Conference Co-sponsors.
Mention of trade names or commercial products does not constitute
endorsement or recommendation for use.

May 24, 1982 James V. Basilico
Yeun C. Wu
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PART I: GENERAL SESSION

KEYNOTE ADDRESS

STATE OF KNOWLEDGE FOR ROTATING
BIOLOGICAL CONTACTOR TECHNOLOGY

E. D. Smith. Environmental Engineer and Leader of the
Environmenta1 Water Quality Management Team, U.S. Army
Construction Engineering Research Laboratory, Cham-
paign, IL 61820

J. T. Bandy. Environmental Engineer, U.S. Army Con-
struction Engineering Research Laboratory; Champaign,
IL 61820

INTRODUCTION

It is a real pleasure for me to be here this morning to

discuss the state-of-knowledge on Rotating Biological Con-
tactors (RBC's). When I made the Keynote address at the
1980 First National Symposium/Workshop on RBC's, held at
Champion, PA in 1980, I had hoped that this type of confLr-
ence might become a tradition. I believe that the 1980

conference was beneficial to the RBC industry. I expect
this conference to be equally useful. Recently it has
beccme more difficult to obtain funding for this type of
symposium. I believe that the benefits of these meetings
far outweigh their costs. I hope that the success of our

conference will encourage the sponsoring of similar gather-
ings in the future.

I am happy to see the excellent turnout for this sympo-
sium. Most of the experience and competency in the field of



RBC technology are represented here today. The agenda indi-
cates you will be quite busy in the next three days. I am
confident that it will be a productive and pleasant experi-
ence for you. I am confident that the proceedings, which
will be published from this meeting (and for which I am
responsible), will provide very excellent technical guidance
to those who could not attend.

Today, I plan to provide a state-of-knowledge defini-
tion of RBC technology. I plan to do this by discussing how
the RBC scenario has changed from 1980 - the year that a

state-of-knowledge definition was given at the Ist National
Symposium/Workshop on RBC Technology.

PROGRESS AND PROBLEMS

It was reported at the 1980 conference that, in compar-
ison with many other wastewater treatment technologies

(e.g., activated sludge), few dollars and man-years of
research had been devoted to RBC technology. The many
excellent papers presented at the 1980 symposium signifi-

cantly narrowed that disparity. Numerous additional
research studies and field evaluations have been described
in the literature since that time. Many new RBC installa-
tions have come on line since the First National Symposium.
However, despite RBC technology's continued spread and
despite the incorporation of field experience and research
findings into RBC process and equipment design recommenda-
tions; one unfortunate characteristic of the technology has
remained unchanged. Those who design and operate RBC facil-
ities must largely rely upon the design recommendations aad

operation guidance of the vendors of RBC equipment.
The present state-of-knowledge is such that there is no

* single best design procedure or set of relationships that

are universally applicable. No well-defined theory of RBC
design and operation is accepted by all RBC manufacturers.
Activated sludge, trickling filter and most other wastewater
treatment processes may be designed and constructed without
significant dependence upon equipment proprietors. This is
not the case with RBC technology. Design engineers who have
selected RBC technology are extremely dependeiiL upon
proprietors' desi',, curves. The situation is compounded by
the fact that each manufacturer has a different approach to

media fabrication, configuration, and shaft attachment and
shaft design, and there exist many conflicting stories and

S
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opinions as to the suitability of the alternative equipment

for even conventional applications.
Although millions of dollars have been spent by Ameri-

can industries and municipalities for RBC process equipment,
the latest wastewater treatment guidance documents still
reveal a conspicuous lack of information regarding the RBC
unit process. For instance, many excellent documents which
provide design and operation and maintenance
criteria/guidelines are readily available for traditional
technologies such as the activated sludge and trickling

filter process. An example of such a publication is the
excellent EPA report - Process Control Manual for Aerobic
Wastewater Treatment Facilities(l). The purpose of the pub-
lication is to provide guidance to optimize the performance
and to help establish process control techniques for trick-

ling filter and activated sludge systems. There is no com-
parable manual for RBC technology. Other examples which
demonstrate the novel nature of RBC technology in the United
States are two excellent EPA documents - (1) Upgrading
Trickling Filters(2) and(2) Process Design Manual for
Upgrading Existing Wastewater Treatment Plants(3). They do
not mention RBC technology. In addition, commonly used
"state-of-the-knowledge" documents which are designed as
guidance for the selection of wastewater treatment systems
based upon economic consideration either do not have RBC
cost curves (capital, O&M, energy, etc.) or the curves are
dated. Guidance remains scarce with regard to RBC applica-

bility, design, O&M and economic considerations.
To make matters worse, the RBC industry has suffered a

public relations problem because of numerous equipment

failures. Premature shaft failures, stub end failures and
media separation/degradation have been experienced at exist-
ing installations. The durability of the polyethylene is
still uncertain because of the relatively short service

record (most facilities with RBC systems were built during
the past five years). Industry is attempting to rectify
these problems.

To be fair to the RBC equipment vendors it must be
noted that the RBC process has unique characteristics which
almost guarantee that problems would occur during the early
development of the technology. It would be very difficult
to destroy or damage wastewater treatment technologies such
as activated sludge or trickling-filters through improper

design or operations. Improper design or operation of RBC
units potentially could result in structural failure



problems. Even with proprietary assurances that current
designs are much improved, the life expectancy of major com-
ponents is not fully known. Consequently, choice of the RBC
alternative should be accompanied by a negotiated
performance/equipment warranty. This consideration is
important when a pollution abatement engineer wants to be
confident of the reliability of any wastewater treatment
technology. However, one should keep in mind that if the
manufacturers' assurances are accurate, current designs are
much improved. Then RBC technology should be the technology
of choice wherever it is applicable. It is significant that
hundreds of RRC plants have been in operation for several
years without experiencing media/shaft failure problems.

All manufacturers offer a warranty against defects in
materials and workmanship after delivery or after plant
start-up. The warranty period and conditions vary depending
on system components and the manufacturer, and are often
negotiable. For example, the Plainville Plant in Connecti-
cut was given a warranty period of 30 years for the shafts,
10 years for the surface media, and 5 years for mechanical
equipment.

Many RBC manufacturers offer performance guarantees
that generally provide a specified effluent with the equip-
ment installed and operating at design conditions. The
guarantee usually obligates the manufacturer to provide new
equipment or a partial refund if the design effluent stan-
dards are not met. This guarantee is predicated on the fact
that influent characteristics are within the specified
limit. Generally, the manufacturers are willing to nego-
tiate a guarantee as long as they agree with the treatment
design. During the maturational period of the RBC process,
these guarantees and warranties will be especially important
to the RBC user community.

STATUS OF RBC TECHNOLOGY

Even with these problems, the extent and magnitude of
interest regarding RBC technology continues to increase.
The participation at the conference session dedicated to

* RBC's is evidence of the interest of various sectors
(private, academic, research, government agency, regulatory,
A/E, professional organization, design engineer, industrial,
and plant operators). All of the above and other profes-



sionals involved in wastewater treatment and mangement are
represented at this symposium.

Two years ago it was reported that RBC technology was
popular in Europe for both municipal and industrial applica-
tions and that it was being utilized ever more frequently in
the U.S. Today, it can safely be reported that RBC technol-
ogy has truly made the transition into a truly cosmopolitan
treatment technology. There are more than 30 RBC manufac-
turers in Japan alone.

In the U.S., RBC's have been in operation treating mun-
icipal wastewater for more than 10 years. Over 250 instal-
lations are presently in operation with design flow rates
ranging from less than 0.01 mgd to 54 mgd. Approximately 25
percent of existing RBC municipal facilities in the U.S. are
package plants. RBC's are currently being evaluated for
potential application to a 200 mgd plant which would have
several hundred shafts. Approximately 70 percent of the RBC
systems operating in the U.S.A and Canada are designed for
organic carbon removal only, 25 percent for combined organic
removal and notification and 5 percent for nitrification of
secondary effluent.

Several significant developments in RBC technology are
occurring. Some of these directly address the problems to
which I alluded earlier. All are potentially important.

a. The U.S.E.P.A. has chosen RBC's as the topic of
their first publication of a Design Information Series (DIS)
document, the purpose of which is to provide selected design
information. The document is currently under review. The
DIS is not a manual specifying design criteria. It supple-
ments commonly accepted RBC design procedures or approaches
by providing appropriate qualifiers and/or information not
readily available to the design community. The document
seeks to address important design parameters and relation-
ships (or lack of them) in order to provide a more rational
RBC design approach. Topics considered are design loadings
for carbonaceous removal, nitrification and denitrifiction,
equipment reliability and service life, power requirements
for air and mechanically driven units and structural design
considerations such as flexibiity and hydraulics. The docu-
ment attempts to provide practical usable design information
rather than to emphasize theoretical considerations. The
information in the document is intended to assist the design
engineer by providing a more in-depth perspective on some of
the key design considerations than is normally available in
other design manuals.



b. The American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) has
formed a "Rotating Biological Contactor Task Subcommittee."
The subcommittee has prepared a report entitled "RBC for
Secondary Treatment" which should be published in 1982.

c. The US Army Construction Engineering Research
Laboratory (CERL) has prepared a report which provides
assistance in determining when trickling filter plants can
be effectively and economically upgraded using RBCs and
which provides guidance in designing the RBCs.

d. USACERL will publish a lessons learned document

based upon Dept. of Army and Corps of Engineers RBC applica-
tions at Fort Bragg, Fort Ritchie, Fort Knox, Jwalein
Island, Korea, and Saudi Arabia.

e. The Corps of Engineers has sponsored a study dedi-
cated to evaluating the potential of RBC's in recreational
area applications.

S. Finally, this conference session devoted to RBC's
is taking place. All the various sectors of the RBC commun-
ity are represented in these meetings (academic/researchers,

A/Es, manufacturers, government representatives, municipal
and industrial engineers and operating personnel). My work
in compiling these proceedings has convinced me that our
meeting has already been productive. Much more will come of
our personal interactions this week.

g. Rotating Biological Contactor related research
reported in the technical literature is much more common

during the last few years.

LITERATURE REVIEW

A literature search for 1980-1981 was performed which
identified 126 studies. The following review provides

information concerning various aspects of theory, design and
operating experience associated with RBC systems.

The First National Symposium/Workshop on Rotating Bio-
logical Contractors held at Champion, PA, on February 4-6,
1980 more than doubled the literature of the technology(4).
The proceedings are a compi'ition of the 68 papers delivered
during the meeting and a transcription of the associated
workshop. Eleven major topics are covered in the papers:

perspective, overview, history, process variables and
biofilm properties, municipal wastewater treatment, biok-

inetic studies, air drive and supplemental aeration, indus-

trial wastewater treatment, concepts and models, upgrading
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waste treatment systems with RBC's, design and operation,
nitrification and dentrification, and selection and econom-
ics. Requirements for further research were identified at
the workshop.

In September of 1980, Kneel and Godfrey announced in
Civil Engineering a cooperative effort of the U.S. EPA and

the ASCE to produce a new series of design books which would
meet the twin goals of reducing the time required for new
knowledge to be reflected in design manuals and of securing
profession-wide peer review of design manuals as they are
produced(5). One of the first manuals to be produced will
cover rotating biological contactors.

Numerous papers have appeared since the First National
Symposium in early 1980. Hitdlebaugh and Miller(6) dis-
cussed the operational problems of RBC's. Dehkordi(7) and
Keihan:(8) described the effects of heavy metals upon RBC
performance. Trinh(9), Allen(10) and Bauer et al.(11)
assessed the applicability of RBC's for remote or on-site

applications. Mueller et al.(12) discussed the impact of
mass transfer considerations upon RBC and trickling filter
design. Factors to be considered in scaling up were identi-
fied by Wilson et al.(13). Kinetics for domestic wastewater
treatment were explored by Pano(1 4 ).

Reports of RBC applications to the secondary treatment
of domestic wastewater continued to appear. Regent(15)
reported several years of successful RBC operation in Yugos-
lavia. Interestingly, he described no mechanical failures.
Spink(16) described the role of RBC's in the Province of
Alberta, Canada. Rushbrook and Wilke(17) described an inno-
vative treatment facility in Hillsborough, NH which will
include RBC's, solar-heated anaerobic digestion and methane
recovery. Shifts in sewage solids distribution across RBC
installations were studied by Nunch et al.(18). Sapin-
sky(19) emphasized the importance of energy conservation in
wastewater treatment and cited RBC plants at Hillsborough
NH, Minneapolis and Chicago for their efficient use of
energy.

Some interesting process modifications were explored as
were some unusual applications of RBC technology at conven-
tional wastewater treatment plants. Given(20) reported on
the RBC treatment of dilute wastewater. Huang and Bates(21)
compared RBC treatment of a synthetic milk waste using air
and pure oxygen. RBC's were used in an innovative anaerobic
treatment system for high strength carbonaceous wastes by
Tait and Friedman(22). Cheung and Krauth(23) investigated

7



the feasibility of replacing conventional sedimentation by

microstrainers in the RBC system. Hong(24) evaluated the
use of RBC's in treating aluminum sulfate coagulated septage

supernatant.
The use of RBCs for tertiary treatement continued to

develop. Noss and Miller(25) described the use of an RBC
for secondary treatment and recarbonation following low-
level lime addition for phosphorus removal. The effects fo
nitrate concentration and retention period upon RBC denit-

rification were investigated by Cheung and Krauth(26).
Stephenson and Murphy(27) characterized the kinetics of den-
itrification in a biological fluidized bed. Buckingham(28)

performed an engineering and marketing analysis of the
rotating disk evaporator, a device physically similar to RBC
which is designed to evaporate wastewater rather than bio-

* logically treat it.
Numerous nitrification studies have appeared since

early 1980. Wu et al.(29) used data from many previous stu-

dies to derive and validate a model for the prediction of
RBC nitrification performance. Mueller et al.(30) developed
and verified a steady state model of nitrification and
organic carbon oxidation in the RBC. Smith et al.(31)

evaluated RBC's as an upgrading-retrofit process for BOD
reduction and nitrification. Bridle(32) discussed RBC's in
the context of biological processes for nitrogen conversion
along with other processes capable of achieving the same

ends. The kinetics of the nitrification process were
modeled by Watanabe et al.(33) and by Margaritas et al.(34).
Stratta(35) investigated the feasibility of enhancing nit-

rification by controlling the p11 in RBC's. Marsh et al.
described a coupled trickling filter - RBC nitrification
process(36).

Additional nutrient removal work included the investi-
* • gation by Knoetze et al.(37) into chemical inhibition of

biological removal processes. Murphy and Wilson(38) per-
formed pilot plant studies of BOD removal, nitrification and
phosphorus removal. Singhal(39) described RBC nitrification
at an advanced wastewater treatment plant in Cadillac,
Michigan. An energy efficient extension to the Guelph,

* •Ontario wastewater treatment plant was described(40). This
plant effecEively removes BOD, ammonium-nitrogen and phos-
phorus with RBC's followed by filtration.

The feasibility of using RBC's to upgrade existing
plants was explored in severa., studies. Gutierrez et
al.(41) evaluated upgrading ptimary tanks with RBC's. Smith

8



C et al.(42) considered RBC's as an upgrade for existing
trickling filter plants. Poon et al.(43,44) evaluated the
effectiveness of RBC's in supplementing the BOD and ammonium

nitrogen removals achieved at trickling filter plants. The
Surfact process developed by the Philadelphia Water Depart-
ment was described by Guarino et al.(45). The Surfact pro-
cess which physically merges an RBC with a diffused aeration
tank provides an inexpensive upgrade. Very little construe-
tion is required.

A final area of activity has involved industrial or
primarily industrial wastewaters and rotating biological
contactors. Chesler and Eskelund(46) evaluated RBC's for
the treatment of explosives manufacturing wastes. Acid mine
wastes were treated in pilot scale and prototype studies
conducted by Olem and Unz(47) at Hollywood, PA. Dairy
wastes were treated in an innovative process involving an
aerated equalization tank and R'C's by Waggener et al.(48).
Suria Pandian and Agarwal(49) also described RBC treatment
of dairy wastes. The city of Monett, Missouri, overcame
problems posed by industrial discharges to its sewage plant
equivalent to 7 times its population by using RBC's(50).
O'Shatighnessy et al.(51) applied RBC's to oil shale retort
wastewater. Blanc et al.(52) evaluated RBC's for the treat-
ment of beef slaughtering and processing wastewaters. The

influence of the rotational speed of RBC's on the reaction
rates observed was investigated by Odai et al.(53).
Borghei(54) described treatment of the effluent of a

glucose-production plant using a rotating biological packed
bed.

The emphasis of a report by Chesner and Bender (55) was
to review and compare current design procedures and perfor-
mance capabilities of the RBC process. This was accom-
plished by a review of the literature, an evaluation of the
process, O&M, equipment and power performance at RBC plants
approaching design flow conditions and a comparison ofki current design guide information.

Sixteen domestic RBC facilities providing
carbonaceous BOD removal and approaching design
flow conditions, supplied monitoring data that
were used to evaluate process performance. Ine
reliability of these systems in meeting effluent

concentration and removal efficiency criteria,
defined by NPDES as 30 mg/L BOD effluent concen-
tration and 85 percent BOD removal efficiency,
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respectively, was evaluated. The results indi-
cated that the plants exceeded effluent criteria

12 percent of the time and failed to meet percent
BOD removal 67 percent of the time. An analysis
of performance data demonstrated that average
values for both mass BOD removal rates (lbs BOD
removed/day/1,000 sf of media) and BOD removal

efficiencies increased with increasing influent
waste strength. For the range of conditions found

at the plants surveyed, RBC process performance
followed design predictions for mass BOD removal

rates and percent BOD removals for high wastewater
influent strength (175 to 350 mg/L BOD), and pro-
gressively lagged behind those predictions as

waste strength decreased below 175 mg/L.
Low labor requirements to operate and main-

tain an RBC secondary treatment unit are attrac-
tive fiatures of an RBC system. Hourly labor

requirements were reported in the range of 1 to 7
hours per week, averaging 2.6 hours per week for

23 plants, with an average design flow of 1.4 mgd.
Power measurements were performed during the
course of this investigatin to identify RBC energy
consumption. The results established power con-
sumption to rotate 100,000 sf of standard density
media to be 3.46 kw for mechanical drive (1.6 rpm)
and 2.93 kw for air drive (1.2 rpm). To rotate

150,000 sf/shaft of high density media at 1.6 rpm
mechanical units used 3.77 kw of power.

Equipment performance is a severe problem in

existing RBC systems. The nature of the problem

centers on shaft failures and media degradation.K Of the plants surveyed there were 12 shaft
failures reported and the media in three plants
had become brittle or failed due to shifting. As

a result of this poor operating history it was
concluded that design engineers should seek an RBC

eqiupment warranty sufficient to protect the owner

against equipment failures (55).
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, ANAEROBIC ATTACHED FILM EXPANDED BED
~FUNDAMENTALS

':- William J. Jewell, Department of
',' Agricultural Engineering, Cornell

~University, Ithaca, New York

AESTRACT

"The anaerobic attached film expanded bed process (AAFEB)
~has been shown to be capable of treating low strength waste-

w'i.tors at low temperatures and at relatively short retention
times. Such capability leads to the unexpected conclusion

~that the AAFEB is a municipal wastewater treatment alternative
capable of meeting secondary effluent quality without producing
a secondary waste sludfge. In order to understand reasons for
,his extraordinary Lcapability, recent research has focussed on

, retlroducinj7 the phenomena, evaluating, the kinetics with soluble
ant insoluble substrate at varying temperatures, testing of
the systum under shock loads, and evaluation of the potential
at)-lications (alt,ae harvested or operation urnder thermophilic
tromperaturos, 500C). This pape--r will relate the research data
kt() process fundnri,-,tals (active biorna.-s, solids retention time,
s ub, trate kinietics ) an.- desifsn requirements.

INFRO' DULCTION TO TTIE iJAEROhIC EXPIUIDED BED PROCESS

• An anaerobic biolo,,ical treatment process capable of
tr uih. dilute d,:omustic sewa -e to secondary quality without

ti,e pronduction, of waste se.condary sludges, and processing,
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capability superior to aerobic biological systems are among
the characteristics suggested by the results of studies on
the anaerobic attached microbial film expanded bed reactor
(AAFEB) (1, 2). These surprising results have been obtained

from nearly a decade of research and development efforts on
a new process that has attempted to optimize the capability
of the anaerobic fermentation process for wastewater treatment(3, 4, 5, 6).

The anaerobic methane fermentation process has been
applied for many decades to waste management, as has been the
expanded bed process. The definition of each unit process is
well-known, but the combination of these two unit operations
into one process has only recently been achieved. The applica-
tion of the expanded bed physical process as a biological con-
verter appears to be an optimum method of achieving fine solids
soparation and microbial conversions.

Goals and Objectives

The main goal of this paper is to synthesize the basic
fundamentals of anaerobic biological processes and the char-
acteristics of the physical expanded bed to illustrate the
basis for the AAFEB process. The specific objectives are to
review the physical considerations required in operating the

expanded bed, to summarize the biological capability, to
compare the resulting process to other attached film processes,
and finally to briefly consider future research arid develop-
ment efforts required to clarify the process capabilities.

Background

The conceptual diagram of the expanded bed process 12

shown in Figure 1. It is a fine particle upflow filter in
which the particles are slightly expanded but remain in close

* proximity to othur particles. The basic mode of operation
is similar to packed filters and fluidized processes. Thec e
similarities have led to some confusion between te vroces
and the terminology used to describe each.

A comparison of these various processes teat us • inert
packing material is shown in Figure 2. The stLtic filters,

* or packt:i filters, were develope.d in 193 by Youn: ':ri Mcuca'tvy

(T). Iby decreasing particle size and increasini, uflow ye'

ities, there will be a point at which the particles be -i L t"7
be lifted in a slig<htly expanded form. The relitionshil
between the porosity of the bed (the ratio of tlie Vwid space
to the total volume of the bed) and the head loss that occ urs

18
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in these units has been well defined for process applications
such as water filter backwashing (8, 9).

The general relationships between the upflow rate and the
bed characteristics are summarized in Figure 3. At low fluid
velocities, the particles remain in contact or in packed form.
As the velocity of the liquid is increased, the particles'
resistance causes them to be slightly expanded or "fluidized."
The operation of the expanded bed is most effective when the
expansion is limited to a small fraction of the packed bed
volume. This requirement enables the bed to inhibit the flow

of fine solids through the filter but to avoid clogging , which
occurs in a packed bed. Further increases in velocity cause
further separation of the bed. As the velocity is further

increased, the individual particles separate, and true fluid-

ization befins. All particles are in motion, and the bed con-
tinues to expand; and particles move in more rapid ana more
independent motion. The bed continut-s to expand as thle vteloc-
ity is increased and maintains a uniform character. Particles
move in random directions through all parts of the lirui i at
this state. Strong transient currents with maty particles
temporarily traveling in the same direction can Pc observe,
but in general, particles move randomly as individuals, tils

uhenomenon is known as particulate fluidizatisn. it is the
common state for fluidized processes in which t ,',i Ls
fluidized ui. t) 30( percent or more of its static, prtcP -0' *i

form.

Eventual I, d.' te ul,flow of the velocities i o,.c .:
the :ut)-ri'iciat v 'iocit, approaches the terminal s-i:.
velocities )f artics, and the particles bec ) , i.i

n the lqi± I U i aire carriud out of" the 1",i- tor. - "
telattin to I a m;r u.i s own in <ure 3, tt c, , -

orates s el t th : ixed bed chi:'acteri.;tics is .
w'r, ras t,. f'Aui sed Lcd '. t :er: to: a ci:. 1' §2" 1
ficial 'ltit:s Fteet. to the r!cxt < th, xo.. .: ,

ii:t-r''i.

W- V

Sc:.Y 'ari: 9: 9 ::e er., c l Li' _ro, ic :xinrcb iJ" , , -u ,.

Lt be± -. .... i . 3 I } t; 1 .:~''irows'" , ,.2"

mass tr'n.; :ur lI it a in.5 h, :::Li[r ''jj''1''te'fF. W, 1]i[ .!

tenne ra~t at' ," ,t at zoL, "*e, uc o m'' t .n : ".k.ttr

Micr'obial .Li] i s I o't .' A t!.. most -:, 'Itti, nrt-'] *.',i

2omt'5i'io1 since it A ]o as ro1..]i~d: u the 'intimu .;i

re tention ti(, (S<[ ,) iht can b' :it c'c Ii bisl loi
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process. The microbial solids retontion time ultimatolV
defines both tie stability of the process as well as th
safety factor undrl whicL the process is dusigned or operatin'.
A sanuriry of oxa,!e raliies for anaerobic and aerobic treat-
ment .. stems is iw-n in Table 1. These lata emphasize
several well knn process differences. The high reproduction
ratus of ,rob-ic or anisms lead one to conclud: that they
have sini'icant y more capability for substrate removal and
require a much smaller reactor volume than anaerobic processes.
MininiLumr solids retention times in tr-atinj soluble substrates
si;ni 'icantly greater than 10 lays at an operating temprature
of 24°C would not be unusual for a convontional anaerobic
treatmunt process. The relationship of the solids retention
time to tLe microbial mass in the system is given by the
foilowin; eqution:

X0xSIRT =

whwrf' S aT = the sofids retentin time
V = reactor volume

X0 = bacterial concentration in the reactor

Xe = biomass lost from the reactor in the
effluent or intentionally wasted each

day

"Mp, ' V,' a pracs: opert r:' at a slutiv r t(W'It n tin-

'. .-i ti. - nic'rr-iiisn rnrrod'cci. ti:r , it is in
. : ees;s _ Paf:il i':g- 'ad /..:' ,,o n: thr 20>1 a chai: I :_ .;t:-

S Ln w.r, Ate pr'o,'s: -fficanc'y iQ .hangir %z th .. r -

, n .;l. 'id.] us.. Its concnntratin. A sAmpl mI rd c. Y

f-',vi'winAn i} cj cirnh)lky unr n. ivt n j t V *' :i-

1"'* 4'' ,.[J V',. p V , v ':i . " ..f~ l n ,.,,':r. it I. '.:.

inl nl" M.A CIOA - f

V ,. 1z ,ln.n1. + : : ' ,. :i' : i ' I i.
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costs, and this should minimize the total treatment system
cost. It follows that the achievement of maximum removal
rates can be obtained by either using superior microorganisms
or higher microbial mass concentrations. Since we have few
opportunities to select microorganisms in waste management,
the emphasis has focused on maximizing microbial concentra-

tions. However, it is essential that the microbial mass be
"active"; that is, that it be exposed to an available sub-
strate in the bulk liquid. Therefore, the first part of the
definition of the optimization of a process is that it must

achieve a maximum active biomass concentration.
Of course, achievement of maximum biomass is only the

first step in designing an optimized biological process. Thue
second requiremnent for the system is to be able to achive
efficient, reliable management of microorganisms. A process
that clogs or accumulates thick films through which substrate

cannot penetrate is not acceptable. The approach that was
taken with the development of the expanded bed was to first
define a process that would achieve a maximum biomass per unit
vo nlu d then superimpose these requirements on the physical
requirements that are necessary to operate the hydraulic flow

regime.

Desirn Requirements for Maximum "Active" Microbial Concentra-

tions

Fh'.re are a numLber of factors to be considered in defining
tW, mximm, biomass acc-umulation potential of the expanded
o,,.--masos diffusion characteristics of soluble and particulate
ur-uics, microbial nrowth rates, substrate requirements, and
process kinutics. The growth kinetics and process require-
.,ntw inn be assumed to be similar to those shown in Fable I
in t. :0snce f mass diffusion limitin; processes. Thes--
. .3.w the problem of low substrato removal -' mtes whenever
t'o substrate concentration is low ani the r.equirement fr
)nr oliIs retention times.

it is well known that methane-producin bacteria ar-
"i ' r e slower growing bacteria and at 350, under optimum
S. L tior ;, h- ve a maximu;m reproduction time of three to four

'n>, ' wn K Tobl, I. Of course, temperatures less than
10!' :p.often exper cosned with domstic sewage, and the

........-.. l.m .... r .... ct ion time may have to be significantly
-c'. r t'an In tW " ays under the cooler winter tempera-

wt, t ,..-tS .0s rKI.rvelnt the challenge in the undrstand-
S t., c:: LI b)ma't: requirn.ents: (L) what are t&-s
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conditions required to accumulate a maximum active biomass in
the system? and (2) how would we manage those bacteria such
that they would be exposed to the substrate at maximum flow
rates and still maintain control over the bacteria? Without
the addition of inert particles and the trowth of attached
microbial film, it is obvious that there are a limited number
of ways to try to increase the biomass concentration in the
reactors. It would appear that reactors without inert media
ire limited to somewiere around 5 rm VS/Z unless we go to
iiihliy elaborate methods ofr maintaininv bt-cin wit. in the
system.

The depth of substrate penetration to a microbial floe or
an attached film is well known i'r the lowr shubstrate cono'en-
trations that, are comilmon in sewalg. (L0, 11, ]?). Substrate
difffusion depths exceding hO microns occur at rlOtively low
substttte concentr:itions. In arn ieriibic film Malotta (10)

"* si owed tlat 5 . r ,i/ of glucose pen trted to r , tee th-an
i microns. These diffusin-limitted ,I,1.hs iAjic-t, th'1rt

tnch,_ f'ilms thickor than 0.0)5 ami wouli rsult in .:owe,. b-
5. tr: t W-Iimii Led biom"a ss, esp cially w , in _' : ohst, rat,,; in
sjluLio in low.

The substra.te diuff..sion depth liMiLati.os fioo) s y),tiiU

m icroL' l] porticle dimensions c .

b4 = D ( + I D

wit do ' = maximlum total ,irtici< di- am t.,:r
the inert pnrtica l tSo a ht tai,
microbi'al fill

= subst rate diffusion eAIh

•[ = n e, t ,art icl.: di= a] te2r

S . h:icksr t:t l v o i b 'V' .)I I. WiO t. . n i] 1 Iin ;irst y lls

,ll ,HtAM 1ni.;. t 'L..MA L VCih.: o to1, fii t
titi-]_A

a ll )1' l ! , ll :i, :! 'j i:: w i l.1 ,. 1 c t :v , 1J: , ,< ,' . : L " :

wi 1 1 ho M,) -", .:Uk,.w thnn I n'. 2" :m . M an:+;, Lh:, tlimumi iwzL',

jnI l dl yp ' in, t. M'-,:T' : t. innal SM,1. 11L}y , PA P no n 0'1 "n,: i, .

t ira,.il;.
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The second major observation has been that the bulk
density of these thin films i.; much higher than expected,

being greater than 200 gm/Z of film in some cases. This
compares to aerobic films that have densitites of about
34 gm VS/i. A comparison of the particle size and the active

biomass achieved with the particles, assuming that they all
achieve a thin microbial film and bulk density as indicated

above, is given in fable ii. Maximum biomass concentrations
that have been oberved in expanded beds have exceeded 40 mm/i.

Data in Table I L show that the goal for the expanded bed should
be the achieveme:nt of as much as 100 gm/k of active biomass.

fable IT. Effect of Inert Particie. Size
On Maximum Microbial Mass Goal.

I Active

Are~a per AiossA
Particle Size Volume of' Biomass As

Parti cle Vlatile
r i t ion Reactors

Mm ~c rn 2 / cm' oiL
gm/9.

None (a tivated
sludg~e) ....- 2

Tar',- rcks )0 to 75 1.0 2

PIL0 tic telia '45 5.0

ii,. ti 0. 2 t-) 2 2K. 16

ci 9 . to 0.2 210.0 15K0

> t r['r A.. '1. M n' '' '.:,nt B ,_l[ircrivht.

vi:,. ,,c9 I,, i'a Vh x:tr1-ulici be.,, ari 'it the. ,] of' t!!.

0-' ) 1::> h ,' . :" !'c 01' t.l ~ t. tI,<; r' .j r ,i c i" ' in :'i -

1)L'I .i, % . 'U[.: i K. '4 Wi 'i t Ir.' ;; i" vi :-± ii/t i 41 ,v .'t'

,. ' ., 1 , ' ,.
! W W'' t i '

4 W 4' j Lt'I,
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collect at the top of the expanded bed. These solids could be
recycled or removed at this point.

Bed Expansion Requirements

The liquid velocity required for bed expansion is a func-
tion of its viscosity and density and the particle size, shape,
and specific gravity. Numerous aL.empts have been made to
estimate expansion velocity and requirements. Most of these
efforts have been directed at backwash requirements for various
physical filters. The author is unaware of any specific work
that has been completed with inert particles coated with mature
micr obial films. In the case of the expanded bed, it is pos-
si t) ise the theory as developed for bed expansion for
backwa .hin n since the microbial films are thin and insignifi-
ca,, i% most cases. Figure 4 summarizes example interactions
etw,_.n t±., physical factors controlling bed expansion at 250 C
at; th" 'rticle diameter. This figure also contrasts the
Ar ,,terminal settling velocity to the superficial up-
flw velouity revquired for expansion for the specific gravity

"arAN-s of 2.15. These data indicate that the lower den-
ir is (1.2 specific gravity) 'v :jt!7ow expansioni vater: ties

. ':-' w - n...... i 2.,m nt is compatible with
r-' am:<nts. 'is in achieved with particle diameters between
9 r I . Zumi. Phe operatinr zones for fluidized beds and
.x}, L, in a<:re qualitatively indicated on this diagram,
indr :Lti that th, hither velocity requirements for the fluid-
iz, u-1 chiev, a charter hydraulic retention time. These
r acor also r:uirn hirher specific gravity particles. For
, .xv .'P expan-ion velocity of 6(0 ft/hr is required for a
:*2",jul, riamter of 0.2 mm with sand. A 1 mm size sand par-
•.. .I., r, juirus v locities of WoO ft/hr or greater.

C. , < 0,,. Cirsibh ratiorhs

1 "t.. I ,..; t:hrou4h an -xlandcd bed or a fluidized bed is

....... . . ...'. ,'-ural rela tionsi) equation anO follows:

, :, (,a - a )

~S

A.P = lP Y, loss throughl the filtor
= be-,t hoirtht

-,. : p< ~ ty of the ex rrtn0 bed

o.= ;rec!ic zravity of t' partial:,
a =t .,cific travity of' the fluid

28
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significant as one might expect with anaerobic processes
applied to dilute wastewaters . Figure 8 contrasts the effluent
when primary settled sewage was treated with the expanded bed
to that reported in a pure oxygen fluidizLed bed study (U4).

A study by Morris (6) focused on tlhe interaction of
particles in the expanded bed proc,,ss. It was found that a.
350C pure cellulose particles loaded at a r-eact or loadinkrg
of' less than 7 ktO /day resulted in ai total effluent COD con-
centration of less than 60 mgt~/i . Thus the loadinr rute and
effluent quality relationship s!i(wn jrit Fig7ure 7 for soluble
org-anics also appears to hold true. !'or particulate mratter.

Although much additional work is required to define the
detailed kinetics of the expanded bed process, Switzeinbaurn('
showed that a highly simplified equation could des.crihe tho
biological reaction rates. At low inifluent concentrations, thct_
following equation was found to correlate the effects of sub-

* strate concentration on the process efficiency in the expande-d
bed:

Sb

S= K2 -A
0

rwhere 5b = effluent COD concentration
s= influent COD concentration

K2 removal rate coefficient

A = ;pecific film substrate utilization
rate,, day- 1

The coefficient., K2, was closely correlated in a tempera-
ture relationship. This1 temnerature relationship was us;ed to
extrapolate the reaction kinetics to 55 0 C, with the relation-
ship between substrate removal efficiency, temperature, and
removal rates and reactor volume shown in Figure 9. It is,
interesting to note that the early data developed by Schraat

6 (13)' on the thermophilic films' interaction with soluible
SubStrates indiicates that the rates achieved in Fiue9will.
be Ltuppo rted.i

D LOCIJSS ION

0

iepreviousL revie-w of principles; involved incotlin
* rl s! iirtthe -~xpnnzd ci bed. process . cant be usedf to11lsr.e

poteontial. As was inliicat ed, in thie Introduction,
Miccapeasto be- caqpabi '2 o)f probeli inog a s ''ondAry
'wt %iLi ty without product ion of' sig-nificant S;ecolr! a

*mien 'hi 't sludge. If' the re:actor upflow velocities are

* 34
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compared to the clarifier velocities, it is clear that one can

expect effluent suspended solids to be low. If the process is
operating at a design organic loading rate of 7 kg/m 3 /day, the

reactor will have a hydraulic retention time of approximately
one hour. Tests with primary settled sewage indicate that the

effluent quality at this loading rate should be high and that
one could expect much of the BOD to be converted. If 200 mg/Z
of BOD is converted, this should result in a net yield of

approximately 0.75 gm/f/day. If the effluent suspended solids

are lost equivalent to 30 mg/k, the net change in volatile
solids in the system is zero.

The long sludge retention times required to achieve an
efficient anaerobic reaction and the high substrate concen-

trations required to drive the reaction combine to make the

task of treating dilute, low temperature wastewaters amongst
the most difficult challenges for anaerobic processes. It is

essential that the solids management as well as the biological
process be carefully controlled.

A comparison of various particle sizes and SRT values

illustrates the problems that will occur if the fluidized bed
process is used for sewage treatment, as compared to the

expanded bed process. If it is assumed that sewage has an
organic content of 230 ma/i of DOD and a temperature of 200 C

and effluent solids from the reactors are limited to 15 mg/i,
the following compares the solids ret-ntion time and therefore

the capability of thre processes to produce the required
effluent. It is assumed that both reactors have equal effi-

ciencies, even though this will probably not be the case. It
will also be assumed that 200 mg/i BOD is removed in each.
Both units will be 20 ft deep. Tin expanded bed will have -i.
50 minute hydraulic retention time, whereas the fluidized bed
will huve 6.5 minutes. Duo to the expansion and the small
particle use in the expanded bed, the op ratinr mass is

estimated to be approximatoiy 40 m/ of reactor. The fluid-

i<etd ibed will have an ope iatin, mass of approximately 8 gm/i
if 300 percent expansion is used. &used on the above assumip-
tions, the net yield in the exp1:i!el Le i iC 1.4 gm/Z/day'
wh,_,eas in the flui I el bed it wouli bW 3. 3i ,m/k/day bcaus_-
of the increased r'.action rsit. 2>r unit vuJl'Ime that is
required. Ihu reai tin, si sl retention tim, is nearly 10 i.

days in the exp'anded bu, %o compaecd to 2.4 lay: in the

fluidized bed. CIOrly, th" ve c1Wies and tI . *"i 0 mage-
ment in the -xpar. led u-1 r'sult in t, r,.,ir-ments for both
Lhe eUiloC inl nind ph .; 1 prcu.; u. to tr eat low trynth
w.stwUtsr.;, w,..'ens th, QLuihlln" be I i. ojratirk at very
short .Mi. rae.tert o tIme. an.d will Nchivve a low quality
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of effluent.
Finally, it is possible to make some gross comparisons

between aerobic and anaerobic processes based on the data that
are available. Figure 10 illustrates the relationship between

the substrate removal rates and the resulting solids retention
time in various aerobic and anaerobic processes that are able
to achieve different reactor concentrations of biological

solids. There are numerous asstmptions included in this
fi ,ure. For example, it is assumed that the efficiencies and
the removal rates of the processes are compatible. The sur-
prising results that this overview emphasizes is that the

*anaerobic process capability exceeds all aerobic processes.
The high concentration of microorganisms in the AAFEB result

in much longer solids retention times than tne aerobic pro-

cesses under comparable loading rates. This indicates that
high organic loadings that are achieved either at high flow

rates or organic concentrations with the aerobic processes

can easily lead to unstable situations; whereas the anaerobic
processes can still have an acceptably long solids retention
time so that they can continue to operate successfully.

The AAFEB studies show significant promise for the
application to a wide variety of wastewater purification

problems. Areas that require further research and development

are as follows:

- process scale-up to large pilot or full scale;
- impact of toxic substances;
- fund.nental study of the biological reaction kinetics

as affected by film thickness, substrate characteristics,

and temperature;
- definition of the physical filtering capabilities of an

exp nded bed;
- defintition and application of' the thermophi iic -xpanded

- definition of impact on major orauteal problems ;sc'.

as: algae and eutrophication rmanag<ement, waste -

vated sludge treatment, and retrofit to exist ir is, ,-
ce: os;

- definition of physical process requiremernts for i:x-
- p~ensive inert part.iclus coated with an- -robic micr, >1

films, i.e., upflow velocity, bed management neted:,
recycle, solids, wasting;

- development of' the specific application of :eri,-
aiaerobic-aerobic treatment to achieve !i. h ,- 'ffih'l,-v
cf carbon an] nitroern removal without any c~ ric I

additives.
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The title of this paper indicated that the topic was to
be the fundamentals of a new process referred to as the

expanded bed process. It is clear that the fundamentals that

apply still remain to be defined in relation to many applica-
tions of the anaerobic expanded bed process. The work to date

has focused on attempting to define the limits of the biolog-
ical capability of a high biomass anaerobic system. Ongoing
work indicates exciting possibilities for the applications of

high temperature films, especially to concentrated waste
stream management, excess waste activated sludge and substrates
such as algae and weeds for energy production and pollution
control.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The combination of process characteristics of the expanded
bed filter with anaerobic nicrobial films has resulted in a
process that provides the opportunity for maximum biomass con-
centration development while good control over the fluid forces
required to retain solids is achieved. This enables the pro-
cess to produce such surprising results as secondary treatment

quality effluents from dilute wastes even at low temperatures,
and substrate removal capability greater than any biological

process, including all aerobic alternatives.
Two major unexpected results account for the capabilities

of the AAFEB process. The anaerobic microbial films are ex-

ceptionally thin (around 0.020 mm) at low substrate concentra-

tions, thus preventing mass diffusion limitations, and high
bulk densities (calculated values in excess of 200 gm VS/Z for

anaerobic films contrasted to 34 gin VS/i for the thick aerobic
films). Due to the combined characteristics of the expanded
bed to achieve maximum biomass and suspended solids control at

rel.tively high processing , rates, it should be a desirable
process for all microbial conversions. Additionalrv, the
small particulate filtering capacities of the expanded bed
appear to be significant but undefined.

Studie, in progrress on ti:,rmophilic film': sh)w promise
of dovelopdn T high rate procs:;c fr concentrated waste
streams. Further research and development ilIfrt _ sould

4 t'ocu's on both th(e fud,&hnentas of the prces.; ard scale-up
appi icat ions.
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TRICKLING FILTERS: RELIABILITY, STABILITY
AND POTENTIAL PERFORMANCE

9=

E D Schroeder. Departmnent of Civil
Engineering, University of California,
Davis, California

INTRODUCTION

Trickling filtration is probably the oldest and least understood
of the modern systems for wastewater treatment. The process
was developed shortly before the turn of the century and in its
original form was an intermittant or periodic treatment system.
Development resulted in two general types of operation; the
standard or low rate process which is basically the original one,
and the high rate process which incorporates effluent recirculation
and higher hydraulic and organic loading rates. Some design
parameters and operating characteristics of the two types of
process are given in Table 1.

The basic operations difference between the standard and
high rate operation is effluent recirculation, and as can be seen
in Table I the loading characteristics are considerably different.
Perhaps more interesting are the differences in operating
characteristics. Effluent BOD5 and suspended solids from standard
rate trickling filters are usually comparable to activated sludge
processes, while effluent from high rate systems is less
satisfactory. In standard rate filters the biological film builds up
for long periods of time. Large scale sloughing occurs periodically,
most notably in the spring. In high rate filters sloughing occurs
continuously.
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Because the loading conditions are quite different the actual
effect of recirculation is difficult to determine. Obviously the
actual hydraulic loading rates are increased over the nominal value
f ound by dividing influent flow rate by cross-sectional area. Flow
variation is damped because of the steady recycle component, and
presumably distribution over the media is more uniform and
complete. Larger organisms, such as fly larvae, that feed on the
slime are washed out. Thus the microbial community should be
different in high and standard rate systems. Because the
predator/ grazing organism population is lower more overgrowth
and plugging problems might be expected in high rate trickling
filters. The opposite is the case, however. Two factors appear
to be involved. First, the higher flow rates result in more complete
distribution of the nutrients through the volume and the result is
more uniform growth. More important are the higher shear rates
associated with the larger flow rates. Bruce (1) reported that at
higher hydraulic loading rates shear was the principle control
mechanism and that at lower rates slime accumulation the most
important control mechanism was grazing by invertebrates. Solbe
and Roberts (1) performed an inventory of invertebrate organisms,
in an experimental standard rate unit over a three year period
and found both the total slime mass and the populations to be
highly variable. The spring sloughing resulted in large decreases
in invertebrates as well as bacterial slime. It is assumed that
the large accumulation of film during the winter months is the
result of decreased invertebrate activity at lower temperatures
and the spring sloughing is caused by their renewed activity.
Recycle

The effect of recycle on process performance has always
been controversial. Many workers have considered the recycle
stream to provide additional passes through the reactor (3), and
therefore improving process performance. This would actually be
true only if the recycle stream remained segregated from the
influent, a situation that is difficult to conceive. A similar result
would be obtained if the higher flow rates of a recycle system
caused a more complete wetting of the trickling filter surfaces.
Over designed units and systems with high influent BOD
concentrations where the organic loading rate controls the process
design would be examples that might appear to follow the multiple
pass concept.

Recycling the process effluent should have three physical
consequences: 1) diluting the influent stream, 2) increasing the
liquid film depth and 3) incorporating sloughed microbial culture
into the liquid film 4, 5, 6. The first two factors will decrease
process performance because liquid phase transport will be slower
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at lower concentrations and greater distances. Recycling sloughed
cells could result in significant quasi-homogeneous reaction rates
in the liquid film. Oxygen transfer would be less of a problem
because the portion of the reactions taking place in liquid film
would be closer to the air-liquid interface. The summary effects
of these three factors is not clear. High rate trickling filters
remove considerably more organic material than standard rate
units but effluent quality is considerably lower also.
Media

Highly porous plastic media has been increasingly used in
recent years. The greater porosity and regular shapes can be
expected to result in more uniform flow distribution and improved
oxygen transfer. The advantages of plastic media are realized
only at high loading rates where conventional media would be
quickly plugged (7). At lower rates rock media systems perform
as well or better than plastic media units. This is not particularly
surprising because the available surface area per unit volume is
not greatly different.
Biofilm

The attached biological slime in trickling filters is highly
variable. Mass distribution varies with time, season and flow
(1,8,9).
Bacteria are the dominant types of organisms although fungi such
as Geotrichium are often present in significant amounts. There
has been very little study of the structure of trickling filter
biofilms. They are obviously not uniform and vary greatly in depth.
Pivetti (8) observed the accumulation of biomass as a function of
depth in a pilot scale (0.25 m diameter, 2.4 m media depth)
trickling filter using 5 cm plastic pall rings (Norto A~tifil ).
The hydraulic loading rate was held constant at 9.9 m /m -d (10.6
mgad or 4.13 d- ) but three oranic loading rates of approximately
0.31, 0.81 and 1.05 kg BOD 5 /m -d. Both the hydraulic and organic
loading rates fall in the lower range for high rate trickling filters.

* Slime mass varied with depth for all three loading rates as shown
in Figure 1.

Make up of the biofilm includes many filamentous.
Sloughing

Little information is available on the mass rate of sloughing
because most workers report secondary clarifier effluent suspended
solids concentrations rather than trickling filter effluent values.
Eden et al (7) stjdiVd plastic media (Surffpac) it high loading
rates (6.7-21.5 m /m *d and 0.9-2.4 kg BOD 5 /m *d) over a one
year period and reported trickling filter eff pent suspended solids
concentrations ranging from 119 to 198 g/m . Influent suspended
solids concentrations were approximately 25 percent higher and

4
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thus a large fraction of the effluent solids could well have
originated in the influent. Pivetti worked with a soluable fed and
reported average effluent suspended solids values (unsettled) of
10, 44 and 72 g/m for the three organic loading rat s It used.

Aitken (10) used a hydraulic .ading rate 15 m /m *d and
an organic loading rate of 2 kg/m *d in studies with a 0.15 m
diameter, 1.1 m deep model plastic media trickling filter. Like
Pivetti 3the feed was soluble. Effluent suspended solids averaged
23 'm over a 103 day period, with a standard deviation of 7.7
g/m . The media used by Aitken (10) was 1.3 cm plastic pall
rings. Quite possibly the small media size was a factor in the
low effluent suspended solids values. Periodically Aitken pulsed
the hydraulic loading rate to determine the effect on effluent
suspended solids. Pulses consisted of increasing the liquid
application rate by a factor of 4 or 8 for a 30 or 60 minute
duration period. Large increases in sloughed solids during the
pulse resulted. For a period of approximately one day after the
pulse effluent suspended solids were less than normal steady state
value (Figure) 2, but after this relatively brief period effluent
suspended solids approached the steady state values.
Nitrification

Control of nitrification in biological wastewater treatment
is still a somewhat elusive objective. The fact that extensive
nitrification is normal in slow rate trickling filters and relatively
insignificant in high rate systems is a consistant observation.
There is no reason to suspect that nitrifying organisms are washed
out of the high rate systems and another cause must be considered.
A reasonable conjecture is that competition for oxygen is too
great in high rate systems for nitrification to occur. If this is
correct nitrifiers activity should be limited to the lower depth of
low rate units but this has not been demonstrated. The actual
mechanisms of nitrification have not been established. Quite
possibly adsorption of NH + on slime surfaces is the ammonia
rcmoval mechanism, with oxyidation of the adsorbed NH + following.
An interesting set of experiments could be developedyto test this
hypothesis.
CONCEPTUALIZED AND REAL TRICKLING FILTERS

A considerable amount of mathematical modeling of trickling
filters has been done. Examples include the early work of Velz
(11), Howland (12) and Eckenfelder (13) that utilized first order
reaction models, the work of the mid-1960's characterized by
Swilley and Atkinson (4), Keqrserger and Bush (5), Meir et al (14)
and Kornegay and Andrews and the more recent studies by
Atkinson and his co workers (16,17,18), Williamson and McCarty
(19), Rittman and McCarty (20) and Harromoes (21). All of these

4
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workers were forced to make idealizing assumptions about the
fluid flov conditions. Generally these assumptions are uniform
steady flow over the entire surface, a smooth microbial slime of
uniform depth throughout the trickling filter and all reactions in
the slime. Such assumptions are very unrealistic. All trickling
filters are loaded periodically if one considers a particular point
or flow path. Thus flow would be expected to occur in a rippling
pattern with mixing occuring at points were sections of media
intersect. The microbial slime can be seen to vary in characteristics
throughout trickling filters and sloughing would result in a patchy
surface of variable friction characteristics. Under such conditions
it would be surprising to find the wastewater running smoothly
over the entire media surface. Quite likely the flow runs in
riveluts for short distances before joining with other streams which
are then separated out into smaller flows at media interfaces or
junctions. As growth and sloughing occurs the pathways of the
flow would be expected to change resulting in an extremely
dynamic system.

The third assumption, all reactions occur in the microbial
film, has varying validity. Sloughed film would be biologically
active. Recycling from a point prior to the secondary clarifies
would enrich the liquid film with micro organisms and result in
what Swilley (22) termed a pseudo-homogeneous reaction system.
Swilley concluded from theoretical studies that
pseudo-homogeneou. systems would have better performance than
heterogeneous systems and that recycle would improve process
performance if suspended cells were included and decrease
efficiency if suspended cells were excluded. Kehrberger and Busch
experimentally validated Swilleys conclusion for an inclined plate
system. Unfortunately the idealized flow conditions of an inclined
plate are quite different from real trickling filters and there is
substantial evidence that removal rates are increased when recycle
is used, regardless of the configureation (ie before or after the
secondary clarifes).

Most of the recent attached growth models (14-22) are based
on mass transport concepts. None consider the possibility of more
tKl.n one limiting nutrient. In their most easily applied forms
there is an assumption that the same mechanism is rate limiting
throughout the depth, but models such as Atkinsons (16,17) are
based on spatially varying conditions. These models are useful in
delineating the interaczion of system variables and parameters but
are far too simplified to predict process performance without
extensive, system specific calibration. This was demonstrated by
Atkinson and Ali (28) and Pivetti (5) in their studies with
simplified systems.
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ACTUAL PROCESS PERFORMANCE
A number of reports on actual performance of trickling filter

systems over extended periods of time are in the literature.
Particularly notable in the historical sense is the NRC report (23)
the used annual average values to develop loading/performance
relationships. Although the results were at best shakey (24) the
NRC formula is still used in design. Gallen and Gotaas (25)
developed a performance relationship based on the best fit of data
from trickling filters and Fairall (26) and Rankin (27) worked with
average data from a number of systems also.

More recently Haugh et al (28) and Niku et al (29) reported
the results of the analysis of one years daily composite data from
I high rate trickling filters systems locajed through the midwest.
Aerage daily flows ranged from 900 m /d (0.5 mgd) to 130,000
m /d (34 mgd). In these studies summary statistics (mean, standard
deviation, show etc) were examined to determine general process
characteristics. Five common probability density functions were
tested with the effluent BOD and suspended solids data. Three
of the two parameter empirica, gamma and log normal were found
to adequately describe the distributions. The log normal
distribution provides the best fit for activated sludge effluent data
and is the easiest of the three to apply and was chosen as the
model of choice.

Multiple regression analysis was used to estimate effects of
selected process parameters on effluent quality. In general primary
effluent BOD and suspended solids concentration and temperature
had the greatest effect with flow rate also being significant.
Weekly cycles were found in several plants ind monthy variation
was established in all 11 plants. As would be expected effluent
quality was lower in the Winter than in the Summer.

The data were non-random as noted above. This means that
effluent quality depends on the day of the week and month and
that the chosen distributions can only be used in a limited manner.
Prediction of annual frequencies and other long term behavior is
possible, however. It is quite likely that the non-randomness is
due to somewhat predictable loading and temperature variations
and this would justify use of expressions such as Eckenfelder's (13)
or the modified Atkinson model (6)/
EFFLUENT QUALITY, RELIABILILTY AND STABILITY

Effluent Quality for the II plants is summarized on a daily,
seven day and 30 day average basis in bables 2 and 3. Seven of
the I I plants met the 30 day 30 g/m standard for BOD 5 and
suspended solids. The daily, 7 day and 30 day average were
virtually identical in each case, and therefore there is no advantage
in reporting more than one value.
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TABLE 2

EFFLUENT BOD 5 DATA FROM II
MIDWESTERN TRICKLING FILTERS

Plant Daily 7 day 30 day
Average Running Running

g/m 3  Average Average

g/m 3  g/m 3

1 33.3 33.1 32.1
2 10.7 10.6 10.0
3 10.1 10.0 9.8
4 58.4 58.3 57.7
5 29.2 29.2 29.0
6 27.0 27.0 26.8
7 23.2 22.9 22.6

8 43.1 43.0 42.8
9 51.1 51.5 52.9

10 21.0 21.0 21.1
11 18.3 18.0 17.1
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TABLE 3

EFFLUENT SUSPENDED SOLIDS DATA

FROM 11 MIDWESTERN TRICKLING FILTERS

Plant Daily 7 day 30 day
Average Running Running

g/m 3 Average Average

g/m 3  g/m 3

1 52.5 52.5 51.6

2 21.5 21.2 20.9

3 21.0 21.1 21.1

4 54.9 54.8 54.3

5 18.3 18.4 18.6

6 15.1 15.1 14.9

7 24.1 23.6 23.2

8 34.0 34.0 34.0

9 41.1 41.2 41.8

10 23.6 23.9 24.0

" 11 16.2 16.1 15.8
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Process reliability has been defined by Niku, Samaniego and
Schroeder (29) as the probability that a given system will meet
a chosen standard. The proposed a coefficient of reliability (COR)
based on the log normal distribution that uses and a processes
coefficient of variation, V

X

COR (Vx 2 + 1)Y2 exp Zl [ln(Vx 2  l)lY2}

where z standard normal variate for the distribution.
Process reliability can be plotted as a function of V and

the nomalized mean, m /X (m = actual or design value andX =
standard value) as shown in F14gure 2. Based on the data from
the II plants V values for effluent BOD 5 and SS should be
approximately O.Ab and 0.55, respectively. Using Figure 2 and X
= 30 g/m we can conclude that 95 percent reliability woul8
require an ayerage effluent BOD 5 concentration of slightly less
than 15 g/m .

Evaluating process stability is a more qualitative procedure
than evaluating reliability. Defining stability is somewhat of a
problem in itself. Normalized parameters generally do not
differentiate between systems with good and poor effluents. For
example of the ratio of the standard deviation to the mean were
used a plant with a ratio of one could have standard deviation
and mean values of 5 and 5 or 100 and 100. The standard deviation
is a useful value in estimating process stability, but does not
provide information on what caused a particular value. For
example a given standard deviation might be the result of a number
of small deviations or one or two colosal failures. The range
provides information on maximum values experienced but not on
their frequency. A plant with one failure per year would not be
called unstable by most people, but might be identified as such
if range were the sole criteria. For these reasons an ideal stability
measure does not exist, but a somewhat qualitative estimate can
be developed by plotting range vs standard deviation (Figures 3
and 4). As can be seen the range tends to increase with standard
deviation for both effluent BOD 5  and suspeirded solids
concentration. A standard deviation value of 10 g/m was taken
as the stability cut off point for both variables. The decision was
based to a large extent on a similar analysis for activated sludge
processes where the differences are considerably more clearcut.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Trickling filters can be best designed using pilot scale studies.
Estimates of process performance can be made using simple models
incorporating loading rate parameters and the reliability of process
can be estimated for a given effluent standard using Figure 2 .
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? ~Process stability cannot be predicted, but it is clear that the
lwrthe effluent BOD and suspended solids concentrations are

temore stable a plant will be.
High rate trickling filters can produce good quality effluent.

-- a-son in. Tables- 2, and -3; In general the lower the organic
and hydraulic loading rates the better the effluent quality will
be. The performance history of low rate systems is quite good,
but capital and land requirements are high and this will probably
restrict their use to smaller communities even under current energy
restrictions. High rate trickling filters can be competitive with
activated sludge processes in terms of land and cost, but effluent
quality is definitly lower than activated sludge processes.
Application of 30-30 standards makes selection of high rate
trickling filters risky unless further treatment is included. If
standards are allowed to reflect a particular set of discharge
conditions trickling filters would be a more widely used alternative.
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* PART II: CURRENT STATUS AND FUTURE TRENDS

THE HISTORY OF FIXED-FILM WASTEWATER TREATMENT SYSTEMS

Robert W. Peters. Department of Civil Engineering,
Purdue University, West Lafayette, Indiana.

James E. Alleman. Department of Civil Engineering,
University of Maryland, College Park, Maryland.

INTRODUCTION

The science and 'art' of wastewater engineering stretches
only slightly beyond one hundred years. Within this period,
the applied technology has certainly made significant strides
in promoting disease control and environmental protection.
Fixed-film treatment unquestionably plays an important role in
this history, particularly since it represented the original
biological mechanism. Beginning with options like the
trickling filter, intermittent filter and contact bed,
fixed-film systems dominated the technology of wastewater
treatment for several decades. And although this status has

'4 subsequently been assumed by suspended growth process, there
is unquestionably a resurgence of interest in fixed-film
applications.

L
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$ Given the relative historical significance, and projected
future of fixed-film systems, a chronological review of the
associated progressive developments should be both interesting

V and informative. This paper will therefore explore the gene-
alogy behind our current fixed-film technology, condensing the
relevant yesteryear literature into twenty-five year incre-
ments. While attempting to limit this synopsis to a reasonable
length, every effort has been made to facilitate a thorough
documentation of the associated literature.

1850 - 1875

As described by the classic Dickens tale in 1859, "It was
the best of times, it was the worst of times..." (1) This
literary image poignantly portrays a mid-nineteenth century era
freshly endowed with the blessings of an Industrial Revolution,
yet virtually helpless in the face of rampant, epidemic dis-
ease. Cholera, alone, flared through the British Isles in four
deadly outbreaks within one terrifying ten year period. (2)

Without question, these problems with communicable disease
provide a sad reflection on the existing deficiencies in en-
vironmental sanitation. However, the concurrent infancy of
bacteriology yielded only vague clues regarding the dangerous
correlation between fecal contamination and disease trans-
mission. Existing efforts towards sewage disposal, let alone
treatment, were virtually non-existent. (3) Certainly it was
fortuitu , then, that legislation (i.e. the Nuisance Removal
Act) was enacted in 1858 to control sewage discharge, albeit
more so a function of safeguarding asthetics rather than a
perceived health hazard. (4) This emphasis quickly shifted
towards disease control, though, following Dr. John Snow's
monumental publication on epidemiology within the same year.
(2 ,4 ,5)

England shortly organized a series of Royal Committees
(6, I, 8) chairged wi th thie study of problems; relating to sewage
disposal. and treatment. Their initial findings categorized
the existing state-of-the-art according to chemical precipi-
tation, filtration and irrigation, with the latter two pro-
cedures generally associated xi-th land treatment. While land
systems carried a traditional background extending several
centurns,,(4,9) some of the other available options were
rather curious. One such precipitation procedure, the ABC
process, employed a bizarre mixture of alum, blood and clay.
(4 ,10)

None of the available treatment mechanisms were, however,
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recognized as biologically-related systems. Hence, Dr. Alex-
ander Mueller's demonstration in 1865 that sewage could be
purified by living organisms in a filtration column provided a
major revelation. (11) Dr. Mueller, a prominent City Chemist
of Berlin, subsequently patented his biological purification
process several years later. Unquestionably avant-garde,
neither the patent nor the fundamental concept attracted much
attention, though.

In 1868, one of the Commission members, Sir Edward Frank-
land, began an epic study of filtration performance on raw
London sewage in laboratory columns packed with media ranging
from coarse gravel to peaty soil. Using a twice daily dosing
pattern, Sir Frankland maintained successful filtration per-
formance for over four months. (11,12,13) Although the
filter's treatment capability was solely credited to physical-
chemical means, the associated establishment of the inter-
mittent filtration concept had notably introduced a necessity
for resting or aeration periods between sewage applications.

Based on these results, the Royal Commision began to
place considerable emphasis on the use of intermittent land
filtration. (14) In 1871, J. Bailey-Denton initiated the first
full-scale operation at Merthyr Tydvil, Wales. (14) Success at
this facility, and others subsequently developed by Bailey-
Denton, soon promoted several engineers to apply Frankland's
concept. (4,11,14) Unfortunately, these engineers oftentimes
neglected critical factors such as soil permeability and/or the
necessity for intermittent dosing, such that failures became
commonplace. And with subsequent documentation of 38 such
failures, (4,11,14) technical interest in the intermittent
concept quickly faded.

1875 - 1900

Following upon the singular work by Mueller over a decade
earlier, several researchers successively explored the microbi-

S al aspect of sewage purification. Schloesing and Miintz (15)
first demonstrated soil nitrification in 1877. Five years
later, Warrington (16) confirmed that sterilized solutions lost
their nitrifying ability until inoculated by fresh soil. And
in 1890, Winogradsky (17) succeeded in identifying Nitrosomonas
bacteria. These pioneers were, however, still uncertain as to

* the pragmatic application of these bacterial mechanisms to
effective treatment.

Up to this point, Europe had dominated the developments in
wastewater treatment technology. Within the United States,
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though, comparable concern for pollution control resulted in
the establishment of the Lawrence Experimental Station by the
Massachusetts State Board of Health. (4,18) Organization of
the Lawrence facility was handled by Hiram F. Mills, a dis-
tinguished hydrologist, and Professors Sedwick and Drown from
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. (4,19) Under the
direction of Allen Hazcn, the Lawrence group began a series of
filtration experiments in 1887 which were comparable to the
prior Frankland tests on intermittent dosing. In this case,
however, the filters were significantly larger, at 1/200th
acre per unit. While their results subsequently verified the
treatment potential afforded by an intermittent filtration
mechanism, the Lawrence group's first publication in 1890 pro-
vided a monumental analysis of the associated microbial ac-
tivity. (18) Indeed, their findings truly furnished the hall-
mark demonstration that microorganisms carried within the

filter media could degrade sewage in an aerobic environment
facilitated by intermittent dosing.

Given the success of the Lawrence experiments, biological
treatment systems rapidly expanded in terms of application and
sophistication. Considerable controversy had arisen in the
1890's over patent rights obtained by Donald Cameron for septic
tanks, (4) such that most municipalities were alixious to find
suitable treatment alteratives. Several full-scale inter-
mittent filtration systems were therefore constructed in the
New England area, most of which were successfully maintained
for several decades.

In Europe, though, sanitary enginaers were still hesitant
to accept the intermittent filtration concept. This opinion
likely stenued either from a lingering dissatisfaction with
the Frankland-era facilities, or because of the widespread
unsuitability of European soil. (4) Instead, they chose to
intensify filtration rates using coarser media such as cok-
breeze, gravel, burnt clay and coarse chalk. Scott-Moncrief
(9) probably began the first such tests, using sewage perco-
lation through sequential trays of 1 inch diameter coke media.

4 In 1893, J. Corbett (20) also employed a serial kilter scheme,
with an additional wooden trough to continuously distribute in-
ftluent sewage across the bed. And in the same year, F. Wallis
SLtoddart (21) reported on the use of a coarse media filter
r,_ceiving a continuous, trickling flow. Of these two latter
ro-sarchers, Corbett acknowledged the impetus and direction
:,rovidud hv the previous Lawrence findings. Stoddart, however,
;:>-i;ted that his work stemmed from Frankland's principles and

it his continuously percolated units were the first of their
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kind. In either case, the trickling filter had been conceived.
Another classic European option which developed at much

the same time was the contact bed. Acting along the lines of

the Lawrence experiments, W. Santo Crimp and W. J. Dibdin

decided in 1891 to experiment with a dosing pattern which

flooded a coarse media filtration bed for 8 hours, followed by

16 hours in a drained state. (4,9) Gf the coarse media materi-
als tested on chemically-treated London sewage, Dibdin found
that the coke breeze provided satisfactory treatment, while

sand clogged extensively. In subsequent tests, Dibdin experi-

mented with a double-contact approach, using primary and

secondary beds respectively containing successively smaller

media. (4) The success of this operation quickly led to

several full-scale installations, all of which maintained the

cyclic fill, drain and react periods. And in their fifth report

(6), the Royal Commission provided extensive technical support

for the installation and operation of such contact beds.

Dosing strategies for both the trickling filters and con-

tact bed systems received intensive study in the years immedi-

ately following their development. For uniform loading of

intermittent filter units, Waring and Lowcock devised a sim-

plistic technique in 1892 based on an overlying fine gravel

layer to promote equivalent flow distribution. (4,14,23) How-

ever, this procedure retarded desired bed aeration. Perhaps as

a consequence, Waring also devised and patented a trickling
filter system which employed forced aeration. (4,14)

Stoddart's (4,21) approach to flow distribution was that

of corrugated sheet-metal plates with synmmetrical discharge
ports. Although considered satisfactory, leveling of these

horizontal plates required tedious adjustment. Corbett (4,20)
initially used slotted wooden troughs and then switched to a

variety of fixed-spray jets. In 1896, Carfield (4,14) im-
proved the fixed distributor concept by adding a siphoned dos-

ing tank. The siphon action insured an intermittent dosing
procedure which prevented localized floodi'ig at the mecia.

Rotary flow distributors were originally tested in 1889,
with additional rfinement b Corbett in 1894, (20) Two years
later, Whittaker and Bryant (4) introduced a rotary sprinkler
equipped with a pulsometer. This latter addition not only
produced a pulsed, intermittent flow, but also warmed the in-
fluent sewage. However, their model employed perforated pipe

distribution arms prone to clogging. Rotary wooden troughs
were then introduced by Mather and Platt to avoid this plugging

problem. (4,14)
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1900 - 1925

Given the classic technical advancements made by Hazen,
Stoddart, Corbett and Dibdin in the past quarter century, the
next twenty-five years could be viewed as an era of practical
application and refinement. Of the available biological treat-
ment systems (i.e. intermittent filtration, trickling filters
and contact beds), it is interesting to note that each com-
prised a fixed-film process. Rudimental experiments in sewage
aeration were underway at the time, but suspended growth
systems did not originate for several years. (4)

Trickling filters were first introduced to the U.S. in
1901 at Madison, Wisconsin. (4) By 1910, several additions in
mid-west and eastern cities brought the total to ten. (9)
Monumental in size alone, the 31 acre Baltimore trickling
filter system is remarkably still in operation some seventy-
five years after its initial development. (24)

Amongst these early U.S. trickling filter inits, and for
several decades, fixed spray jets served as the norm for flow
distribution. (4) Contemporary sewage treatment texts typical-
ly carried several pages devoted to spray jet design and in-
stallation. (4,9,14) In most cases, these distributions were
also equipped with siphon dosing tanks. While rotating dis-
tributors were only randomly tested in ti? United States ( e.
Springfield, MO in 1912 and Pontiac, MT in 1920),(4) European
trickling filter designs favored the rotary or travelling
sprinkler approach. (11)

With the advent of trickling filter applications, interest
in intermittent-filtration began to fade. Experimentation
continued on both options at Lawrence, (19) demonstrating that
the higher loading rates provided by coarse media design could
significantly reduce the requisite land area. Mathematical
modeling of these biological filters was also initiated in 1916
by Tatham. (25) In using a mass-balance derivation based on
first-order kinetics, this study classically sought to define
the purification process according to precise chemical engi-
neering principles.

As for contact bed design, several full-scale applications
were recorded. (4,26) Although a few large scale units were
built in the United Star s, (4) contact beds did not receive
much interest outside Europe. Because of the involved flooding
routine, anaerobic conditions tended to lower final effluent
quality. (26) This circumstance, combined with frequent clog-
ging of the bed media by entrained sludge, (4,26) certainly
began to cjs: doubts on the usefulness of contact bed treat-
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ment.
Recognizing the desirability of an aerobic biofilm, Dibdin

decided in 1904 to experiment with forced bed aeration. (27)
And to facilitate flushing solid matter from the bed, the
coarse media was replaced with slate slabs packed in horizon-
tal layers. Operation of the modified unit still followed the
phased fill-an-draw routine. (4,28) After 12 months of labor-
atory study, Dibdin successfully progressed to a full-scale
demonstration of his slate bed design at Devizes in 1905. (29)

* However, in their fifth report, the Royal Commission indicated
that the slate bed approach should only be considered as a
primary sedimentation mechanism. (6)

Within the U.S., Dibdin's slate bed technique drew
immediate interest. Experimental testing was initiated in
Plainfield, New Jersey in 1905. (30) Historically important
experimentation on slate bed treatment was also begun at
Lawrence under the direction of H. W. Clark and S. Gage. (19,
31) In comparing aerated slate bed units and aerated bottles
containing algal suspensions, these investigators reported in
1913 that the bottles provided better treatment efficiency.
(31) This variance was attributed to a failure by the pre-
viously scrapped slate plates to accumulate a suitable biofilm
during the short period of study.

Shortly thereafter, Gilbert John Fowler, a British Pro-
fessor of Chemistry at Victoria University, visited the
Lawrence labs and witnessed these same experiments. (31) Upon
returning to England, Dr. Fowler's students Edward Ardern and
William Lockett began the historic study of suspended growth
treatment. In 1914, these two students then published the
first account of an activated sludge process; sticking with the
accepted intermittent (i.e. fill-and-draw) pattern, but dis-
tinctively switching to a suspended biomass. (32) Speaking on
behalf of his students, Fowler did acknowledge the contributing
and inspiration provided by Clark and Gage, referring to
Lawrence as "the Mecca of sewage purification..." (32)

, •In much the same vein as Dibdin's slate bed, Dr. William
Owen Travis also sought to improve upon the contact bed pro-
cedure. (22) As the local health officer in charge of a con-
tact filter at Hampton, England, l)r. Travis was quite familiar
with the problem of bed clogging. (4) Htis solution, introduced
in 1904 as the Travis Hydrolytic or Colloider Tank, was es-

0 sentially configured as a multi-stage septic tank. Successive-
ly divided into detritus, hydrolytic and finishing tanks, the
latter two zones contained woeJen colloider baffles or laths
placed in a parallel array. 'Ihese baffles were intended to
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attract fine particulates for subsequent degradation. Only one
such plant was ever built, at Norwich, England in 1909. (4) The
construction at another Travis facility by the Emsher Drainage
District Board was discontinued after the death of the in-

volved design engineer, Wattenberg. (4) His replacement, Karl
Imhoff, subsequently convinced the Board to switch to his

personal design, known thereafter as the Emscher or Imhoff
Tank. (9,14)

As a footnote to this era, mention should also be made of
two unique patents obtained for rotating support media. (33,34)
The first, conceived by Weigand in 1900, (33)comprised a moving

cylinder with wooden slats. Poujoulat's patent in 1916 (34)

employed agglomerated slag or porous brick fashioned as a
hollow cylinder and rotated about its horizontal axis. Flow
distribution was provided using a perforated pipe placed over
the cylinder. Although neither option attracted much attention
at the time, these designs could well be considered vintage
predecessors to rotating biological contactor technology.

1925 - 1950

Over the next twenty-five years, intermittent filtration
and contact bed systems were effectively discarded in favor of
trickling filter design. Within the U.S., extensive efforts
were made to improve and upgrade trickling filter performance,
including the development and adoption of technical standards
for design loading, bed construction and system operation. (35)
High-rate designs, developed to increase hydraulic capacity,
were marketed by several companies, including: Lakeside
Engineering (Aero-filter), Dorr/Link-Belt Comp. (Bio-filter)
and Infilco (Accelo-filter). (35) In most cases, fixed-spray
jets were also discarded in favor of rotating distributor
systems.

Much of the popularity of these trickling filter units
could certainly be attributed to their relative simplicity,

ease of operation and cost-effective performance capabilities.
Activated sludge was still a somewhat innovative process, and
one which prompted considerable concern regarding its intensive
energy demand for aeration. (31,36,37) Legal problems also
plagued the activated sludge process, with costly patent in-
fringement suits filed against several major cities by Acti-
vated Sludge, Ltd. (38) Many municipalities consequently turn-
ed away from suspended growth systems in favor of th more
conservative trickling filter option.

There were, however, several tangential developments in
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fixed-film technology which deserve considerations. The appli-
cation of one such option, the Hays process, actually rivaled

* .the installation of trickling filters for the period of 1930 to

1940. (39) Developed in 1930 by Clifford Hays, a chemist from
Waco, Texas, this procedure employed large asbestos-concrete

sheets vertically stacked with a I" to 2" spacing. ("q) This
design approach was physically analogous to the Dibdin slate
bed (although vertically arrayed, rather than horizontal) or

the Travis colloider system (with the added feature of a dif-
fused aeration system). By 1942, there were 63 such units in

operation throughout the U.S., many of which were located at
military installations. (40) However, the limited availability
of corrugated asbestos-concrete sheets during wartime con-
ditions necessitated the use of flat sheets. (41) Lacking
surface rigidity, these latter sheets frequently buckled and
collapsed, resulting in process failures which doomed its

future consideration.
Another such resurrected concept was that of the Nidus

Rack. (42) Developed by A.M. Buswell in 1929, the Nidus Rack
was intended to advance the Travis Colloider principle by
significantly increasing the surface area for colloid/parti-
culate attraction. Numerous woven lattice units constructed of
veneer or basket wood were placed into a contact tank and
mechanically agitated to promote dposition into an underlying

settling compartment. Buswell's article also mentions a numb,

of related studies incorporating straw and corncob filter
arrays. (42)

Following along the research line established by Weigand

and PMujoulat, a number of investigators independently studied
the use of rotating support media. J. Doman (43) reported in
1929 on the development of a contact filter using partially

submerged rotating plates constructed from galvanized steel.
The schematic overview provided with this report (43) bears
a striking resemblance to modern RBC designs.

One further option on rotating media, the Biological

Wheel, was patented by A. T. Maltby shortly before 1930. (44)
The unit consisted of a series of paddle wheels partially sub-
merged in, and rotated by, sewage flowing through a surrounding
chNn I . Biofilm attached to these wheels consequently rotated
in alternating fashion through the sewage and into the atmos-
phiere.

L950 - PSI'NI

Mohlman's Sewage Works Journal (45) editorial entitled,
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"Revival of the Trickling Filter," provides an excellant

commentary on the mid-twentieth century state-of-the-art for
fixed-film systems. Despite referencing the relative ad-
vantages of system reliability and economy, this editorial
acknowledged that trickling filters, "were almost relegated to

limbo." (45) Indeed, over the next few years, conventional

trickling filter construction using rock media was unquestion-
ably surpassed by activated sludge. Mohlman also provided a

timely reference to the related technologies recently developed
by Buswell, Maltby, Doman and others. In essence, he collect-
ively defended fixed-film treatment as a worthy alternative to
the rapidly advancing suspended-gTowth concept.

At much the same time, significant developments were oc-
curing with the incorporation of plastic-based support media
into various fixed-film treatment systems. These synthesized
media forms offered several advantages over naturally available
materials particularly in terms of surface contact area, void-
age fraction, packing density, and construction flexibility.

Research and development on plastic media proceeded along
two distinct lines during the early 1950's. In America,
bundled plastic units were being proposed and tested as inno-
vative packing for stationary filter applications. (46) In-
vestigators in Europe, though, began testing rotating plastic
discs in much the same manner as Doman's rotating cast iron
system. (47) These latter researchers at Stuggart University,
West Germany, conducted extensive testing on wooden and plastic
discs, 1 mneter in diameter. (47) Further improvement by Popel
and Hartman (48,49) led to the use of expanded polystyrene
media which then opened the door for commercial application.

By 1957, the 3. Conrad Stengelin Company in 'Nttlin ,en,
West Germany had begun manufacturing exp;inded polystyrene discs
2 and 3 meters in diameter for use in wastewater treatment
plants. The first commercial installation went into operation
in 1960, (44,45) and soon thereafter the process began to
attract considerable interest through Europe.

A During the early 1960's, the research division of Allis
Chalmers Corporation also investigated the use of rotating
discs in various chemical processing applications. Their disc
was called a two-phase contactor (TPC), and was tested for
applications of gas absorption and stripping, liquid-liquid
extraction, liquid-liquid heat transfer, and other mass and
energy transfer applications. Eventually, the device was con-
sidered for oxygen transfer. In the summer of 1965, three-
foot diameter metal discs were evaluated at the Jones Island
treatment plant in Milwaukee, Wisconsin. These units were
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initially employed for oxygen transfer in an extended aeration
process, and then tested without sludge recycle and with an
attached biomass (i.e. as a biological contactor). [In retro-

spect, the Jones Island site was an ironic location, as it re-
presents the original application of activated sludge on a
large commercial basis]. To confirm the favorable results of
these initial tests and to learn more about the treatment pro-
cess, laboratory tests were subsequently conducted using a
synthetic datry waste and 3-foot diameter aluminum discs. (49)

After learning of the European activities, Allis-Chalmers
reached a licensing agreement in 1968 with the German manufact-
urer for production and sales distribution in the U.S. The
treatment process was marketed undei the trade name Bio-Disc.
The first commercial installation in the U.S. went into oper-
ation at a small cheese factory in 1969. (50)

In 1970, Allis-Chalmers sold its rotating biological con-

tactor technology to Autotrol Corporation. At that time, poly-
styrene discs were still not competitive with the activated
sludge process, primarily due to the high capital cost of the
polystyrene discs. However, in 1972, Autotrol announced the
development of new rotating contactor media constructed from
corrugated sheets of polyethylene. Until then, (51) the RBC
unit consisted of a series of parallel, flat 0.5 inch thick

expanded polystyrene sheets, each separated by a 0.75 inch
space. The new arrangement used 1/16 inch thick polyethylene
sheets with a 1.2 inch space.

Numerous terms are used throughout the wastewater treat-

ment literature to describe RBC's. Among the terms in current
use are the following: rotating biological contactors, rotat-
ing biological discs, rotating biological surfaces, RBS, bio-
disks, bio-discs, biological rotating discs, rotating filters,
rotating biological filters, as well as trade names such as
Bio-Surf, Aero-Surf, Surfact, and BioSpiral.

Several proprietary RBC options are currently available,
including the following variations on media construction:
parallel disc media attached perpendicular to the rotational
shift, media sheets spiral wound about the shaft, and segmented
media bundles placed as pie-shaped wedges about the shaft cir-
cumference. Another recent development amongst the field of
rotating media units is that of providing supplemental aeration,
either for enhanced oxygen transport and/or to provide for
shaft rotation. In one instance, a full-scale system employing
mechanical shaft rotation will shortly be retrofitted with such
aeration capabilities in an effort to enhance system perfor-
mance. (52) Numerous additional research, pilot-scale and full-
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scale (including commercial and industrial) investigations have
also been reported in the literature, notably including the
Proceedings of the First National Symposium/Workshop on Rotat-
ing Biological Contactor Technology, held at Champion, Penn-
sylvania, February 4-6, 1980.

RBC's have a number of characteristics which make them an
attractive process for the design engineer. They can provide
a high degree of treatment and, like trickling filters, have
lower energy and maintenance requirements than activated sludge
units. RBC's require less land area than most other comparable
processes. A large microbial population in the form of mix-
tures of filamentous and non-filamentous bacteria and fungi
grow on the contactor surface. (53) A large active surface
area is obtained by the filamentous character of the growth.
RBC's can provide a highly nit:ified effluent, since different
biological communities can be developed and maintained in
separate stages. Because the biofilm is exposed to air rough-
ly 50Z of the time, concentrated industrial wastes can be
treated without becoming anaerobic. RBC's systems can be
designed to handle a wide range of flows, from less than 1 MCD
to over 100 '1(;D. (54) No recycle is required. The sloughed
biomass generally has good settling characteristics and can
easily be separated from waste streams.

Rotating biological contactors show high efficiency in
oxygen transfer. Organic overloads are handled well due to the
large biomass on the discs. (51) Since they involve attached
growth, they are less likely to fail through washout when con-
ditions adverse to biological growth occur. No bulking, foam-
ing, or floating of sludge occurs to interfere with a plant's
overall efficiency. Short circuiting in the RBC cannot occur,
due to the effect of stagiag in this plug flow system. Shock
loads are dampened. (55)

In designing a plant, RBC's have advantages beyond their
low area requirements. Most RBC's operate with nominal hy-
draulic head, so that pumping which otherwise might be required
may be avoided. The change in head through the disc sections
is less than 1.0 ft. Less excavation is required for RBC's

than for activated sludge aeration tanks. RBC's are versatile
both in the functions they perform and in the flexibility with
which they can be configured. The discs can either be rotated
by mechanical drive (such as the Bio-Surf process) or use an
air drive mechanism (such as the Aero-Surf process) which has
fewer moving parts and uses less energy. (56) For the mechani-
cal drive systems, a 25 ft by 12 ft diameter module which con-
tains 104,000 ft of total surface area, can be driven by a

L
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5-hp motor. (54) The Bio-Surf process can be designed to pro-
duce an effluent BOD5 of 10 mg/i. The composition of effluents
between 10 and 20 mg/1 BOD 5 generally consists of approximately
1/3 soluble and 2/3 insoluble BOD5 . (54) However the discs
are rotated, RBC technology use up to 50% less energy than
activated sludge units. The low speed of the mechanical drive
units reduces maintenance requirements and prolongs their
lives. Air driven RBC's allow the rotational speed to be ad-

justed by turning a few valves.
The power requirements are low because the buoyancy of the

plastic discs offsets their weight, the weight of the biomass,
and the weight of their support structure so that the shaft
structure half submerged, has almost no resultant downward
force. (53) The process is virtually absent of nuisances: no
clogging of the disc surface, no flies present, and no object-

ionable odors or noise. A high treatment capacity exists be-
cause of the large microbial population which is contacted
with wastewater and aerated. BOD removal of 90% or more are
obtained on domestic or industrial wastewaters for retention
times of 60 minutes or less. Toxic shock loads affect only the
more completely exposed organisms so recovery is rapid and
complete. Cyclical fluctuations in wastewater flowrate are
absorbed with no loss in overall treatment efficiency. The
time required in introducing waste to the discs to steady state
operation is usually one week.

RBC's are simple to operate. Nominal skill is required in
plant operation. Since the sloughed biomass settles well and
can be removed more reliably than solids from activated sludge

tanks, clarifier design and operation is far less critical in
RBC installations.

The RBC process also lends itself well to upgrading exist-
ing treatment facilities. Because of its modular construction,
low head loss, and shallow excavation, it can be installed to
follow existing primary treatment plants. Reliable winter per-
formance is obtained when the discs are sheltered by a modest
enclosure.

RBC technology is not without its share of problems, how-
ever, the structural. integrity of RBC units is untested by
time. Plastic media has torn loose from its drive shaft in one
instance. (51) .ie rods can loosen and cause uneven rotation
and need ) r realignment. Oil leaks from drive units are
comro n. Friedman (57) has discussed some of the failure modes
for RBC's. Failure can be defined as any situation where the
process does not effluent poals, or does so in an objectionable
manner. Situations such a.s process instability to meet
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effluent BOD and/or ammoniut standards, or production of solids
that won't settle or cannot be separated readily from the
carrier stream, or production of objectionable odors are ex-
amples of process failure modes. Media separation, shaft,
bearing and mechanical drive train problems are precursors of
process failure. The authors of this paper know of at least
15 process failures. (58) The reasons for failure were: shaft
failure, bearing failures, plastic weld failure, structural

support failure, steel shaft failure, and failure of the media.
Smith and Bandy (51) point out that although maintenance costs
are cited as an advantage, the costs are proportional to plant
capacity, exhibiting none of the economies of scale observed

with other non-modular technologies. Area requirements are
also proportional to plant capacity. Mechanically driven RBC's
are not able to vary the rotational speed easily; each drive
unit must be modified.

Enclosures are necessary where low air and wastewater
temperatures occur to achieve acceptable performance. RBC
systems must ordinarily be protected by a roof since heavy
rains may strip off the slime growth and hail may damage the
plastic discs. (59) In northern climates, an enclosed heated
building may be necessary to prevent freezing during the
winter. Provision for enclosures increases an RBC instal-
lation's initial cost, which is a disadvantage. However, pro-
tected RBC's probably operate more stably in winter.

VWith inadequate grit and primary solids removal, suspended
solids may accumulate in RBC reactors, resulting in lower
process efficiency and possible foul odors. This can be avoid-

ed by providing adequate primary treatment. The RBC operation
is subject to influent fluctuations which upset other
processes; although RBC's handle organic and hydraulic shock
loadings comparatively well, but with some loss in process
efficiency. Toxic substances can cause a catastrophic loss of
biomass from the discs, although recovery is more rapid than
that of trickling filters under similar toxic loadings. Ex-
tremes of pIT have an adverse effect on RBC performance. Over-
loadings on the first stage of RBC'c can cause an odor problem
and loss of efficiency.

Thu- conclusions on the advantages and disadvantages of the
RBC process are varied. Antonie and Hynek (60) concluded the
RBC processes are stable, versatile, and competitive with
activated sludge. Their studies included a wide variety of
municipal and industrial wastewaters. Thomas and Koehrsen (61)
worked with distillery wastewaters, concluding that the acti-
vated sludge process was more stable when subjected to shock
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loads, provided. better removals, and was less expensive on both
capital outlay and annual cost basis. Some disadvantages
charged to the RBC provess will probably disappear as the
technology matures Controversy exists regarding design

- . criteria, matrix design, surface-to-volume ratio for the re-
action chambers, optimum rotational speeds, appropriate scale
up procedures, recirculation requirements, and media config-
uration. Antonie (48) further compares the rotating biological
contactor with the trickling filter process. Further opera-
tional experience, additional research, and symposia such as
this one can be expected to remedy these shortcomings.

At much the same time (i.e. early 1950's) that the West
German researchers began exploring plastic RBC's, American
investigators at Dow Chemical Company were initiating their
experiments with the production and use at plastic packing
media. (46) Two initial plastic units were devised at Dow
including a modified 'berl-saddle' (trademarked as Dowpac FN-
90) and bundled arrays of nested, corrugated sheets (trade-
marked as Dowpac HCS). (46) Dow subsequently reassigned the
Dowpac term, substituting it with 'Surfpac.' Further detailed
review of the genealogy for these synthetic media is provided
in the following paper by Bryan. (62)

Pilot-scale tests were conducted on both Dow packing
materials using various types of industrial wastes. Both per-
formed acceptably well, but future emphasis was given to the
bundled form (i.e. Dowpac HCS) because of its perceived cost-
effectiveness and operational flexibility. This material was
designed to distribute falling liquid wastes in thin films over
large surface areas so that maximum efficiency of contact with
aerobic micro-organisms was attained. It provide-d a high per-
centage of void space for unimpeded draft circulation and
waste flow. It provided large surface area adherence of bio-

K logical slimes. The material producd by Dow Chemical Company
consisted of individual sheets of polystyrene or Saran plastic
material, (63,64) corrugated in two directions, having di-
mensions of 3 ft by 1.75 ft. The individual sheets were typi-
cally shipped stacked in bundles, and then assembled into
structurally self-supporting modules at the point of use. In
assembly, the sheets provided approximately 1 inch of free
space. I'hese modules were laid in the filter structure in a
layered grid pattern to provide good distribution of flow of

, liquid, and to assist in structural stability. Void space
within the assembled filter bed was about 94 percent. As-
sembled weight of the individual modules was 4 to 6 lb/ft'.
This enables the modules to be stacked to depths of 30 to 40
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feet, conserving the use of land space.
Because of the variable character of different wastes, Dow

developed two types of plastic, each suitable for certain waste

streams:
1. Dowpac 10, which has good resistance to alkalies,

salts, dilute mineral acids, and water, and is stated
not to be suitable for some hydrocarbons, ketones,
oxidizing acids, vegetable fats, and oils.

2. Saran, originally known as Dowpac 20, which is ex-
tremely chemically resistant to all common acids and
alkalies, with the exception of strong ammonium
hydroxide. It is suitable for most alcohols, esters,
ketones, nitroparaffins, benzene, xylene, and toluene
which diffuse slowly through the interstices between
the modules, and have little effect on the material
itself.

The sheets of Dowpac 10 are assembled with a solvent adhesive
supplied by the manufacturer. Dowpac 20 is heat welded by
special assembly machines supplied by Dow. In estimating the
cost of plastic media for trickling filters, the cost of
assembly must be included. The use of heat welding caused some
modules to literally go up in smoke, which was a common failure

(64).
Because of the light weight of this new materi' nd its

available void space, the development of small dian,,_er towers
with great height has occurred. This has incorporated im-
portant savings in the use of the filter since it materially
reduced the amount of underdrain required. The enclosing
structure for the trickling filter may be made of aluminum or
other light metal or wood, since no structural containment
walls are necessary. In place of the vitrified underdrain tile
used in ordinary trickling filters, these under drains may be
made of pressure-treated lumber concrete partition blocks, sub-
way grating, etc. (63) Since the assembled modules are rec-
tangular in shape, to avoid expensive cutting and shaping of

the material, the tower structures are usually rectangular or
hlexa,gonal in shape.

The advantages of this lightweight and resistance sub-
stance generated the interest of other manufacturers. Since

that time, similar plastic materials have been developed. ICI
offers a polyvinyl chloride (PVC) packing named Flocor, which
was formerly available from Ethyl Corporation. This was de-
veloped in England by the Imperial Chemical Industries, Ltd,
and consists of flat and corrugated sheets bonded into a mod-ule
2 Iet in width and depth, and 4 feet in length. The configu-
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ration of the sheets is a patented feature. It offers such

advantages as large practical surface area with the lowest
<I. bulk density.

Another development in the field is the use of a poly-
vinyl chloride plastic called Koroseal developed in 1963, pro-

duced by B.F. Goodrich Industrial Products Company. (63,64)
The material is shipped, packaged, and assembled into modules
in the field. The most outstanding demonstration of the use
of this material was at the Rome, Georgia mill of a manu-
facturer of kraft paper. (63) 'his filter handles a flow of
16 MGD and is 80 feet in diameter, with a medium depth of 20
feet, and a total medium volume of 100,000 ft3 . The material
is supported on epoxy-coated steel gratings in the tower, which
has concrete block walls, with a total height of 30 ft. To fit

the rectangular module shape, the tower is octagonal in shape.
B. F. Goodrich next changed to a lower density medium (4) but
contained less surface area (27 ft:/ft3). This material,
derived from polyvinylidine chloride, required thicKer sheets.
The sine wave corrugations had a wave length of 4 inches and
an amplitude of 2 inches. This compares with the Koroseal,

having 37 ft2/ft 3 , of a sine wave corrugation with wavelength
3 inches and 1.5 inch amplitude. A 1.5 inch amplitude is
generally the smallest amplitude put into use commercially,
otherwise bridging and plugging problems occur, especially for
high BOD wastewaters. B. F. Goodrich (4) has developed a cool-
ing tower media, which can be used for nitrification-denitri-
fication operations. This material has a surface area to
volume ratio of 44 ft-/ft. The corrugations are of wa-elength

1.5 inchlis and amplitude 1 inch. Another recent developient
was Vinyl Core. (65)

An additional development in the plastic line was provided
by Amnerican-Standard, New York. A cellulose-fiber sheet im-
pregnated with plastic resin was made in a honeycomb design and
was suitable for stacking in a column. Other varieties of
plastic material for trickling filters are offered by Tex-Vit

* Company at Texas and Norton Chemical Process Products Division.

(66) The structural engineering aspects of the plastic media

has been addressed by Mabbott. (67)

0
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Table 1. Comparison of Plastic
and other Trickling Filter Media (63)

Source Brand Density Surface area, Void
Name lb/ft3" ft Space

Dow Chemical Co. Surfpac 3.6 295 94

B. F. Goodrich Koroseal 2.7-3.5 40 94

ICI Flocor 4.06 -- 95

Raschig Rings -- 30.3 22.7

Blast furnace -- 68.0 2049
slag

Stone, granite - 90.5 30 45
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Table II. Available Synthetic Media (48)

Specific

Supplier Trade Name Construction Surface Area
ft2/ft

3

Envirotech Corp. Surfpaca  Flat and Corru- 27
Brisbane, CA gated PVC sheets

B.F. Goodrich Koroseal Flat and Corru- 30.5
Marietta, OH Vinyl Core gated PVC sheets

ICI Flocorb Flat and Corru- 29
Great Britain gated PVC sheets

Neptune-Microfloc Del-Pakc  Horizontal wood- 14
Corvallis, OR en slats

Koch Eng. Co. Flexirings Plastic pall 28
New York, NY rings

Norton Chemical Co. Actifil Plastic pall 29
Akron, OH rings

Institute de Cloisonyle PVC tubes 68.5
Reserche Chimique
Applique, France

aFormerly available from Dow Chemical Co., Midland, MI

bFormerly available from Ethyl Corp., Baton Rouge, LA

c Formerly available from Del-Pak Corp., Corvallis, OR

4

4
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Table I illustrates the weight and surface area advantages
* of these synthetic materials. Diversity within the current

market of proprietery plastic packing media is demonstrated by
Table II.

The primary merits associated with trickling filters stem
from their simplicity low operating cost and ease of operation,
which makes them ideal for remote sites or small communities
(68). Because large masses of organisms must be present to
achieve high quality effluents, they possess substantial
reserve capacities making them robust and tolerant to changes
in the influent. The dense nature of the microbial film which
slough from the media produces sludges of relatively constant
character which can be removed by sedimentation. Trickling
filters have an ability to survive shock loads of toxic wastes
(69) due to the relatively short retention time of the waste-
water in the reactor (70) and/or because only organisms on the
surface may be killed. If a shock load of long duration is
applied or of a type which will be adsorbed onto the biofilm,
ti' _n the trickling filter can be severaly affected (71,72).

Problems of clogging by excess biomass have been experi-
enced when using a trickling filter, due to having too small an
interstitial volume within the stones. The clogged areas be-
come anaerobic, generating objectionable odors, and are diffi-
cult to clear once clogged. Filter flies often breed in a
trickling filter to cause a further nuisance. The major opera-
tional problems of trickling filters are associated with cold
weather operation, producing excessive cooling of the waste-
water and ice formation on the surface of the stones. Ef-
ficiency in high rate filters is reduced with decreased
temperature by approximately 30 percent per 10'C. Freezing
may cause partial plugging of the filter medium and resulting
over load in the open area. In northern climates, fiberglass
covers or windbreaks h~ave been employed to prevent ice f or-
mation. Covers also help contain odors which may be produced
in the filter.

4 The main reason for the gradual loss of popularity of the
trickling filter is the limited degree of treatment achieve-
able. Some of the largest plants have been built in recent
years, but the use of the trickling filter is steadily de-
creasing, due to its inability to consistently achieve high
degrees of soluble BOI) removal. The short wastewater retention

4 time limits the soluble BOD removal to the extent that it can-
not meet the levels of treatment possible in an activated
sludge system with a much longer retention time. With effluent
discharge requirements becoming more stringent, the trickling
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filter could no longer compete economically with the activated
sludge process. The popularity of the trickling filter has

also lost some of its popularity in favor of the rotating bio-

logical contactor. (49,73)
Generally operated as aerobic systems, these latter packed

bed units typically receive a trickling flow which facilitates
desired tower ventilation. Submerged contact has been recently
tested, though, both for aerobic and anaerobic treatment.

Tunick et. al (74) and Hines and Weeter (75) have accordingly
reported on the behaviour of upflow anaerobic contact systems

packed with selected media materials. A down-flow submerged
contact process has also been marketed by Cytox (76), incor-

porating a parallel array of vertically stacked plastic sheets.

Continuous fluid recycle within the vessel is directed towards
a splash pad above the tank which then promotes oxygen trans-

port. Aside from this latter aeration mechanism, the Cytox

system could well be considered a resurrected Hays process.
Another option for submerged media will be presented by a
subsequent author, Li and Whang (77). This unique approach
employs a synthetic ribbon media design which is then unfurled

and weighted to maintain extension.
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This paper has described the important historical develop-
ments of fixed-film wastewater treatment systems. Beginning
in the 1860's with filtration columns, various methodologies
have been developed for wastewater treatment. This paper
addressed the-development of such fixed-film systems like
trickling filters, intermittent filtration, contact beds,
hydrolytic tanks, and rotating biological contactors. This
paper can not possibly include all the relevant references on
fixed-film processes. Rather, the goal of this paper is to
highlight the technological advances which have occurred within
the field. Fluidized bed systems have not been included in
this discussion. They were intentionally omitted since they
are semi-suspended growth cum fixed growth systems. Figure 1
highlights the important chronological developments of fixed-
film wastewater treatment systems. This figure provides a
quick synopsis of the involved genealogy described in this
paper. i

Witti the resur.;ence of interest in fixed-film applications,
these pr 4 esses are indeed consistent with the current federal
policy retarding "trickle down theory." (78)
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O DEVELOPMENT OF SYNTHETIC MEDIA FOR BIOLOGICAL TREATMENT
OF MUNICIPAL AND INDUSTRIAL WASTEWATERS

Edward H. Bryan. Division of Civil and Environmental
Engineering, National Science Foundation, Washington, D.C.

ABSTRACT

In Midland, Michigan, during June of 1954, a pilot-scale

experimental trickling filter ten-feet in diameter and ten-
feet deep began receiving the unsettled effluent from The Dow
Chemical Company's four conventional trickling filters, the
firoit of three stages for biological treatment of its strong
phenolic wastewater. Half of the experimental unit was filled
with crushed blast furnace slagA identical to that used in the
tour large filters. The other half was packed with a fabri-
cated plastic medium trademarked Dowpac HCS (since re-named
Sur: pac). ith biologicn! -ictivitv evident after eleven days.
tie feed 'as changed to a synthetic k astewater containing pure

phenl and ammonium phosphatc dissolved in Midland tapwater.
A pomer presenting results of the direct comparison

bctwe, n per!orm.ance of the two media in the experimental unit
was presented in MIay of 1955 at the Tenth Purdue Tndustrial
Wsites Conference and subsequently published in its Proceed-

ins. From 1954 throuh l1960, an extensive research and
dc velo pmen t pror:m was conducted 1)v The Daw Chemical Company
with cooperation of potential industrial users, municipalities,
iontiltil_-n engineers, educators and government personnel at
loca l, state and federal 1 evels. During this -,c lod, resuits
roin design, construction and/or operation of approimately

35 linits provided guidance for decisions made during the
development period.

This paper presents aspects of the criticol Carly, stages.<
in the development of plastic med ia, experiences with relevance
and potentiaI appl icabilit\ to current implenient ation of
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-. ,innovative and alternative solutions to problems of wastewater
treatment and management. Previously unpublished results from
operation of several experimental units during the period from

" 1954 through 1958 are presented. Included are data and results
. from units that were packed to depths of 42 feet and which were

constructed to make intermediate depth-sampling possible. One
unit, which was constructed to permit measurement of air-flow
through the packing, provided data confirming the previoui',v
known but sparselv documented potential for stagnation in
trickling filters, a factor potentially af fecting porformauce.4 N\

iNTRODUCT ION

During 1953, The Dow Chemical Company's effort to DreOdrLCe
a tower packing for its own internal needs resulted in the
successful development of two types of media that could he
produced from synthetic plastics. Then trademarked "Dowpac

4FN-90" and "Dowpac IICS"*, efforts were initiated early in 1954
to investigate broadening their potential application to
cool ing of wnter and biological treatment of wastewaters.

Th, eairliest public dis(closure of Dow's pioneering work
in development of synthetic media for biological treatment of
muni c i pat and industrial wastewaters was b Griess in a paper
presented at a meeting of the American Chemical Societv in
1954 (1). This paper contained initial, preliminary data irom
operation of a pilot-scale experimental trickling filter, ten-
feet in diameter and ten-feet deep, half-filled with crushed
blast-furnace ,lag and the other half containing Dowpac HCS
(Figure 1).

In contrast to Dowpac FN-90, a unique modification of the
conventional "berl-saddle" type of packing, which was
injection-molded: Dowpac HCS was vacuum-formed from flat
sheets of plastic. The forming process produced corrugations
at right-angles to each other, and ribs that served to stiffen
the individual sheets, produce an average, spacing of one-inch

* between sheets when assembled into packs, and as positions of
additional contact for joining sheets into packs.

*The Dow trademark "Dowpac" was reassigned to other products

and replaced hv "Surfpac" after the period of time dur ing
which the author of this paper was responsible for Conduct of

* the research and development program described in this paper.
To avoid nny misunders;tanding, the trademark designation used
in this paper coincides with that in use when the worl was
conducted that led to results cited.
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Figure 1. Pilot-scale experimental trickling filter, 10-feet

in diameter, 10-feet deep filled with conventional
crushed stone and Dowpac HCS media at The Dow
Chemical Company in Midland, Michigan (1954).

The unique design of Dowpac HCS permitted individual
sheets to "nest" in one position, but when alternate sheets
were rotated 1800 in the plane of each sheet, the pack
expanded to produce a structure with the appearance of a
"honeycomb" when viewed from either end. The combination of
edge-loading, rib-stiffening and composite-sheet action
produced modules of remarkable strength when subjected to
compressive loading (Figure 2).

Experimental operation of the original pilot-scale unit
which began in June of 1954 continued until September of 1955.
With the exception of the initial eleven days during which

the unit was inoculated by passing through it the effluent
(unsettled) from the full-scale, conventionally packed Dow

phenolic wastewater treatment plant trickling filters, the
unit was operated until June of 1955 using a svnthetic waste-
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water consisting of pure phenol and a proportional amount of
ammonium phosphate dissolved in City of Midland tapwater

(treated Lake Huron water). In June of 1955, the unit was
put on-line in parallel operation with the full-scale Dow
trickling filters and was used to evaluate other potential
packing shapes, materials and configurations as part of the
materials/fabrication component of the development program.
The range of phenol concentrations to which the pilot unit was

subjected during the initial phase of its operation (on pure
phenol) was from 10 to 536 mg/l. Results of this pilot plant

study were presented by Bryan at the Tenth Purdue Industrial
Waste Conference in May of 1955 (2) and were subsequently

*. also published in Industrial Wastes magazine (3).

tb " -Ii I.- i

Figure 2. Stanley Mogelnicki, Supervisor of Waste Treatment
Operations, The Dow Chemical Company standing on a
module of Dowpac HCS illustrating its ability to

support weight of treatment plant personnel.
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A unit of identical dimensions to the initial pilot plant
was constructed and packed with Dowpac FN-90. It was operated
in series with the original unit. Despite favorable results,
it was concluded that Dowpac FN-90 was likely to be more
expensive and less likely to provide the flexibility in design
of full-scale units for biological treatment of wastewaters
when compared with Dowpac UCS.

During the preparations for operating the initial pilot-
scale unit, it became evident that while polystyrene resin
used in fabrication of the media would be satisfactory for
process evaluation, it would not be satisfactory for the wide
range of conditions to which full-scale units would be
subjected. Test coupons of alternative materials were placed
on and buried within the full-scale Dow trickling filters.
While there was some variance in the length of time it took to
form the initial films, all plastics tested responded
favorably. Process studies to assist in identifying and
characterizing the notential market were given priority over
further research on materials of fabrication. The Dow Plastics
Technical Service Bulletin issued in October of 1955 (4)
announced availability of the two packings, suggested some
potential applications, listed their physical properties,
contained results of research to date, and contained a note of
caution regarding limitations of polystyrene with regard to
its chemical resistance.

TECHNICAL PROCESS EVALUATION PROGRAM

During 1954, it became evident that patent protection
was likely for the unique designs of both packings but process
patent protection in conventional applications for biological
treatment of wastewaters was not. Accordingly, the decision
was reached to utilize the technique of full public disclosuire
and offers of cooperative assistance to industries, Muinicip-

4 aiities and consulting engineers who expressed interest in
assessing the potential applicability of the packings to meet
their needs as the principal component of the Dow development
strategv.

The previously cited paper presented at the Purdue
Industrial Waste Conference was followed by technical papers-
which were essentially reports of progress on the Dow rescarch
and development program at the Michigan (June 1955), West
Virginia (October 1955), Kansas (April 1956), Central States
(June 1956), and Pennsylvania (August 1956) Sewage and
Industrial Waste Association annual meetings, and at the Texas
A & M Short Schools in March of 1956 and 1957 by Bryan (5)(6).
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Kountz of the Pennsylvania State University referred to the
results of his Dow-funded studies using catalyzed sodium

sulfite to measure capacity for oxygen-transfer in a
"philosophical" naper on "total oxidation treatment" at the
Purdue (7) and Honey Harbour, Ontario Industrial Waste

Conferences in May and June of 1956, respectively. In May of
1956, Towne and Becher of the U. S. Public Health Service's
Robert A. Taft Sanitary Engineering Center presented a brief

report on a Dowpac HCS research project that was in progress

at the Battle Creek, Michigan wastewater treatment plant to
the annual meeting of the Michigan Sewage and Industrial

Wastes Association meeting in Benton Harbor.
All personnel who were cooperating with Dow in this

development program were encouraged to present their findings

in technical papers at conferences and meeting that were
appropriate to their content. Stack presented results of a

pilot plant study conducted at the Union Carbide Chemicals
Company's South Charlestown, West Virginia plant at a

meeting of the Manufacturing Chemists Association's Air and
Water Pollution Abatement Committee's Joint Conference in

Washington, D. C. on April 4, 1957. Trepanier (8) presented
results of his research that was conducted at the Ford Motor

Company's coke production plant in Dearborn, Michigan at a
conference in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania on April 8, 1957.
Mills of the Naugatuck Chemicals Company in Elmira, Ontario

discussed his research at the Ontario Industrial Waste
Conference in Honey Harbour, Ontario on June 10, 1957.

Results from this expanding external evaluation program

continued to be encouraging, equalling or exceeding the
original process-related expectations and confirming results

of a continued, parallel internal research and development
program. Ilile providing graduallv increasing encouragement
for its process-potential, the program was equallv effective
in disclosing weaknesses that would need to be addressed
i nefore marketing Dowpac HCS. Problems disclosed included
coni irmation of the already well -doctimented property of
polvst'rene to sustain comhistion, its already well-estab-
I i-shed solubilitv in gasoline, and its tendencv to absorb some
organic cOmptMInd from wastewater which weakened its
structural integrity to the point where it would no longer
sippor t the combi ned dead and I ive loads imposed on it in

p;I(ke(I towers.
increasing confidence in its technical promise was

instrumental in increasing attention to alternative plastics
for kabrication of Dowpac tiCS ear]lv in 1956. A number of
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approaches were tried centering around potential use of
polyethylenes and polyvinyl chloride resins. By May of 1957,
two test packs fabricated from Saran were sent to the Great
Northern Oil Company's petroleum refinery in Pine Bend,
Minnesota for preliminary testing in their trickling filter
that had been originally packed with Dowpac HCS produced from
polvstyrene. In December of that same year, the unit was
completely re-packed with 13,300 cubic feet of Dowpace HCS
fabricated from Saran. The design and preliminary operation
of this first, full-scale installation of a plastic-media

packed trickling filter was described by Anderegg (9) in 1959
and by Brvan (10) in 1962.

During the initial, critical years while the product was
in Dow's "development stage", it was necessary to simultan-
eouslv excite the interest of potential users, establish and
maintain credibility regarding the relationship between its
promise and proven performance, and maintain Dow internal
interest to sustain the research and development program.
Efforts to utilize technical forums in pursuit of public
disclosure sometimes led to misunderstandings of intent. This
is evident from the following abstract of a letter received
from a consulting engineer in October of 1956:

"Is Dowpac HCS available for purchase by my clients? In the
plant designs I am not commiting your company as to its
effectiveness nor as to claims for its use...and... if your
answers are negative then I am confused. You never should

have disclosed your information in technical society
meetings and their journals if you did not want the

engineering profession to be interested and to help you
develop the ideas applications. It would seem that Dow
takes the attitude of giving supreme and final approval to
the engineering profession when Dow is ready. This is
neither a scientific approach nor enticing to engineers

4 interested in process development"

In response, the engineer was informed that:

"...Dowpac HCS is not presently available for purchase
except for experimental use. The magnitude of our existing
program precludes duplication of experimental installations.
All installations at the present time would be regarded by
ts as experimental.. we have been pleased to participate
in many technical programs by presenting 'progress reports'
dealing with our work in this field. We have never
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expressed nor attempted to imply that Dowpac HCS is
currently available as a product at such meetings. Our
desire to proceed to full-scale usage through the
experimental pilot plant stage can hardly be considered
by the profession as a 'neither scientific approach nor
(one) enticing to engineers interested in product
development'. We are sorry that your impression of our
effort to provide the profession with a new and perhaps
better tool for the solution of waste treatment problems
is summarized by the preceding extract from your letter."

In response to another consulting engineer in October of
1957, it was necessary to emphasize again that:

"Dowpac HCS is still considered by us to be a
developmental product. We feel that Dowpac HCS offers to
the potential user a number of unique properties which
will result under many circumstances in performance and
economic advantages over conventional technology. We have
strongly urged the prospective user to recognize the
essential uniqueness of his particular waste treatment
problem attacking it through pilot plant experimentation."

Even development of a product with such limited public
appeal as a packing for wastewater treatment processes had its
moments of difficulty with "the press". The March 1957 issue
of Chemical Engineering contained a statement that:

"Entry of a big chemical company like Dow, with its
technical and promotional skills, should produce results

in a field long dominated bv sanitarv engineers."

In the conventional wisdom of public relations that it doesn't
matter what is said about one in the media just as long as
one's name is spelled right, a decision was made to not
request a printed correction of this misinterpretation of the
"Dow" approach which was to work through rather than . round
the traditional methods of obta[ning product acceptability.

A somewhat more intriguing error occurred in the article'
bv Egan and Sandlin in the Aligust 1960 issue of Industr LII
Wastes (11). In their article, while correctly identifving
Mead-Core, a plastic packing being developed by th Mead
Corporation, Dowpac HCS and Polvgrid (a plastic packing being
developed by the Fluor Corporation) were reversed as to their
identitv in a set of four pictures and their captions.
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Both Mead-Core and Polygrid bore historical ties to
Dowpac HCS and The Dow Chemical Company's development
strategy. The Fluor Corporation has the unique distinction of
being the first customer for a full-scale installation of
plastic media in their design of the previously cited Great
Northern Oil Company refinery in Pine Bend, Minnesota,
Recognizing promise of the basic conrept inherent in its
design, Fluor, in cooperation with Dow and Great Northern Oil
Companv personnel worked together to resolve the technical
issues associated with that initial, full-scale installation
while simultaneously beginning its development of the Polvgrid
packing, primarily for application in cooling of water.
Almost forgotten "heroes" in the risk that was inherent in

that initial installation were the personnel of the Minnesota
Department of Health who approved the initial plan and who
-?re patient during subsequent efforts to functionally
ntegrate the Dowpac HCS unit into routine operation.

The lead Corporation's interest which led to development
of Mead-Core was directlv related to its comparative studies
of Downac tHCS and Polvgrid packings at pilot-scale (11).
Ca.ley, who reported subsequently on fu li-scale use of Mead-
(core at the Rome Kraft Company (12) himself conducted z
IDowpac FICS pilot-scale study while with the Ravonier Corp-
oration in ,essrp, Georgia during the late 1950's.

Entrv of other potentiallv competitive plasL edia into
the "arena" wag an important factor in maintainin, internnl
interes t within The Dow Chemical Company, where assessmnt of
its cont ,tinued d.velopment program seemed to he sub ic't to
re-evaluation every other week. Equally important to the

emergence of competitive packings was the continued evidenve
of technical superioritv that Dowpac 11CF was exhihiting over
conventional media, emerging competitive shapes, and
alternative processes.

During the period from May of 1955 to ,lanuarv of 1957,
an average of one pilot plant study was initiated each month
over a wide spectrum of potential applications, as summarized
in Table I. The general arrangement was that The Dow Chemical
Companv would provide the packing and technical assistance in
planning, conduct of the study, and evaluation of the results,
in return for a technical report of porformance. While
emphasis was on the external effort durin, this pe riod, a
complementarv internal program was maintained and :7.. .t1'
expanded. By August of 1957, 28 pilot-plant studies had bcen
conducted or were underway and an additional 6 wet( it in
advanced stag in planning, design or construction.
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Table I. Dowpac Development Program Summary
from 1954 - 1958

Date of Number of Pilot Studies
Internal Ongoing and/or Complete Types of Wastewater and/or
Dow- (Summation) Application
Report Internal External (Items are additive)

May 1955 2 - Synthetic phenol, Cooling

water, Brine settling,
November 4 2 Construction prototype,

1955 Semi-chemical boxboard,

Kraft pulping

May 1956 4 8 Domestic wastewater, Coke

oven, De-inking, Glycol,
hydrolyzer, Sulfite oxi-
dation, Dehumidification

Januarv

1957 6 20 Ammonia removal, Corn steep-
Vegetable oil refinery, Oil
gas processing, Chlorinated
phenols, Water treatment to
remove carbon dioxide and
hydrogen sulfide, Contact
aeration, Milk waste, Sour-
water scrubber, Solids
flotation

August 7 21 plus Alternative materials for
1957 plans media fabrication

for 6

Shortly after initiating its initial Dowpac HCS and
conventional stone-packed unit, a construction prototype was
designed and constructed at the Dow plant in Midland, Michigan
(Figure 3). Another pilot plant containing a packed depth of
42 feet was constructed and operated at the City of Midland,
Michigan Sewage Treatment Plant (Figure 4), initial results
of which were presented by Bryan at the Michigan Sewage and
Industrial Wastes Association meeting in June of 1955 and at
the Texas Water and Sewage Works Short School in March of
1956 (6). Both units provided breadth to the development pro-
gram not possible by response to external interests.
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Figure 3. Dowpac HCS Construction Prototvne, The Dow Chemical

Company, Midland, Michigan (1955).

With the Dowpac HCS Construction Prototype, Handt (13)
observed an efficiency of phenol removal of 96% for the 20-

foot packed depth in comparison with 82% for the original unit
containing a packed depth of 10 feet at the same hydraulic and
organic loading rates. Brelsford (14) continued to operate
this unit with the objective of determining the "protein-
value" of harvested slimes, concluding their protein-equiv-
alent based upon their organic nitrogen content was between
31.6 and 34.4 percent. In a subsequent study, Froman (15)
found the unit to remove between 86.4 ind 88.4 percent of the
acrvlonitrile in a synthetic wastewater using ammonium
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Figure 4. Dowpac HCS pilot plant at the City of Midland,

Michigan Sewage Treatment Plant, containing a
packed depth of 42 feet (1954).

phosphate as a supplemental source of nutrients, at loading
rates of 83 to 162 pounds of oxven-eouivalent per 1000 cubic
teet per dav. The data from this StUdv was used bv Roy F.
Weston, Inc. in the de.ign of the full-scale plant for the
treatment of wastewater at The Dow Chemical Company's acrvlic

* fiber production f icilitv near Williamsburg, Virginia which
was placed into operation during 1958 (16).

The experimental operation of the pilot plant at the
City of Midland Sewage Treatment Plant (Figure 4) included
observations of air-flow by Heckeroth (17) and Greene (18).
Their data (Figure 5) provided clear evidence of the potential

1,00
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for reversal of air-flow through trickling filters and
therefore the potential for stagnation and its consequences
in affecting the performance characteristics as suggested by
Bryan (19.

a)-40 G _ Variation in Air Flow with
Temperature Difference

0 (Infl Air) - (Avg Water)C.
_ Midland Pilot Plant

SJData from 6/10 -9/13 0

000

0
-J1955 at Irregular t I I

-2 1 0 +1 +P +3 +4 + +7 +8

Temperature Difference in Degrees Centigrade

Figure 5. Relationship between temperature difference (Air -

Wastewater) and air-flow through the 42-foot
Dowpac HCS experimental unit at the City of Midland,

Michigan Sewage Treatment Plant.

Greene conducted a four-week study in which solids from
the settling tank at the City of Midland, Michigan experimental
unit were returned to the Dowpac HCS tower as a "test" of the
t"total oxidation" concept of Kountz (7). Greene found that the
loss of solids over the settling-tank weir was approximately
equal to solids produced which were, in turn, produced in
direct proportion to the reduction in chemical oxygen demand of
the wastewater treated. His brief, preliminarv study of the
relationship between air-flow and performance suggested that
theories of trickling filter performance and consequent
"formulations" that ignore the effect that potential stagna-
tion may have on availability of oxygen to the biologically
active films may poorlv represent the performance of actual
trickling filters. These observations clearly indicated the
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superiority of Dowpac HCS over conventional media in the
freedom with which air could move under natural conditions
and the relative ease with which forced-ventilation could be
implemented in design, construction and operation of full-

scale units.
Within the range of organic and hydraulic loadings used

in studies with the City of Midland unit, its performance was
found to be dependent only on the hydraulic rate of applic-
ation. Results of the two rates most comparable to those
used in trickling filters studied by the National Researchq Councl were compared with the empirical formula resulting
from those studies and found to be in essential agreement
with those f indings (Figure 6).

>

-p wpac HCS
-50 NRC

-- +-- -+-- ormula

p -
i

(' NRCII~dapce et o 2fe 1droI

a crc i NRC Formula

5 6 no r io la ospraceprdy

SE

• 1+0. 008 5 - F

5 10 50 100 500

AppIic'ition Haite of BOD 5_dav- l'bs/1OO0ft3/Da y

•Fi' 4ure, 6. Perfori-,ance of the Dowpac HCS urnit at the City of

Midland Municipal Sewage Treatment Plant which

conta-ined ai packed depth of -42 feet. 11vdrn l ic
app Ii cattion ratesq for resul ts compared to those o f
tho National Research Council (1946) were 18 ind
36 r-,i:llion i ,'illons per icre per day.
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The concept of returning solids to the influent with the

packing "functioning as an aeration device for mixed liquors
in addition to supporting bacterial slimes" as suggested by
Bryan (5) was tested initially by Bauer (20) who found that
the strength of the City of Midland wastewater was insuffic-
ient to build-up enough activated sludge for a good test of
this concept. In a subsequent study, Ellis (21) used acti-
vated sludge from the Dow general wastewater treatment plant
(10), whey from a local dairy and amnonium phosphate as a
source of supplemental nutrients in tests ranging from two to

nine hours in duration. He found the oxidation rate to be

in a range of from 2.4 to 6.2 pounds per cubic foot per day
(Chemical Oxygen Demand).

Since slimes had been chemically cleaned from the
packing prior to his tests, the reduction in Chemical Oxygen
Demand was solely attributed to the packing acting as an

aerator. However, Ellis felt those rates were "exaggerated"
by his assumptions in sampling, but after accounting for

potential error, he concluded that:

"...removal rates of greater than 1,000 pounds of Chemical
Oxygen Demand per day per 1000 cubic feet were obtained."

This rate was in the mid-range of those plotted bv Bryan
(Figure 7) from data obtained bv Kountz (22) using the
cobalt-catalyzed, sodium sulfite technique in studies he
conducted at the Pennsylvania State University.

Late in 1955, while studies were in progress at the City
of Midland Sewage Treatment Plant, an opportunity arose to
conduct a similar study in Battle Creek, Michigan. Following
some preliminary discussions between personnel of The Dow
Chemical Company, City of Battle Creek, and the firm of
Jones, Henry and Williams (consultants to Battle Creek), a
meeting was held in Battle Creek on January 4, 1956. The
eleven persons present included personnel from the State of
Michian Department of Health and the Water Resources Comm-
ission and the U. S. Public Health Service's Robert A. Taft
Sanitary Engineering Center in Cincinnati. A decision was
reached to conduct a pilot-scalty evaluation of 1)owpic TiCS at
Battle Creek in a unit analogous to thie unit in operation at
the Cit; of Midland. Financial support, estimated at slo,000,
was agreed would be equal lv shared by the City of BattI
Creek, The Dow Chemical Company, General Foods and Keilogg
Corpor tions. A Steering Committee was; appointc d to ink li ,k
representation from all participants in thie propos;ed study.
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Figure 7. Relationship between oxygen transfer rate and
hydraulic application rate for Dowpac HCS using
cobalt-catalyzed sodium sulfite (Kountz data).

On January 13, 1956 - only nine days after the initial
meeting at which the Battle Creek Study was formulated, the
pilot plant was placed into operation. Activities during the
intervening nine days between the initial meeting and the
start of operation included construction of the pilot plant
(Figure 8), fabrication of a settling tank, construction of
a large BOD-incubator, augmentation of the City of Battle
Creek Treatment Plant's laboratory for conduct of Chemical
Oxygen Demand, and correlation of the 5-day Biochemical Oxygen
Demand and the Chemical Oxygen Demand for the City's primary
effluent. This pilot unit was operated continuously through
April 28, 1956 while it was intensively studied. It was on

4 "stand-by" operation until June 11, 1956 when it was oper-
ated at a low dosing rate to provide data for extending the
range of operation to include the the highest hydraul'
dosing, rate then in general use for design of conventionally
packed trickling filters. During the entire period of oper-
ation, the Steering Committee provided guidance to the study.
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Figure 8. Dowpac HCS pilot plant constructed at the City of
Battle Creek. The unit contained a packed-depth of
42 feet with provision for intermediate sampling.

Details regarding the construction and operation of the
Battle Creek pilot plant, guidance provided by the Steering
Committee, results of operation and their analysis were con-
tained in a Report of the Steering Committee authored by Becher
and Bryan (23) with a statistical analysis by Busch. Table II
contains a summary of results. An Appendix to the Report (23)
contains all observed data obtained during the reported study.
Stack (24) commended the Steering Committee for: "accomplishing
an excellent studv.. .the most thorough study of trickling
filtration treatment of sewage that I have seen."
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As likewise determined from operation of the pilot plant
in Midland, Michigan, the efficiency of operation at Battle
Creek was linearly and inversely proportional to the hydraulic
application rate (Figure 9). However, with respect to remoxal
of oxygen demand, within the limits of hydraulic application
rates studied, removal of both biochemical and chemical
oxygen demand was linear (in two "regimes") proportional to
the hydraulic application rate. The particular advantage of
Dowpac HCS as a "roughing"~ unit was obvious from this study' as
it was from all other prior studies.

100 __ 200

W BOD Efficiency

-. 71500
00

r= L

050 Removal-.,
'a10

M

Ia

ro

apliato rate (Fgr" o eve, ih epettormoa

U

a0

0.- 1 . .a.

otydraulic Application Rate gal/mm/ft2

Figure 9. Efficiency and total removal of biochemical and
chemical oxgen demand as affected by the hydraulic
application rate of the Dowpac HCS pilot unit at
Battle Creek, Michigan.
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It was concluded that the Battle Creek pilot plant data
were best represented by the following empirical equation:

"" 1

k I + 0.0148 D 1 .748 10- 0 .1 27 Q2/3

where: R is the "fraction" of 5-day BOD remaining at depth D

D is the depth of the Dowpac unit in feet

Q is the hydraulic application rate in gallons/minute

(Note - the unit was 9.77 square feet in area)

The exponent of "Q" in the above equation was noted to be in

accord with Howland's theoretical development (25) and with the

results of studies of laboratory trickling filters conducted by

Bloodgood, Teletzke and Pohland (26).

~~S VMMAL.RY

Although the general principle of trickling filtration had

been previously well established and prior attempts had been made

with little success to introduce synthetic media, the process by

which synthetic media fabricated from plastic resins were

developed was without precedent. In 1960, Zwick and Benstock

(27), in a draft of their "Study Group Report on Water Pollution,"

attributed the origin of plastic media to aa undocumented source -

a person who had suggested replacing conventional media with

wooden planks mounted in a box. Correspondence in which they were

provided with a copy of the Battle Creek Report (28) resulted in

some modification of the draft to piovide a more balanced and

accurate description of the origin of the concept and the role

of personnel from The Dow Chemical Company, the U.S. Public Health

Service, and others in its development.
The period during which The Dow Chemical Company's effort

took place was one in which plastics were emerging to take the

place of other materials in applications that went beyond the

production of toys and novelties. Its own internal needs were

tL' initiating cause for action taken by Dow in development of

plastic media. The initial step is most accurately attributed

to R. S. Chamberlin, D. E. Lake and F. E. Dulmage of The Dow

Chemical Company who conceived the basic design of Dowpac FN-90

and related shapes. Dowpac HCS was a product of the joint

efforts of D. 1". Lake and Thomas J. Powers, Sr. The distinction

of recognizing their potential for treatment of wastewaters

belongs to Powers who provided the initial context within which
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the development effort was initiated and nurtured. His
seemingly unlimited capacity for seeking simpler and more
direct ways of solving problems was coupled with a gift of
almost infinite patience up to a point where action was both
necessary and wise.. .attributes which, in the complex process
of product innovation and development, are essential if not

indispensible to balance potential risk with reward.
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LCURRENT STATUS AND FUTURE TRENDS OF ROTATING BIOLOGICAL
CONTACTOR IN JAPAN

Masayoshi Ishiguro. Professor of Civil Engineering,
Miyazaki University, Kirishima 1-1-1, Miyazaki, Japan.

INTRODUCTION

This paper presents the current status and future trends
for the use of Rotating Biological Contactors in Japan. It
includes a historical survey. Since 1966, the number of waste-
water treatment plants using RBCs has risen to over 1,323.
The total flow was 443,000 m 3/day in June 1981. Over 300 add-
itional plants are now under construction. Most of these are
utilized for secondary waste-water treatment, but 42 plants
have been installed for nitrification and 17 other plants for
BOD and nitrogen removal. The first denitrification RBC plant
has been in operation since 1976. In 1981 the first objective
RBC nitrification plant was built for treating surface water
prior to water purification. Another special nitrification
plant is under construction for nitrification of rice field

* irrigation water and has a design flow of 84,000 m 3 /day. At
the present time there are 22 RBC manufacturers in Japan.
Seven of them have technical tie-ups with foreign enterprises,
the cther 15 manufacturers have developed their own technology.
Investigation of the RBC is very active. About 100 papers
were presented at Annual conference and published in the Jour-

* •nal of the Japan Society of Civil Engineers, and the Journal

1
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of the Japan Sewage Works Association, etc. last year.

1. HISTORICAL REVIEW OF THE RBC PROCESS IN JAPAN

K. Kohyama, Department of Sanitary Engineering, Hokkaido

University conducted the first experimental research of the
RBC in 1960, for the treatment of Potato starch wastewater (I).
In 1964, M.Ishiguro,Department of Civil Engineering, Miyazaki
University, began studies on the RBC for treatment of Sweet
Potato starch wastewater. As a result of this research, the
first full scale RBC process in Japan for the treatment of
Sweet Potato starch wastewater was installed at the end of
1966 in Miyazaki prefecture. This plant was constructed with
five stages, a disk diameter of 2.0 m, and a surface area of
1,500 m2 , Polystyrene was used for the discs. The concentra-
tion of influent BOD 5 is 10,000 rg/l, and the flow rate is 600
nW'day. The design for BOD loading is 900 gBOD/m 2 day which
achieves a 70% BOD reduction (2). Not many more RBC process
[lantz were installed until 1971, but investigation of the RBC
continued steadily at both the above mentioned Universities

%:nd at other places (3, 8, 5, 6).
Table - 1 summerizes the number of operating RBC plants

I'rom 1972 up to June 30, 1981.

Table 1. Number of RBC Plants in Japan

ear' 1972 19M 1974 1975 1976 1977

.r Plants 4 25 60 96 252 469

Year 1978 1979 1980 1981 ( June. 30

:'lantl 70 948 ]1206 1323

:n 17 7, th.re were only 8 was'ewater treatment facilities

;'I inn e HOPC. [inre 1973, the number has increased from
.,9r * vnzr to m e tI an , 727, with another 00 now under-
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2. CURRNFFT STATUS

2-1 Exsist ing RBC Plants
Table 2. summerizes the number cf locations and the quan-

tity of flow for the six major, wastewater categories identi-
fiel by source; pre-purification surface water (tap water sou-
rces), domestic, food processing, industrial (e.g. the pulp
and chemical industries), waste treatment and disposal (e.g.
landfills and wastematerial treatment plants), and animal
breeding (7).

Table 2. Summary of RBC Plants in Japan (June 30, 1981)

Wactewater Flow (m3/d),Flow(%),SiteSite(%)

Tapwater sources 14,200 3 1 0.1
Domestic 224,321 53 654 50

Fod processing 35,844 8 243 18

Industrial 121,454 29 261 20

Waste treatment and disposal 23,675 6 135 10

Animal breeding 3,381 1 29 2

Total 422,875 100 1.323 100

'her- were over 1,323 RBC plants with a total flow of
~4+2,7>) m3/day by June 1981. The tap water sources in Table 2
reflects the fact that in Japan the largest volume of water
'or municipal use is taken from surface water. The water
sources have become polluted with organic wastes and nitromen.
Therefore, an RBC nitrification process has been installed for
surface water prior to the witer's t reatment in the wter pur-
ification plant. Further iotliil of t h- plant, are <iven in
sec t ] <n%

There i.t- approx imt ely B PB, plants currenl].y treat-
nO) raun I I Ipal wa t wIt tr. "'c I ;- ,ust wne rat I oBC a ",ci lit p
ai Trkushimaj City ha .hft.:, ar .1 flow of (, ,00 m /day
0',rion 211ev: V ),900 " )(<".). ITwo hul .res f'! t three

Irsa Lat t. I '' I :',t':.ar.b w'istewat'r, two un rtl
vt';. one tn: t 'ulla i:n )r,"t inid:.:z c'ii wastowa~t'. rhm

0 lar ' ot i''t iou 0', fit i 
1 

i hi:; 01) o aft a 'I' ef 12,00
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3/day for the treatment of water from the manufacture of pulp.

One hundred thirty five installations treat landfills (garbage
dvtmp) for BD removal, nitrification and denitrification. The

first such RBC plant has beer in operation in Miyazaki City

since 1976 (9,10). There are twenty-nine plants treating
wastewater from animal breeding (7,11).

Table 3. lists the distribution of Table 2. summary trea-

tment facilities by flow range. Approximately 53% of the ex-
isting facilities are package plants treating a discharge

flow below 100 m3 /day (0.03 MGD.).

Table 3. Total Number of Operating RBC

Installations (,June ?0, 1981)

Flow range (m3/day) Total No. Sub.total /

0 - 99 702 53

100 - 299 405 1,170 84

300 - 499 101 1,208 91

500 - 999 57 1,265 96

1,000 - 2,999 37 1,302 98
3,000 - 4,999 8 1,310 99

5,000 - 9,999 5 1,315 99.4

10,000 - 19,999 6 1,321 99.8
00,000 - 29,999 1 1,222 99.9

3,00 - 39,999 1 1,323 100.0

Approval and financing by the Japanese Ministry of Con-

struction for the BBC process for municipal wastewater is
about. ten years behind Europe and the U.S.A. The first RBC

'; 'inf. or public sewerage treatment was constructed in 1978.

Sthjt reason, in the early years after the RBC process was
introduced into Tap-tr, almost none, were installed for munici-
zi sewerage; the, ,i'panese RBC engineers concentrated

th, ~r t n fi,,u 1 wastewatr t reatment for
I o:'t r! l . !,I Ivet nchieved to success with that

W'I -w i ' - I

Ti . ,sm-r': s the : 'ariterin for surface load-

'pin or 1-r tchior i.h, he nc-tentrat io effluents of
BA P ,l-,w , / , epIt er ,], m , wa s mewater ( iij.
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Table 4. Design su:face loading rates for all types of
wastewater excluding domestic

I'D. t;.4'ewater Influent POT loading
BOD 5 (mg/l) (g/m2d)

Marine product process 400 - 1000 30 - 90
. Fish meat process 150 - 450 25 - 60

Fish, market place i00 - 600 15 - 20

Meat process 100 - 1500 10 - 20
Eatable bird process 300 - 1500 15 - 20

tean paste (Miso) Soy manf.piu!ess 150 - 600 5 - 25

7 atable food oil mianf. process 400 - 6oo 20 - P5
7'1kles mcranf. 500 - 1500 30 - 50

SSake b-ewing (brewery) 700 - 2000 15 -0
Da l-iry 300 - 400 30 - 60

I1 Fruit Canning 1000- 1600 D0- ',0

i'ange Canning 200 - 1400 0 -

1 A tar(, Canning 100 - 200 1 -

I'] Cunte of freeding 200 - 500 !1) -

I5 Sik yarn manf. 1400 - 6000
I iK , ing manf. 120 - 00 "
i7 tint material product 70 - 140 -

L lmil nmanf. 150 - 200 -

.) A ocod pulp man!'. 1000 - I00 1 -

)0 eainery bl-achirg 800 - 1000 -

1 '1l praper reproduct -300 - 800 -

M12[leahi ng paper inanf. 50 - 100
' t,tro2hemistry manf. 200 - 90n

L i rigi (wet.) 80 )10

., , in7 (,'y) 300 - 500 L - 1
!4t rip , m. 1, 1 r. 600 - 000
" V['.,:t S w"actewate:" 120 - >.50 1 !

I" I l't,-houIe 750 - 2500 '

P 0r 200 - i00 ,- o

:KM t iV -h :i ]50 - n000-
"'''t, m e I a Sr eal nttm'nt vi an t  

',0 -- 000 1 0 - 2-0

- t i 1 L 10 - 700 - "

I e'n I inn (19 '' t'' i re- er W .t riKr . wist in
• Tn<iii. S' vn, 7:' hlen have tol .n t" L', W'th! foeinI en16-

± 'n f't. va> -el ' .. ' . 7i ' t AiL,. 'ir (107:'

" ,:,:ilJ.[" --.t+:'['.gO[ in (W,-t ,iernt<,'y) withi I~t'i,', ,l'nrnn .arlri, 'p .
* ne,' wit S Mit, s[i'>tt;N (197-;), Amerc (2Csl:: em (I'.1.) with
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Niigata Tekko (1973), Mecana (Switzerland) with Takuma (1974),
Clow Envirodisc (U.S.A.) with Sinko-Pfaudra (1978) and Bio-
Shaft (U.S.A.) with Maezawa Kogyo (1980). The other 15 manu-
factures have developed their own technology: Kurita-Kogyo,
Shirmeiwa Kogyo, Dengyosha, Tore-Engineering, Sekisui Kagaku
Kogyo, Asahi Engineering, Unichica, Matsushita Seiko, Showa
Koji, Sanki-Kogyo, Meiden-sha, Kyushu Denko, Organo, Sekine

Sangyo and Tsutsunaka Plastic (11).

2-3 Existing Facilities
Table 5. shows the nominal parameters associated with the

media and mechanical components for the 22 RBC manufactures in
Japan. Each equipment manufacturer offers variations of the
media and drive -omponents. The media material, support,
shaft strength, tank shape, and clearance are some of the
items which have affected RBC performance. The maximum values

of disc diameter, surface area, and shaft length are 5.0 m,
19,170 m 2 , and 8.8 m, respectively. There are many shapes
for the disc surface, e.g. flat, combined flat and corrugated,
waved, double-waved, two flat plates combined, flat-netted,

etc.

Table 5. RBC Equipment Dimentions

Media : Disc

Shape : Circular, Octagonal
Material : High density Polystyrene, Polyethylene,

Hard Polyvinyl Chloride, FRP (Fiber

glass Reinforced Plastic)
Diameter : Standard: 3.6 m, Range: 1.0 - 5.0 m
Thickness : 0.7 - 7.0 mm
Surface area : 300 - 19,170 m2 /shaft
Spacing : 1.0 - 3.2 cm

Construction : Sepmented (12, 8 or 5 pieces) : Steel
supported. Unitized : Heat welded
sel f-support ed.

>Vcehan i (ctl : 2ha t.t

Shape : Cross-section : Circular, Round Square
Octagonal

>lt< r jal : Steel

Th i -knes 1.90 - R.80 cm
erth :Standard : 7.5 T, Range 1.0 - R.R .
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3. SPECIAL APPLICATION OF THE RBC

As already mentioned, most of the RBC plants are utilized
for secondary wastewater treatment. About 5% of the total
number are utilized for nitrification and denitrification.
Tth following discussion will be concerned with two specisl
applications of RBC plants for the removal of low concentra-
tions of ammonia-nitrogen.

3-1 Nitrification Prior to Water Purification
In Japan, the largest volume of water for municipal use

has been taken from surface water. The surface water has be-
came polluted with organics and nitrogen, so that the cost for
prechlorination (addition of chlorine at the mixing basin) and
for other chemicals have greatly increased at water purifica-
tion plants. Therefore, it has caused a rise in the cost of
water supply and plant maintenance. Trihalomethane (T}{M: a
cancerous growth matter) is produced in the reaction between
organics and chlorine, is becoming a world-wide problem. In
addition, the rejection of high amounts of ammonia-nitrogen
in raw water requires a large amount of chlorine, which might
cause the production of THM.

Several studies have been made to find a process which
could be installed prior to the water purification process in
order to solve the problem. The unit processes evaluated were
activated sludge, trickling filters, submerged biological
filters, stripping, and the PBC process. The RBC process was
selected because of its simplicity of construction, operation,
maintenance, and low energy requirements.

Field tests using a RBC pilot plant were carried out from
April 1976 to October 1980 in order to examine the effect of
the reduction of organics and the oxidation of ammonia-nitro-
gen in low concentrations in river surface water. Based on
the results of the field test, the first BBC nitrification
plant for use prior to water purification plant was construct-
ed in april 1981 with the approval by the Ministry of Health
and Welfare (18). The plant is installed in Nakama-City,
Fukuoka-Prefecture, in the island of Kyushu and treats most
of the downstream water of the Onga River. running into the
Genkai Sea.

Ficuro 1. is a diacramatio sketch of a rapid sand filter.
it shows the path of the writer through the various units.
('onvention-il typos, of watr purification plants are shr by
the broken line anl BBC nitrification unit by solid lines.
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fPre- xn Flocculation

from surface I ---- ;I-i- 1P, ---- IJwater supply Ichlorination- 'tank I tank

.__,etting,- apid 1_ost- 1 to service
'basin i-'Sand filter' ,chlorinationi pump
S- ..... j L -

Fig 1. Schematic flow diagram of an upgraded
Water purification plant with RBC

nitrification

Table 6. shows the characteristics of the Onga River
water and the percent reductions in the listed items by the
RBC pilot plant. It indicates that the concentration of TIH3-N
is higher in winter than in summer due to the small discharge
rate of the river in winter.

Table 6. Characteristics of River water and RBC test

Concentration RBC test

Max. Min. Mean % reduction

v,'cter temperature (C) 30.4 h.0 15.9
DO (mg/I) 10.7 4.5 7.7
pH 8.3 7.3 7.8
COD (mg/l) 13.6 9.8 11.6 3?
ROD (mg/I) 5.3 1.1 3.3 70
SS (mg/i) 47.2 7.6 15.2 32
NH 3-N (mg/l) 3.O 0.02 0.67 90
Degree of turbidity (mg/i) 11.0 )4.5 8.2 58
Color [ng/i) 14.0 oh 36 30
Threshold odor number (TO) 50.0 8.0 25.0 o0
Chlorine requirement (try/l) 15. ,  8.8 11.5 59
Total iron (mg/i) n.-) 0.1p, 0.20 70
Manganese (mg/) 0.2 0.00 1.0 80

Design criteria for the f],w r:ie, ratidii T'e and equ-
ipment are r umarized in Table 7. f-r the ttai inrfa11ation.
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Table 7. Nitrification Criteria

A. Design Flow Rate (Water Consumption)

Maximum - Summer : l4,200 m 3 /D (high water temperature)
Yearly Average : 12,000 m 3 /D (mid-term water temp.)
Maximum - Winter : 11,000 m 3 /D (low water temp.)

B. Loading Rates

Hydraulics 200 I/m 2D (5 gpd/ft2D) (winter)
Hydraulics 259 1/m 2D (summer)
Hydraulics 219 l/m 2D (mid-term)
.{ --N :0.256 g/m 2 D (winter)

C. REC Equipment Dimensions

Total Surface area 55,000 m2 (592,020 ft2 )

One shaft surface area 9,150 m 2 /shaft
No. of shafts 6
.,. of trains 3
Length of shafts 7.4 m
PDimeter of discs 3.6 m
iaterial of discs high-density Polyethylene
Type of disc surface composed of flat and corru-

guted sheet
Peripheral rotational speed 18 m/min. (1.6 rpm)
Electric power consumption 5.5 KW/shaft
Detention time 43.4 min. (winter)
It 'ntion time :0.0 min. (average)
Detent ion time 33.6 min. (summer)
1 1W manui'acturer Nippon Autotrol

In winter, the average val-tes of the NH{3-N concentration
L!. he river water and the required dosage of chlorine are
1.: i mnr/1 :and ]Y.5 m/I, respectively. However, the new pur-
i:iatio plIant with RBC nitrification unit has achieved the

..uent - co'vn(etrat ion of 0.18 mg/] (86 reduction) and
Sh ,':hLarne ioiace of' ?.3 mi-/i (765 reduction). Yearly aive-

Sthr. f odin( r rati es for prechiorination have decre-
LI rt..r; ] . to 1.7 mg/l (a 59 reduction). 11oreover,
' '-,'ry e, e]r ratios of activated cairbon for the

7 D, , 1.? mt/l has decreased to 4.7
The rt-iction in expense for chemicals

1. Obout y 1<" m i ion (11.?. 50,000) a year.
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The plant was started-up of April 1, 1981 at a flow rate
of 5,220 m3 /day (maximum) and h,219 m3 /day (average), which
corresponded to 37 and 35% of the design flows, respectively.

IThe performance of the RBC treatment has almost coincided with
the design criteria from start-up to the present day.

A similar RBC nitrification plant is also under conside-
ration in Nakama-City and will have a design flow of 19,700
m3/day.

3-2 Nitrification of River Water for Rice Field Irrigation
Rice is the staple food for the Japanese. The 3,081,000

hectares (7,700,000 acres) of rice field comprise 56% of the
total farm land in Japan. The largest volume of water for
rice field irrigation has been taken from the surface water
of natural rivers and from irrigation reservoirs. Poor rice
yields have been traced to high NH3-N which causes excessive
stalk growth compared to desired kernel growth.

The RBC process was selected to solve this problem. The
field test of an RBC pilot plant with disc diameters 2.0 m
and a flat and waved media surface was carried out from Sep-
tember 1977 to October 1979. The tested discs peripheral
rotational speeds were 10.0, 13.5, 18.0, 24.0, 27.0, 30.0,
and 36.0 m/min. The hydraulic loadings were 200, 300, 400,
450, 600, and 800 l/m 2day.

Table 8. summarizes the water quality of the river water
arid the performance of the RBC pilot plant. Hydraulic load-

inF is 600 i/m2 day and peripheral rotation speed is 27 m/min.
which are the optimum conditions for the removal of ammonia-

nitrogen (19, 20).

Table 8. Characteristics of river water and RBC test

Concentration Concentration Percent of

of influent of RBC effluent reduction

Water temp. (C) 19.2 - 22.5 18.8 - 20.0
DO (mg/l) 5.2 - 6.5 7.7 - 8.7
COD (mg/l) 7.8 - 14.0 4.6 - 5.9 24 - 43
BOD (mg/l) 3.7 - 18.2 1.5 - 5.5 46 - 70

* SS (mg/l) 17.7 - 48.3 7.0 - 15.9 48 - 67
NH3-N (mg/l) 0.9 - 1.8 0.0 - 0.3 79 -100
N03-N (mg/l) 0.6 - 0.7 1.2 - 1.9 200 -283
Org-N (mg/l) 0.5 - 1.0 0.- - 0.8 20 - 50

Kej-N (mg/l) 1.4 - 2. 0. - 0.8 64 - 90
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The first RBC nitrification plant for rice field irriga-
tion water with a design flow of 70,000 m3/day (18.5 MGD) is
under construction with the approval of the Ministry of the
Agriculture and Forestry. The RBC nitrification plant is be-
ing installed in Ibaragi-City, Osaka Prefecture in Central
Japan on the Yodo River, which into the Seto Inland Sea (Seto-
naikai).

Irrigation water for rice fields is required from June to
September, therefore, the RBC plant is operated only four
months a year. Water quality standards for rice field irriga-

tion water is as follows: pH (6.0 - 7.5), COD ( 6 mg/:), SS
100 mg/l), DO ( 5.0 mg/l), and TN:Kej-N ( l.Omg/l).

The characteristics of the RBC influents are summarized
in Table 9.

Table 9. Characteristics of RBC influents

Items NH3-N,N0 3-N,Org-NKej-N, T-N DO COD BOD

Concentration
(mg/l) 1.2 1.3 1.0 2.2 3.5 3.7 8.5 10.6

Final effluent values from the RBC plant of Kej-N, COD

and DO were defined as 1.0, 6.0, and 5.0 mg/l respect-
ively. Design flow rate, loading rate, and equipment are

summarized in Table 10.

Table 10. Nitrification criteria for rice

field irrigation water

A. Design flow rate

Average flow . 70,000 m3/D (18.5 MGD)

B. Loading rate

Hydraulics : 600 l/m2 D
INH3- N :0.507 g/m 2D

C. Design RBC equipment dimensions

Total surface aron 164,iO m2

One shrift surface area : 13,680 m 2 /shaft
Number of shafts : 12
Number of trains : 6
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Length of shafts 8.85 
Diameter of discs 5.0 m
Spacing of discs 17.5 mm
Thickness of discs 1.3 mm
Material of discs high-density Polyethlene

Type of disc surface flat
Peripheral rotational speed 27 m/min
Electric power consumption 9.2 KW/shaft
Detention time 20 min.
RBC manufacturer Dengyo - sha Machine

Works

This RBC nitrification plant has six trains mechanically

driven. There are two shafts per train. All twelve shafts
have been installed in one building with 91.2 m in length,
15.6 m in width, and 5.9 m in height.

An additional RBC nitrification plant for field irriga-
tion water with a design flow of 14,000 m 3 /day (3.7 MGD) will
be constracted within a few years in the same area.

4. CURRENT STATUS OF RESEARCH

Research of the RBC is very active. Last year 100 papers
were p.-esented at Annual Conference and published in the Jou-
rnal of the Japan Society of Civil Engineers (JSCE), the Jou-
rnal of the Japan Sewage Works Association (JSWA), the Nation-
al Symposium on RBC Technology of the Environmental Conserva-
tion Engineering Association (ECEA), and other journal of
wastewater treatment, etc. (7). The first special edition on
the RBC process appeared in Journal of the Environmental Con-

servation Engineering (ECE), Vol.4 , No. 7, July, 1975 (4, 5,
6). Another Journal of Engineering ha6 edited a special issue

on RBC every year.
The first Seminar on the RBC was held in September 1975

and sponsored by the ECEA. Since then, the Seminar was held
annualy until 1979. In November, 1977, the RBC Wastewater

* Treatment Div. of the Association was established. As a res-

ult of the first National Symposium on RBC Technology with
the ECEA, November 13 - 15, 1979 (21), an RBC Symposium has
beer held every year. At the end of the Symposium, field

tours observe operating RBC plants. In October, 1979, the
first Annual Conference of the Fixed-Film Biological process
Research Association was held in Tokyo (22). The conference

* presents research in every year that is on the Rotating Bio-
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logical Contactor, Trickling filter, Submerged Biofilter,etc.
To date, research on the RBC has been conducted at the

following institutions : Hokkaido University, Kitami Institute

of Technology, Tohoku University (23), Tokyo University (24),
Tokyo Institute of Technology (25,26), Tokyo Metropolitan
University, Miyazaki University (27 - 30), Kagoshima Technical
College, the National Institute for Environmental Studies (31,
32), the Japan Sewerage Works Agency (12), the Consulting En-

gineers Co. (33, 3h), and among RBC manufacturers.
The most foundarnental research on the RBC was conducted

by: M. Ishiguro, Y. Watanabe, S. Masuda, K. Yamaguchi, and
H. Uchida, "Advanced Wastewater Treatment by RBC Unit (I-IV)"

and published in the Journal of the Japan Sewage Works Asso-
ciation, Vol. 12-16, from 1975 to 1979. These papers were
awarded the 1980 thesis prize of the JSWA (35). At the 9th,
10th, and 11th International Conferences of the IAWPR in 1978,
'80, and '82, Y. Watanabe, M. Ishiguro, and K. Nishidome pre-
sented papers on Denitrification Kinetics, Nitrification Kine-
tics and Simulation of Nitrification in an RBC Unit (36, 37,
38). At the 1st National Symposium on RBC Techrology in Feb.
1980, Pa. U.S.A., K. Ito and T. Matsuo presented a paper on
"The Effect of Organic loading on Nitrification in RBC Waste-
water Treatment Processes" (24), and H.emura and R.J.Hynek
presented a paper on "Nitrogen and Phosphorus Removal with
RBC" (10).

Many books have been published concerning RBCs: 1) The
Newest Technique of wastewater treatment by Biochemical Pro-
cesses (39), 2) Duide book for night soil treatment (4O), 3)
Wastewater treatment by the RBC (4l), 4) Compilation book of
Wastewater treatment technique by RBC (42), 5) Guide book for
sewage, industrial watewater, and sludg-, treatment (h3),
6) The Fixed-Film Biological Process (11), ') Guide book for
Domestic wastewater treatment (L)4), etc. In narticular the
literature 6) includes the newest theory and the design pro-
cedures f)r .- ickling- filter, Rotating Biological Contactor,
and :'ubimerged Piofilt-r systems.

5. F[U7RE TREND?

rPo datfe, tne v-a c.- , f" Iopme.t of n;owerage fci it ie;

in Japan ha3 been s1-W. '1,or,, ar many reas-ns fDr thi::.

lUntil recently, 7igh :l wa iW-l baick into fnrmlan i.

Because wat,-r rol ut i-ri nrohlo., w-r- -ir. in ho n. li.-
imlortan:,e o-f _ewora , ten - t . :':irimi:. . Af ,'r r K
Witr IT I armors-, btean t i u her-- in.- f.r I
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night soil ( septage ) . light soil was .-, or~ of ix. other
* -ways, priim.arily being, discharg ed ini. iivr i I t'x' U les
L, of water, eventually polluting th ea

AK The 7-4'," of the populat ion was -m"' I U / wer e In 19-
3.The spread o-1 sewer system in Jt'n1a 'a"be hin t hat

orC other developed countries. The :'t'i c( ' t o r
L sewerage facilities began with the Firs~t F ivc-e ,cixplan Xf

ewerage Constructioni (1963 - (7) in 19(C' Alt h> ouc the(- por-
ulation served by sewerage has increased aIlono7 with increased

ive-year plan, it was still o--nly 307 at the end of' fiscal
''e'r 1980 ( the end of the Fourth 'Five-year Ilan) . I overag e
w-i , 70% in 10 major cities having- populaioins of mrt,,r tha 1

lnwhereas that in other, cities was- iin xer 20 ,hawing,

i't wastewater treatment works in smaller cities lags far

t1at in large cities. 1 y about the year 2,000, 0U nersl Iintin should be served bysewerage. Acoordgr -to

*by, tbut 109,. Becaus;e the PTO pro ess is eoasic e- i 1'ecI
"'W nl t.14 ':inllcfii cost s and low energ-y cosnt xewerx e

i~~~~ it Oin-Iie C p coo Oss wouilI be ccnt w. t' Lte

e~t ir <a 'ti or itl 4c- Mi 'Japan (I)"6. Ove"r it V it Co

&''''" oict n; ,r x ixmn-M sewag-e treatmnex ,1 anto withn the

(n)j frtey7t 'a the nlight..I- i ',c .lle- t ed
by '-as 'u'' '< Itdnig~ht soil 1s C' eat ci at pub-
hewictru' pi ant , hoxaci nig ht -oil run iIcation

I 'c xta' Solt tx atment nilants There are
,(' ' ' m 1  p nto< lant , with aI total plannU- pro-
1 t , k I i< lly i n I Q2R0. These pliant- ate
vi w~ ' ''' i -i mra me.In sore uintil1 public s:ewerage c )uld

1<~.hu. Jaa w ill 1 cant4 ..ue to depend hoav: lv
on '1 1treatment plants for some timc

*. t1 .!-t ii 'or ic-ht soil purification tank- ( : clu-
ii)I. 'w!1atowat cc) nave been authorized by ti-e i n t, -

- -1tt i are '. e Juily, 1980, ( ').it oe-m'<
1> ' P~~aix u'ter a" PB(2 p1 anlt s should ic oem:.-il-
, r )wr.-oral cormon it los ("farm, fi shin a- axi x nen-

1 0s PB)- trcasss s-hould Iicre-ase i-ax K i ily in the

w ~ ' TnCn' I ant.?I:'
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ii) waste material treatment and disposal,

iii) animal breading, arid other industrial
wastewater.

e) special applications

i) pre-nitrification of surface water for
water purification plant,

ii) nitrification plants treating river water
for rice field irrigation.

In adl tion, research on RBC will continue actively in
lniversities, 0 fenment Institute, Consulting Engineering
('rmnes and RPC manwa'cturers in Japan.

S. :oai'm ., Iriuue I., and Takayasu M. ,"Studies on theI-i..chvi ci. Treatment, for Wastewater in the Manufacture
1' "tr", Journal of Wter and Wastewater, Vol.
" I , .•', 91, pl.i1-0. (in Japanese)

4 ;iLat-V 5 .,Toahata 7., and Nakamura I. ,"Studies on
he r-' ,.to Wastewater Treatment by the Rotatinv-

Li e cl Cntactor", Proc. 21st Annual Conference of
aanr- Society of ivil Engineers, May, 196C, pp.1]4-

*n si"r >.1. ,,,' stmwatecr Treatment b' th> Peotig 11 io'-

, :l Contuctor" , Journal of Japan C ewape Works Assa-

S.ti , Vol.. ], .!o. 11, Aug.1972, pp.18-29. (in Japan-

Muro M. ,"The Secondary and Tertiary Treatment oF

era ieipal i nd Trpjc:trial Wastewater by the RBC", Envi-
)rffljehtjf' ,ns-rv'ion Ln(rI eerinr (tEr),Vol.h, No.7,
T,: ;u.l-ci . (in J panese)

hi.u-'. . .. ,"frr n ', aus o nC iii Abroad", ECE.,

oi , '" T'..... ' Japanese)
.ti n c . td -< Y. , t 1 ±t+ Vchnnis7. of the

., Vol.2, Na.7, July. L9',', r p.3l-1l. (in Ja:.pan

.'i FO are ," ' ', '1 . : Future Trends of ,PR '

, h 'hird ''I on' ''> . - is: On PS>" -Om.... 1 01'
T) T) 1.0 (, : -';* L tri, i EE . Vo!. 1o i-T , .: 08

t ar 1, '
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No.6 , June.1978, pp.3-11. (in Japanese)
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RBC UNIT: BEST IN SEWAGE TREATMENT FOR SAUDI ARABIA

* '~ Sharaf Eldin 1. Bannaga. Directorate for Housing and
Military Cities, Saudi Arabian National Guard, Riyadh,

* Saudi Arabia.

INTRODUCTION: THE NEED FOR ADEQUATE WASTEWATER TREATMENT
FOR SAUDI ARABIA.

The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia which boundaries are the Red
sea from the West, the Arabian Gulf from the East, Latitude
17 from the South and Latitude 30 from the North, covers an
area of more than two million Sq. km and is inhabited by seven
million people approximately. The region occupies a leading
place in the Islamic World and sustains its heritage and
culture.

Being a metjor exporter of petroleum, the Kingdom has
been spending vast sums of money on ambitious development
programmes, aimed at every sector of the economy. This very
fact provides a link with the question of water supply and
waste water purification, for just as all vital processes
depend functionally on water as the medium, so do almost all
Industrial production processes.

* Due to the scarcity of water, which imposes a major
problem for the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, waste water treat-
ment should not be aimed only at disposal for public health
considerations,but also at recirculation of treated effluent
for special use. Use of treated effluent is at the moment
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.limited to Irrigation and landscaping, but further develop-
ments could include use in industries and drinking water
supplies. It is encouraging to note the Fatwa(legal opinion)
announced by the Board of Scientific(Religious)Research, Ifta
(delivery of legal opinion), Dawa (invitation to Islam) and
Guidance regarding the possible use of adequate, safe treated
effluent for religious purposes.

It is therefore imperative that great attention be given
to development of an adequate waste water treatment processes
that will optimise in the Kingdom capability,manpower and
materials. This need can best be demonstrated by some schemes
executed in similar countries which are not in-country compa-

* tible.
To pick a process that will discharge total ability and

satisfy the Kingdom requirements for waste water treatment
the writer has to recommend the RBC(Rotating Biological
Contactors) process.

The purpose of this report is to present a short account
of literature about the RBC process which may be beneficial
to engineers, consultants and research workers working in
Saudi Arabia and elsewhere. However, the writer wishes to
state that the opinions expressed in this report are entirely

* his own and do not necessary reflect the views of the govern-
mental organization by whom he is employed.

RBC UNIT: PRACTICAL APPLICATION AND TECHNICAL PARTICULARS

The Rotating Biological Contactors (RBC) unit is a
secondary biological treatment unit for waste water. The
system consists of a number of large diameter plastic or
expanded metal discs mounted on a horizontal shaft and placed
in a reaction vessel which is often of a semi-circular cross-
section. Numerous terms are used throughout the wastewater
treatment literature to designate RBC's. Among the trade
terms in current use are the Bio-Disc, Bio-Surf, Aero-Surf,
Surfact, Bio-Sperial, Rotating Disc, etc.

0 The RBC process was developed initially in Europe in the
1950's. Further development of the process began in the
United States in 1965 and has continued to the present time.
However, active commercial use of RBC plants had not started
until only in the early 70's in the U.S.

In Saudi Arabia practical application of the RBC
* process started a few years ago in the form of package plants

serving small communities, such as university campuses,
Hospitals, army bases etc. Initial emphasis was directed to
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secondary treatment of municipal wastewater and may continue
years ahead.

There are now more than 50 RBC plants operating in Saudi
Arabia treating of over 20 MGD of mainly domestic wastewater
These plants range in size from one to twenty four RBC
assemblies and treat wastewater flows up to 4.8 MGD plant,
King Abdul Aziz International Airport at Jeddah, is the
largest Aero-Surf facility in Saudi Arabia.The RBC process
is now gaining wide acceptance in the Kingdom for a large
number of plants are under construction. These include the
7.5 MGD Yanbu RBC plant near the Red Sea and those awaiting
construction for use of the Saudi Arabian National Guard
Housing Project-Phase one at five different localities and
capacity of which exceeds 8 MGD.

It should be emphasised that the growth of RBC process
with regard to product development and commercial utiliza-
tion seems promising and could be rapid when its applicabili-
ty is recognised by the local authorities.

The RBC unit consists of;

a) Large plastic discs mounted on a horizontal metallic
shaft (refer to figure 1). The discs are so mounted
that slightly less than half of their surface area
is immersed in waste water.

b) The discs and shaft assembly is placed in a tank
which has a rectangular surface area. The tank is
usually constructed of reinforced concrete.

c) A driving system is incorporated with the disc and
shaft assembly. The mechanical driving system
incorporates an electric motor that rotates the disc
and shaft assembly.In Autotrol Aero-Surf units the
disc and shaft assembly is rotated by buoyant force
exerted by captured air(refer to figure 1). Aero-
Surf assembly consists of corrugated media with
plastic cups attached around the outer perimeter and
over the entire length of the contactor. The media
assembly is installed in a tank in the same manner
as a conventional unit with the additiun of an air
header at a low pressure into the attached cups.

The captured air exerts a buoyant
force, which in turn exerts a torque on the shaft
sufficient for rotation.

d) The tank is divided by a number of baffles for flow
direction as well as creation of stages to the
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process.
Statically the disc and shaft assembly support the

biological growth. The micro-organisms which are present
naturally in wastewater adhere to the disc surface and mul-
tiply quickly within a few days of start-up and they cover
the entire surface area of the discs.

B/ rotating the disc and shaft assembly two functions
are fulfilled:

a) Increasing the dissolved oxygen content of the mixed
liquor.

b) Provide contact between the biological growth and
the waste water. The rotation alternately submerges
the attached biological growth and then exposes them
to air. The mixing and agitation ..nables food and
oxygen to penetrate further into the biomass.

The process is continuous as the biological slime is
alternately exposed to wvaste water and then to air. This
provides a means of exposing the biological growth to the
organic polluting load and of aerating the waste water.
Replacing the mechanical drive system with an air drive
system serves a number of purposes:

a) Mixed liquid dissolved oxygen concentration is
increased through supplemental aeration.

b) Thinner biomass is achieved as a result of increased
shearing action as air bubbles rise through the
radial passages and corrugations in the media.

c) Power consumption is optimized through variable
speed control and reduction of biomass.

RBC PROCESS: COMPARISON OF OPERATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS WITH
CONVENTIONAL PROCESSES

The RBC process may be defined as the biological de-
composition of organic waste materials in aerobic condition
and without offensive odours as opposed to the anaerobic
process of putrefaction with which small nuisances are
inveriably associated. In this respect the RBC, process is
comparable to the conventional aerobic processes of the
percolating filter and the activated sludge.
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Comparison of the RBC Process with the Percolating
Filter Process:

Both the RBC process and the percolating filter process
are fixed film biological reactors. The growth in both units
is supported by fixed solid surfaces, the discs in the RBC
unit and the media in the percolating filter. The difference
between the two biological processes is that the microbial
mass in the RBC system is passed through the waste water,
while in the percolating filter the waste water is passed
over the microbial mass.

A factor contributing to the advantage of the RBC proce-
ss is that the rotating discs provide an intimate contact
between the biological slime and the waste water. The rota-
ting discs also increase the degree of mixing, agitation
and turbulence in the reaction vessel and in doing so, the
organic pollutants in the waste water will stand better
chances of diffusing into the biological film. Efficiency

a of the percolating filter process is usually impeded by
unevenness of the settled sewage over the whole surface of
the filter and of bad circulation of air through the bed
which must reach the surface of each piece of the filter
material to keep the right kind of bacteria and other orga-
nisms &Live and active.

The clogging that occurs in the percolating filter sys-
tem is prevented with the RBC unit by the sloughing action
of the excess biomass from the discs caused by the shearing
forces developed as the discs rotate. Percolating filters
are susceptible to clogging by grit settlements, moss,and
weeds.

The dissolved oxygen content of the waste water is
increased by the rotating discs in the RBC units and the
supplemental air used for driving the system of the Aero-
Surf unit. This may prevent the development of anaerobic
conditions and hence avoiding foul smells and objectionable

* Osights both on and off the sewerage works.
Ronald Antonie6 and associates, reported that there were

no nuisances, no objectionable odours and no files at the
village of Millwankee, Wis., USA and so did Simpson 20 . This
is becuase the development of flies, which are often associa-
ted with the percolating filter operation, is prevented in
the RBC unit operation by the continuous wetting of their
biological growth.

A substantial amount of research work has been carried
out by a number of research workers to specify the BOD
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CLoading that would be acceptable to-the RBC process. The
Water Pollution Research Laborator z" at Stevenage, UK,
suggested a BOD Loading of 5-6 g/m of disc median, Ellis

and Bannaga'15 reported 20 g/m2 while Autotrol Corporation
used 12 g/m2 . For comparison the appropriate BOD Loading on
a low-rate single pass percolating filter containing a med-
ium of 50mm nominal size would only be 1-2 g/m2 according
to the Water Pollution Research Laboratory. This Indicates
that the area required by a percolating filter to purify the
same amount of settled sewage is much greater. Borchardt'

1

reported that the actual area occupied by the RBC unit was
about 1/10th of that required by a percolating filter.

It is unnecessary to recycle the effluent to achieve
maximum wetting, dilution and flushing action in the RBC
process which is required for the percolating filter. The
report produced by the British Ministry of Housing and
Local Governmentl recommended the use of recirculation for
strong waste that makes the sewage more difficult to treat
using percolating filters.

Both the RBC and the percolating filter systems are
simple to maintain and have a relatively low cost. However

the percolating filter requires more labourfor the sparge
holes of its distribution arms and the arms themselves need

to be regularly cleaned and brushed out and its dosing cham-
ber and air pipes need to be maintained properly. The RBC
unit requires minimal attention from operators but its belt
and chains require checking for alignment.

Comparison of the RBC Process with the Activated
Sludge Process.

The RBC process is somewhat similar to the activated
sludge process in that it has a suspended culture of bio-
mass in its mixed liquor and both processes possess aeration
devices. However, the part of the bio-mass that is in sus-
pension in the mixed liquor is too small to compare with
the total amount of the biological growth supported by the
surfaced of the discs and would therefore contribute only
marginally to the treatment.

The RBC process retains a large fixed biological film
and a great micro-organism population and because of this
the RBC process is less upset by the variation in hydraulic
loading than the activated sludge process. Activated sludge
process is easily upset by industrial wastes and is incapa-
ble of handling shock loads.
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The RBC unit is more efficiet per unit volume than
activated sludge unit. Ainsworth reported that a settled
sewage BOD Loading of about (0.48-1.28 )kg/m 3 of tank capa-
city is suitable for fairly good purification by an activa-
ted sludge process. For comparison the appropriate BOD load -
ing on a RBC unit used by Ellis and Bannaga was 3 kg/m 3 of
tank capacity. This indicates that the treatment capabili-
ties of the RBC process are much greater than those of the
activated sludge process.

Unlike the activated sludge process oxidation of ammonia
can be attained in the RBC process within normal retention
periods.

The sludge solids from the RBC process have favourable
concentration characteristics thus eleminating the need for
special thickening. De-watering of sludge generated by a
RBC unit through vacuum filteration was satisfactorily
accomplished according to Ellis and Bannaga. Sludge genera-
ted by an activated sludge unit was not amenable to de-water

4-ing by vacuum filters according to Quirk1 9.
The only disadvantage to RBC process is the need for

covering the unit to protect the discs from wind, sand
storms and rains.

The RBC unit requires little maintenance and minimal
operator's attentioi when compared with the activated sludge
unit for the RBC unit is mechanically simple. The activated
sludge unit requires careful sipervision. The British
Ministry of Housing and Local Government recommends that
specialist advice from the manufacturer should be obtained
because the great complexity of plant piping arrangement
and multiplicity of aeration devices etc and because the
effectiveness of the plant is dependent upon the human
element.

The power requirements for the RBC system are considera-
bly less than an activated sludge system, because power is
only required to rotate the discs.

RBC: ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY AND SUITABILITY FOR SAUDI
ARABIA.

In order to examine the economic feasibility of the
RBC unit, the unit has to be matched with the conventional
ones in regard to capital expenditure and running costs.

4 It is very difficult to compare the capital costs of waste
water treatment units in Saudi Arabia since these units
are mostly parts of large projects usually awarded on
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4umpsum basis. The capital cost required for supplying,cons-
tructing and installing a RBC unit may be comparative to
that of a percolating filter of same capacity for the cost
of land is becoming very expensive in urban areas of Saudi
Arabia. The RBC is now recognized as a cost-effective and
cost-competitive since the annual operation and maintenance
costs play an importgnt factor in determining the selective.
Lundberg and Plerce1 present a summary of the results of
cost-effectiveness analyses which compared the air-drive and

K- mechanical RBC processes with air and pure oxygen activated
sludge processes over a range of design flow capacities. The
results of their studies indicated that RBC process,through-
out the range of design flow capacities they used in analysis
were less costly than activated sludge processes in supply
and coAstruction as well as operation and maintenance. The
comparison of an extended aeration plant, which operates on
activated sludge principles, and RBC plant for the Makkah, 14
Saudi Arabia, municipality showed that the extended aeration
plant was about 70% more expensive to operate and maintain
than Aero-Surf.

The particular problems of waste water treatment plants
for Saudi Arabia are related to such factors as lack of
skilled supervision, high operating temperatures, high rate
of expansion due to intensive development and urbanization,
recognition of scattered small communities such as the
presence of military cantonments, isolated camps, special
settlements etc, scarcity of water, dry weather, supply of
local materials, availability of funds etc. All these
factors may be adequately dealt with by the application of
RBC system for the following considerations.

a. The system claims the benefit of reliability without
frequent supervision.

b. The system does not depend substantially on oxygen
dissolved in water which saturation concentration
decreases as temperature rises.

c. The system is susceptible to upgrading or extension.
d. The system is well established for small communities

application.
e. Due to scarcity of water, recirculation of waste

water may be required for supplementing drinking
water supplies. The system is capable of removing
objectionable ammonia and producing nitrate required
for potable water.

f. The system is capable of producing sludge of adequ-
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ate quality liable for disposal on drying beds which
effectively operate in dry weather conditions.

g. The discs which cost makes a large proportion of the
system equipment costs can be manufactured locally
because they ace of plastic material which is a petro-
chemical product. Firms such as SABiC(Saudi Arabian
Basic Industries Co), SAPPCO (Saudi Arabian Plastic
Products Co) etc are well established for manufacture
of such product.

h. Funds for installation of a technically sound system
are easily allocated and therefore there is no neces-
sity for application of systems operating on interme-
diate technology principles or committing nuisance
and obnoxious to the community or restricting the
freedom of expansion and advancement.

DESIGN CRITERIOR

One would ask, why the RBC process is not widely used in
.Saudi Arabia if it is adequately acceptable for waste water
treatment and particularly satisfies the Kingdom requirements.

Being comparatively young in the market, in contrast to
the conventional treatment processes, use of RBC process in
Saudi Arabia is hampered partly by lack of adequate litera-
ture needed for engineers and consultants who handle waste
water treatment in the Kingdom and partly by manufacturers
who make little effort to pass on knowledge and convey correct
information. Absence of such valuable information may subject
the RBC process to reservation within the engineering commu-
nity. Since waste water treatment is a supporting facility in
most large scale projects which are usually awarded on lump-
sum contract basis to general contractors, its emphasis is
not greatly aknowledged.

The ambitious development programmes launched in Saudi
Arabia are so great that justified employment of multi-natio-
nals who possess different technical background and approach
and that coordination between different organizations could h-

4 ardly be secured.Some programmes have been rushed and their
periods squeezed for time saving. In absence of such a govern-
mental body whose main task would be to furnish engineering
departments of all organizations with sufficient and correct
data and monitor their performance accordingly, the performan-
ce of such departments will depend totally on the type,qua-

4 lity and talent of personnel employed. In these circumstances
if personnel employed are European for example they will

1
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obviously choose European products since they are familiar
with them, the Americal will choose American products etc.

At present designs of waste water collection and dis-

posal schemes are generally based either on the existing
facilities with annual percentage growth factor, or on cur-
rent design ctiterior in industrial countries.Neither of
these bases is satisfactory. Since literature and studies
leading to identification of such design criterior are
limited, it is insufficient for the engineer practising in
Saudi Arabia just to exercise his technical competence and
skill. His task has to be extended, within his own initia-
tives, to include gathering of information to arrive at
reasonable design criterior applicable to Saudi Arabia. His
success depends on the ability to take a positive interest

:in this direction.

CONCLUSIONS

The RBC units have become widely accepted in recent

years, notably in the United States, which is evidenced
by the great number of plants operating or under construc-
tion and by the influx of several new RBC manufacturers
competing into the market. The unit suits best the require-
ments of Saudi Arabia and its manufacture can be carried out
locally.

Engineers operating in Saudi Arabia should be encourag-
ed to keep their designs as simple as possible d to avoid
complicated features and sophisticated equipmenl f6r the
completed plants cannot operate satisfactorily without
skilled, talented operators particularly if they depend
sunstantially on mechanical and electrical equipments.

There is a need to establish an organization whose
prime tasks would be to identify the objectives of waste
water treatment, review waste water treatment processes
in application and recommend their use for varied purposes
in Saudi Arabia, Lay design criterior, conduct research
leading to development of suitoble processes as well as
their local manufacture etc.
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I NTRODUCT ION

The needs and design of municipal and industrial
wastewater treatment facilities will be much different in the
late 19 80's than in the past. Cutbacks in feder-- funding
and strained financial condition of local taxpayerE will
require that less expensive and more reliable wastewater
treatment system~be built. While it was once desirable to

build significant excess capacity in new plants to improve
*0 the economies of scale at lower current costs, the goal now

is to build smaller plants in hopes of technological advances
in the future. In many cases older plants are being upgraded
for both treatment efficiency and flow capacity. Operational
costs are being carefully reviewed by both municipalities and
industries. The systems with the lowest energy, maintenance,

*and labor costs will be chosen when possible.
'- To appreciate the changes that will occur it is necessary

to review the past. In both the United States and Britain
the development of biological treatment progressed from
sewage farms and discharge into waterway, through
intermittent sand filters and contact beds, to trickling
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filters, activated sludge basins, rotating biological
contactors, and land applications. The term Biological
Fixed-Film Process is really a new name for an old process.
As will soon be shown we have gone full circle and are
returning the semi-passive fixed-film systems.

EARLY DEVELOPMENTS

The disposal of raw and partially treated sewage onto the
land was a natural consequence of good farming practices.
The sewage placed or poured on the fields from the urban
drainage ditches could irrigate the land and provide needed
nutrients to the soils and the crops. Since disease control
was not a great concern in the nineteenth century, it was not
until land became scarce and the potential for profit from
sewage-irrigated lands was diminished that that sewage
farming was abandoned.

In areas where sandy soils existed, the practice of land
application continued in the form of intermittent sand
filtration. Dosages were continually intensified, and in
many cases, wastewaters were pretreated by use of settling
tanks or other biological treatment uinits. This practice
continued until more advanced treatment units were developed.

In areas where tight clay soils existed, it was necessary
to build contact beds, which were relatively shallow tanks
containing many layers of slate supported on a layer of
bricks or filled with broken stone or slag. The original beds
used fill-and-draw and resting cycle. The beds provided an
excellent site for large populations of microorganismsand
removed dissolved as well as suspended solids from the
wastewaters. The efficiency of the beds were soon increased
by the addition of sprays which permitted application of the
wastewaters to the beds on a more continuous basis. The
discharged wastewater was also saturated with oxygen. This
modification no longer required that the beds be flooded, but
rather permitted oxygen to pass through the bed continuously
to keep it aerobic. These improved beds were first called
bacteria beds, but this was later changed to trickling
filters.

Much later the activated sludge process was developed,
and promoted as the ultimate in biological treatment. Even
this method used a biological film provided by the microbial
floc, however, it is not considered a fixed-film process.
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*With the advent of PL 92-500, a variety of new processes
were developed to advance the wastewater treatment technology
available. Innovative new processes were developed, not all

of which worked well. The Environmental Protection Agency
provided funds to encourage the application of these

processes in new plants. Even industries were willing to try
some of these processes that would reduce their total costs.

Among the developments were the high rate aerated contact
bed and the high rate anaerobic system . Both of these
systems are improvements of original contact bed. Both are
suitable for municipal wastes (1), but the latter will see
its greatest use in treating high strength industrial wastes.
Specialized bacteria are also being developed to degrade
non-conventional organic industrial waste compounds in the
fixed film system (2).

While each of the processes have gone through a variety
of revisions and updatings, about the last major different
type of treatment unit is the rotating biological contactor.
In this system, the microbial fixed-film alternatively is
rotated into the wastewater and into the air. While this is

based on the same principles as the trickling filter, it
should provide a higher level of treatment in a smaller area.

PROCESS APPLICATIONS

The fixed-film treatment systems have been applied
successfully to a variety of applications. Its role in
wastewater treatment has been long anisuccessful. Industrial
wastewater pretreatment is more recent. Anaerobic have
frequently been used for strong organic wastewaters. The use

of anaerobic fixed-film filters is much more recent.
With the tightening of effluent standards, the concern

for nitrification and denitrification became extremely
0 important. Again, fixed-film systems proved very adequate.

Water conservation efforts have required the evaluation
of many treatment methods. In the power industry, fixed-film

systemshave been used to remove organic contaminates before
reuse within the plant.

Another use that will receive increased attention is
aquaculture. The wastewaters used produced by fish and prawn
farming must be treated before discharge. Also the internal

recycle in the ponds requires that harmful biproducts be
removed from the water on a continuous basis to maintain the

aquatic population.
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CURRENT APPLICATIONS

The future of biological fixed-film system will be
discussed in the following sections in the context of their
advantages and disadvantages.

Introductory Comments

The activated sludge process has, during the past fifteen
years, received significant development to meet the needs of
the wastewater treatment industry. If it were not for its
high power requirements and the current high costs of buying
this power, it is likely that this process would continue to

k be highly favored. However, the need for economies of
operation for treatment plants requires that alternative
treatment methods be considered in the design of new
treatment plants and the up grading of old plants. The U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency has also required this plan.

Land Applications

Land applications of wastewaters, while not considered by
most of the industry to be fixed-film process, is a return to
the concept of the sewage farm. However, the concern about
disease is very important now. While raw sewage is no longer
applied directly to the land, treated effluents and partially
treated sludges are being applied. The three methods of
application: Spray irrigation, overland treatment, and rapid
infiltration, are modifications of the fixed-film process.
In this case the biological growth occurs on the plant
structure or within the soil. This system has limited usage
in some regions of the country because of land costs, cold
weather operational requirements, and the loss of water
discharges to subsequent users.
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Coupled Trickling Filter/Activated Sludge Systems

Efforts to upgrade existing wastewater treatment plants
have led the development of coupled trickling

*4 filter/activated sludge treatment systems. These systems
have the advantage of reducing future operating costs while
meeting required effluent limitations. In some cases the
trickling filter is only for roughing to reduce the load on
the activated sludge.

This system will continue to be built for upgrading of
existing plants, the multiplication of equipment For this
dual system does not recommend it for new small and medium

* size wastewater treatment plants. In large treatment
systems, it is quite possible that the operational advantages
and treatment efficiencies of activated sludge systems will
be combined with the economies of trickling filters (or other
fixed film system) to provide the least cost alternative
treatment system.

* . Trickling Filters

Trickling filters have been subjected to a variety of
modifications to improve their operation. They have
relatively low operating costs but suffer from inadequate
removal efficiencies. Probably the most significant recent

* . modification has been the introduction of plastic media.
While rock media was significantlty affected by changes in
flow, the plastic media only requires a minimum quantity of
wastewater for wetting arnd nutrient source. Beyond that
flowrate the variation in flow does not significantly affect
treatment efficiency. Trickling filters have, in the past,
been considered inadequate to meet effluent standards without

* additional treatment. Therefore some additional treatment
has been required.

Trickling filters will increase in their importance in
the design of new wastewater treatment plants. However, in
some applications, other fixed film biological treatment
system will he more applicable. Among the limiting factors
will he loading rate and area requirements.
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Biological Towers

A modification of the trickling filter is the biological
tower. Either plastic media or redwood can be used in the
system. Either natural or forceiaeration can be used,
depending upon the design of the unit. Depending upon the
aeration requirements, the operating costs are low.
Additionally, the manpower requirements are low. Very high
loadings can be applied to the filter and nitrification can
be achieved in some of the filters. It is therefore possible
to achieve quite adequate treatment efficiencies.

Biological towers will enjoy a strong role in the future
of wastewater treatment systems. Industrial applications are
expected to be significant. A number modifications will be
developed in the next few years that will make the system
more reliable for specific applications.

Biological Aerated Filter

Variations of the biological contact basin have been
developed and will continue to receive development. These
systems have low area requirements and low capital costs.
About 10 years ago a fluidized activated carbon system was
developed by Weber (3). There were other modifications,
including the addition of air and pure oxygen. Each of these
systems had a variety of advantages and disadvantages. A
more recent development was the Biological Aerated Filter
which uses a fixed bed of granular materials (2). The basic
difference In the systems are structural and operational
modifications.

The current systems will continue to experience
popularity in the future, however, wide-spread full-scale
applications will be slow in coming. Special purpose and
industrial applications are and will continue to be the most
likely use.
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Anaerobic Filters

Anaerobic systems have often been used for strong organic
wastewaters. The high rate anaerobic filter, a modification
of the old contact bed system, effectively treats high
strength organic wastes. It has a low operating cost, has
high removal efficiencies, but does require some post-
treatment system prior to discharge of effluent. Among the
wastes that have been treated are food processing,
pharmaceutical, sugar, potato, and beet sugar.

These systems will experience an increasing demand from
industry and little demand from municipal waste treatment
sys tems.

Rotating Biological Contactors

The development of the rotating biological contactors has
opened up a new process of treating wastewaters in small to
medium size systems with a minimum of equipment or manpower.
Power costs are low for each shaft, and both rotation and
aeration can be achieved by using the air drives. The
-\stems are quite suitable for upgrading existing plants by
adding the units to existing aeration tanks.

The systems have moderate land requirements, but have
high capital costs. While the concept is good, not all of
the manufacturers have produced good equipment. There have
been a higher than expected number of equipment failures,
including shaft failures and media failures. In addition,
the published design curves are unrealisticly low and promote
under design of treatment systems. Once these difficulties
have been cleared up the systems have a good potential for

* the future.

Summary Comments

0 All of the systems can be compared on the basis of
loading rates and capital costs. Starting with rock
trickling filters as having the lowest loading rate,

* improvements can be obtained by using plastic media. At the
top of the loading scale, the anaerobic filters can receive
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the highest loading rates. The other units fall in between
these limits. The required areas are inversely proportional

to the loading rates.
The biological anaerobic and aerated filters have the

lowest costs with rotating biological contactors being the
highest. The other units fall in between these limits.

The overall comparisonsare more clearcut than they should
be. Each of the fixed film units have an optimum application
and optimum size of operation. Each application will have to
be analyzed for specific needs and locations.

FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS AND NEEDS

Some of the fixed-film biological treatment systems have
been unable to meet effluent standards. The current push to
relax those standards to about 50 mg/1 BOD and no limit on

suspended solids on selected waterbodies has made the return
to trickling filters for the complete secondary treatment,
much more realistic.

As the cost of energy increases, more treatment plants
will be equipped with energy conserving equipment. This
requirement will mean that more fixed-film systems will be

constructed. The trickling filter, with its low energy
requirements will experience continued improvements in design
and media to meet effluent requirements. Combined Activated
Sludge/Trickling Filter systems will be built to reduce the
costs of operation. Improvements in media design to improve
efficiency and to reduce cost will continue to be made.
Alternative media will have to be developed to sever the ties

to petroleum products.

Rotating Biological Contactors, which still hold a future
promise of success, have several problems to 'vercome. The
design curves need to made realistic so m(.-- success plants

can be designed and built. The great, uneven, weight of the
rotating biomass will require that design changes be made to
prevent failures of the shafts. The media does not have the
lifetime necessary for economical operation at all plants.
These are challenges that need to be met since the system can
provide a low cost operation for both power and mnapower.

Biological towers, basicly a tall trickling filter, can
provide an economical operating unit for selected
applications. The biological aerated filter will continue to
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be developed for specific applications. It is unlikely that
it will be used as the sole biological treatment process for
many plants.

SUMMARY

Biological fixed-film processes have been around for
a long time. While many of them have been placed on the
shelf for many years, their usefulness is being re-
established, and they are being used again as a viable method
of wastewater treatment.
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tim. PART III: BIOFILM AND BIZOKINETICS

PROCESSES INVOLVED IN EARLY BIOFILM FORMATION

James D. Bryers. Engineering Science, Swiss Federal

Institute for Water Resources and Water Pollution

Control (EAWAG), Dibendorf CH-8600 Switzerland.

INTRODUCTION

Fundamental and applied research in fixed-film biologi-

cal processes has steadily progressed in the past ten years.
Atkinson and Fowler (1) review the significance of microbial

films in the fermentation industry while Cooper and Atkinson

(2) and Smith et.al., (3) provide state-of-the-art symposia

on fixed-film bioreactors in wastewater treatment.

A large portion of this research has focused on the ma-

thematical description of substrate depletion within a bio-

film - i.e., "biofilm kinetics". Typically, such kinetic mo-
dels describe one dimensional mass transfer of substrate with
simultaneous biological reaction; the resulting differential
equation is

D d 2S/dx2 = -r. (i)
3-3

where S = substrate concentration in biofilm (ML-), D = ef-

fective substrate diffusivity (L2t- 1 ), ri = intrinsic sub-

strate depletion rate (ML-3t-1), x = direction of substrate
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flux (L.). Solutions to Equation 1 depend upon (a) prevailing
boundary conditions and (b) the dependency of ri on substrate

concentration. Harrem5es (4) and Riemer (5) provide excellent
reviews of the extensive literature on various solutions to

Equation 1. Those intrinsic kinetic forms assumed for ri most

relevant to sanitary engineers are the following:

First order (ref. 6) r. k S (2)
1

Zero order (ref. 7) : r. = k (3)1 0

Half order (ref. 8) r. k S (4)

Saturation (ref. 1, r k S/Ks + S (5)

8, 9, 10, i
11, 12)

Unfortunately, these models only deal with substrate

removal kinetics and ignore biofilm development. Equation 1

tacitly requires that r. be either zero order in biofilm

concentration or, if first order, that biofilm mass remain
constant. Otherwise, an additional equation describing bio-

film accumulation is required. Past works have either simply
ignored biofilm production (8) or assumed zero biofilm accu-
mulation by equating biofilm production to endogeneous decay
processes (11, 12). In most cases, processes governing bio-
film formation and, thus eventual fixed-film reactor per-
formance are neglected; consequently, important information
abcout reactor design, start-up procedures, and control of
biofilm thickness remains unknown.

Contributing Processes

Biofilm net accumulation within a turbulent flow field
proceeds as shown in Figure 1. Five stages are evident: (1)
induction or lag, (2) exponential accumulation, (3) decrea-

sing rate, (4) plateau, and (5) sloughing. Processes involved
in this net accumulation can include (Figure 2):

1

0
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1. adsorption of organic molecules to the wetted surface.

2. deposition of bacterial cells to the organic-treated

surface. Deposition rate can be considerd the sum
of bacterial cell transport and cellular attachment

rates.

3. cellular growth, reproduction, and extracellular

polymer formation.

4. detachment of biofilm and entrainment of debris into

the fluid.

Trulear and Characklis (13), Bryers (14), and Characklis (15)

provide extensive reviews on these processes and their in-
volvement in fouling biofilm development. This paper will pre-
sent methodo]ogy used to quantify the physical transport and
microbiological processes involved in early biofilm formation.

EXPERIMENTAL PROTOCOL

Individual processes, and thus, net biofilm developement
are considered in this study to be functions of the follo-

wing:

1. prevailing hydrodynamic conditions - i.e., linear
velocity, shear stress at the wetted surface,o-Reynolds

number, Re.

2. concentration of bacteria suspended in the ambient
fluid, X.

3. metabolic activity of suspended bacteria as indicated

by their growth rate, p.

4. biofilm concentration as COD mass per area, B.

Consequently, the laboratory reactor system shown in
Figure 3 was employed for it allowed continuous surveillance
of biofilm development inder defined conditions of Re, p,

and X . The system _s operated as two completely stirred tank
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Table 1.
Pertinent Characteristics of CSTR 1 and CSTR 2.

CSTR 1: CSTR 2:
The Chemnostat The .i3ofilm Reactor

Sys te_Specli 1cs

React ion Volume (cm
3
) 3000 4750

Total Netted Surface Area (cm
2
) 1070 5934

Surface Area: Volume (cm)0.3 1.2
Dilution Rite (h-

1
) 0.33 4.0

Mean Residence Time (h) 3.0 0.25
Dilution Water Flow (cm3 h-1j 999 10C0
Effluent Flow Rate (cm3h-1 ) 1000 19000

Growth Soecifics

Inlet Substrate
TSB: Glucose (wt: wt) 9:1 1:1

Combined Concentration
(mg 1-1) 1CO 20.0
(mgCOO 1-1) 850 28.0

Micrc~i31 Feed Initial inocation CSTR 1
with heterogeneous effluent
pcpulat ion

Temper3ture (OC) 31 31

pH 8.1 7.3

Recycle LoopSjeoifcs (CSTR 2 only) -

Recycle Loop Tube length (cm) 1219.0
Inside Tube Diameter (cm) 1.27
Recycle Reynolds Numier 13000 2 ;C0
Recycle Flow Rate (cm

3 
- s

-
l) 104 203

Recycle Velocity (cm - s
-I
) 82 164

Test Sections Sl S2,3
Length (cm) 91.4 ic
Inside Diameter (cm) 1.27 1.27

Simple Tubes (S2,3)

N-mber 40
Length/Tube (cm) 5.2
Inner Surfice Area/Tube (cm

2
) 20.7

Total Sampling Surf~ce Area (cm
2
) 330.0

% Sampling Area of Totil System Area 14.j
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reactors (CSTR), in series, such that operation of the first
reactor is independent of the second. The first reactor
(CSTR 1) is a conventional chemostat. The second reactor
(CSTR 2) is a tubular reactor with internal recycle flow.
Recycle flow rate in the CSTR 2 tube is far greater than
the volumetric flow rate of influent to CSTR 2. The tubular
geometry of CSTR 2 is choosen to simulate biofilm develop-
ment under known hydrodynamic conditions.

CSTR 1 was operated at a residence time of 3 h and
serves only as the source of suspended biomass for CSTR 2.
CSTR 2 is operated at a residence time of 0.25 h; consequent-
ly, the majority of biological activity in CSTR 2 is due to
biofilm development.

CSTR 2 contains two sampling sections which allows for
periodic determination of biofilm accumulation as COD mass
per area. A third section of the tubular reactor serves to
monitor the increase in frictional resistance due to biofilm
development (15). For this study, the early biofilm formation
period is defined as that amount of biofilm accumulated prior
to any increase in frictional resistance.

Table I summarizes pertinent operating characteristics
of both reactors. Details of the reactor system, start-up
procedures, sampling and analytical methods are provided else-
where (lh, 16).

Experimentation is divided into two parts:
Series I. development of an empirical rate expression

describing net biofilm development as a
function of Re, x, and v.

Series II. Estimation of the relative magnitudes of in-
dividual processes contributing to net bio-
film development and the effect of Re and X
on those magnitudes.

RESULTS

Series I

Conditions for Series I experiments are given in
Table II.
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Table II. Series I Experimental Conditions.

Experiment X 0
Number Group (mg-TSS I') (h') Re

I Biomass 4.4 0.28 17.200
2 12.0 0.28 17.200
3 2.8 0.28 1700
4 13.0 0.28 17.200
5 23.0 0.28 17,200
6 4.0 0.28 17.200
7 10.1 028 17.200
8 2.5 0.28 17,200
9 Reynolds 12.0 0.28 17,200

10 number 12.0 0.28 10.600
11 12.0 0.28 19.300
12 12.0 0.28 23.900
13 12.0 0.28 28.800
14 Suspended 18.0 1.0 17_0
i5 growth rate 18.0 0.28 17.200
16 18.0 0.16 17.200
17 18.0 0.13 17.200
18 18.0 0.13 17,200

Biofilm development, as COD mass per area, is shown in
Figures 4a-c as a function of either Re, X, or p. Results
in Figures ha-c suggest a first order rate expression of the
form:

dB/dt = k NB (6)

The numerical value of the rate constant for biofilm net

accumulation, kN, is determined from statistical regression

of B vs time according to the integrated form of Equation 6.
These values of kN are illustrated for each experimental

group in Figures 5a-c.

The net accumulation rate constant, kN is actually a

function of the three parameters considered:

k = k. Xa Reb  c (7)
N 1

where k. = biofilm net accumulation rate constant (t ), =
intrinsic biofilm accumulation rate constant, and (a, b, c) =

empirical constants. Linear regression of data in Figures
5a-c provides the following estimates of the empirical con-
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0 . .FIGURE 4A. BIOFIU4 ACCU-1JLATION

AS A FUNCTION OF SUSPENDED
BIOMASS. X = 23.0 mg/i (S ),
12.0 mg/i (7), and 2.4 mg/.

(Ue.= 17,200 and p
0, 0.28 h-1.

(CURVES BASED ON EQ. 8

20 40 60 so8 0 0
I TIME (h)

FIGURE 4B. BIOFILM ACCUMULALION
AS A FUNCTION OF REYNOLDS
NUMBER. Re =10,000 (0i),
17,200 (0 ), and 23,900 (7).
X = 12.0 mg/i and p = 0.28 1-l.

0 § ~ -(CURVES BASED ON EQ. 8)

0 20 0 60 so 100
TIME (h)

32

S30L FIGURE 4C. BIOFIU4 ACCUMULATIOi

0 ~2p4- AS A FUNCTION OF SUSPENDED/ ' BIOMASS GROWIrH RATE. p = 1.0

*h 1  (A), 0.28 h1 (),and
0.13h (). X = 18.0 mg/1
and Re = 17,200.

, (CURVES BASED ON EQ. 8)
0 40 so 120 '60 200

TiME (h)
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0o 0 ± FIGURE 5A. ACCUMULATION

RATE CONSTANT, kn, AS A
006 1 FUNCTION OF SUSPENDED BIO-

IMASS CONCENTRATION.
- 004

002 Re= 17,200 and 0.28 h-

S 0 6 2 16 24

DISPERSED 8IOMASS CONCENTRATION. X
(mg TSS -,)

01 FIGURE 5B. ACCUMULATION

2 RATE CONSTANT, k , AS A
-4 FUNCTION OF REYN8 LDS NUM-
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005 X=,18 mg/I and p 0.28 h
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FIGURE 5C. ACCUMULATION

RATE CONSTANT, k , AS A
FUNCTION OF SUSPENDED BIO-
MASS GROWTH RATE.

005-
X= 18 mg/i and Re= 17,200

0 0 .0
OISPERSEO BIOMASS GROWTH RATE.,
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stants: a = 1.0, b = -1.0, and c = 1.0. Once the empirical
constants a, b, c are known, the intiinsic rate constant, ki,
can be calculated from any set of known experimental condi-
tions (16). The resultant integrated form of Equation 6 can
be written as follows:

B(t) = Boexp [ (k.xp/Re) t 1 (8)

where ki = 125.0 ± 25 mg TSS-1 I+1 and Bo = biofilm COD per
area at time zero (Mr-2 ).(Range of Bo observed was 0.5-1.0 Pg

COD cm- 2 ) .

Series II

Details of CSTR 1 operation are given elsewhere (14)
and are only summarized here in Table III.

Table III. Operational Results of CSTR 1, Series II Experi-
ments.

Duration of CSTR 1 continuous operation = 44 days

Dilution rate = 0.33 h-1

Inlet soluble COD concentration = 640-850 mg COD 1-1

Effluent total COD concentration = 390-400 mg COD 1-1

Effluent soluble COD concentration
prior to dilution water to CSTR 2 - 40-50 mg COD 1-I

Dilution rate at culture "wash-out" = 2.2 h- 1

Biomass yield (g biomass/g-COD) = 0.42-0.56

Microorganisms present : Klebiella oxytora, Klebsiella
pneumoniae, Enterobacter cloace.

Operating conditions for CSTR 2 are given in Table IV.
Inlet flow to CSTR 2 consists of dilution water, fresh ste-
rile substrate, and CSTR 1 effluent. Primary substrate
fed to CSTR 2 in all experiments is 10 mg 1-1 trypticase

0 soy broth and 10 mg 1-1 glucose, after dilution.

1
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Table IV. Operating Conditions of CSTR 2. The Biofilm Reactor.

I £E X P E RI I M E N T

S2 3 4

CSTR i Effluent
*i- Suspended Biomass

Concentr t ion
(mgCOO 1

"
1) 370. 359. 368. 380.

CSTR 1 Effluent
Delivered to CSTR 2
(cm

3 
h
-1

) 1000. 1000. 1 (0. 200.

Measured Fresh
l

Inlet S,.,,strate
Concentration

(mg2CJ0 I
-
) 22.7 22.9 33.0 23.8

Measured Inlet
Suspenaed 81ionmss
Corcent rat ion1r.3 

-
1
)  

19.5 18.9 19.4 4.0

(MgCC0 1-1) 22.2 21.6 22.1 4.6

Reynolds N-jmber 13000. 13000. 26000. 13000.

S"4ean Residence Time

(h) 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25

I Fresh substr3te delivered to CST3 2 consisted of 10 mg I
-
1 TSB and 10 mg 1-1

gcn.se. Reprtel ci.ncenty~t%, ts -after dutiow wjt.r CSTR I effluent 3nd fTesh
dilution wter.

Material Balances

Presentations of Series II experiments is facilitated by
material balances for substrate and suspended biomass as well
as a constitutive equation for biofilm accumulation:

Substrate: V dS/dt = F(S.-S) - pVX/Y-R A/Y (9)
1 g

Suspended Biomass: V dX/dt = F(X.-X) + pXV+R A - R A (10)Sr d

Biofilm: [ dB/dt = R + Rd - R ] A (ii)
1d r
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where S = substrate concentration measured as COD (MIF ),

X = suspended biomass concentration measured as COD (1L
3

B = attached biomass measured as COD (ML ), t = time (t),

S. = inlet substrate concentration measured as COD (ML-),

V = reactor volume (L 3), A = reactor surface area (L 2), F =

3 -1volumetric flow rate (L t-), p = specific growth rate of

suspended biomass (t-), Y = biomass yield measured as COD

(MM- 1 ), R = net biofilm production rate due to metabolicb ' g

-2 -1processes measured as COD (ML t-), R = deposition rate of
d

' ( -2t-l )
suspended biomass measured as COD (ML t ), R = detachment

r

rate of biofilm measured as COD (ML -2t -).

These material balances can be simplified with the following
assumpt:i ons:

1. Rates of accumulation of S and X (i.e., dS/dt and dX/dt)
are negligible and the system can be considered at steady
state.

2. Although an increase in suspended cell numbers is un-
likely at residence times of 0.25 h, increases in sus-
pended biomass concentration may be significant. Con-
sequently, suspended biomass growth in CSTR 2 is not
ignored.

3. Substrate depletion rate by suspended biomass is also
considered significant in CSTR 2 (see Assumption 2).

4. Net biofilm production rate is assumed the sum of bio-
film production processes (i.e., growth of organisms

and product formation) and maintenance energy require-

ments, i.e.,

1
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R = ( p-k)B (12)
g p e

where VP specific biofilm production rate (t - 1 ) k = decay1; p e
rate (t-1)

Equation 12 tacitly assumes specific biofilm production and

decay rates are first order in biofilm accumulation. Conse-
quently, Equations 9,10, 14 and 12 reduce to the following:

F(Si-S) = (p BA + pXV)/Y (13)

F(X.-X) + (VXV) = RdA - RrA (lh)

dB/dt = (V p-k e) B + Rd - Rr (15)

Determining Individual Process Rates

Equation 15 describes biofilm accumulation throughout an
experiment as the sum of four processes: biofilm production

(ppB), biofilm mainenance decay (keB), suspended biomass depo-
sition (Rd), and biofilm removal (Rr). However, analytical
methods provide for direct measurement of only biofilm accu-

mulation - e.g., B and dB/dt, and the decay rate, k e
Consequently, changes in CSTR 2 experimental conditions

are made periodically to simplify Equation 15. These pertur-

bations consist of depriving CSTR 2 of inlet substrate and/
or inlet suspended biomass during four two-hour periods in
each experiment. Figure 6 details these perturbations and
their intended purpose. This technique allows estimation of

the following:

1. Suspended biomass deposition rate (Rd) on the "clean"

surface at time equal zero. In further calculations,
Rd is assumed constant and independent of biofilm
accumulation.

2. Equations 17 and 18 (Figure 6) can be used to calcu-

late the biofilm removal rate, Rr, at each perturbation

period knowing values of k ,R and the slope of the

biofilm accumulation curve .e., dB/dt).
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FIGURE 6. DEFINITION AND SIGNIFICANCE OF PERTURB-

ATIONS TO CSTR 2.

NORMAL OPERATION
Rr FRESH SUBSTRATE, SUSPENDED

0 OBIOMASS, AND DILUTLON WATER
SRd [SUPPLIED TO CSTR 2. BIOFIL4
d NET ACCUMULATION DESCRIBED-I . -.-,,,/ pPB BY:

*,v 0 __' 0 """("-e
l'"..,.--0 ,'T .,,. dB/dt = Rd + (pke)B - R (15)

-.. flow b. U PERIOD 1
cell C ELAPSED TIME - 0-2 hours.

O. O.NO SUBSTRATE TO CSTR 2, ONLY

DILUTION -i;ATER AND SUSPENDED

IR I. 0 BIOMASS. EQUATION ( 15 ) REDUCESd organic TO:

dB/dt = Rd (16)
L.

---fo 0 o PERIOD 2
?A ELAPSED TIME - 18-20 hours.

NO SUBSTRATE TO CSTR 2, ONLY
DILUTION WATER AND SUSPENDED
BIOMASS. EQUATION (15 ) REDUCES

, _ ,TO:

dB/dt =  Rd - keB - Rr  (17)

---4. lo - PERIOD 3
ELAPSED TIME = 40-42 hours.

0 7- O R r  SAME CONDITIONS AS PER.IOD 2
EXCEPT BIOFILM ACCUMULATION

.. , 0 IS GREATER.

dB/dt =  Rd -k - Rr (17)

f low PERIOD 4
ELAPSED TIME = 50-52 hours.

NEITHER SUBSTRATE NOR SUSPENDED

<5 BIOMASS TO CSTR 2. ONLY DILUTION

A Z1 ,WATER. EQUATION ( 15) BECO.ES:

•~ ~ 0 • 0i • ., \

dB/dt = -R, -k B (18)
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Figure 7 indicates biofilm COD accumulation including
perturbed and non-perturbed intervals for a typical Series II
experiment. Biofilm accumulation, dB/dt, during the perturba-
tion periods only are presented, for all experiments, in
Table V. Values of the biofilm decay rate, ke, determined via
respirometer measurements (lh), are also given in Table V.

Calculations of Rr in Periods 2-4, from data in Table V
and Equations 17 and 18, are summarized in Table VI.
Figure 8 illustrates resultant Rr values versus the average
biofilm COD present during the perturbation. Data from Trulear
and Characklis (13), obtained from an annular rotating reac-
tor, are also included and indicate a similar magnitude of
biofilm removal rates.

Specific biofilm production rates, p , throughout the un-
perturbed portion of each experiment,canbg determined using
Equation 15 and the values Rd, ke, and Rr above. Resultant Wp
values as a function of biofilm COD are shown in Figure 9.

DISCUSSION

Deposition

Rate of deposition, Rd, was considered constant through-
out any experiment at the value of dB/dt determined during
Period 1 (ref., eq. 16, Figum 6). This assumption provides an
estimate of deposition rate at "clean"surface conditions and
most likely underestimates qe enhanced effect a fouled sur-
face would have on parti. deposition at later stages of
biofilm development.

Adsorption of organic molecules (e.g., polysaccharides
and/or glycoproteins) can contribute to the total amount de-
posited (and rate of deposition) as detected by COD analysis.
However, this adsorption occurs within minutes of exposure
(17) and the maximum amount of adherent material due to orga-
nic adsorption in this system is estimated ! 0.01 pgCOD cm-l.
Consequently, rates of organic adsorption are assumed in-
stantaneous and independent of Reynolds number (Re) and sus-
pended biomass concentration (X).

Mass flux of particles, suspended in a turbulent flow
field, across a boundary layer is directly proportional to
the bulk fluid concentration of particles (18, 19, 20).
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A reduction in suspended biomass concentration from 19.5 to
h.o mgTSS-1-1 (Experiment 1 and h, respectively) does result
in a proportional decrease of 1.2 to 0.3 WgCOD cm-2h-lin de-
position rate, Rd(ref.Table VI, Period 1 data).

The effect of changing fluid flow regime on particle
transport is a complicated function of fluid velocity, fluid
properties, particle size and particle physical properties.
Increasing fluid velocity can have the following two effects:

1. Increased turbulence may increase or decrease the mass
transfer coefficient depending on characteristics of
the suspended particle (19).

2. Increased turbulence may decrease the boundary layer
thickness and, thus, increase transport to the sur-
face.

Suspended biomass generally has specific gravity less than
1.1 and suspended biomass aggregates in these experiments
measured 3.0 - 5.0 pm in equivalent diameter. Consequently,
the suspended biomass particles ar-e assumed uniformily distri-
buted and concentration gradients did not exist in the bulk
fluid. Table VI, Period 1 data shows that deposition rate Rd
decreases only slightly with a doubling in recycle Reynolds
number. In experiments at Re = 13000 (0.8 m/sec), deposition
rate was 1.1 - 1.2 jgCOD cm-2h-1 while at Re = 26000 (1.6
n../sec), Rd was 0.8 pgCOD cm-2h- 1 , yet Beal (19) pre-
cicts an increase in tranport rate. This discrepancy arises

since deposition rate is the sum of both the particle trans-
port rate and microbial cell adhesion rate. Therefore, while
the particle transport rate may be increasing with Re, the
deposition rate (the measured parameter) may not; suggesting
that cell "sticking efficiency" is changing with Reynolds
number.

Biofilm production

Figure 9 gives values of Pp throughout each experiment as
determined from Equation 15. In all cases, pp asymptotically
decreases with increasing biofilm COD to the same value,
0.1-0.2 h- 1 . Wide variations in Pp initially may result from
errors in biofilm measurements at very low levels or changes
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in cellular metabolism upon attachment. Decreases in pp with
increasing biofilm COD could result from changes in cell me-
tabolism or increasing internal resistance to substrate mass
transfer within biofilm.

Instantaneous yield values in all experiments were cal-
culated from the substrate material balance, Equation 15 or
upon rearrangement:

y = (pp BA + wnV)/F(Si-S) (19)

which tacitly assumes that yield coefficients for attached
and suspended growth are the same. A summary of yield calcu-
lations is given in Table VII and suggests an average yield
of approximately 0.5 mg COD biomass per mg COD removed. This
value compares favorably with those obtained by Stathopoulos
(21) for similar experimental systems.

Biofilm Decay

The specific biofilm d ecsyrate is 0.006 h- 1 and

corresponds to values reported by Lawrence -1
and McCary (22) for suspended biomass (0.0019-0.22 h ) and
Stathopoulos (21) for biofilm experiments at temperatures
ranging from 15-600C (0.04-0.22 h- 1 ).

film Removal

Biofilm removal rates, due to existing shear stresses,
are shown in Figure 8 as a function of biofilm COD. Over the
range of biofilm COD observed, biofilm removal rates, Rr, were
less than 5 pgCOD cm- 2 h- I and appeared independent of both
Reynolds number and suspended biomass concentration. This is
true except for the R value determined in Period 4 of Expe-
riment 3; at Re = 26060 the removal rate suddenly increases
from 1.0 pgCOD cm-2h-1 at a biofilm COD = 45 pgCOD cm- 2 to
10.8 pgCOD cm- 2 h - I at a biofilm COD = 61 VgCOD cm- 1 .

This increase in removal rate can be explained by con-
sidering the changes in hydrodynamic conditions that occur
between these two levels of biofilm COD. Biofilm levels of
45 and 61 pgCOD cm -2 correspond approximately to biofilm
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thickness of 39.5 and 53.0 pm, respectively (where 1 mg bio-
film = 1.74 mg biofilm COD and biofilm density = 10.0 mg bio-
film cm-3 ) (14). A viscous sublayer thickness, 6, of hh pm
can be calculated as follows (15):

6 = 25 d (Re) 8 7 5  (20)

with d = pipe diameter (1.27 x 104 pm) and Re = 26000. This
calculation indicates the biofilm thickness, just prior to
Period 4 of Experiment 3,exceeded the viscous sublayer, there-
fore, increasing the system friction factor and, consequently,
the shear stresses at the biofilm-fluid interface. This in-
crease in shear stress could result in the dramatic increase
in biofilm removal rate. Viscous sublayer thickness at

Re = 13000 is 80 pm and binfilm thicknesses in the three expi-

riments at Re = 13000 never exceeded 55 Pm; consequently, no
radical increase in biofilm removal rate is expected and none

are observed.
During Period 4 in all cases, suspended biomass from

CSTR 1 is not supplied to CSTR 2. Therfore, after this
two hour period (eight CSTR.2 reactor residence times) any
suspended biomass leaving the system must originate as
biofilm. Consequently, the rate of any suspended biomass lea-
ving CSTR 2 after this perturbation is considered equal to
the rate of biofilm removal - i.e.,

R = FX/A (21)
r

Table VIII indicates the biofilm removal rates determined from
biofilm COD (Equation 18) are somewhat less, but of the same
order, as values determined from the suspended biomass mate-
rial balance, Equation 21.

0

0
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Table VIII. Comparison of Biofilm Removal Rate Estimates

b
CSTR 2 Effluent R (Eq.21) R (Eq.18)

Biomass (a) r r

*[ Exp.No. Re (pgCOD 1-) (jgCOD cm-2 h- 1 )

3 26000 5358 16.3 10.8

4 13000 1938 5.9 5.8

(a) determined after eight residence times from start of
Period 4.

(b) evaluated using F = 18 1-hr -1 and A = 5934 cm

SUMMf~ARY

Series I Experiments.

Results in Series I experiments providethe following
information: S

1. the rate of biofilm COD accumulation during its ear-
ly formation stages was described mathematically
using a first-order rate expression. The resultant
first-order rate constant was a linear function of
suspended biomass concentration and growth rate, and
Reynolds number,

Series II Experiments.

Results of Series II work, for the thin aerobic biofilms
investigated, show'the following:

C1. Although particle deposition contributes significantly
to the initiation of biofilm development, its relative
role in biofilm net accumulation decreases with time.
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"12. Biofilm decay due to mainentance requirement is in-

significant for the thin biofilms considered.

3., Biofilm production and shear removal processes con-

tribute significantly to early biofilm accumulation.

Shear removal rates drastically increase as the film

exceeds the viscous sublayer.
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INTRODUCTION

The treatment of municipal and industrial wastewater
generated by modern society is rapidly becoming an intract-

able problem. The continuing demand for a pollutant-free
environment (1) is exceeding the ability of traditional waste
treatment processes to produce high quality effluents at
reasonable costs. A recent GAO study reported that, of the
242 wastewater treatment facilities examined, 87 percent were
in violation of their NPDES permits at least one month of the
year, with 56 percent being in violation more than half of

the year (2). Many of the violations resulted from the
municipality's inability to afford the high operation and
maintenance costs (3). Consequently, economical and innova-
tive wastewater treatment techniques are needed immediately
to meet the legal and public demand for water poll ition

4 control.., The rotating biological contactor (RBC), a rela-
tively new technique for aerobic biological wastewater
treatment, offers a cost effective solution to this demand
with the advantages of low energy and maintenance require-
ments, high organic removal efficiencies at short retention
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times, modular flexibility in design, and adaptability to a

wide range of wastewater types and flows. ' ) .
Until recently, most of the research on RBCs has been

conducted using traditional engineering methods in an effort
to determine their overall organic removal efficiency and

design parameters during the treatment of various kinds of
wastes (4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11). Design equations, based on

3 2
hydraulic [m applied/m d] (12,13) and organic [gms organic

matter as BOD or COD applied/m2" d] (14,15) loading rates,

have employed general empirical relationships and large,
conservative safety factors. With the increasing demand for
cost effective designs, optimization of RBCs has become

important. To optimize organic removal, one must understand

the interactions between RBC microorganisms and their physico-
chemical environment. This results from the fact that the

RBC process is a product of the microbial ecosystem which
operates within its confines. As a first step towards under-
standing the microbial interactions which occur in the RBG it

is necessary to have a general knowledge of 1) the micro-
organisms present, 2) their relative abundance, and 3)

their ultrastructural characteristics which may be indicative
of their physiological state.

The bacteria inhabiting RBCs during secondary wastewater
treatment have not been thoroughly examined. Most published
research which contains a description of the biofilm con-

stituents provides it as supplementary information. No
examination of the microflora of the suspended flocs has been

conducLed, though Kincannon and Groves (16) assert that they
can play a major role in organic removal. Information on the
biofilm has been collected by observing its gross morphology

and by examining wet mount slides.
The RBC biofilm is usually characterized as shaggy and

filamentous (5,17). The effects of compartmentalization,

however, are apparerL; the biofilm's color and density varies

along the length of the unit. When treating municipal or

artificial sewage the first compartment usually contains a
thick, white to gray growth (7,12,18) which grades to a dark,
brown-black and thinner biofilm in the final compartments
(7,18,19). The sparse growth is attributed to protozoan
prudation and low organic concentrations. These character-
istics may differ when industrial wastes are being treated

(6).
The first attempt at a complete categorization of the

biofilm constituents was made by Antonie and Welch (20) as
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part of a study of RBCs during dairy waste treatment. Sever-

al microorganisms were identified (Table 1). They concluded
that the most important species were the filaments %eotrichium

-"ar? and .:?a," , ' , and the nonfilamentous bacteria
1-a;hca W.x'4 z,~x r v Aerobacter

vor..... s- andE,. :._ . Unfortunately, the authors

did not discuss the techniques used to isolate and identify
the bacteria to the species level nor did they mention their
relative numbers and distribution within the RBC.

U Table I

Organisms identified in an RBC Biomass (20)

Predominant Organisms Non-Predominant Organisms

Zoojloea f7.ipcndu .a Pseudomonas ftuoreicens
Poeudo'ionas de i brit icano Pseudomonas aeyluginosa
Acro.actezr aeroo7enes Neisser~a catarrhaZlis
r.'c;.~r~chia coli ceotrichium candidum
F,-a',c;rzcia freundi Type T Toruia spp.

1cricrh'i(a 3pp. Rhodotoz.la spp.

P~zcz IIuo cereuc var. myco;ide

Bqciluo cereus

.'! ,crococcuo con, omeratws

P! orococcuo .:4teuo

Several authors have described the indigenous biofilm

populauions inhabiting properly loaded RBCs treating munici-

pal or artificial sewage. They have identified the bacteria

present by examining wet mount slides of the biofilm. In the

first compartments, the most commonly observed filamentous
0O bacterium is SrhaerotilZu (21,22,23,24,25,26). f1"atoa

(22,23,27), Fusariuzm (26), AooardYI (25), c'ab.c (23),

and ( zLtra (26) are found less frequently. Nonfila-

mentous forms observed in the first compartments are ,'uV ,CLa

and zoogloeal masses (21,23); unicellular algae (26); and

unicellular rods, spirilla, and spirochaetes (27). The final

compartments contain most of the same forms as well as

,P a tomy~co. (27) and A./;,po',otr,o (22). Protozoan popula-

tions have been characterized microscopically, but will not

be discussed in this paper.

In this research traditional light microscopy, inter-

fence optics, and transmission electron microscopy were used
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Ato examine the biofilm constituents of the first compartments
of RBCs treating domestic wastewater. Two different types of
RBC pilot plants were studied. The smaller unit consisted of
a single compartment which had 18 cm diameter, polyurethane

coated MasoniteR disks. The larger unit had four equally
sized compartments each of which contained a section of 0.5 m
diameter corrugated plastic disk media. Both RBCs were

loaded at 0.04 m 3/m 2d; typically hydraulic loading rates for

RBCs vary from 0.04 to 0.08 m 3/m 2d (17). Biofilm from the
first compartment of each unit was examined after steady
state operation was achieved. Some staining was done for
light and transmission electron microscopy. Filaments were
isolated on special microbiological media. .Particular atten-
tion was directed to determining 1) the identity of the
predominant filaments, 2) the morphological characteristics
of single-celled bacteria present, and 3) the ultra-structural
characteristics of the bacteria as a possible indicator of
their physiological. and ecological coiiditions.

M\TERIALS AND METHODS

RBC Pilot Plant Descriptions

One laboratory-scale RBC unit was operated under a fume
hood in an environmental engineering laboratory. It had one
compartment constructed from an acrylic half cylinder 30 cm
long and 20 cm in diameter. A horizontal stainless steel
shaft supported 16 disks, each with an 18 cm diameter, for a

2
total wetted surface area of 0.78 m2 . The equally spaced

R
disks were made of Masonite sealed with polyurethane.
Ilfluent flowed from the RBC to an ajoining basin through
each of four 1.3 cm diameter ports located at the base of the
end wall and over a notched weir located at the top of the
end wall. A peripheral disk velocity of 0.31 m/s was main-
tained by a mechanical drive. The unit was exposed to a low

level fluorescent light of less than 100 im/m 2 for a maximum
of 1.2 hours per day. Ambient air and wastewater temperatures
were 20C. All disks were approximately 40 percent submerged
in wastewater at any given time.

A second RBC pilot plant was housed in a laboratory
trailer located at the Durham, New Hampshire wastewater
treatment plant. It was a 0.5 m diameter, 4 compartment Bio-
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Surf unit with corrugated polyethylene disk media. Influent

was delivered to a wet well and was distributed to the first
compartment by four rotating scoops. Wastewater flowed from

one compartment to the next through each of two 2.6 cm dia-

meter ports located in the baffle walls. Effluent passed out
of the fourth compartment via an overflow pipe. The peri-

pheral velocity was 0.31 m/s (mechanical drive) and the

submergence level was 40 percent. The unit was exposed to no
longer than 10 li .rs of natural light per day. Ambient air

temperature was maintained at 20C; wastewater temperature

was no less than 17°C.
Raw sewage, the influent for the 18 cm RBC, was obtained

in 20 1 carboys from the Durham sewage pumping station. The
* carboys were stored at 4°C until used (a maximum holding time

of 3 days). During this period solids settling occurred.
The settled sewage was transported from the carboys to the

small RBC via a peristaltic pump set to deliver 67 l/d. This

flow was sufficient to operate the unit at an hydraulic load-

392
ing rate of 0.04 m /m2"d and an organic loading rate averaging

3.2g TOC/m2 d.
The 0.5 m diameter RBC received 0.95 m of fresh primary

effluent from the Durham treatment plant per day. This was
pumped continuously to the wet well of the RBC achieving an

3 2
overall hydraulic loading rate of 0.04 m /m .d and an organic

loading rate averaging 3.2g TOC/m2. d. The hydraulic loading
3 2

to the first compartment was 0.16 m m2. d and the organic

2
loading rate averaged 12.8g TOC/m d.

After a three week start-up period both RBCs had achieved

steady state operation as determined by obtaining similar
effluent total organic carbon (TOC) concentrations on three
consecutive days. TOC measurements were performed on the RBC

influent and effluent samples after filtration through

Whatman #40 paper, according to the ampule method outlined
2

for the Oceanography International 2 Model 526. The RBC influent
wastewater: settled raw sewage and the fresh primary effluent,
had average TOC's of 80 mg C/l. The effluent concentration

from the 18 cm diameter and 0.5 m diameter RBCs were 17.5

1 Autotrol Corporation; Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
2
Oceanography International Corporation; College Station, Texas.

I
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and 23.0 mg C/Il, respectively. Microbial samples of the 18
cm diameter RBC biofilm for both light and electron microscopy
were randomly scraped from the surface of the first disk
after steady state was achieved. Biofilm from the 0.5 m
diameter unit was randomly scraped from the front, middle and
end surfaces of the disk media in the first compartment.

Light Microscopy

The biofilm removed from the RBC disks was too dense to
examine directly. To prepare samples for light micro9copy
the biofilm was rinsed in several petri dishes containing

R
Nannopure water and then repeatedly drawn up into a Pasteur
capillary pipette to separate the densely tangled mass.
Several wet mount slides of each washed sample were examined
under a Nikon Biophot Research Microscope equipped with
Nomarski differential interference bright field optics. A
photographic record of observations was made using Panatomic
X (ASA 32) film.

Pieces of each sample of rinsed biofilm were then run
R

through another series of four rinses in Nannopure water.
These were further spparated by the Pasteur pipette technique
and by micromanipulation. Most of the constituents were
removed from the sample by these procedures except for the
filaments and zoogloeal masses. Staining methods were em-
ployed to determine the presence of poly-6-hydroxybutyrate

(PHB) and ferric iron (Fe + 3) in these samples.
Burdon's method, as outlined in the Manual of Microbio-

logical Methods (98), was used to determine if the micro-
organisms contained PHB. After staining with 0.3% alcoholic
Sudan Black B and counterstaining with 0.5% aqueous Safranin,
PHB appeared blue-black while the rest of the cell was pink.

Ferric iron on the filaments was reacted with 0.1%
aqueous potassium ferrocyanide, under acidic conditions, to
produce the Prussian blue reaction (29). Special care was
taken to insure that soluble ferric iron in the biofilm was

R
removed by washing these samples in extra Nannopure water
rinses.

Color photographs were taken of the samples after stain-
ing procedures were performed. An Olympus BHIA microscope was
used with Kodachrome ASA/25 and ASA/64 film.
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Isolation Experiments

The isolation techniques developed by Dondero, Phillips,
and Heukelekian (30) for Szhaeot"Is were followed. Biofilm

washed in four rinses of NannopureR water and teased apart
using the Pasteur pipette technique was placed in a blender,

R
containing 50 ml of Nannopure water, for 30 seconds. The
homogenate was streaked on petri dishe. of CGY and CG agar

media and incubated for 48 hours at 280 C. After incubation
the plates were observed under a dissecting microscope.
Tangled, curled, filamentous growth suspected of being Sphaero-

-t:Zite, was reisolated on fresh plates of the media and in-
cubated for 48 hours at 28°C. The filamentous growth formed

after reisolation was observed using the Olympus microscope

and the PHB test was performed according to the procedures
described above. Color photographs were taken of these
samples.

Phototatic Experiments

To test the response of the biofilm constituents to

light, a series of phototactic experiments were conducted.
These procedures were recommended by Dr. Jane Gibson of
Cornell University (31). Extract agar plates were prepared
by adding 2 gm of agar to 1 liter of filtered (Whatman #40
paper) mixed liquor from the first compartments of the RBCs.
Plates were poured after the medium was sterilized for 20
minutes at 15 psi.

Six plates of the RBC extract media were streaked with
rinsed biofilm samples. Three plates were incubated in the
(lark; three plates were incubated in continuous light which

was provided by two fluorescent lights. All incubations were
at 25C for one week.

* Biofilm samples removed directly from the RBC were

teased apart and placed on one side of each of nine plates
containing RBC extract media. Six of the plates were then
covered with aluminum foil. Three of these plates had a 1 mm
diameter hole placed in the foil on the side opposite the
sample. The pinhole provided a fixed light source to which

* photosynthetic organisms would migrate. All of the plates
were placed in a 25'C incubator, which was continuously
illuminated by two fluorescent lights, for one week.
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Electron Microscopy

All biofilm specimens were prepared for electron micro-
scopy by the thin sectioring technique. Two fixation pro-
cedures were used to prepare each sample for thin section-
ing. For the Kellenberger fixation, pieces of biofilm mater-
ial were suspended in Kellenberger buffer (32) and sufficient
1% OsO4 (in Kellenberger buffer) was added to bring the final

concentration of OsO to 0.1%. The samples were prefixed in
4

this suspension for 30 minutes at room temperature, after
which they were concentrated and washed by centrifugation in
Kellenberger buffer. The resulting pellet was resuspended in
2-3 drops tryptone-salt solution (1% tryptone, 0.5% NaCI) and

mixed with approximately 0.5 ml molten 2% Difco Noble Agar

at 50'C. The agar-specimen mixture was then transferred to
a glass slide, allowed to solidify, and cut into small blocks
(less than 1mm on a side). These blocks were postfixed 12-18
h at room temperature in 1% OsO4 (in Kellenberger buffer) and

prestained 2 h at room temperature in 0.5% uranyl acetate (in
Kellenberger buffer). For the glutaraldehyde-osmium tetroxide
fixation, pieces of biofilm material were suspended in 0.1 M
sodium cacodylate buffer (pH 7.5) and sufficient 12.5% glutar-
aldehyde (in 0.1 M sodium cacodylate buffer) was added to
bring the final concentration of glutaraldehyde to 3%.
Following prefixation in this suspension for 2 h at room
temperature, the specimens were concentrated and washed twice
by centrifugation in sodium cacodylate buffer. The final pel-
let was resuspended in tryptone-salt solution and embedded in
agar as described above. The resulting blocks of agar were
then postfixed 12-18 h at room temperature in 1% OsO4 (in 0.1
M sodium cacodylate buffer).

Samples from both fixations were dehydrated through a
graded ethanol series and then embedded in Spurr's low-visco-

sity epoxy resin (33). Thin sections were cut on an LKB
Ultratome III ultramicrotome, using glass knives or a Diatome
diamond knife. The sections were retrieved on uncoated, 400-
mesh copper specimen grids, after which they were poststained

15 minutes with 0.5% uranyl acetate (in 50% methanol) and 2
minutes with 0.4% lead citrate (34).

Thin sections were viewed with a JEOL JEM-100S transmis-
sion electron microscope at an accelerating potential of 80 kV.
The specimens were examined and photographed extensively in

IDifco Laboratories; Detroit, Michigan.
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order to ensure that a representative sampling of microbial

cells was obtained. Comparisons were also made with light

microscopical observations (above) for this purpose. Both
fixation procedures used for thin sectioning gave equivalent
results. Micrographs of samples prepared with the glutaralde-

hyde-osmium tetroxide fixation were chosen for purposes of

illustration in this study.

RESULTS

Gross Morphology

The biofilm on the first disk in the 18 cm diameter RBC

and in the first compartment of the 0.5 m diameter RBC was
gray-brown and filamentous with a subsurface black layer.

Growth was fairly uniform; maximum film thickness was 1 mm.
Sloughing occurred randomly and recolonization was immediate.
On the terminal disks in the 18 cm RBC and in the last com-
partments of the 0.5 m RBC the biofilm was thinner and dark

brown appearirg mottled because recolonization occurred more

slowly. These RBC biofilm characteristics were similar to
those observed previously during domestic wastewater treat-

ment (7,12,18,19).

Light Microscopy

Biofilm from both of the RBC pilot plants was extremely
dense forming an interwoven mat. It was composed of two
principal constituents: filaments and single-celled bacteria
grouped together in amorphous clumps. The biofilm constitu-
ents were similar to ones previously observed in R13C biofilms
in this laboratory (35). The filaments consisted of a series
of sausage-shaped cells, approximately 1-2 oim in diameter and
2-5 vjin long, which were tightly encased in an outer sheath.

* The sheath was most visible at the ends of the filaments

where ttie cell chain terminated leaving only the empty cas-
ing. No flagellated cells were observed exiting from the
broken ends of the filaments. Concurrently, no holdfasts
were suen, though these may have been lost when the sample
was scraped from the RBC. The sheaths were very flexible and
were often bent to ,evere angles without rupturing. It was
impossible to determine the overall length of the filaments
because tiey were too intertwined with one another. False
branching was rarely observed. The filaments did not move or
oscillate during examiation.
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Most of the cells w4thin the filaments contained blue-
black inctusion bodies after staining with Sudan Black B
indicating that PHB was stored. A small number of filaments
did not contain PHB or contained it only in a localized
region. Cells with PHB usually contained at least three of

the blue-black inclusion bodies; in some filaments the PHB

storage appeared to involve as much as 3/4 of the cell. The
zoogloeal masses also contained these inclusion bodies.

The sheaths of the filaments stained a dark Prussian

blue after exposure to potassium ferrocyanide under acidic
conditions. As great care was exercised to insure that no

soluble ferric iron was in solution, it appears that the iron
precipitated out onto the sheaths of the filaments during
wastewater treatment.

Isolation Experiments

Tangled and curled filamentous growth appeared on all of

the initial isolation plate, of CGY and CG media. After
reisolation the filaments were examined using the light
microscope. They were similar to those observed in the

biofilm samples: sausage-shaped cells within a sheath ex-
hibiting the same morphological characteristics. Most of the
individual cells contained PHB.

Phototactic Experiments

There was no visible difference in the amount of growth
on the RBC extract media plates after the one week incuba-

tion. Both the plates exposed to contint.Dus light and
complete darkness contained a substantial number of bacterial

colonies. No microorganisms moved toward the light on those
plates with the pinhole in the aluminum foil covering, except

for nematodes which burrowed throughout the media.

4Ultrastructure of the Non-fijamentous Population

Transmission electron microscopy of thin-sectioned sam-
pies confirmed the presence of the non-filamentous bacterial

Ctells seen by light microscopy. From low-magnification
micrographs, it was evident that both a large number and a
wide variety of these organisms were present (Fig. 1). Cell

diameters varied considerably, ranging from 0.25 to 1.5 pm.
The ultrastructural characteristics of several repre-

sentative types of the non-filamentous bacter in are shown in
Fig. 2. A number of these organisms regularly contained one
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Fig. 1. Low-magnification electron micrograph of the non-
filamentous bacterial forms present in the RBC biofilm.
Bar = 1.0 jm. Note variety of morphological types and the
tendency for similar types to be grouped in a relatively
confined area.
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Fig. 2. Electron micrographs of representative non-filamen-
tous forms,'showing typical ultrastructural features. Bars
= 0.5 ,n. a. Cell with PIIB inclusion bodies. b. Cell with
electron-dense inclusion,, possibly polyglucoside granules.
c. Cell with prominent mesosome. d. Cell with unidentified
inclusions of medium electron density.

Fig. 3. Electron micrograph of amoeboid cell containing two
bacterial cells (arrows) within a vacuole. Bar = 1.0 Im.
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or more inclusion bodies, and most of them possessed mesosome-

like structures. In several instances, cells were seen that
appeared to be infected with bacteriophage.

The non-filamentous bacteria often appeared as groups of
cells possessing identical morphological and ultrastructural
characteristics. These groups, which included 3 to 25

cells, apparently represented microcolonies or colonies. One
or more of the cells in such groups were sometimes seen to be
undergoing cell division.

The only eukaryotes detected with any regularity in the
electron microscopical investigations were amoeboid organisms

because the larger protozoa and metazoa were lost in the
fixation process (Fig. 3). Interestingly, these organisms
always appeared to have several vacuole-like structures which
contained one or more intact bacterial cells.

Ultrastructure of the Predominant Filaments

Transmission electron microscopy also confirmed that the

predominant filaments seen by light microscopy (above) con-

sisted of independent bacterial cells surrounded by a common
sheath (Fig. 4). The filaments ranged from 1.35 to 1.55 pm
in diameter, including the sheath. Individual cells within
the sheaths ranged from 1.0 to 1.2 pm in diameter and from
1.9 to 4.5 pm in length.

All filaments possessed a relatively dense layer of
sheath material that was situated quite close to the surface
of the underlying cell walls. Many filaments possessed an
additional layer of sheath material which was external to the
dense layer.

The cells within the filaments were independent of one
another. The cells possessed a typical Gram-negative cell
envelope (36). The cells in some, but not all, filaments

contained as many as 15 electron-transparent inclusions
* surrounded by a single electron-dense bounding layer (Fig.

5). They corresponded in size and location to the Sudan
Black B-staining granules seen by light microscopy, and in
their ultrastructural characteristics to PHB bodies (37,38).
In one instance, a filamentous organism appeared to be in-
fected with bacteriophage.

"* Most cells in the filaments contained prominant mesosome-
like structures. These were peripherally located and some-
times appeared to be associated with the polar walls.
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DISCUSSION

This study has served to document for the first time the
morphological and ultrastructural characteristics of micro-

organisms living within the biofilm formed on a rotating
biological contactor. It makes a significant contribution to
the RBC literature because the information available on the

morphology, physiology, and ecology of RBC biofilm micro-
organisms is extremely limited. Ultimately a greater under-
standing of the biofilm's function can help the engineer
optimize RBC design and performance. In addition, this study

provides information on microorganisms operating in their
natural environment; making the conclusions drawn from this
information available for practical application.

The predominant organism in the biofilms examined here

was a filamentous bacterium consisting of rod-shaped cells
enclosed by a common sheath. The data presented suggest
strongly that this bacterium is a Sphaerotilus species accord-

ing to the taxonomic structure of the Sphaerotilus-Leptothrlx
group recently established by van Veen et al (39). It is

important to note, however, that the species-level taxonomy
of this group has been controversial (39,40,41). The princi-

pal methods of identification for SphaeiotiZus are based on

microscopic examination, plating and isolation, and on dis-
counting the possibility of the specimen being another type
of filamentous form (40). The light microscopical morphology

o the organism was identical to that described for Sphaero-
by several authors (39,40,42,43,44). The RBC filaments

had: i) smooth, thin, colorless, Fe+ 3 encrusted sheaths
which tightly encased the cells and were often partially
evacuated on one end, and 2) Gram-negative cells within the
size range 1.-3.5 pm wide and 2.5-16 pm long arranged in a
single row. Other filamentous forms were ruled out because
the RBC species lacked endospores and crosswalls, were non-

* motile, and did not demonstrate a positive phototactic
response. The filaments isolated on both the CGY and CG
media were similar to those described by Dondero et. al. (30)

further indicating that they were Sz acrotiua. The ultra-

structural characteristics of the filaments were also similar
to those of PC.", U...r species noted in other studies (39,

* 43, 44,Z,5), especially the strain examined by Petitprez et.

al. (4). The principal similarities included sheath morphology,
wall structures, presence of P11B granules, and presence of
prominent mesosomes.
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Most microscopic studies of the biofilm have not in-

volved a thorough examination of the filaments present. As a
result they have been identified as various types of bacter-
ia, algae, and fungi. This study has confirmed that the pre-

dominant filament growing in healthy RBC biofilms during

domestic wastewater treatment is the bacterium, SphaerotiZus.
Initially the iron encrustation on its sheath led investi-

gators to believe S'rzaerotfZfis was an autotroph (47,48); how-
ever, it is now considered an aerobic heterotroph (39,49,50).
The role of iron deposition in Dphaerot-Zus remains unknown,

though the mechanism may be associated with a moiety of the

organisms sheath which catalyzes the reaction (51,52).
: cczc 'ot ;as-based films growing in laboratory and natural

environments can remove 0.5-7.4 g organic C/m2 d (53,54);
suggesting that this bacterium may contribute significantly

to the organic uptake capacity of the RBC biofilm. Though

2?:: ~y >tiff requires oxygen as a terminal electron acceptor

it can function in microaerophillic conditions (39,55). This

is particularly significant because the filaments may con-
tinue to assimilate organic matter in spite of the rapid

decrease in oxygen concentration with depth in the RBC bio-

film. miu'rot:-t-us can exist as a filament or free-swimming

flagellated cell. This flexible morphology is also uniquely

suited to the RBC process. Swarmers can rapidly recolonize

disk surfaces after slougl-ing and filaments can attach to the

disks and/or serve as a stabilizing force within the biofilm

in a manner similar to that of reinforcing rods in concrete.

The maximum growth of Sphacrotfs occurs when the fluid

velocity is between 0.18 and 0.45 m/s (56) which coincides

with the peripheral velocities used to optimize effluent
quality in RBCs (17,18).

The fixation procedure used here to prepare the biekilm

for electron microscopy did not specifically preserve eukary-

otic cells, especially large protozoa and metazoa. Amoebae,

however, were regularly observed indicating that they may

play a significant role in the trophic structure of the

biofilm. Most previous studies have determined that ciliates

arel the major protozoa present in wastewater treatment systems

(57,58,59). A few researchers (60,61,62) found that amoebae
were often overlooked or identified as detritus. Sydenham

6) conc!uded that they may be ecologically as important as

ciliates in improving the efficiency of wastewater treatment

systems. The amoebae in this st'idy contained single-cel led

bacteria in individual vacuoles. Ciliates in activated

sludge systems have been observed to prey upon single-celled
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bacteria; predominantly on enteric species from the raw
sewage (63,64,65). The ciliate's predatory activity results
in lower organic and suspended solids concentrations in the
effluent. The amoebae may play a similar role in the RBC
biofilm. It is likely that they live on or near the bio-
film's surface where oxygen and influent bacteria are more
abundant.

A cell's ultrastructural charactetistics can indicate
the microorganism's physiological condition. The data pre-
sented in this study confirm the presence of a metabolically
active population in the biofilm. It was apparent that the
population was quite active from: the numbers of cells seen,
the variation in cell size, the presence of microcolonies,
and the presence of dividing cells within these microcolonies.
The presence of mesosomes in both filaments and non-fila-
mentous cells may alo be evidence for active metabolism and
growth. Although mesosomes are currently somewhat controver-
sial in terms of their true ultrastructure and their func-
tions (if any) in the bacterial cell, they are often seen in
dividing cells or metabolically active cells (66).

Both the Sphaerotilus filaments and many of the non-
filamentous bacteria contained PHB granules. PHB is stored
by bacterial cells when carbon concentrations available in
the environment are not limiting (44,67). The large number
of PHB granules found in the RBC bacteria indicates that
excess carbon was present and had been metabolized. Organic
carbon assimilated by bacteria may be used in 1) respiration,
2) cell growth and division, 3) PHB production, or 4)
extracellular matrix and sheath production. The storage of
PHB by biofilm bacteria may serve as an important intracellu-
lar sink for organic carbon in RBCs. PHB can account for 11-
22.5% of the dry weight of Sphaerotilus (68) and 12.0-50.5%
of the dry weight of Zoogloea (69). The variation in the

* percent of cell volume involved in PHB storage may be a
function of the amount of organic matter available to the
cells. Therefore, as the organic loading in the RBC iia-
creases the bacteria may store more carbon as PHB until some
critical amount of the cell's volume is occupied by this
substance. PHB storage, however, cannot be considered

0 exclusively of the other cellular metabolic processes because
it acts concommitantly with them in determining the fate of
assimilated carbon in the biofilm. PHB also serves as a
carbon and energy source for the cells during low nutrient
concentrations (70,71) and in this capacity it may mitigate
against the effect of fluctuating hydraulic and organic

*loadings in the RBC.
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In SphaerotiZus the thickness of the sheath and the
formation of an additional layer of sheath-like material has
been observed in cells exposed to high organic loadings (44,
72). These external cell structures may function in a manner
similar to PHB and/or may additionally function like the
extracellular polysaccharide matrices described for zoogloeal
bacteria. In aerobic waste treatment systems zoogloeal
matrices are important as 1) a storehouse of carbon and
energy, 2) an effective adsorbent of metals and organic
compounds, 3) an adhesive mechanism, and 4) a buffer during
high carbon and nitrogen growth conditions (73).

Some understanding of the ecological conditions in the
biofilm may also be drawn from examinin- the biofi'm micro-
organisms. Both light and transmission electron microscopy
revealed the presence of many differP!&t tv s oi bacterial
cells. Eukaryotic organisms were seen as .ell. This work
supports the contention of other researchers who found
various types of bacteria present in wastewater treatment
systems (74,75,76,77). The greater the diversity ui The
biofilm community, the greater its stability, which increases
its ability to efficiently degrade wastes and withscand
fluctuations in the environment. The presence of different
types of bacteria, protozoa, and metozoa indicate that a
complex trophic structure may be operating in the biofilm
which helps it to continue functioning in spite of external
perturbations. The appearance of groups of cells, either as
filaments or microcolonies, suggests that these forms are
favored over single cells. The presence of phage within some
of the bacteria may be indicative of deteriorating conditions
in the biofilm. Whatever the cause, bacteriophage may act as
natural enemies of bicfilm bacteria by reducing their ability
to assimilate organic matter from the wastewater.

While this study has shown that the RBC biofilm contains
a large and diverse population of microorganisms which form a
metabolically active ecosystem it leaves many questions about
the microbial ecology of the film unanswered. Its greatest
significance may be that it prompts more research aimed at
optimizing RBC design and evaluation by increasing the engi-
neer's understanding of the biofilm' 7ode of operation.
Initially additional studies must be performed on the biofilm
in the other RBC compartments and as a function of radial
distance from the center of the disks. Similarly, the
profile of microorganisms must be examined as a function of
time and depth within the bjofilm. The role of PHB in the
physiology of the cells and as a function of organic loading
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must be understood to determine the limits of its ability as
an intracellular carbon sink in the RBC. The presence or

absence of extracellular polysaccharide matrices in the
biofilm should be determined because the role of these struc-
tures in the metabolism of organic carbon is suspected and
deserves further examination. Finally the role of the proto-

zoa and the overall predator-prey relations of the RBC
biofilm must be determined to give a clearer picture of its
tropic structure. Research of this kind is continuing in our
laboratories in an effort to answer some of these questions
and to ultimately optimize RBC design and evaluation through
an increased understanding of microbial interactions and

processes.
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0 ROTATING BIOLOGICAL CONTACTORS - SECOND ORDER KINETICS

by

Edward J. OpatkenI. U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Wastewater Research Division

Municipal Environmental Research Laboratory
Cincinnati, Ohio 45268

The RBC process is uniquely adaptable for kinetic studies on secondary

treatment of wastewater% Secondary treatment, for this specific kinetic

study, is defined as the removal or reduction of soluble substrate with

time. The substrate is identified in the reaction phase as soluble chemical

oxygen demand (sCOD) and/or soluble biochemical oxygen demand (sBOD). The

reduction of insoluble oxygen demanding material is not applicable since:

1. It is the function of the reactor (RBC) to convert soluble

organic matter into carbon dioxide and insoluble matter for

later removal by the secondary clarifier.

2. The use of unfiltered oxygen demand would require the kinetic

study to treat the RBC process as a heterogeneous reaction

instead of a homogeneous reaction.
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The applicability of the RBC process to study reaction kinetics is

attributed to its process configuration, and operation mechanism. The RBC

process usually consists of modular units (shafts) that are normally installed

in series. Each RBC shaft contains either 100,000 sq ft (9,300 m2) or 150,000

sq ft (14,000 m2) of surface area. The volume of the trough to surface

area of the discs (V/SA) ratio is fixed by the manufacturer at 0.12 gal/sq

ft (4.9 L/m2). These basic geometric standards enable the reaction time to

be determined at each stage. Each RBC shaft rotates at approximately 1.6

rev/min or at a peripheral speed of 60 ft/min (18.3 m/min). The rotation

of the RBC mixes the wastewater, and thus simulates a stirred tank reactor.

The RBC is divided into independent stages by a baffle which enables the

disappearance of soluble oxygen demand to be quantified at each stage for

specific time intervals.

Second order kinetics.

The pu. ished data by A. A. Friedman( l) on the disappearance of sCOD

was incorporated into the rate expression for a second order equation.

where r = 6C - kC2

At n
r = ACr --tAC rate of disappearance of sCOD, mg sCOD/L

k = reaction rate constant, L/mg-h

C2 = the square of the concentration of sCOD in
n

the nth stage, (mg/L)2
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AC = (Cn-l-Cn) : the difference in concentration of

the influent into a stage from the

concentration within that stage

in mg sCOD/L

At = reaction time in h

A plot of AC/At vs C2 is shown in Figure I. The slope of the line is

the reaction rate constant, k, which has a value of 0.0062 L/mg-h. The

intercept on this curve should theoretically go through zero; however,

there is a fraction of sCOD that can be assumed as refractory. This fraction

will not undergo biochemical conversion and is represented by the "x" intercept.

This fraction is 33 mg sCOD/L for the synthetic influent used by A. A.

Friedman in his RBC pilot plant study.

Another published paper by R. J. Hynek( 2 ) was used to obtain interstage

data on the disappearance of sCOD. The hydraulic loading rate was used to

calculate the residence time in each stage and again the data was incorporated

into a second order rate expression. The data consisted of re3ults from

both a mechanical drive and an air drive RBC shaft.

Data for the first five runs on both air and mechanical drive systems

were plotted showing the concentration of sCOD at specific time intervals

based on the retention time within a stage. The curves for only three of

these runs are shown in Figures 2 and 3 to improve the clarity of the plot.

The plot indicated that the removal rate of sCOD decreased as the reaction

time increased, which indicated second order rates of reaction. The data

2
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were then used to plot AC/t vs C2 to obtain the reaction rate constant

from the slope of the plot. For the five runs the mean reaction rate constant

K was 0.015 L/mg-h for the mechanical drive system and the mean refractory

concentration for these five runs was 25 mg sCOD/L. The air drive system

had a mean reaction rate constant of 0.025 L/mg-h and the mean refractory

concentration was 21 mg sCOD/L. These data are shown in Table 1.

* Table I. Reaction Rate Constants Derived from R. J. Hynek Data

k Refractory sCOD
Run Number (L/mg-h) Correlation Coefficient (mg/L)

VA-M 0.013 0.999 32
VA-A 0.015 0.999 30
VB-M 0.018 0.997 27
VB-A 0.024 0.995 26
VlA-M 0.019 0.998 27
VIA-A 0.022 0.996 24
VIB-M 0.013 0.999 14
VIB-A 0.056 0.987 0
ViC-M 0.014 0.997 26
VlC-A 0.010 0.999 25
mean value (M): 0.015 0.998 25
mean value (A): 0.025 0.995 21

M = Mechanical drive
A = Air drive

Field verification of second order reaction.

6 Three RBC facilities within a 80 km radius of the Andrew W. Breidenbach

Environmental Research Center were sampled to obtain interstage data on the

disappearance of sCOD. The three facilities were LeSourdsville, Ohio;

Indian Creek (Cleves, Ohio); and Brookville, indiana. Table 2 summarizes

the characteristics of these facilities.

2
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Table 2. Characteristics of RBC Facilities

Indian
LeSourdsville Creek Brookville

No. of trains 4 2 3

No. of shafts 20 6 3

No. of stages per train 5 3 4

Diameter of disc, ft (m) 12(3.7) 12(3.7) 12(3.7)

Stages per shaft 1 1 4

Total surface area, ft2  2.6x106  4.8x10 5  3.0xI0 5

- (m2 ) (2.4xi0 5 ) (4.5xi0 4 ) (2.8x104 )

Surface area, per stage ft
2  IX105* 8x10 4  2.5x10 4

1.5x]0 5**

(m2 ) (9,300)* (7,500) (2,300)

(14,000)**

Design flow, mgd 4.0 0.5 0.6

(m3/d) (15x10 3 ) (1.9x10 3 ) (2.3x10 3)

Design hydraulic load, gpd/sq ft 1.5 1.0 2.0
(m3/m2 "d) (0.062) (.042) (0.081)

*Stages l&2

**Stages 3,4,5
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On each sampling date, the following were obtained:

1. Influent, effluent, and stage samples

2. Influent and effluent temperature

3. Plant flow rate during the sampling period

The samples were filtered and stabilized with acid before submittal to

the MERL Waste Identification and Analysis Section for sCOD analysis.

The data were then incorporated into a second order reaction rate

equation to determine the rate constant for these systems.

The interstage data on sCOD obtained for LeSourdsville were treated in

the following two modes. The first mode consisted of plotting sCOD against

time and a curve was drawn to represent an approximate fit.

The data from this curve were used to determine the reaction rate

constant by determining the slope when AC/At was plotted against C2 . The

C2 intercept was used to predict the refractory portion of the sCOD. The

results are shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Reaction Rate Constants for LeSourdsville

mg Refractory sCOD,
Run Number k (L/mg-h) (mg/L)

L0815 0.016 37
L0825 0.028 41
L0903 0.032 6
L0909 0.018 21
L0925 0.023 36
L1002 0.015 28
L1008 0.022 43
L11017 0.015 47
LIIOI7 0.026 26
L11024 0.019 30
L111024 0.026 36
L11031 0.026 27
L111031 0.021 16
L11105 0.009 49

mean value: 9 mean value:
C: 0.0062 a: 12
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A second approach was to combine the data from all te runs to obtain a

mean value for the influent, the four intermediate stages, and the effluent.

A plot of the disappearance of sCOD with time is shown in Figure 4. The

reaction rate constant, k, was determined from the slope of the line shown in

Figure 5, where AC/At was plotted against C2 . The reaction rate is 0.024

L/mg-h and the refractory portion is 40 mg/L sCOD. The k value of 0.024

L/mg-h is similar to the k value of 0.021 L/mg-h obtained by determining the

mean of the 14 individual runs at LeSourdsville.

* The k value at LeSourdsville also is similar to the k value obtained

from the Hynek data at the South Shore plant, which is 0.015 for mechanical

drive and 0.025 L/mg-h for air drive RBC.

* There are wide variations in the analytical data from Indian Creek and

these may be attributed to the low level of sCOD in the influent and the

long residence time, which at times were over 6 hours. The maximum sCOD

obtained at Indian Creek was 105 mg/L and only one sample out of 36 was above

100 mg/L. Another factor that impaired the analyses at Indian Creek was the

physical layout which consisted of only three stages. This limited the number

of sample points and reduced the probability of determining a curve for repre-

senting the disappearance of sCOD.

There were nine sampling dates at Indian Creek. Of the nine dates, four

* were discarded because a curve could not be drawn that would adequately repre-

sent the data to describe the disappearance of sCOD. Figure 6 is an example

of a wide scatter analytical result that could not be used in the data reduction.

* Figure 7 is an example of the disappearance of sCOD with time that could be

represented by drawing a curve to represent the selected data. For the five

dates that could be described by drawing the best curve for the disappearance
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of sCOD with time, the reaction rate constant was 0.018 L/mg-h and the mean

sCOD refractory was 27 mg/L. Again, the data from these five runs showed a

k value similar to the value at LeSourdsville and by-Hynek, even though the

level of influent sCOD was significantly below the sCOD levels at the other

locations.

The result at Indian Creek behaves as though it were biochemical reaction

rate limited and the kinetics obey a second order rate expression. The

Indian Creek results show that the low level of sCOD in the influent does

not alter its kinetic behavior, and obeys a second order rate expression, whose

reaction rate constant is similar to the values obtained at LeSourdsville and

with Hynek data.

Oxygen transfer limitation.

During Hynek's test, four runs were operated at a significantly higher

hydraulic loading rate, ranging between 2.1 and 2.9 gpd/sq ft (86 to 120

L/d.m 2 ). This, in effect, reduced the reaction time by approximately 50%.

To accomplish the same sCOD reduction at the high hydraulic loading, as was

obtained at the low hydraulic loading, would require doubling the oxygen

transfer rate and an adequate level of biomass to handle the additional

sCOD removal requirements resulting from the increase in the hydraulic

loading rate.

The plot of sCOD with time is represented by Run VIII for the air

drive system and is shown in Figure 8. The data show a linear relationship

for th disappearance of sCOD with time. This relationship indicates zero

order kinetics. A possiole explanation is; as the hydraulic loading increased

there was insufficient time to transfer the oxygen required for converting

the sCOD; thus chdnging the system from a biochemical reaction limiting

process into an oxygen transfer limiting process; and the kinetic rate

changed from a second order expression into a zero order expression.
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The Brookville, Indiana facility was sampled on 10 dates. The data

reduction for the ten sampling dates resulted in an apparent oxygen limiting

operation.

A plot of sCOD against time for the Brookville data showed that seven

of the ten dates could best be represented by a zero order rate equation.

The data were combined to obtain a mean value of sCOD at each of the four

stages and the average retention time at each stage. These values are

plotted in Figure 9 and show an excellent correlation for a zero order rate

Ui equation.

A comparison was made of the loading levels at LeSourdsville, Indian

Creek, and Brookville. A significantly higher loading is evident at Brookville

when compared with LeSourdsville or Indian Creek.

The pseudo oxygen mass transfers were calculated for the first stage

of the RBC at LeSourdsville, Brookville, and Indian Creek. A sample

calculation for the pseudo oxygen transfer at LeSourdsville follows.

The hydraulic loading at LeSourdsville averaged 0.82 gal/d-sq ft

0.82 ga] x d x [2 x 100,000 + 3 x 150,000] sq ft x 3.8 L =
U -ft 2h- gaT

0.82 gal x d x 650,000 sq ft x 3.8 L = 85,000 L/h
d-sq ft 24h gal

The oxygen required to satisfy the disappearance of 54 mg/L of sCOD in

the first stage is determined by:

85,000 L_ x 54 M3m.0 2  (400 mg_ 20
h L 10,00 sq ft h sq-ft h-mu

40
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Table 4. Loading Levels at the RBC Facilities

Indian
LeSourdsville Bropkville Creek

Hydraulic loading, gpd/sq ft 0.88 1.5 .5
(L/d.m2 ) (36) (62) (20)

Influent, mg sCOD/L 118 288 65

Retention time, h 3.5 2.0 6.0

Pseudo oxygen transfer, mg02/h-sq ft, 37 48 9
(first stage) (mgO 2/h.m

2 ) (400) (520) (100)

It is evident from this comparison that Brookville has 170% greater

hydraulic loading than LeSourdsville and the influent concentration in sCOD

is 240% greater at Brookville resulting in an exceptionally high organic

loading. The oxygen mass transfer is assumed to be at a maximum, and the

limiting factor at Brookville appears to be oxygen transfer rate limited.

If it is assumed Lhat Brookville were limited by a second order rate

equation with a rate constant equal to the rate constant obtained at LeSourdsville,

0.021 L/mg/.h, then the disappearance of sCOD would follow the curve as

shown in Figure 10. The concentration leaving the first stage, 0.5h reaction

time, is 123 mg/L. The pseudo oxygen transfer rate to achieve this level

of reduction is 158 mg/h-sq ft (1700 mg/h.m 2 ). This is more than 4 times

the pseudo oxygen transfer rate calculated for LeSourdsville and 3 times

the actual rate calculated for Brookville. It is for these reasons that

the oxygen transfer rate is believed controlling the reaction mechanism at

Brookville.

The selection of the three facilities, LeSourdsville, Brookville and

Indian Creek, was based on the proximity of these sites to MERL. Yet these

three facilities provide a good mix for this evaluation because of the wide
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variation in their loadings.

1. LeSourdsville operates at an organic loading that appears to be

within 20% of the upper limit for oxygen mass transfer rates and

bEhaves as though it were biochemical reaction rate limited.

2. Brookville operates at an organic loading that appears to be limited

oy the oxygen mass transfer rate.

3. Indian Creek operates at an organic loading considerably below

LeSourdsville and appears to follow a biochemical reaction rate

limting process, whose rate constant is similar in value to the

rate constant obtained at LeSourdsville and from Hynek.

When the hydraulic load increased, as Hynek did in his evaluation,

then the process appears to change from a kinetically limited system to an

oxygen limited process.

These results presert a new approach in the analyses of RBC performance.

The applicability of a second order reaction rate expression to follow the

disappearance of the soluble organic fraction was demonstrated with Friedman's

pilot plant data, Hynek data, LeSourdsville, and Indian Creek.

The second order expression failed to follow the disappearance of sCOD

with time at Brookville, and with Hynek results when the hydraulic loading

was doubled. These two operations obeyed zero order kinetics and were

0 assumed to be oxygen mass transfer limited.

0
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The similar k values obtained from RBC's at different field sites

treating municipal wastewaters indicates that the reaction rate constant,

k, can be used to predict the performance for RBC's when they are employed

for secondary treatment. For a series of stirred tank reactors or RBC

stages, the concentration of soluble organics can be determined at any

stage in the process by use of Levenspiel's equation(3 ) if the following

parameters are known:

1. Reaction rate constant based on sCOD or sBOD, L/mg-h

2. Residence time, h

3. Influent organic concentration, mg/L

Levenspiel's equation for staged reactors that follow second order

kinetics is mathematically derived from a mass balance, and is applicable

for calculating the soluble organic concentration at any stage. The equation

is:

Cn = -1 + I + 4 (kt(Cn.l)
2(kt)

where Cn = concentration of soluble organics in n-stage, mg/L

k = second order reaction rate constant, L/mg-h

t = residence time, h

Cnl = influent soluble organic concentration to stage n, mg/L

This equation can then be programmed into a computer and by inserting

the number of stages, n, the initial concentration, Cn_1, the residence

time within each stage, t, and the reaction rate constant, k; the concentra-

tion, Cn, in terms of soluble organics can be readily obtained at any stage

in the process train.
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To test the applicability of second order kinetics to predict the

concentration of soluble organics in any stage of a RBC train, interstage

data was obtained from Ianone(4) on the disappearance'of sBOD at 9 plants

using air drive RBC. The results obtained by Hynek( 2 ) and analyzed earlier

in this paper to obtain k values based on sCOD for both air and mechanical

drive RBC also included interstage data on the disappearance of sBOD. Hynek's

data with sBOD using air drive shafts were incorporated into the second

order rate expression to obtain a reaction rate constant for sBOD of 0.083

L/mg-h. The k value was incorporated into Levenspiel's equation to predict

the sBOO concentration at any stage for each of the 9 air drive RBC plants.

These results are shown in Table 5, and are displayed with the actual results

for comparative purposes.
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Table 5. Comparison of the Predicted and Actual Disappearance of sBOD

Cleves Enumclaw

Shafts/Stage = 1-1-1 Shafts/Stage = 3-1-1-1

t(h) = 2.5, 2.5, 2.5 t(h) = 1.4, .46, .46, .46

Predicted Actual Predicted Actual

Cin= 40 Cin = 168

Ci 12 8 C1  = 34 14

C2  = 5 5 C2  = 20 9

C3  = 3 3 C3  = 13 7

C4  = 10 6

Lancaster Lower East Fork

Shafts/Stage = l-l-I-1.5"* Shafts/Stage = 1.6-1-1-1

t(h) = 1.4, 1.4, 1.4, 2.2 t(h) = .97, .64, .64, .64

Predicted Actual Predicted Actual

Cin = 218 Cin = 20

Ci 39 /8* 78 C1 = 11 11

C2  15 22 22 C2  = 8 6

C3  = 8 10 14 C3  =6 5

C4  4 5 8 C4  5 5

*Assume overloaded first stage and determine concentrations

of sBOD in succeeding stages.

**High density media

Cin = influent
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Table 5. Comparison of the Predicted and Actual Disappearance of sBOD (cont'd)

Woodburn Greenwood Springs

Shafts/Stage = 4-2-1.5-1.5 Shafts/Stage = 1-1-1-1.5

t(h) 1.69, .84, .63, .63 t(h) = .56, .56, .56, .84

Predicted Actual Predicted Actual

Cin = 226 Cin 43

CI : 37 28 CI 22 20

C2  : 17 12 C2  13 14

C3  = 11 7 C3  9 4

C4  : 8 7 C4 6 5

Dodgeville West Dundee

Shafts/Stage = 2-1-1 Shafts/Stage = 1-1-1.5

t(h) = 2.6, 1.3, 1.3 t(h) = .76, .76, 1.2

Predicted Actual Predicted Actual

Cin = 37 Cin = 101

C1  11 9 Cl 33 33

C2  = 7 7 C2  = 16 15

C3  4 4 C3 9 8

Hartford

Shafts/Stage = 1-1-1-1

t(h) = .25, .25, .25

4 Predicted Actual

Cin 17

C1  = 13 13

C2  = 1 12

C3  9 9

C4 8 8
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There is good agreement between the predicted and actual sBOD at seven

of the nine plants. There was a difference at Enumclaw and Lancaster. The

calculation for Lancaster was modified by assuming an inadequate oxygen

transfer rate in the first stage, due to the high organic loading, and then

applying second order kinetics to the following stages. By using the actual

value of 78 mg/L sBOD, that was obtained in the second stage, as the initial

concentration, and then calculating the sBOD in the ensuing stages, good

agreement was then obtained for Lancaster between the predicted and actual

sBOD concentrations. There is no explanation that can be theorized aL this

time for the discrepancy at Enumclaw. An analysis similar to Lancaster is

not valid because the actual concentration of sBOO in the first stage was

considerably below the predicted value, and therefore oxygen transfer require-

ments were satisfied at Enumclaw.

These results provide added evidence that RBC obey second order kinetics

and when the reaction rate constant is known, can be used to predict perfor-

mance, design optimum train configurations, and can be used to reduce capital

costs.
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ASSESSMENTS OF THE KINETIC PERFORMANCE OF

A ROTATING BIOLOGICAL CONTACTOR SYSTEM

Ta-Shon Yu, Ph.D., P.E.

Office of Environmental Programs

State of Maryland

Randolph G. Denny

Office of Environmental Programs

State of Maryland

INTRODUCTION

The employment of a rotating biological contactor (RBC)
for wastewater treatment was pioneered by Hans Hartmann

and Franz Popel of Germany in 1955 on a scale of technolo-

gical research basis. It had not been developed into the

extent of commercial applications until early 1970's when

the technological practice became economically competitive

with the activated sludge process. From 1974 to 1980,

escalation of ener3y costs and abundance of federal funds

for constriction in the United States prompted this waste-

water treatment technique into its prospective market place

within a short time frame during which the sales represen-

tatives of the biological contactor manufacturers were the

only authorities in the structural design as well as the

functional forecast. As a result, the owners and operation

personnel associated with te p biological 7ontactors would

either take in a pride of prudent _eci_12E- in selection of

'his specific treatment process, or tre iismayed by the out-

come of functional performance lor the entire life span.

Wnetner the rot -inq §lca. :ontactor process can

live up with the expectations -ft :ost-effectiveness and
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and functional reliPAility should not be assessed solely
based on the numerous incidents of the structural failure
or simply based on the reports of successful performance
with short-time experience. The manufacturers have been
pressed to improve the structural integrity for the reason
of business survival. Only the time can tell if improve-
ments have been made to a satisfactory manner that requires
a functional life of at least 25 years to justify its cost-
effective claim. The structural set-back could be viewed
as a typical problem of any technological transition.
However, it should be born in mind what damage can be done
with the business once the reputation is ruined. Should the
biological contactor industry strive to stay in business, it
would be a viable wastewater treatment technique which
deserves a fair consideration.

The first installation of the rotating biological con-
tactors in the State of Maryland is at the St. Michael
Wastewater Treatment Plant. The design capacity is 0.5 mgd
to accommodate the projected needs for the year of 1990's.
This is a tertiary plant which consists of primary sedimen-
tation, biological treatment by rotating contactors,
secondary sedimentation followed by filtration, chlorination,
dechlorination and post-aeration. It is designed primarily
to treat domestic wastewaters containing 240 mg/l of BOD5
and suspended solids respectively to meet 20 mg/l of BOD 5
and 10 mg/l of suspended solids as monthly average effluent
quality limitations set forth by the National Pollution
Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit. The design
criteria are shown in Table I. It should be noted that the
design of primary and secondary clarifiers is not intended
to be conservative, but to satisfy the performance relia-
bility which requires at least two units for each sedimen-
tation process.

0O The plant operation was initiated in late 1979. The

current flows approximate 0.25 mgd with 210 mg/l of BOD 5
and 120 mg/l of suspended solids on a yearly basis. Because
of the current low flow conditions, one primary clarifier
and one secondary clarifier are in line with the remaining
treatment processes. The biological contactors are driven

0by 5-hp gearmotors with a rotating speed of 1.6 rpm.

PERFORMANCE STUDY

Attempts were made to assess microbial behaviors of
the rotating biological contactors on performance of
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Table I - Criteria Used for Design of the
St. Michael Wastewater Treatment Plant

Average Daily Flow
Initial (1979) 0.25 mgd

Design (1990) 0.50 mgd

Influent Characteristics

BOD5  240 mg/l
Suspended Solids 240 mg/l

Primary Clarifier (2 Units)

Dimensions 30' dia. x 10' SWD
Surface Overflow Rate 350 gpd/sq, ft.
Detention Time 5 hrs.

Biological Contactor (3 Units)

Operation Mode in series
Shaft Dimensions 25' x ll'-6"
Surface Area - Each 100,000 sq. ft.
Nominal Volume - Each 10,500 gal.
Nominal Detention Time - Each 0.5 hr.

Secondary Clarifier (2 Units)

Dimensions 30' dia. x 8' SWD
Surface Overflow Rate 350 gpd/sq. ft.
Detention Time 4 hrs.

Filtration

Operation Mode continuous backwash
Surface Area 180 sq. ft.
Filtration Rate 2 gpm/sq. ft.

Chlorination

Detention Time 60 min.

Dechlorination/Post-aeration

Detention Time 15 min.
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carbonaceous removal and nitrification so as to acquire
relevant information for optimal design. Evaluations were

* conducted under both normal and abnormal operating conditions
* by analyzing samples taken from each stage of the biological

treatment. The area of relative microbial activity at each
stage of the contactor was also exploited.

The magnitude of pollutants permissible for discharge,
except for the toxic substances, is indicative of the assim-

* ilative capacity of the receiving water through the natural
purification process to satisfy oxygen demands exerted by
the carbonaceous and nitrogenous compounds. No matter these

* bio-degradable compounds are soluble or insoluble, the
receiving water is obligated to replenish the total amount
of oxygen required until the assimilative capacity is
exhausted. The current approach in evaluation of the perfor-
mance efficiency of the rotating biological contactor appar-
ently tends to place its importance upon removal of soluble
and readily oxidizable constituents. This study is intended
to reiterate the significance of the fundamental principle
of pollution abatement relat(ed to the capability of the
biological contactor in removing insoluble bio-degradable
organic substances.

The primary effluent was introduced into the biological
contactor in a direction perpendicular to the shaft. The
compartment of each stage was so confined that the mixed
liquor in a practical sense represented a completely mixed
system. Samples taken from the contactor compartments had
been allowed to settle for 30 minutes before the supernatants
were drained for laboratory analyses conducted by the
Laboratories Administration of the Maryland State Department
of Health and Mental Hygiene. The analytical results of the
supernatants would provide the accessory information of
relative settleability of the mixed liquor suspended solids
in each stage of contactor in comparison with that of the
secondary effluent.

The rotating biological contactor system installed at
the St. Michael Wastewater Treatment Plant was manufactured
by George A. Hormel & Ccn., EPCO - Hormel RBS Bio-Shaft,
Model M3707, Serial No. 179. In two years operation, the

* structural failures were experienced. As a State regulatory
agency in approving construction contract plans and specifi-
cations and in implementation of plant performance, such
unwanted problems must be resolved. In order to live up
with the expectation that the rotating biological contactor
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is a viable and dependable technique in wastewater treatment,
recommendations are made to control structural integrity
in the process of the construction contract procurement.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Under Normal Operating Conditions

The current domestic flows at the St. Michael
Wastewater Treatment Plant average 0.25 mgd. Figure 1
represents the typical pattern of the rotating biological
contactor performance in removal of carbonaceous compounds
and achievement of nitrification under normal operating
conditions. It is interesting to note that the first stage
contactor is capable of performing two distinctly different
metabolic functions simultaneously. The result indicates
that the heterotrophic micro-organisms responsible for BOD
removal and the autotrophic micro-organisms responsible for
oxidation of ammonia nitrogen co-exist on the same environ-
ment favorable for their growth and propagation.

The bio-mass attached to the contactors is roughly
equivalent to 10,000 mg/l of mixed liquor suspended solids
in the first stage compartment, 7,500 mg/l in the second
stage compartment, and 3,750 mg/l in the third stage
compartment. The BOD5 applied to the first stage contactor
approximates 100 mg/l that is 200 pounds of BOD 5 at the flow
of 0.25 mgd. The corresponding organic loading lies in the
neighborhood of 2 lbs. BOD5 / day / 1000 sq. ft. or 0.2 lb.
of BOD 5 per pound of bio-mass. The organic loading of this
magnitude is comparable to the operation mode of the extended
aeration process.

In the presence of high concentrations of alkalinity
(200 mg/l to 300 mg/l) and slightly alkaline pH conditions
(7.5 to 8.0), a complete nitrification can be expected at
temperatures above 100C. As the nitrification takes place,
it consumes approximately 8 mg/l of alkalinity for 1 mg/l
of ammonia nitrogen oxidized. Other than the favorable
environmental factors with respect to alkalinity, pH and
temperatures, the successful nitrification may have been
attributed to the low BOD loading which refrains the
heterotrophic micro-organisms from rapid growth to the
extent that permits Nitrosomonas and Nitrobacters to
reproduce themselves.

As shown in Figure 1, the second and the third stages
of contactors contribute little wastewater treatment under
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the normal operating conditions. It is conceivable that the
first stage contactor alone will be able to treat the same
characteristics of sewage at the design flow of 0.5 mgd under
the organic loading condition of 4 lbs. BOD /day/ 1000
sq. ft. The question arises as to whether &his single-train
system with three stages in series was over-designed or was
intended to provide the necessary redundant capability for
operations. It is of the opinion that if the structural
reliability is sound, the second stage contactor should be
incorporated into the single-train system with a reserved
capacity to treat the unexpected peak or concentrated waste-
waters; however, if the structural reliability becomes
questionable, there is no room for criticisms against a
single-train system equipped with three stages of contactors.

Under Abnormal Operating Conditions

The rotating biological contactor system at the
St. Michael Wastewater Treatment Plant has experienced both
mechanical problem and structural failure.

Approximately one year after the system was installed,
the first stage contactor's shaft bearings had to be replaced.
The suspected cause of the bearing failure was thought to be
due to the drainage of the mixed liquor down on the shaft
and into the bearings. The problem was corrected by putting
a bead of silicone rubber around the shaft to divert the
mixed liquor from entering the bearings.

The system had been operated in a satisfactory manner
for two years until a severe structural failure developed
in the early winter of 1981. The tie rods holding the
individual polyethylene discs of the first stage contactor
began to shear and dismember the disc assembly. This
problem caused noise and shaft vibration and the unit was
taken out of service as the result. Nevertheless, in an
attempt to alleviate the possible development of a differ-
ential torque applied to the shaft caused by non-uniform
microbial growth, it was managed to operate the first
stage contactor for 10 minutes twice daily under the
stressed crippling conditions.

During the down-time, the primary effluent continued
passing through the first stage compartment. The principal
responsibility of wastewater treatment depended to a great
extent upon the second stage contactor. The metabolic
responses to the abnormal operating conditions shortly after
shut-down of the first stage contactor are shown in Figure 2
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which indicates that the carbonaceous and nitrogenous
removal rates were considerably low at the immediate juncture
of the transition state. It is also noted in Figure 3 that
the rates of BOD removal and nitrification achieved by the
second stage contactor were lower than the corresponding
rates accomplished by the first stage contactor under normal
operating conditions. Notwithstanding the disruption of the
first stage contactor operations, the over-all efficiency
of the system performance in every respect remained excep-
tionally high. Such an accomplishment of a high degree

treatment should be credited to the second stage contactor
and the third stage contactor as well.

Since the shut-down of the first stage contactor, it was
found that the bio-mass on both second stage and the third
stage contactors was gradually developed. This natural
phenomenon reflected higher organic loadings being applied
to them.

In order to prevent an anaerobic environment from
development and to prevent sedimentation from taking place in
the first stage compartment, the operation personnel decided
to remove the partition between the first stage and the
second stage compartments two weeks after shut-down of the
first stage contactor. This arrangement would permit
fluxing the wastewaters in a common compartment in which
oxygen was supplied and sedimentation was prevented as a
result of the second stage contactor operations.

The metabolic responses to the operation improvement,
as presented in Figure 4, illustrate that the metabolizable
components of the carbonaceous and nitrogenous compounds
were readily removed in the common compartment of the first
stage and the second stage contactors. However, the low
temperature at 90C either curtailed the capability or
diminished the population of the autotrophic micro-organisms
to achieve nitrification. A slight reduction of ammonia
nitrogen was reasoned on the grounds for supporting microbial
growth in the processes of catabolism and bio-synthesis.

Several weeks later, the second stage contactor
experienced the same problem. It was decided that the entire
system should be taken out of service and repaired.

Modes of Substrate Removal

The primary effluent contains approximately 100 mg/l of
BCD 5in which 25 mg/l to 35 mg/l are soluble and 65 mq/l to
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75 mg/l are insoluble. It also contains approximately 30
mg/l of Total Kjedahl Nitrogen (TKN) in which 20 mg/l to 25
mg/l are ammonia nitrogen and 5 mg/1 to 10 mg/l are organic
nitrogen. Since the heterotrophic and the autotrophic
micro-organisms contained in the bio-mass are not distin-
guishable, the loadings cannot be meaningfully expressed
on the mass.ratio basis. The term expressed as "lb./day/
1000 sq. ft." for the various loading conditions applied to
the first stage contactor are given in Table II.

Table II - Various Loading Conditions Applied To
The First Stage Contactor At 0.25 MGD

Constituents Loadings (lb./day/103 sq. ft.)

Soluble BOD5  0.5 to 0.7

Insoluble POD5  1.3 to 1.5

NH -N 0.4 to 0.5
3

Organic - N 0.1 to 0.2

Nitrosomonas and Nitrobacter are chemosynthetic nitri-
fiers, a kind of autotrophic micro-organisms. The biosyn-
thesis is undertaken through utilization of energy supplied
by oxidation of ammonia. On the contrary, the heterotrophic
micro-organisms metabolize organic carbon as well as nitrogen
and release nitrogen as ammonia which can be further oxidized
by nitrifiers. The degree of nitrification of a heterogeneous

*microbial system is the measurement of the nit:ifiers' capa-
bility to convert TKN into nitrate.

Under the normal operating conditions, as shown in
Figure 5, the heterotrophic micro-organisms on the first
stage contactor swiftly remove carbonaceous compounds of the
constituents in forms of soluble BOD or insoluble BOD, while,
organic nitrogen remained essentially untouched. At the same
time, nitrifiers readily oxidized ammonia nitrogen. With
respect to carbonaceous metabolism, the result indicates
that the carbonaceous compounds required for the hetero-
trophic micro-organisms exceeded the amount of soluble BOD
available as the low concentrations of soluble POD failed
to exert inhibitory effects on microbial utilization of
insoluble BOD. Consequently, soluble BOD and insoluble BOD
were removed ccncurrently. On the other hand, the pattern of
nitrogen metabolism displayed a seqiential mode. This

* phenomenon can be deduced as the result that the amount of
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ammonia nitrogen in excess of what was required for metabolic
needs inhibited the heterotrophic micro-organisms from
further degradation of organic nitrogen.

" Under the abnormal operating conditions, before the

bio-mass on the second and the third stages of contactors
was fully developed, the microbial activities decreased
significantly. The slow metabolic rates provided an avenue
to gain insight into the microbial behavior on the mode of
substrate removal. As shown in Figure 6, it is evident that
removal of insoluble BOD took place immediately after soluble
BOD had been utilized. This mode of sequential substrate
removal reflected the metabolic responses from the samples
taken when the first stage contactor was not in service. The
submerged heterotrophic micro-organisms utilized soluble BOD
and by-passed insoluble BOD to the second stage contactor,
where soluble BOD was not available and the heterotrophic
micro-organisms must metabolize insoluble BOD for survival.

Figure 7 portrays a similar sequential mode of nitrogen
metabolism as that illustrated in Figure 5. It is reasonable
to conclude that only an inappreciable amount of organic
nitrogen removal can be expected by the rotating biological
contactor process when the wastewater contains an excessive
amount of ammonia nitrogen. The inherent nature of a short
detention time provided for biological treatment of waste-
water also plays an important role in limiting microbial
degradation of organic nitrogen. The combined effect of
metabolic inhibition and short reaction time causes removal
of organic nitrogen ineffective. Even if the environmental
factors favor nitrification, achievement of nitrification in
a large measure depends upon the amount of organic nitrogen
contained in the wastewaters. In order to assure a greater
degree of nitrification, organic nitrogen should be removed
by the sedimentation process which proves to be the mcst
effective and simplest mears of treatment.

Evaluation of Kinetics

There are two unique features imbeded in the rotating
biological contactor treatment process: (1) the predominating
micro-organisms differ from one stage to another due to
substrate cradient distribution, and (2) the mixed liquor in
each stage of compartment displays a complete mix system due
to a through agitation in a ccnfined reactor. With these
two inherent features coupled with a continuous flow pattern,
assessment of kinetic performance within a specific stageK of contactor becomes a matter of art of which beauty is in
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the eyes of the beholder. The metabolic rates among stages
portray responses of various predominating groups of microbial
population to specific loading and environmental conditions.
The environmental factors and the characteristics of the
wastewaters which vary from time to time determine selection
of certain predominating microbial species to grow on various
stages of the contactors. Unless those influencing elements
can be properly controlled, the kinetic order merely reflects
the shape of a specific metabolic rate curve and the kinetic
value simply stands for a numerical figure. No meaningful
engineering application in the process design for wastewater
treatment is expected.

The curves plotted in Figure 1 through Figure 7 are
illustrations of the concentration changes in wastewater
constituents from stage to stage. A line between two points
where a slope exists, should not be construed as an implica-
tion of a gradual decrease or increase in the concentration
of a specific constituent, because each compartment is a
completely mixed reactor in which the concentration gradient
does not exist. In order to convey this concept, all data
points shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2 are respectively plotted
in Figure 8 and Figure 9. The sampling points on the desig-
nated line number are explained below:

Line Number Location of Samples Taken

L1  Primary Influent

L 2  Primary Effluent

L3  First Stage Compartment

L4  Second Stage Compartment

L5  Third Stage Compartment

L6  Secondary Effluent

The primary and the secondary clarifiers are designed
on the plug flow pattern. The changes in the concentration
gradient are best represented by the lines connecting data
points on L. and L or L and L6 . Nevertheless, the represen-
tative lines for t9e rotating biological contactors' perform-
an:e should be drawn horizontally from points on L to L

3 2L to L and L to L4 , and then vertically connecting points
4 3 5 4?on L2, L3 and L4 to where the horizontal lines intersect. In

agreement with this concept, the metabolic responses should
reflect zero order kinetics.
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No matter how the rotating biological contactor process is
designed, the engineers can control neither waste character-
istics nor environmental factors. The design should there-
fore be based on the operation experience as well as the
emperical equation to size the unit.

Wu and Smith (1) developed an emperical model based on
full scale operations to predict the over-all system perform-
ance and assist engineers in the process design. The Wu's
model as shown below describes the relationship between
percent BOD removal and percent BOD remaining as a function
of process variables including surface hydraulic loading,
influent soluble BOD concentration, number of stages, and
temperature.

Wu's Model

14.2 x q 0.5579
F = 0.32N 0.6837 0.2477 -- Equation 1e x L xT 0

0

where,

F = fraction of influent soluble BOD remaining in
the effluent, %

q = surface hydraulic loading, gpd/ft
2

N = number of stages

L = influent soluble BOD concentration, mg/'l0

0
T = temperature, C

If the Wu's model represents a general characteristic
of the system performance, the relationship among variables
should be indepe-dent on the number of stages. Therefore,
the model can be generalized as Equation 2.

14.2 x q0.5579

F = -- Equation 2
n 0.32 0.6837 0.2477

e xLxT
n
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where, n footnote referring to stage number

The number of stages can be determined by repeating
calculations of Equation 2 until L meets the discharge
quality limitations. n+l

For example:

1st stage - Use L1 to find F1

L 2 L 1 x F1

2nd Stage - Use L2 to find F2

L3 L 2 x F2

N stage - Use L to find Fn n

L n+ = Ln x Fn = discharge quality
nlimitation

When Equation 1 is rearranged to solve N, Equation 3

is obtained.

14.2 x q0.5575

N = 3.125 x log e 0.6837 T 0.2477 -- Equation 3

0

A paradoxical relationship between N and L is found in0

Equation 3, i.e., the number of stages required decreases
as the concentration of soluble BOD increases, when variables
q, F, and T are constant. This relationship can be explained
by the fact that the higher concentration of influent BOD
stimulates higher microbial activities and the percent of
BOD remaining can be easily maintained. As a result, it
requires fewer contactors for treating wastewaters with
higher concentrations of BOD than the number of contactors
needed for treating wastewaters with lower concentrations of
BOD in order to achieve the same degree of percent BOD
reductions.

Clark, Moseng and Anaso (2) developed a complete -
mix model and claimed that the principle of Monod's Equation

should also apply to each stage of the contactor at the

steady state.

Clark's Model
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K 1 1
A = F(S - S1) (s x -S1 + -)-- Equation 4

P = (pmax / Y ) X ----------------- Equation 5
mx a a

where, A = wetted area of bio-disc, m
2

F = wastewater flow rate, 1/s

S = influent substrate concentration, mg/l0

S1 = effluent substrate concentration, mg/i

KS  = the Monod half-velocity coefficient, mg/i

P = area capacity constant, the amount of
substrate removed per day per unit surface
area of disc

lmax maximum specific growth rate for the attached
bio-mass / day

Y = apparent yield of suspended oraganismsa

X a= concentration of suspended organisms,
gm/m

When Equation 4 is rearranged to solve Sl. Equation 6
is obtained.

[AwP + FKS - FS )2 + 4 F S K P

S, =

2F

(A P + FK - FS
W S a

--- Equation 6

2F

Equation 6 can be generalized and expressed as

Equation 7.
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2 2

[(A P + F K -F S 2+ 4F2 S K P

wn ns no nons n

nS =

2F

(A P + F K - F Sw n ns no

-- Equation 7

2F

Where, n = footnote referring to stage number.

The number of stages can be determined by repeating calcu-
lation of Equation 7 until nS meets the discharge quality
limi.tation.

Applicaticn of these models is restricted to the soluble
BOD system. Such a restriction brings about a serious question
as to their validity for design purposes, when insoluble BOD
must be removed and the ratio if soluble BOD to insoluble BOD
is not available. The complications are further extended to
the system where sequential substrate removal occurs.

In application of the Clark's model, the fundamental
problem lies in the fact 'hat the rotating biological contac-

tor process has never been operated under a steady state.

Consequently, p , Ks, X , and Y cannot be easily determined5 a a
within a reasonagfe range of accuracy. In fact, the informa-
tion relevant to i max' K5, Xa and Ya may not be available at
the design stage.

The manufacturers (3) published various charts which
correlate mass loading with hydraulic loading to predict
effluent quality under specific influent wastewatEz character-

istics and temperature conditions. These charts have been
widely acceptable because of their simplicity in usage. The

charts were developed on the assumptions that insoluble BOD
and soluble BOD would be removed concurrently at the same rate,
an6 the ratio of these two components was I. These assumptions
may not present a problem for domestic wastewater treatment
oesign because of low substrate concentrations in both
insoluble BOD and soluble BOD. However, it is hard to
?omprehend that the same charts can also be applicable to the
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design of an industrial wastewater treatment process without
a pilot platit study.

In accordance with the design procedures, the total
surface area required is 5alculated by dividing the design
hydraulic loading (gpd/ft ) into the average design flow (gpd)
The hydraulic loading is in tusn figured from a chart showing
hydraulic loading rate (gpd/ft ) vs. effluent BOD concentra-
tion (mg/l). There are two linear relationships existing
between hydraulic loading rate and effluent concentration:
one above 15 mg/l of soluble BOD and the other below 15 mg/l
of soluble BOD. The design manual did not explain why the
number of 15 mg/l was so magic as to render the microbial

population to behave differently in the process of metabolism.
The existence of linear relationship claimed by the manufac-
turer is principally in contradition to the Wu's and the

1 Clark's models.
If the required total surface area is proportional to

the hydraulic loading rate, it implies that the microbial
population will uniformly grow on the surface of the contac-

tors and the metabolic rates will be identical among the
stages. Of course, the manual for design purposes may not
be intended to address the kinetic matter. Nevertheless, it
may consequently overload the up-stream stages and underload

the down-stream stages of the contactors. In order to
achieve the most cost-effective design and the most efficient
operation, the flow distributions into parallel trains must
be carefully arranged. For example, the treatment capacity
of a system consisting of 4 stages in 2 trains is not as
great as a system consisting of 2 stages in 4 trains. The
latter arrangement not only distributes a great magnitude of
the organic loading into the four first stage contactors of
which the operation reliability can be backed up by the four

second stage contactors. In addition, it may also avoid the
* overloading condition imposed upon the four first stage

contactors.

All models were developed under different theoritical
assumptions. It is impossible to correlate and express them
in an explicit mathematical language. However, the model
makers confidently insist that the rotating biological contac-

* tor wastewater treatment plants can be easily and precisely
designed and performed in accordance with the models. This
conclusion may be statistically correct without guaranty,
because there are numerous factors uncontrollable. The impor-
tance of the water pollution abatement program is what quality
of the plant effluent discharges, not what model is based for
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the plant design.
historically, many models have been developed for the

design of the activated sludge process. With the valuable
information given, engineers still felt uncomfortable to use
a specific model because they must consider all factual

conditions and include built-in redundancy as required by the
governmental '2uidelines or regulations. As a result, almost
all desins ot 1 ne activated sludge process followed the
established criteria of the organic and hydraulic loadings.
If the nisror,. repeats itself, engineers are bound to adopt
the same kind o criteria published by the manufacturers for
the future design of the rotating biological contactoL process.

Recommendations for Structure Design

In the name of cost-effectiveness, the public has been
led to believe that the rotating biological contactor
technique would be a dependable wastewater treatment process.
In fact, the application history has been too short to assess
its success or to condemn its failure, especially many systems
in operations have not reached the design loading conditions.
At the early stage of the market promotion, few consulting
engineers undertook stress range analysis of the rotating
biological contactor structures. This caused general concern
as well as disappointment of the technique dependability.

The reliable plant performance lies in the structural
dependability of which the importance cannot be over-
emphasized. Historically, the shaft has been the main issue
of the problem. In order to meet the quality of the struct-
ural design, it is strongly recommended that the maximum
stress range for the main central shaft, stub shafts and all
weldments to the shaft shall not exceed the allowable values
defined under American Welding Society Inc.'s Structural
Welding Code - Steel, AWS D 1.1 - 81 for a minimum fatigue
life of 25 years. The stress range is defined as the peak-to-
trough magnitude of stress fluctuations. In the case of
stress reversal where the rotating biological contactor shaft
applies, the stress range shall be computed as the numerical
sum (algebraic difference) of maximum repeated tensile and
compressive stresses, or the sum of shearing stresses of
opposite direction at a given point, resulting from changing
conditions of load. The stress range shall be determined
using calculated deadl Loads, torsion loads, and live loads
corrected for buoyancy using actual media percent submergences
and the appropriate AWS projected curve category for t:he
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tubular structures, as outlined in AWS D 1.1 - 81, Chapter 10,

Section 10.7. The live loads shall be based on a bio-mass

thickness of 0.125" for the standard density contactors and

0.075" f. r the high density contactors. The most important

of all is that the manufacturer shall submit the design calcu-

lations to the consulting engineers at the time of the shop

drawing approval to substantiate compliance.

Failures associated with the media have also been report-

ed. An equal distribution of flows to various trains of the

rotating biological contactor system should help alleviation

of developing a thick layer of bio-mass on the contactor media

and help preservation of the media stiffness. The manufac-
turers for the sake of business survival should improve the

media durability and resistance to temperature as well.

CONCLUSIONS

The rotating biological contactor process has demonstrated

its capability in removal of soluble BOD and oxidation of

* - ammonia. when the metabolic rates are high, soluble BOD and

insoluble BOD can be removed concurrently. However, when the

metabolic rates are low, soluble BOD becomes a preferred

carbonaceous component for metabolisms.

With respect to the microbial responses to the nitrogenous

compounds, ammonia is readily oxidized or utilized by the micro-

organisms. While, organic nitrogen cannot be catabolized to an
appreciable extent in the presence of ammonia in excess of the

amount required for the metabolic needs. As nitrification takes

place, oxidation of 1 mg/l of ammonia nitrogen consumes about

8 mg/1 of alkalinity. When temperatures stay above 10 C and

other favorable environmental factors prevail, a complete

oxidation of ammonia can be expected. On the other hand, wheno

temperatures fall below 10 C regardless of other environmental

conditions, a complete oxidation of ammonia cannot be achieved.

In cognizance of the process limitations, cautions must

be exercised in evaluations of its treatability toward removal

of insoluble BOD and oxidation of organic nitrogen. It deems

necessary to conduct a pilot plant study and determine if the

rotating biological contactor is an applicable process for the

0 treatment of industrial wastewaters.

The primary treatment is not a precequisite in conjunction

with the rotating biological contactor process, but the capa-

bility of primary clarifiers in removal of insoluble BOD and

organic nitrogen is too great to be ignored. The rotating bio-

logical contactor process in line with the primary treatment
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definitely improves the efficiency of the over-all plant per-
formance.

The mixed liquor suspended solids generated from the
rotating biological contactor process settle rapidly. A deten-
time of 30 minites proves to be adequate for the sedimentation
purpose. In considerations of flow fluctuations, it is recom-
mended that a detention time of 30 minutes be provided to
accommodate the peak flow rate entering the secondary sedimen-
tation process. This unique settling characteristic will result
in cost savings for the construction of secondary clarifiers.

As wastewaters enter the rotating biological contactor
process in a direction perpendicular to the shaft, the mixed
liquor in each compartment represents a completely mixed system.
The metabolic response to a certain substrate component in each
compartment should follow zero order kinetics under a continuous
flow condition. A great effort has been made to develop models
for the design and operation guidance. Before a specific model
is used for engineering applications, the model's practical
implications and built-in limitations must be fully understood.

It is known to all that the metabolic activities are sub-
stantially high at the upstream stages, while, substantially
low at the downstream stages. A good engineering practice
requires the following considerations: (1) how to maximize the
over-all performance efficiency, (2) how to minimize the unex-
pected organic over-loading condition, (3) how to prevent
occurrence of the oxygen deficit condition, and (4) how to
increase an additional redundant capability at a minimum cost.
These ideal goals can be accomplished by promoting parallel
t-eatment schemes through flow distributions to as many trains
of contactors as possible, and by planning future expansions
in phases as the need arises.

There is no doubt that the rotating biological contactor
is one of the viable alternatives for the treatment of waste-
waters. The past history in many instances has not proved its
structural dependability. Manufacturers are urged to make all
necessary improvements so that the technological reputation can
be built on an unshakable foundation.

Engineers are indebted to their clients for the fiduciary
reward in excectations of the service being rendered with the

highest degree of professionalism. Responsibilities and obli-
gations must be fulfilled at both the design and construction
stages. The shaft design should meet the minimum requirements

as outiLined in AWS D 1.1 - 31, Chapter 10, Section 10.7. The
live load should be calculated on the basis of a bio,-mass

thickness of 0.125" for the standard density unit and 0.375"

-or the high density one.
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THE KINETICS OF ROTATING BIOLOGICAL CONTACTORS iii
AT TEMPERATURES: 5°C, 15°C, AND 20°C"

Abraha Panorww% .*. . Cl-Weser-* Cosltn Eniees

Denver, Colorado.

E. Joe Middlebrooks. Newman Chair Professor, Department
of Agricultural Engineering, Clemson University, Clem-
son, South Carolina..jl

INTRODUCTIONETA

Rotating biological contactors (RBC) treating municipal

wastewater have been shown to be efficient in carbon and
ammonia nitrogen removal (1,2,3). In recent years in the
U.S., the use of the RBC process has increased mainly because h
of the simplicity of operation and the low power consumption.

The design of RBC systems has been based primarily on
empirical relationships between the pollutant removal effi-
ciency and the hydraulic loading rates based on the total
surface area of the RBC. Presently, the design hydraulic
loading rates are adjusted by a safety factor for wastewater
temperatures below 12.8C (55F) (4). The employed safety

factor generally varies according to the RBC manufacturer
recommendations, because of lack of established kinetic con-

stants associated with RBC substrate removal at different .-
temperatures. Also there is little information available
concerning the effects of staging on the kinetic constants
associated with RBC substrate removal. b

The existing data from RBC studies generallv indicate
that the kinetics for carbonaceous substrate removal and
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ammonia nitrogen removal are first order, with substrate
limiting phenomenon (1,5,6,7,8,9).

Several studies (10,11,12) employed Monod kinetics to
describe carbonaceous substrate removal in fixed film reac-
tors. Kornegay and Andrews based their model on a constant
amount of active attached biomass (10). Clark, Moseng and
Asano (11) used 70 percent of the total attached biomass to
determine the kinetic constants for Monod growth kinetics.
Mikula (12) based his kinetic model on the total attached
biomass and the biomass in suspension. Other investigators
developed conceptual models (13,14,15) incorporating funda-
mentals of substrate and oxygen diffusion and biological
reaction. Friedman and his co-workers (16,17) used a mass
transport model to determine the kinetic constants of sub-
strate removal in an RBC unit. Also ammonia nitrogen removal
in RBC units was described either by Monod growth kinetics

(18), or bv mass transport models (19). Some of the studies
mentioned above were conducted with synthetic substrate
(10,16,17,18) and others at fluctuating wastewater tempera-
ture (11,12).

The general objective of this study was to determine the
kinetics of carbon and ammonia nitrogen removal as a function
of temperature in an RBC system treating domestic wastewater.

The specific objectives were:
1. To develop kinetic models for different processes

associated with carbonaceous and ammonia nitrogen removal in
the first and following stages of an RBC system.

2. To determine the kinetic constants for each process

at each stage and each temperature.
3. To determine the effect of temperature on the kinetic

" constants.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

*O Four experimental rotating biological contactor (RBC)
units were operated from late October, 1979, until mid-July,
1980, in the laboratories of Utah State University, Logan,
Utah (20) . The studv was conducted in three consecutive

phases at three different temperatures of 50C, 15°C, and
20°C. Each phase was started with "clean" RBC units (without

* biomass). Table I contains a summary of the detailed dimen-

sions of the RBC units employed during the three phases of
the studv.

Comminuted wastewater was collected at the HvruT;, Utah,
wastewater treatment plant, and hauled to the laborauorv for

U
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TABLE 1. SUMMARY OF THE DIMENSIONS OF THE RBC
EXPERIMENTAL UNITS

Phase 1 2,3

Parameter
Number of stages 4 4

Number of discs/stage 4 4

Discs diameter, cm 37.5 39.0

Inflation factor 1.37 1.37

Side discs diameter, cm 22.9 22.9

Total surface area/stage,m
2  1.375 1.474

Water volume/stage, liter 6 7

Submergence, % 33.3 35.5

Rotational speed, rpm 16 16

use as the influent to the RBC units. The wastewater was
stored in a refrigerated tank with the temperature controlled

at 2 0 C.
The experirental units were operated continuously at

constant influent flow rates, constant wastewater percentage
and constant temperature. The influent wastewater was main-
tained at a constant temperature, and the experimental RBC
units were located in a constant temperature room to maintain
the desired water temperature through the four stages of the
RBC units. A schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus
is shown in Figure 1.

Table II contains a sunmary of the operating conditions

used during the study. Table III contains a sunmary of the
mean liquid temperatures in the various stages of the four

experimental units. There was a gradual decline in the liquid
temperature due to evaporation heat losses as the wastewater
flowed through the RBC units.

Table IV contains a summary of the mean pH values and
dissolved oxygen concentrations measured in the various

stages of the four experimental units. An examination of
Table IV shows the units were operating as an aerobic bio-

logical system.
The influent to the system and the effluent from each

stage was monitored by collecting 24-hour composite samples
at 2 0-minute intervals during the period of steady-state
operation. Temperature, dissolved oxygen and pH values were

measured on grab samples.
The ampule technique (21) was used to measure both total

and filtered COD. Nitrogen compounds (Kjeldahl, nitrate and
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nitrite) were measured with a Technicon Auto Analyzer II
(22,23,24). Other analytical methods employed in this study
were conducted according to Standard Methods (25). Four to
five samples were collected for each stage effluent during
the steady-state period. The influent was generally sampled
ten times during a steady-state period.

At the end of each phase, the total amount of biomass
attached to the discs in each stage was measured by weighing
the discs and biomass after drying at 105°C and weighing
the clean dried discs. Several samples were taken from the
dried biomass to determine the VSS fraction as outlined in
Standard Methods.

PROCESS PERFORMANCE

Attached Biomass

In each phase of the study after a week of operation, a
thin layer of growth covered the discs in the first stages.
Generally in the second week some biomass sloughing was
observed in the fir-t stages, and within a few days a new
biofilm was built- , After 3 to 4 weeks of operation, the
discs in the fir. stages were covered with a thick, dark
brown or grey biofilm, and further detectable changes in its
appearance were not observed. The structure of the biofilm in
the first stages seemed to be spongy, rather than a smooth
structure. A filamentous growth in these stages may have been
the reason for this type of structure.

In the successive stages, the discs were covered with a

thinner biofilm layer and were relatively smooth in appear-
ance. In the experiments at temperatures of 15° C and 20*C,
the color of the biomass was tan-brown. In the experiment at
5°C, the biomass in the second through the fourth stages had
a black-brown apDearance. The tan color observed at 15°C and
20° C was probably due to growth of nitrifiers in these
stages. Figures 2, 3 and 4 show the variation in the cuantitv
of attached biomass in the four stages of the RBC units at
5°C, 15°C, and 20°C, respectivelv. In all three phases, there
was a successive decrease in the quantitv of biomass attached
to the discs from the first to the fourth stages. At lower
organic loading rates and higher temperatures, there was a
sharp decline in the quantity of attached biomass following
the first or second stages. At lower organic loading rates
and higher temperatures, less substrate and less unstabilized
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sloughed biomass were available to establish attached growth
in these later stages.

Carbon Removal

Figures 5, 6, and 7 show the mean steady-state mixed
liquor filtered COD concentrations when operating the RBC
units at 5, 15 and 20°C, respectively. An analysis of Figures
5, 6 and 7 show that for the first stages of the units, the
removal of filtered COD (influent filtered COD minus stage

*filtered COD) increased when the influent filtered COD was
increased. This observation supports the contention that the
removal of filtered COD can be described by a substrate lim-
iting reaction. As the temperature was increased, the removal
of the filtered COD increased, even beyond 150C, which is
contrary to the results reported by others (1). In stages two
through four, there was further removal of filtered COD in
th2 higher loaded units, but the removal rate per stage was
much less than in the first stage. There was an inconsistent
pattern of filtered COD removal in stages two through four,
probably attributable to cell lysing. In the last stages of
the RBC units, the differences in the effluent filtered COD
for each of the four units were much smaller than those
observed in the first stages.

Figures 8, 9, and 10 show the mixed liquor particulate
(total-filter) COD, when operating the RBC units at 50 C,
15°C, and 20°C, respectively. As shown in Figures 8, 9, and
10, particulate COD removal occurred as the wastewater flowed
through the stages, but with an irregular pattern of decline,
due to the instability of the attached biomass of the last
stages.

The removal of the influent particulate COD in the first
stage, although the mixed liquor contained sloughed biomass,
implies that the influent particulate COD is available sub-
strate, as well as the soluble COD. Table V shows the sub-
strate removal efficiencies when considering total COD as the
available influent substrate and the filtered COD as the
remaining substrate in the effluent from the RBC units.

A linear relationship exists between the overall removal
of COD in terms of grams of COD removal per unit area and the
influent substrate loading rate. The slopes of the relation-
ships increased as the temperature increased: 0.811, 0.897,
0.976 for 50 C, 15°C, and 20°C, respectively (all are signifi-
cant at a level of 0.01). The increase in slope shows the
temperature dependency of the substrate removal performance.
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TABLE V. SUMMARY OF SUBSTRATE (COD) REMOVAL EFFICIENCIES (%)
Temperature,

0C 5 15 20

First First First
Unit Stage Overall Stage Overall Stage Overall
A 78.3 79.8 73.5 73.1 82.7 82.5
B 74.4 76.9 80.4 85.1 86.8 86.3
C 78.3 80.2 80.1 86.8 85.2 89.1
D 77.2 79.2 81.3 85.0 85.7 90.0

A similar relationship was obtained with a full-scale RBC
plant treating municipal wastewater at Kirksville, Missouri
(26). The substrate concentration was measured as BOD 5 , and
the slope of the relationship was 0.893 based upon data
collected over a period of two years.

The mixed liquor VSS production in terms of mg per mg

COD removed was 0.50, 0.38, and 0.38 for 5°C, 15°C, and 20°C,
respectively. The increase in sludge production at lower
temperatures was probablv due to lower decay rates. The
increase of sludge production at lower temperatures was
observed also in other studies (1).

Ammonia Nitrogen Removal

Figures 11, 12, and 13 show the mean steady-state mixed
liquor ammonia nitrogen concentration when operating the RBC
units at 5°C, 15°C, and 20'C (first period).* At 50 C, there
was no ammonia removal in the system. Analyses of Figures 12
and 13 show that, generally, in the first stages there was
limited ammonia nitrogen removal, except in Unit A, which was
receiving the lowest organic loading rate. Significant ammo-
nia nitrogen removal occurred in the second stages, and pro-
ceeded in the following stages in the units receiving high
organic loading rates. The declining ammonia nitrogen removal

*.0 rates were observed in the stages containing low concentra-
tions of ammonia nitrogen and indicate substrate limiting
conditions. In the region where substrate was not limiting,
the decline in ammonia nitrogen removal followed a straight
line, and the lines for the different units were generallv
parallel. At a temperature of 20°C, the slopes of these lines

* During the experiments conducted at 20°C, significant
changes in the influent ammonia concentrations necessitated
dividing this period for ammonia removal analysis.
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were greater than the slopes of the lines at 15°C, emphasiz-
ing the effect of temperature on ammonia nitrogen removal

rates beyond 15°C. Based upon the above observations, it

apoears that ammonia nitrogen removal could be described by
Michaelis-Menten enzyme kinetics.

Table VI presents a summary of the overall ammonia

nitrogen removal efficiencies at 15°C and 20°C. Only the
second sampling period data were considered from the 20*C
experiments, because an adequate number of data were not
available during the first sampling period. The results in
Table VI show that 98 to 99 percent ammonia nitrogen removal

was obtained at organic loading rates up to 10 to 12.5 g

COD/m2/day. The removal efficiency decreased by approximately
10 percent at organic loading rates of 14 g COD/m 2 /day. The

percentage removal of ammonia nitrogen was higher at 20 0 C
(Table VI).

Nitrate and nitrite nitrogen data revealed that 90 per-

-" cent of ammonia removal in the system occurred through nitri-

fication. The remaining portion of ammonia removal probably
occurred because of stripping and assimilation.

TABLE VI. SUMMARY OF ORGANIC AND AMMONIA NITROGEN LOADING
RATES AND THE AMMONIA-N REMOVAL EFFICIENCY

Removal

Temperature, Organic Load Ammonia-N Load Efficiency0C Unit g COD/m2 /d g N/m2 /d Percent

15 A 3.984 0.387 94.8

B 7.496 0.766 97.6

C 9.875 1.143 98.1
D 13.916 1.563 86.9

20 A 6.915 0.362 99.0
B 9.734 0.520 98.0

. C 12.513 0.663 99.4

D 13.971 0.786 90.5

KINETIC MODEL DETERMINATION

Carbon Removal

General

The first stages of the RBC units performed differentlv

from the other stages as shown earlier, and the first stages

o
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were considered separately in the analyses. The distinguish-
ing features of the f..rst stages were that they were receiv-
ing raw wastewater, wil teifun to the other stages

contained sloughed biouiass from the preceding stages and
unconsumed substrate. This difference in substrate affects
the processes taking place in the RBC stages. The major pro-
cesses that can be related to the biomass in the first stages
are the carbonaceous substrate removal and endogenous respi-
ration of the attached growth. In the following stages, the
attached biomass is associated with several processes, i.e.
stabilization of reattached biomass, nitrification, and exog-
enous substrate consumption.

The determinations of the kinetic constants were based
upon the mean steady-state values of the parameters measured
for each unit. The concentrations of the pollutants in the
effluent were independent of the fluctuations in the influent
concentrations; therefore, the mean concentrations from each
unit were utilized in the calculations.

The following assumpntions were made in the development
of the kinetic model:

1. The available substrate in the influent to the first
stage is the total COD.

2. The Particulate material in the mixed liquor is
sloughed biomass. Consequently the available exogenous sub-
strate in the mixed liquor is the filtered COD.

3. The substrate consumnption reaction takes place only
in the attached growth.

4. The kinetics of substrate removal in the second,
third, and fourth stages can be expressed by a common model.

First Stage Substrate Removal Kinetics

A mass balance of the biomass in the first stage yields
the following equation under steady-state conditions:

biomass Produced - sloughed biomass - decay = 0 (1)

In mathematical terms the equation can be written as
follows:

Y Q(S0-Sl) - Q XI - kdA!Xl = 0 (2)

4 where

Y Yield coefficient, g VSS produced per

g COD consumned
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Q = influent flow rate, m3 /day
So, Si = influent and first stage effluent sub-

strate concentration, mg/L-COD
Xl = first stage effluent VSS, mg/L

XI = first stage attached biomass g VS/m
2

A1  = first stage discs area, m2

kd = decay coefficient, day -1

A mass balance of the substrate in the first stage yields the
following equation under steady-state conditions:

substrate consumed - reaction = 0 (3)

In mathematical terms Equation 3 can be written as follows:

Q(So-Sl) - Air = 0 (4)

where

r = reaction rate, g COD/m2/d

The reaction rate r in Equation 4 can be expressed using
several kinetic models. The three models used in this study
are summarized below:

1) Monod growth kinetics, incorporating the total attached
biomass.

k XI1SI

r = K +S
si (5)

k is defined as w/Y

* where

k = maximum reaction rate, day -1

1A maximum specific growth rate, day-i

Ks half saturation constant, mg/L COD

* 2) Monod growth kinetics, incorporating a constant amount
of active biomass.

6
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k S
a

r K +S (6)
Si1

where

ka maximum reaction rate, g COD/m2/d

3) Mass transport model (15,1.6,17)

kS 2

":K+ 1 (76)

where

k a  = maximum reaction rate, g COD/m2/ mg/L
COD/d

KM =constant, mg/L COD

The reaction rate expressions (Equations 5, 6, and 7)
were substituted into Equation 4, and the resulting equations
were rearranged in the following format, to carry out linear

regression analyses.

[Qs~sIA ~ K- S K + (8)

K0 1 (9)

a I a 0y)

(S0/S 1)/A -1 K 1  ()0 =k- +S
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To carry out linear regression analyses for determining
yield and decay constants, Equation 2 was rearranged as
f olIlows:

QX 1  Y Q(S -S

A X AX d(1

% Table VII summarizes the results obtained from linear
regression of Equation 11, and Table VIII summarizes the
results obtained from linear regression of Equations 8, 9,
and 10.

TABLE VII. SUMMARY OF THE RESULTS OF THE LINEAR REGRESSION
ANALYSES OF THE DATA USED TO CALCULATE YIELD
COEFFICIENTS AND DECAY RATES

Parameter 50C 150C 200C

Yield coefficient, mg VS/mg COD 0.66 0.80 0.63

Decay rate, day-1  0.07 0.22 0.26
Regression coefficient 0.998* 0.934 0.950
Significance level 0.05 0.10 0.05

*Based on three units; B, C, D.

The data from Unit A at 50C was excluded from the analy-
sis because the flow was changed during the experiment, and
the unit did not approach steady-state conditions. Table VII

* emphasizes that the optimum growth and yield occurs at 15*C.
Muck and Grady (27), using activated sludge mixed culture,
observed an optimum in yield coefficient at 20*C. The differ-
ence in optimum temperature might be because of the different
types of cultures growing in these systems.

Consistent results were obtained with Equation 8, which
was derived from Equation 5, yielding reasonable values for
the kinetic constants for all the temperatures (Table VIII).
The mass transport model (Equation 7) produced reasonable

6values only with the data obtained at 50C and 15*C. At these
temperatures, the values for Km were 20.8 mg/L and 42.5
mg/L, which are close to those obtained by Friedman et al
(16,17). At 20-C the mass transport model resulted in a
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negative value for Kin, as shown ir. Table VIII. The negative
value may have occurred, among other reasons, because at high
temperatures the kinetics are described by substrate limiting
conditions and not diffusion. Applying fixed biomass quanti-
ties with Monod growth kinetics as expressed in Equation 6
resulted in negative values for the reaction rates ka at
temperatures of 5°C and 15°C. At 20°C the reaction rate was
determined to be 174 grams/m 2 /d and the half saturation con-
stant was 111.5 mg/L.

Clark, et al (11), reported values of 11 , KS and Y of
4.4, 431 and 0.96, respectively. These values were based on
soluble BOD, and obtained from experiments conducted at
uncontrolled temperature conditions. These values were calcu-
lated from an equation similar to Equation 5, except that
only 70 percent of the total attached biomass was applied as
active biomass. Considering that assumption, the p values
from their studies and this study are comparable. The Y and
K s values differ significantly from the values obtained in
this study, probably because of the differences in substrate
and the fact that Clark et al (11) did not incorporate a
decay factor in their equations.

The temperature relationship for kd and k was obtained
by using Equations 12 and 13:

- T-20

(kd)T = (kd)2 0 ed (12)

J-2 0(k) T =(k) 20 S (13)

where

(kd)T, (k) = decay rate and reaction rate at tempera-

T ture T (C), day -1

(kd)2 0, (k)2 0  = decay rate and reaction rate at tempera-

ture 20C, day
-1

Table IX summarizes the values obtained from linear
regression analyses.

The temperature factor of 1.09 obtained with the Equa-
tions 12 and 13 is similar to the typical value of 1.08 for
the trickling filter process (28).

The experimental data, as discussed previously, showed
that the mass of attached growth was dependent upon the
organic loading rate and could be defined by a saturation
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TABLE IX. TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCY OF MAXIMUM REACTION RATE
AND DECAY RATE

Parameter Equation 12 Equation 13

Correlation coefficient 0.989 0.990
Significa ce level 0.1 0.1
k2 0 , day

-  9.5

1.09
(kd)20, day- 1  0.27

e d 1.09

function. A saturation type relationship was developed for

the first stages that can be used for a given temperature to
predict the quantity of attached biomass.

-= (14)1 KI K+M I

where

X I  - the quantity of attached biomass in the

first stage per unit surface area, g VS/m
2

SMI  - organic load per first stage surface area,

g COD/m2 /day
kx  = constant, g VS/m2

K = constant, g COD/m 2 /day

A regression analysis of Equation 14 in its linear (Eq. 15)
form resulted in values as summarized in Table X.

I K 1 1 (15)
+

X k M k1 xl

TABLE X. SUMMARY OF THE FIRST STAGE ATTACHED BIOMASS

CONSTANTS
Temperature,

OC

* Constant 5.9 16.3 20.8

k 46.15 52.54 58.50~x
K 31.07 23.77 23.77

4
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The values of k x were related to the temperature using
the relationship shown in Equation 16. The correlation coef-
ficient obtained from a linear regression analysis was
0.986.

(kx)T = 5 6.9(l.01 5 )T-20 (16)

T C

(kx)T = g VS/m2

Carbon Removal Kinetics in Stages 2-4

As discussed previously, the last stages of some units
revealed instability. To compensate for this instability, all
three stages were considered as one reactor where common
reactions were taking place. Equation 17 was used to describe
substrate removal as a function of temperature and influent
substrate concentration to the second stages.

SS) = A 0T-20S (17)

1m i=2

*" " where

Q = influent flow rate, m 3 /d
S1 = first stage substrate concentration, mg/L
S = the mean substrate concentration in the

second through the fourth stages, mg/L
Ai  = total available surface area/stage, m2

(kL)20 = reaction rate at 200C, e COD/m2 /d
Ot = temperature factor
T = temperature, °C
n = apparent reaction order

Multiple regression analysis with seven steady-state
values (where substrate removal occurred) resulted in a
regression coefficient of 0.986, which is significant at the

0.01 level. The values obtained were:

n = reaction order = 0.763
(kL)20 = reaction rate at 201C - 0.0444 g COD/m:/d

= temperature factor = 1.11
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The apparent reaction order 0.763 obtained for the sec-
ond through fourth stages is in agreement with the apparent
reaction order of 0.5-1.0 resulting from mass transport
models for attached growth (14). The temperature factor of

1.11 is approximately the same as the temperature factor in
the first stages.

Ammonia Nitrogen Removal Kinetics

A mass balance of ammonia nitrogen at stage i yields the
following equation, at steady-state conditions.

Q Ci-i -Q Ci = Air (18)

where

Q = flow rate, m 3 /day

C = ammonia nitrogen concentration, mg/L
A = surface area of discs, m

2

r = reaction rate, grams/m 2 /day

The reaction rate, r, can be expressed by the following
kinetic models:

(a) Monad growth kinetics

kN~ ci(19)
KN+ Ci

where

kN = maximum reaction rate, grams/m2 /day
KN = half saturation constant, mg/L

. (b) Caperon and Meyer kinetics (29)

kN(i-Cmi n )20)
r= KN + (C-C. )
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where

Cmi~ n minimum ammonia nitrogen. concentra-
tion below which ammonia nitrogen
removal does not occur (it is
related to minimum intercellular
stored nutrient necessary to sustain
growth)

To carry out linear repression analyses, Equations 19
and 20 were rearranged as follows:

Q(C -C) - (21)

I A N +

L( -C JKC N .+

Ak N (C -C i k N (22)

To avoid large errors with the independent variable
1 /Ci in Equations 21 and 22, where Possible, data from
stages with nitrogen concentrations less than 1 mg/L were not

used in the linear regression analyses.
Figure 14 shows the measured concentrations of ammonia

nitrogen in the RBC units operating at 15C and the
regression line calculated using the kinetic constants

obtained from the linear regression analyses. The lower part

of the prediction curve does not pass through the measured
data, indicating that there may be a threshold concentration

of anproxirnately 0.4 mg/L-N below which ammonia nitrogen
- .removal does not occur. Using Equation 22 with a Cmin

of 0.4 mg/L, better correlation was obtained as shown in
Figure 15.

Figure 16 shows a plot of the data collected a, 20*C and
* the curve plotted using the kinetic constants obtained from a

linear regression of Equation 21. The plot of Equation 21
* deviates from measured data points at the higher concentra-

tions of ammonia nitrogen. Regression analyses of the Monod
growth equation in the linearized form does not necessarily
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provide the best fit for the Monod growth equation, although
it is the best fit of the linearized form. The reason for
deviation is that the low and medium concentrations have more
impact than the high concentrations on the determination of

the intercept and the slope.
An attempt was made to improve the fit of the theoreti-

cal expression and the measured data by choosing the pair of
kinetic constants which yield the minimum sum of squares

(SSQ) between the predicted and observed values.
Values of kN in the range 3.00 to 4.60 g N/m2 /day and

KN values from 1.0 to 4.6 mg/LN were evaluated. The minimum
SSQ was obtained using the values of kN = 3.74 g/-..2 /day and
KN = 2.8 mg/L.

Figure 17 shows the curve plotted using Equation 19 with
the values obtained from linear regression and with the val-
ues obtained from non-linear fit analysis.

Table XI summarizes the kinetic constants for ammonia
nitrogen removal.

Table XI. SUMMARY OF THE KINETIC CONSTANTS FOR AMMONIA
NITROGEN REMOVAL

kN KN C.nmmn

Temperature N R g/m2 /d mg/L mg/L

15 5 0.97 2.334 0.45 0.40

20 8 0.97 3.74 2.80 0.00

N - Number of observations

R - Correlation coefficient

The results obtained from the experiments conducted at
15°C show that a minimum concentration of 0.4 mg/L was neces-
sarv to maintain growth, while at 200 C this minimum concen-

* . tration was not required. A possible explanation is that at
higher temperatures the mass transport resistance decreases
and, as a result, the requirement for stored material is
less.les The kinetic constants obtained in this study for ammonia

nitrogen removal are comparable with values obtained with
synthetic substrate. Saunders et al (18) reported KN values
of 0.18 to I mg/L, and Ito and Matsuo (8) reported kN value

of 4 g/m2 /day.
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The effect of temperature on the maximum reaction rate,
kN, can be expressed as follows:

(kN)T - (kN)2 0 "N (23)

where

(kN)T (kN)20 = maximum reaction rate at T and
20°C, g/m2 /d

& N  = temperature factor
T = temperature, 0C

The temperature factor, ON, derived using Equation 23
is 1.1, is in agreement with temperature relationship
developed for nitrification (30).

The inhibition of nitrification in the first stages was
related to organic loadings and resulted in an equation with
a correlation coefficient -of 0.971 (significance level =

0.01):

ft = 1.43 - 0.lM; 4.3<M<14.3 (24)

where

fl = the ratio of measured ammonia removal to
the theoretical ammonia removal without

inhibition

M = overall organic load, g COD)/m 2 /d

The overall ammonia nitrogen removal (*) in four-stage
RBC units can be expressed with Equation 25.

Q(C -C CC 3  ___ ()
04 _ c2 __3 _

0o-4 k flCIM + 2+ +_3_ 4 (25)
4 N KN+C KN+C K+C 3  KN+C
E Ai
i= i

* At lower temperatures of 15'C and below, Cmin of 0.4

mg/L should be incorporated in equation, as shown in

Equation 20.
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where

CIM = first stage ammonia nitrogen concentra-
tion at simulated maximum nitrification

CO,C2,C3,C4 'aammonia nitrogen concentration in
influent, stage 2, 3, and 4,
respectively

ENGINEERING SIGNIFICANCE

The steady-state kinetic models developed in this study
for the RBC process treating domestic wastewater and the
kinetic constants determined as a function of temperature
provide a rational design approach for the RBC process. The
mathematical expressions presented provide a basis for the
calculation of the required RBC surface area to meet pre-
scribed effluent standards for carbonaceous substrate, and
ammonia nitrogen concentrations at temperatures ranging from
50C to 20°C.

Design curves developed in this study for carbonaceous
substrate removal in a four-stage RBC process at 20°C are
presented in Figure 18. The corresponding temperature correc-
tion curves are presented in Figure 19.

To estimate the ammonia nitrogen concentration in the
effluent, design curves based on the results of this study
are presented in Figures 20 and 21 for an influent COD con-
centration of 300 mg/L and for temperatures of 15 and 20°C,
respectively. For other influent COD concentrations, similar
design curves can be developed using the equations presented
herein.

When the RBC system is designed primarily to remove
carbonaceous substrate, a different configuration of RBC
staging can treat significantly higher loading rates than the
conventional design, without bringing the first stage to
anoxic-anaerobic conditions. The configuration can incorpor-
ate four shafts in three stages, with two of the shafts serv-
ing as the first stage, i.e., removal of the baffle between
the first and second stages in the conventional configura-
tion. A design example is presented below:

Assume that a design flow rate of 3800 m3/d (1 rngd) of
domestic wastewater with a primary effluent COD concentration

of 300 mi/L COD and ammonia nitrogen of 30 mg/L, is to be
treated with a RBC system to a degree that will produce a
final effluent of 45 mg/L COD, or 85 percent removal.
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Figure 20. Design chart for ammonia nitrogen removal at 150C.
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Figure 21. Design chart for ammonia nitrogen removal
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Design winter temperature is 5*C, and summer temperature
is 150C.

1. Conventional Design 4-stage RBC: from Figure 18, the
hydraulic load is found to be 0.07 m3 /m 2 /d (1.75 gpd/sq ft)
at 20C. At 5C, the temperature factor is 2.7 (Figure 19).

To meet the required effluent quality at 5°C, the designed
hydraulic loading rate will be 1.75/2.7; i.e., 0.65 gpd/sq
ft. The required total effective contactor area will be

1.5 x 106 sq ft. The ammonia nitrogen removal efficiency
during the summer will be about 98 percent (Figure 20), i.e.,

the effluent will contain about 0.6 mg/L NH3-N.

2. Three-stage RBC, first stage contactor area, 40 per-
cent of the total RBC surface area.*

Based on the equations and kinetic constants presented
in this study for first stage and the later stages of RBC,
the total surface area required will be about 1 x 106 sq ft
to meet the effluent requirements at 5°C. The organic loading

rate to the first stage will be about 30 g/COD/m2 /day, which
will assure aerobic conditions at summer temperatures.

The ammonia nitrogen concentrations in the effluent at
summer conditions will be about 4.7 mg/_ in this RBC
configuration.

CONCLUSIONS

Carbonaceous Substrate Removal

I. Carbon removal in RBC units was influenced by temper-
ature and organic loading rate. The overall removal effi-

" "ciencies in this study were 80 percent, 85 percent, and 90

percent for 5°C, 15°C, and 20°C, respectively.

2. Majority of carbon removal occurred in the first
stages. The COD removals in the first stages were 77 percent,
80 percent, and 85 percent for 50C, 15°C, and 20°C,

respectively.

3. The kinetics for carbon removal in the first stages
can be described by Monod growth kinetics.

4. The temperature factor for the carbon removal reac-

tion rate and the decay rate is 1.09.
5. The kinetics for carbon removal in the last stages

can be described by variable order kinetics (in this study,
0.763), and a temperature factor of 1.11.

The current common design employs shafts of 100,000 sq ft

in the first stages, and 150,000 sq ft in the last stages.
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6. The kinetic constants determined in this study can be
used to design RBC systems (minimum DO of 2 mg/L in the first
stages) for carbon removal in a temperature range of 5GC to

200C

7. For low temperature design, providing more surface
area in the first stages can reduce significantly the total
RBC area required.

Ammonia Nitrogen Removal

1. Ammonia nitrogen removal in RBC units was influenced
by temperature and organic loading rate. The overall ammonia

P. removal ranged from 87 percent to 98 percent at 15°C, and
from 91 percent to 99 percent at 20C. At 5°C, there was no
ammonia removal. As the influent organic loading rates
increased, the overall ammonia removal decreased.

2. The kinetics for ammonia nitrogen removal can be
described by Monod growth kinetics. At 15°C, the model incor-
porated a minimum concentration of 0.4 mg/L, below which
ammonia removal did not occur.

3. The temperature factor for ammonia removal reaction
rate was 1.10.

4. The inhibition of ammonia removal in the first stages
was proportional to the organic loading rates.

5. The resulted kinetic constants in this study can be
used to predict ammonia nitrogen removal in RBC systems
within a temperature range of 5° to 20°C.

3
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INTRODUCTION

A steady-state &inetics for fixed-biofilm reaction has
been developed and applied to the denitrification and the
nitrification processes in rotating biological contactors (1,2,
3). The proposed kinetics can be described as a process of
molecular diffusion with a simultaneous zero-order biochemical

4 reaction. The proposed kinetics has adequately explained all
experimental results of nitrification in a partially submerged
rotating biological contactor (RBC), but it cannot be strictly
applicable to a partially submerged RBC process in which the
biofilm alternately rotates into water and air. The partially
submerged RBC has no steady-state substrate concentration pro-

3
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file within the biofilm, even though the concentration of the
substrate in the bulk water is the steady state.

In this paper, the authors report the results of a com-
puter simulation of nitrification in a partially submerged RBC
process to find out the reasoning behind the application of the

steady-state kinetics. An analysis of the experimental data on
combined carbon oxidation-nitrification in the same process is

- also included. All fluxes in this paper are expressed on the

basis of the submerged disk surface area.

APPLICATION OF STEADY-STATE KINETICS TO A PARTIALLY SUBMERGED
RBC PROCESS

Modification of Steady-State Kinetics
The proposed kinetics can be applied to nitrification in

a fully submerged biofilm process, summarized below. At steady

state, the transfer rate of ammonia to the biofilm surface
". through the diffusion layer is equal to that at the biofilm

surface. Thus, the ammonia flux to the biofilm surface can be
expressed by Eq. 1, if the amount of ammonia used for cell syn-

thesis of the nitrifying bacteria is negligibly small compared
to that nitrified by the same bacteria.

D
A (Cb - CsA)=FA (i)

d A

Therefore, the relationship between bulk and surface ammonia

concentrations is,

F FA
FC + +- (2)

bA sA + - sA K
A d dA

Ammonia flux at the biofilm surface (FA) is represented by Eq.

3 for partial ammonia penetration and by Eq. 4 for complete
ammonia penetration.

F= 2R C <C(3
A DARnCsA sA sA

F=F D 2R C =RL C > C(4
A A,max = F A n sA n n sA = sA (4)

However, the proposed steady-state kinetics would not be
completely applied to a partially submerged RBC process for

the following reasons. A steady-state substrate concentration

profile within the biofilm cannot be assumed, even though the

bulk substrate concentration is the steady state, since the

* biofilm alternately rotates into the air and
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the water. The authors (7) have developed a hypohesis about
oxygen transfer which would be applicable to a partially sub-
merged RBC. The hypothesis states that the oxygen transfer to
the biofilm mainly occurs through the attached water-layer,
during the time the biofilm rotates in the air. The nitrifica-
tion biofilm model for a partially submerged RBC is shown in
Fig. 1 (a). The penetration depth of oxygen (Ln) can be ex-
pressed as follows:

D C). o(Co* soCsO)
F0 = (5)

L
w

F Fo _ o
Ln = 0 (6)

R 4.33R
o n

Oxygen consumption for biological nitrification is 4.33 g02/
g NH4 -N (4). Bintanja et al (5) proposed the following equa-
tion for the estimation of the thickness of the attached wa-
ter-layer on the disk surface:

L = 0.9 8('r)(/
2

7)w Pg

Employing Eq. 2 to 7, we can find the relationship between the
bulk ammonia concentration and the ammonia flux.

Experimental Verification of the Modified Kinetics
The data obtained in a partially submerged RBC have pre-

viously been presented (2). Figs. 2 and 3 are examples of some
of the data. The theoretical data calculated from Eq. 2 to 7
have also been plotted in Figs. 2 and 3. The experimental unit
had a disk diameter of 30 cm, Lw equalled 42 pm at a disk ro-
tating velocity of 7.5 rpm and water temperature of 23 °C (Eq.
7). These corresponded to the experimental conditions for the
data shown in Fig. 2. Hartman (6) measured the attached water-
layer thickness at about 40 pm in an actual RBC plant. As
shown in the next section, the oxygen concentration at the
biofilm surface (CsO) was estimated at about 2 mg/l. Therefore,
the oxygen flux to the biofilm was calculated at 1.36 g 02/m 2h
from Eq. 5. Eq. 6 gave 60um as the value of Ln. Fig. 2 shows
the FA,max was 0.27 g NH4-N/m

2h. Eq. 4 then gave 52 pm as the
Ln. The intrinsic nitrification rate (Rn) was determined as
5200 g/m2 h in the previous experiment (7). The penetration
thickness of oxygen calculated from Eqs. 4 and 6 were almost
the same. Therefore, the proposed hypothesis on oxygen transfer
was confirmed.

COMPUTER SIMULATION OF NITRIFICATION IN A PARTIALLY SUBMERGED

4
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RBC PROCESS

Model Development
The biofilm attached to a partially submerged RBC rotates

alternately into the air and water. In the air phase, oxygen
is supplied to the biofilm from the air, but there is no ammo-

nia transport to the biofilm. In the water phase, ammonia dif-
fuses into the biofilm from the bulk water. A computer simula-

tion to identify the change in the ammonia and oxygen profiles
in the system was carried out based on the assumptions which

had been made for the development of our steady-state biofilm
kinetics, namely:
1. The bulk water is completely mixed,
2. Only molecular diffusion occurs through the diffusion layer,

3. Molecular diffusion with a simultaneous zero-order biochemi-

cal reaction occurs within the active biofilm.
Fig. 4 illustrates the biofilm system divisions consisting of
the attached water-layer, the diffusion layer, and the biofilm.

The disk surface was divided into n small sectors each with an

area equal to AA. The biofilm,the attached water-layer, and the
diffusion layer were divided into sub-layers, each of them AZ
thick.

The basic equation of the simulation was Fick's Second Law
of Diffusion

A= DA (8)

mA 3Z2

Eq. 8 was directly applied to the attached water-layer and the
diffusion layer, but a biochemical reaction term had to be

added to take into account the substrate uptake within the bio-

film as follows:

C A  
2CAA = D R n  (9)

5t A 3Z
2

The difference form of Eq. 9 is

O A(n+li)= K(CA(ni-l)- 2CA(ni)+C A(ni+l))

-RAt (10)+ A(n,i)-Rn

K DAAt
(AZ)2

" where the subscript n refers to the number of At time and the
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* . subscript i refers to the concentration reference plane. The

ammonia flux to the elemental bioffim at any time can be ob-
tained as follows:

D A
F =-(C -C ) (12)
A,n AZ A(n,l) A(n,2)

- . The average flux for all elements in the water phase at any
time is shown in Eq. 13

n~nD n=n
E - At. F A- E (C -c C (13)

A t A,n nA Z A(n,l) A(n,2)
n=1 n=1

Results and Discussion
The thickness af the diffusion layer, the intrinsic ni-

trification rate, and the relationship between the bulk con-
centrations of ammonia and dissolved oxygen were obtained in
the previous experiment (2). The thickness of the attached wa-
ter-layer was changed to match the simulated results with the
experimental results. The thickness of 5Opm gave the best fit
in both cases (Table 1). Fig. 5 shows the changes in the simu-

* lated concentration of ammonia and oxygen in the elemental
biofils with varying detention times for air and water phases.
As shown in Fig. 5, the profile changes depended on the deten-
tion time in each phase, even for the steady-state conditions
of bulk ammonia and dissolved oxygen concentrations, The dot-
ted line represents the steady-state ammonia concentration

* profile predicted by the modified kinetics, Fig. 6 shows the
average ammonia flux as a function of detention time in the
bulk water. Fig. 7 shows the comparison between the simulated
average flux and the flux obtained in the experiment. The
simulation results based on the conditions shown in Table 1
compared favorably with the experimental data. Fig. 8 shows
the effect of the attached water-layer thickness on the aver-
Pge flux. The thinner thickness gave a higher flux because of

* - the high oxygen flux. However, the attached water-layer thick-
ness was naturally determined as formulated in Eq. 7, Fig. 9

* shows the effects of the dissolved oxygen concentration on the
* . average flux. DO concentration was also naturally set at a

level depending on the operational condition. Therefore, Figs,
0 8 and 9 show how to change the average flux, if the attached

water-layer thickness and DO concentration are artificially
controlled. Fig. 10 shows the average flux change with the
disk rotating velocity at a fixed disk peripheral velocity of
7 i/mm. With the disk at a fixed peripheral velocity, the
average flux increased with the increase of the disk rotation-
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al velocity under oxygen limiting, but the increment of the
flux was very small compared with that of the disk rotational
velocity.

The simulation study had clearly shown that the nitrifi-
cation rate predicted by the modified kinetics would be equal
to the average nitrification flux of each elemental bioilm.
This fact provided the reasoning behind the application of the
modified steady-state kinetics to the nitrification process in
a partially submerged RBC. We concluded that the amount of
ammonia nitrified within a biofilm rotating in the air phase
can diffuse into a biofilm rotating in the water phase.

" . COMBINED CARBON OXIDATION-NITRIFICATION IN A PARTIALLY

SUBMERGED RBC

Experimental Procedure
Two units with disk diameter of 30 cm were used for

the experiment. Unit 1 consisted of 13 polywood disks mounted 2

cm apart on a horizontal shaft and a trough with a volume of 15
liters. Unit 2 consisted of 15 polywood disks, 2 cm apart on a
horizontal shaft and a trough with a volume of 18 liters. The
direction of the flow in both reactors was perpendicular to the
rotating shaft. The residence time distribution of the water in
the two reactors without biofilm perfectly coincided with that
of a single completely mixed-flow reactor. The experimental
variables were (a) hydraulic loading, (b) influent BOD5 concen-
tration, and (c) the type of organic matter (glucose and tapio-
ca starch). Water temperature and pH were in the range of 23 oC
to 27 °C and 7.8 to 8.2, respectively. The disk rotating veloc-
ity and the influent ammonia concentration were fixed at 8.5

- rpm and 45 mg/l, respectively. Experimental conditions are sum-
marized in Table 2. In each Run, samples were collected two or
three times a day until the system reached a steady state.

Results and Discussion
(a) Effect of Organic Oxidation on Nitrification

The reduction of ammonia in combined carbon oxidation-ni-
trification process consists of a reduction due to nitrifica-
tion and one due to cell synthesis, since the specific growth
rate of heterotrophic bacteria is normally much higher than

* that of autotrophic nitrifying bacteria. Therefore, the ammonia
utilized for the cell synthesis of heterotrophic bacteria can-

" not be neglected. The authors (7) have already evaluated the
ammount of ammonia which would be utilized due to cell synthe-
sis of heterotrophic bacteria at about 10 % of the BOD5 reduc-
tion. Therefore, the total ammonia flux to the biofilm can be

* expressed by Eq. 14.
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Table 2 Experimental conditions
Type of organic Run BOD 51N Hydraulic 2 Unit Water0
carbonaceous substrate number loading I1. h Temp. C

1-1 0.6 5.1 2
1-2 0.6 7.6 1
1-3 0.6 10.2 2 27
1-4 0.6 14.2 2
1-5 0.6 15.3 1 ____

12-1 1.2 5.1 2
2-2 1.2 7.6 1

Glucose 2-3 1.2 10.2 2 25
2-4 1.2 15.3 1
2-5 1.2 1 21.2 1
3-1 2.8 3.9 1j3-2 2.8 5.1 2
3-3 2.8 7.6 1 25
3-4 2.8 10.2 2
3- 2.5 14.2 2
4-1 2.7 3.4 2
4-2 2.7 5.1 2
4-3 2.7 6.8 1 2
4-4 2.7 9.1 2 24-5 2.7 12.7 1

Starch 4-6 2.7 15.3 1 ____

5-1 0.7 5.1 2
_-2 1.4 5.1 2

5-3 2.7 5.1 2 23
5-4 4 .0 5.1 1

____________ _55 5 5.11 ____

a BOD5/N-0.56 (Glucose) a) BO305 /N-2.68 (Starch)

0 BO5/N-.20(Glucose) 0 Q/Aw-5.11/2h
A BO50 5 N-2.80 (Glucose) -Nitrification at BOD5 =0

11Zd 0.3

00

05 10 15 20 25 30
Bulk Amlmonia Concentration. ChA (mgII)

Fig. 11 Relationship between bulk ammonia concentration
and nitrification flux
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F A= FN + O.IF B  (14)

The relationship between the nitrification flux and the
bulk ammonia concentration was obtained as shown in Fig. 11
by using measured values of FA and FB, and Eq. 14. Fig. 11
clearly shows the effects of organic carbon oxidation on ni-
trification. Carbon oxidation was also influenced by nitrifi-
cation as shown in Fig. 12. The data represented by triangles
were calculated by the kinetics for starch oxidation without
nitrification. The data represented by circles were obtained
in the experiment. In Fig. 12, it can be seen that the reduc-
tion of starch flux due to simultaneous nitrification was neg-
ligibly small until the bulk starch concentration reached
about 40 mg/l (the corresponding BOD 5 was about 20 mg/l). When
the bulk starch concentration increased beyond about 40 mg/l,
the reduction of starch flux became remarkable, because the
inner part of the aerobic biofilm mainly consisted of nitri-
fying bacteria. The results shown in Figs. 11 and 12 would come
from the following hypothesis:
1) Most of the heterotrophic bacteria exist in the outer part
of the aerobic biofilm while most of the nitrifying bacteria
grow in the inner part of the aerobic biofilm as shown sche-
matically in Fig. 1 (b). However, this would only be true when
the specific growth rate of heterotrophic bacteria is much
higher than that of nitrifying bacteria.
2) Both heterotrophic and nitrifying bacteria are aerobic and

the amount of oxygen supplied to the biofilm would be almost
the same under fixed operating conditions, independent of the
aerobic bacteria composition under oxygen limiting.

Based on the above hypotheses, the following relation-
ships applicable to a combined carbon oxidation-nitrification
process in a partially submerged RBC have been developed.

Fo= 4.33 FN,max= 4.33 FN + FB (15)

Oxygen flux (Fo) is shown in Eq. 5. In addition, BOD 5 flux can
be used to express the oxygen flux caused by the heterotrophic
bacteria, if organic matter produces a straight increase of
BOD against incubation time, i.e., the oxygen uptake rate is

* assumed to be constant independent of the residual organic
concentration. This was almost true in the case of glucose and
starch used in our experiment. Their BOD 5 per unit mass were
0.71 g 02/g glucose and 0.55 g 0 2/g starch. Both values were
experimentally obtained (7). In dimensionless form, Eq. 15

becomes,
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N B1 B FB

F N,max 4.33 FNna x  1-02 N,ax

Introducing Eq. 14 into Eq. 16 gives the relationship between

the ammonia flux and the ROD 5 flux. In dimensionless form, it
is expressed by Eq. 17.

F F
1 -. 13 (17)

FNmax FNmax

The maximum ROD 5 flux (FBmax) is obtained when FN is equal to
" zero, i.e., FA is equal to 0.1 FB.

F B,max= 4.33 FN,max  (18)

Figs. 13 and 14 show the experimental verification of Eqs. 16

and 17, respectively. In Runs 1 to 4 where the hydraulic load-

ing increased at a fixed influent BOD5 to NH4-N ratio, the fil-
amentous bacteria grew on the biofilm surface with the increase
of hydraulic loading. Organic oxidation by the filamentous bac-

teria was not considered in the biofilm kinetics, therefore,
the obtained BOD5 and ammonia flux were higher than the pre-
dicted flux. As a result, most of the data in Runs I to 4 were
slightly higher than the predictions.

(b) Comparison of Predicted Values with Existing Data
Fig. 15 shows the relationship between the bulk BOD5 and

the corresponding ROD 5 flux obtained in Run 5. Circles in Fig.

15 show BOD5 flux without simultaneous nitrification as calcu-

lated by our kinetic model, explained below. Under operating

conditions in Run 5,

F B,max = 4.33 F N,max  1.33 g/m2h

The molecular diffusion coefficient of starch was estimated by

Fig. 16, because our kinetics states that the overall rate

constant (K*) is equal to the mass transfer coefficient (Kd)
when the gradient of the curve relating the bulk substrate

concentration to the overall rate constant becomes zero. The

diffusion layer thickness can be calculated, using the curve

for pure nitrification, i.e., nitrification without simultane-
0O ous carbon oxidation.

D~A
K 0.1 m/h = d-

dA L

Ld= D /Kd= (7.5 x. 10- 6 m 2/h)/(l x 10- m) = 75 x 10- 6 m
d A dA
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The diffusion layer thickness was estimated at 75 om on a disk

of 30 cm diameter, rotating at 7.5 rpm, in water at a tempera-
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9
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Fig. 14 Plots of BOD5 flux and ammonia flux

(straight line shows Eq.17)
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ture of 23.5 °C. The thickness would be inversely proportional
to the root of the disk peripheral velocity (3), therefore, in
Run 5, it was estimated at about 70 im. The molecular diffu-
sion coefficient of starch was calculated as follows:

D = K* L ( 4 x 10- 2 m/h)(70 x 10-6 m) = 2.8 x 10- 6 m2/hs s d

Ds equals 2.4x10
- 6 m 2 /h, using Wilk and Chang's Equation (9).

We employed 2.5xi0 - 6 m 2 /h as the molecular diffusion coeffi-
cient of starch in the calculation. Then, the intristic starch
oxidation rate was determined as 3x10 4 g/m 3h, using the half-
order plots shown in Fig. 12.

The ammonia flux at 230 C for any bulk BOD can be predi-
cted by using the curve in Fig.15 and Fig.14. Te caluculated
relationship between the effluent BOD and the percent ammonia
removal for a multi-stage completely gixed-flow RBC with the
same total disk surface area is shown in Fig.17 along with US
EPA data(10). The caluculation was made fo- an influent ammonia
concentration of 30 mg/1 and an influent BOD concentration of
150 mg/l. USEPA data were collected in a two-stage RBC in whicl
the direction of flow was parallel to the rotating shaft. The
average influent K~jeldahl nitrogen and BOD 5 concentrations were
28.9 mg/1 and 147 mg/l,respectively.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A modified biofilm kinetics for a partially submerged RBC
process was developed. The proposed kinetics was applied to
the nitrification process with and without simultaneous carbon
oxidation. A computer simulation of nitrification based on the
assumptions for the model development produced an average am-
monia flux of the elemental biofilm rotating in the water
phase that was almost equal to the flux calculated by the

modified kinetics. This provided the reasoning behind the ap-
plication of the modified steady-state kinetics to a partially
submerged RBC in which the biofilm alternately rotates into
the water and air.

In a partially submerged RBC, the oxygen transfer to the
biofilm mainiy occurs when the binfilm rotates in the air
phase, while the biofilm rotating in the water phase adsorbs
the substrates. The oxygen transfer rate through the attached
water-layer or the oxygen flux to the biofilm rotating in the

*air can be shown by the following equation:

D (C* - Cs)
F 0 0 so
o L

w
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(The maximum nitrification flux without simultaneous carbon ox-
* ** idation,4s represented by the following equation:

F
F 0

FN,max 4.33 R
n

The authors considered that the amount of oxygen transported
to the biofilm or consumed within the biofilm would be almost

-"the same under fixed operating conditions, independent of the
aerobic bacteria composition under oxygen limiting. Based on
the above hypothesis, we proposed the following equations for
nitrification flux and for ammonia flux in combined carbon
oxidation-nitrification in a partially submerged RBC.

Nitrification flux (FN):
FN F

F N I - 0.23 F
FNmax N,max

Ammonia flux (FA):

-- FA FB
"A 1 - 0 13F

FN,max ,max

The relationship between the effluent BOD5 concentration and
the percent ammonia removal calculated by the above equation

* .. and the experimental data almost coincided with that obtained

in USEPA experiments.
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NOMENCLATURE

Symbol Dimension Description

CA g/m 3  Ammonia concentration within biofilm

CbA g/m 3  Bulk ammonia concentration

CsA g/m 3  Ammonia concentration at biofilm surface

CsA g/m3  Critical ammonia concentration at biofilm
surface

CbS g/m 3  Bulk starch concentration

CS g/m 3  Starch concentration at biofilm surface

CiA g/m 3  Influent ammonia concentration
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3Co  g/m Saturation concentration of oxygen

* Cso g/m Oxygen concentration at biofilm surface

DA m2/h Molecular diffusion coefficient of ammonia

Do  m2/h Molecular diffusion coefficient of oxygen

Ds  m2/h Molecular diffusion coefficient of starch

FA g/m2h Ammonia flux

FB g/m2h BOD5 flux

FN g/m2h Nitrification flux or ammonia flux due to
nitrification

Fo  g/m2h Oxygen flux

Kd m/h Mass transfer coefficient

Ld m Diffusion la3er thickness

Ln m Oxygen penetration thickness in nitrifying
biofilm

Lw  m Attached water-layer thickness

Rn g/m3h Intrinsic nitrification rate

Ro  g/m3h Intrinsic oxygen uptake rate

Rs  g/m3h Intrinsic starch oxydation rate

' g/cm.sec Absolute viscosity of water

w rps Disk rotating velocity

r cm Disk radius
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PART IV: CONCEPTS AND MODELS

SELECTION AND OPTIMIZATION PROTOCOLS FOR ATTACHED

GROWTH BIOLOGICAL PACKED COLUMNS

Sheldon F. Roe, Jr., P.E., Manager, Technical Market
Research, The Munters Corporation, Fort Myers, Florida

Edward B. Hanf, Vice President, Director Sales and
Marketing, The Munters Corporation, Fort Myers, Florida

1.0 INTRODUCTION

Attached growth has long been used for water treatment
in packed columns. Now the idea of producing fuels, foods,
or chemicals by similar techniques (anaerobic digestors for
methane or columns for ethanol) promises an exciting future
in this field.

Our reference point is cooling towers, SO scrubbers,
chemical absorption-desorption and tube settlers, in addition
to various attached growth mechanisms. Many of these columns

share common problems, but they also share common advantages
for optimization and for adaptation to new processes and
systems.

Too often we hear the comment "I tried your fixed film
system and it didn't make any difference." Most likely the
system was not operating at capacity and, indeed, the at
tached growth didn't make any difference. It is the purpose
of this paper to provide guidelines for process selection and
optimization.

1j Topics oi discussion include: trade-offs, column char-
acteristics, operating characteristics, solids handling,
process selection, operating analysis, and recommendations.
The objective is to design the process to fit the biocolumn
rather than to adapt the biocolumn to the process.
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2.0 DISCUSSION

2.1 Efficiency, Through-put, Pressure Drop Trade-off
One common characteristic of columns is the trade-off

between efficiency, through-put and pressure drop as
illustrated in Figure 1. Traditionally, high efficiency,
high tirough-put, and low pressure drop are the ideals we
are looking for, while, on the other hand, low efficiency,
low through-put and high pressure drop are what we most
seek to avoid.

Between these extremes there exist twelve combinations
of high and low efficiency, through-put and pressure drop
which we must consider. Let us start with the most for-
giving combinations.

* Traditionally, high efficiency and low pressure drop
(sometimes called HELPD Packings) are the ideal combination,
allowing for some trade-off as far as through-put is con-
cerned. The combination of high efficiency and high
through-put, on the other hand, allows for flexibility

* regarding pressure drop. While the combination of high
through-put and low pressure drop permits a tolerable
trade-off on the efficiency.

At the other extreme, low through-put and high pressure
drop represents the least forgiving combination and can only

* be compensated for by a high efficiency. Similarly, low
efficiency and low through-put don't offer much opportunity
for compensation. Listed below are combinations which do,
on occasion, offer viable trade-offs. In each case, the
third component of the trade-off or some other un-named
factor must compensate for the undesirable aspect as listed.

1. High efficiency and high pressure drop
2. Low efficiency and high pressure drop

*3. Low efficiency and low pressure drop
*4. Low efficiency and high through-put

5. High efficiency and low through-put
6. High through-put and high pressure dropr7. Low through-put and low pressure urop
For the purpose of this discussion, pressure drop and

pumping head are used interchangeably since both represent
* resistance to flow and operating costs.

The above is a somewhat over simplified view of complex
rip real-life situations. But let us throw in another factor

here which comes with attached growth. This is fouling. We
t will use the same approach as above, but now with the extra

factor added. (see Figure 2)
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2.2 Definition of Column Characteristics
5 An arbitrary list of 8 parameters which we think are

important for biocolumns is given in Figure 3 (a matrix of
these parameters with themselves). The shaded areas define
the subject of principle interest in this paper. As the
light areas indicate we will talk very little about time,
biochemistry, energy, or economic analysis. The areas are
subdivided as shown in Figure 4. This results in a
far more complex matrix which demonstrates not only combin-
ations of parameters but combinations within parameters.
And it will, in fact, be desirable to discuss some of these
internal combinations (for example 2.3 with 2.1 - the
combination of an entrained bed with a fixed bed). The
purpose of the matrix is to ensure that all possible alt-
ernatives are evaluated in die selection of a given process.

After considering the above, an intensive look at
the operating characteristics of an individual column is
in order. The morphology (shape) of the column and packing
material are important. These are considered in the next
two sections.

2.3 Operating Characteristics of an Individual Column--

Column Morphology
The interaction of flow and velocity is illustrated in

Figure 5. For a given through-put, a counterflow column

can have either of two extreme shapes. In Case No. 1 .he
column is long and slender, operating at high velocity.
The pressure drop of the fixed bed per AZ of the column
length must be low or the pressure drop of the total column
will be prohibitively expensive. The efficiency per length
of column may be low, but the column can be extended in
length to compensate for this low efficiency per unit of
length.

The shape of the packing material in a fixed bed in
* such a column of course influences the length required for

a suitable efficiency. Here, large edge effects may be
expected because the substance flowing through the column
would rather go to the walls than through the center of the

" column. Redistribution may be necessary to counteract this.
Opportunities for channeling in this column of Case No. 1

"O are minimal when compared to the column of Case No. 2. Flow
conditions can be important; i.e., under conditions of a low
Reynolds Number separation can take place. But with a high
Reynolds Nui-her the column can actually be a mixer.
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2.0 KIND OF BED

2.1 FIXED
2.2 FLUIDIZED
2.3 ENTRAINED
2.4 MOVING-MECHANICAL
2.5 DEGRADABLE

3.0 PACKING CHARACTERISTICS
3.1 ORDERED SHAPES

3.1.1 TUBES
3.1.2 SHEET
3.1.3 OTHER-DIRECTION

ORIENTATION
3.2 RANDOM SHAPES

3.2.1 SPHERICAL
3.2.2 FIBERS
3.2.3 OTHER-BLOCKS

3.3 SURFACE AREA
3.3.1 MACRO
3.3.2 MICRO
3.3.3 MOLECULAR

3.4 STEADY STATE-CHANGES
3.4.1 DEGRADABLE

4.0 FLOW
4.1 FLOW DIRECTION

4.1.1 CROSSFLOW
4.1.2 COUNTERFLOW
4.1.3 COCURRENTFLOW

4.2 FLOW CHARACTERISTICS
4.2.1 VELOCITY
4.2.2 GRAVITY

4.3 INTERMEDIATE FEEDS,
RECYCLE, STAGING

5.0 PHASE-STATE
5.1 SOLIDS

5.1.1 SAND
5.1.2 COAL
5.1.3 BIOSOLIDS
5.1.4 FIXED FILM
5.1.5 PLUGGING

5.2 GAS
5.2.1 BUBBLES-FOAMING
5.2.2 CONTINUOUS PHASE

5 3 LIQUID
5 3.1 LIQUID FILM
5.3.2 LIQUID DROPS

5.4 REACTANT VS. CARRIER

6.0 TIME
6.1 SOLIDS RETENTION TIME
6.2 LIQUID RETENTION TIME
6.3 GAS RETENTION TIME

7 0 ENERGY
7.1 MATERIAL-ENERGY BALANCE
7 2 HEAT
7 3 KINETIC
7 4 CHEMICAL PEACTION

Figure 4 Matrix Detail
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In case No. 2 we have a column of large flow area and
* low velocity. Rather than edge effect, here the problem

is one of obtaining equal flow distribution over the large
area. Since this column is operating at a lower Reynolds
Number, it may be a better separator than mixer. A plug
or piston-type flow may be more difficult to obtain in a
large column and may present problems in scaling up into
larger diameters. For example: how does one get plug flow
in a fixed bed 100 feet in diameter and 6 feet high?

The crossflow versions of this problem are illustrated
in Cases 3 and 4 of Figure 5. In Case 4, staging offers a
means of successively making counterflow in a horizontal
direction.

2.4 Handling Solids--Packing Morphology
a Handling solids in a fixed bed with a continuous liquid

phase presents an important problem in controlling fouling.
An analysis of the surface area yields the conclusion that
the shape of the surface is as important as the amount of
area. This is illustrated in Figure 6 where the distri-
bution of area with the column axis is presented. The
right-hand side of the horizontal axis in Figure 6 repre-
sents area perpendicular to the flow. This area must be
kept to a minimum to prevent solids build up. Because this
area is generally small for all cases described (in some
cases only 10 or 20% of the column cross section), differ-
ences in solids build-up can be experienced which are by
orders of magnitude.

The left-hand of the horizontal axis represents s,.:
faces parallel to flow. From the biofilm standpoint, these
surfaces would more closely approach laminar flow while the
surfaces toward the right-hand of the axis represent pro-
gressively higher shear rates. However, this is not abso-
lutely true because the distribution along the column axis
must also be considered.

It is also interesting to define the parameters in
Figure 6 in terms of the phase, with the following possi-
bilities of contacting the shape of the surface:

*1. Continuous gas phase contacting a liquid film.
2. Continuous gas phase contacting liquid drops to a

liquid film.F3. Continuous gas phase contacting solid particles on
a liquid film.
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4. Continuous liquid phase contacting gas bubbles.
5. Continuous liquid phase contacting solid particles.
6. Continuous liquid phase contacting a biofilm

combined with gas bubbles or solid particles as

in 4 or 5 above.
After considering the morphology of columns (Figure 5)

and the morphology of packings (Figure 6), the protocol
proceeds to a selection decision tree and an intensive
analysis of column operating parameters in the next two
sections.

2.5 Selecting a Process
Each of the expanded categories in Figure 4 have been

arranged by coded number in a decision analysis tree.
This, in combination with a matrix as in Figure 3, yields
one means for selecting a process. The interdependence of
alternates is not accounted for in this system. The
selection decision in Figure 7 is a fixed bed 2.1
(Figure 4), sheet packing (3.1.2), crossflow (4.1.1), and
fixed film (5.1.4). Admittedly, this is arbitrary and the
selection sequence can be changed to emphasize important
criteria first. Figure 4 also straddles the fence between
pure logic and existing columns such as: fluidized beds
with sand or coal, woven fabric, glass fiber discs, glass
beads, Raschig rings, sheet packings, bricks, corn stalks,

or chunks of foam.

2.6 Analyzing Operation of a Column
Another step to be considered is given in Figure 8.

This is a more intensive analysis of the given column.
Indeed, this is the subject of the usual operational study
of a column. Each column has its own operating character-

'0 istics or range of values for acceptable operation depending

on the value analysis in the trade-off of efficiency,
through-put, and pressure drop.

In addition to the parameters named in Figure 8,
several other common sense limitations should be consid-
ered including: dissolved gas limitation, film transfer
limitation substrate limitation, and fixed film solids vs.
suspended solids. Processes such as gas bubble release,
settling, coagulation, or liquid drop mechanics must be

analyzed on a microstructure basis.

3
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3.0 RECOMMENDATIONS

Selection and optimization of biological columns is
complex but may contribute as much to the success of an
operation as the biochemical process itself. Fouling,
channeling, and low efficiency are to be avoided. However,
with proper selection through optimization, the contri-
bution of a column can be as important as the biochemical
process in the success of thle many new processes on the
horizon. ~

Several alternatives to conventional processes are
suggested below:

1. The combination of entrained or fluidized beds
with fixed beds where particles in the contin-
uous liquid phase contribute surface area and
the fixed bed contributes operating stability
of attached growth, flow modification, or a
separation characteristic.

2. Trickle beds with gases other than air - e.g.
nitrogen or carbon dioxide.

3. Crossflow trickle beds.
4. Crossflow columns with fixed beds and liquid

continuous phase for release of carbon dioxide
along the length of the column.

5. Staging in both crossflow and counterfiow where
higher surface area fixed bed is utilized at the
latter stages.

6. Microstructures such as glass or cellulose fibers
utilized in fixed bed for immobilization while
maintaining adequate passages to prevent fouling.

7. Moving mechanical beds which operate at non-
steady conditions where the fixed film is
subjected to alternating conditions as catalysts
and regeneration in conventional chemical
processing.

8. The stability (resistance to operating upsets)
of attached growth beds should be utilized more
fully: a. to treat toxic chemicals, b. for pure
cultures (not biological soups) to produce
chemicals. This stability, known for years in
water treatment, might be compared to immobil-
ization in biotechnology. For monocultures
sterilization could be a solvable problem.
Sterilization could be considered the antonymn
of operating stability.

. ............ .
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MODELING OF BIOLOGICAL FIXED FILMS --

"c A STATE-OF-THE-ART REVIEW

C. P. Leslie Grady, Jr. Department of Environmental Systems

Engineering, Clemson Univeristy, Clemson, South Carolina.

INTRODUCTION

Although fixed-filin biological processes found early
application to wastewater treatment their use declined with

the development and wide-scale adoption of the activated
sludge process. There were many reasons for this, ranging
from trivial to well-founded, but the net result was that for

many years fi*-&-fil'U processes (most notably the trickling

filter) were relegated primarily to the treatment of low flow
domestic wastewater or to the pretreatment of industrial

wastewater. During the early 1960's however, with the advent
of plastic media for trickling filters, there was a resurgance
of interest in fixed-film reactors. This interest was
stimulated in the late 60's and early 70's by the development

and commercialization of rotating disk reactors which provided
many of the benefits of trickling filters without some of the

disadvantages. Finally, in the late 1970's and early 1980's
fluidized bed biological reactors moved from the laboratory to

the field, thereby opediig up a whole new area for application
of biological fixed films. Because of these advances in
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process development and because fixed-film reactors are
generally less energy intensive than activated sludge, engi-
neers are now employing fixed-film biological processes in a
host of new applications with a great deal of success.

............. Concurrently with the new developments in fixed-film
reactors has come a renewed interest in their modeling. There
are at least two reasons for this. One is that models are the
basic tools of engineering which facilitate the design
process. The other is that models help us achieve a better
understanding of something by guiding Our analysis of it.
Modeling and experimentation are interdependent, with each
providing input to and taking information from the other.
Consequently, as we have learned more about fixed-film
processes we have been able to develop better models which
have helped us to see new applications and to develop better
methods for design.

\WMathematical models may be divided into two categories:
empirical and mechanistic. -- Empirical models simply relate
operating input and output variables to each other and make
little pretense of representing individual phenomena. Such
"black box" descriptions are quite useful for design from
pilot plant data and have found wide use in environmental
engineering. Many of the models for biological fixed-film
processes fall into thts category. Mechanistic models, on the
other hand, express the influences and interrelationships of
individual mechanistic phenomena in a manner which allows the
investigator to discover how the system might respond under
unexplored conditions. Thus one might argue that the primary
purpose of a mechanistic model is to further understanding.
This additional understanding will be of direct benefit to the

* . practitioner, however, because it is the nature of practice to
apply knowledge to areas in which ao prior experience exists.
Mechanistic models have broader utility than empirical ones.
Consequently this review will be limited to models of that
type.

Mechanistic models of biochemical processes generally are
developed by application of reactor engineering principles,
i.e., they combine expressions representing the intrinsic
kinetic and transport events with mass balir'. equations de-
scribing the characteristics of the particular physical system
under consideration. Consequently, simulation with such
models give insight into the basic events occurring within a
process as well as the influence that the system configuration
has upon the outcome of those events. When we examine fixed-
film biological processes we see that in spite of the
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Figure 1. Flow diagram of model for a fluidized bed
biological reactor illustr~itLigr LilLerfacing of
biofilm model with model of the physical

0 characteristics of the reactor. (From Shieh and
Mulcahy (1).).
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diversity in physical configuration, all contain biofilms.
Consequently, we might model these processes by developing a
mechanistic model for the biofilm and then interfacing it with

appropriate models for each of the physical process
configurations. Figure I adapted from Shieh and Mulcahy (1)
illustrates the application of this approach to a fluidized

bed biological reactor. Similar flow diagrams could be
developed for other fixed-film reactors but they would differ
in the way in which the biofilm submodel is interfaced with

the other system submodels. It therefore follows that a
prerequisite to successful modeling of fixed-film biological
processes is a realistic model for the biofilm. Do we have

one? How have researchers sought to develop one? Is there
concensus in the approach that is being taken? The purpose of
this paper is to address questions such as those.

THE BIOFILM

The first step in the development of a mechanistic model

for a system is its reduction to its essential components.
Figure 2 is a schematic of the essential components required
to model a biofilm. As shown there, organisms in a biofilm
with density or concentration Xf grow attached to a solid

support. In a trickling filter that support is either rock or
plastic, in a rotating disk reactor it is plastic, and in a

a b
/ | iofilm Liquid

, o"b
C D0

Z 0

b
- I- /C

x Z
C0 C

CoX CoC C

DISTANCE, x

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of biofilm.
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fluidized bed biological reactor it is sand, coal, or some
other granular material. In the first two reactor types the
radius of curvature of the support is large with respect to
the biofilm thickness so that the support may be considered to
be flat. In the third this may not be true, so spherical
particles are generally assumed, although it has been shown
that the solutions for particles are similar to those for
slabs when a suitable characteristic dimension is chosen (2).
Growth continues until some thickness Lf is attained, with
the method of control of that thickness being a function ot
the type of process being considered. Adjacent to and
permeating the biofilm is a liquid layer whose total thickness
depends upon the type of process, and in some cases, upon the
time within the process. Growth of the organisms is dependent
upon the transport of an electron donor, an electron acceptor
and nutrients through the liquid layer and into the film.
Generally, nutrients are provided in excess, so the electron
acceptor and donor are the only constituents considered.
Since it is possible for transport of either the donor or

acceptor to limit the rate of growth of the organisms in the
birfilm, knowledge of their conc~ntraions in the bulk liquid
(C or Cb) at the interface (CD or C), and in the biofilm (C

D A b b D
or CA), is quite important. The relationship between C and
C is influenced by the nature of the process and represents
a place where the biofilm model must be interfaced with the

process model. Furthermore, the change of CD or CA with
depth in the biofilm is influenced by the relative

concentrations of the electron donor and acceptor at the
interface, the thickness and physical properties of the
biofilm, and the kinetics and stoichiometry of the biochemical

* reactions. Ths first two groups of characteristics are

process dependent, and thus represent additional connections
with the process model. The last group is an intrinsic
characteristic of the transformations being carried out in the
reactor.

From consideration of the essential characteristics
illustrated in Figure 2 it can be deduced that development of
a biofilm model requires knowledge in the following areas:

(a) transport of materials in the liquid phase; (b)
characteristics of the biofilm, including its thickness,

4_ density, and composition; (c) transport and reaction within

the biofilm; and (d) techniques for solving the resultant
equations. In the following sections each of these areas will
be reviewed in depth.
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TRANSPORT OF MATERIALS IN THE LIQUID PHASE

There is abundant evidence that the rate of transport of
materials from the lIk liquid to the biofilm:liquid interface
can be an important determinant of the performance of a fixed-
film process. The references cited below to demonstrate tis
phenomenon should be viewed as representative of the broader
body of literature rather than as all-inclusive. This same
caveat should also be applted to the remainder of this article
because inclusion of all literature dealing with the mechanis-
tic modeling of fixed-films was beyond the scope of this

endeavor.
The clearest evidence for external mass transport and the

necessity for its inclusion comes from microprobe measure-

ments of the dissolved oxygen profile up to and through a bio-
film. Bungay and his coworkers have been the primary utili-
zers of this technique and Figure 3 from their most recent
work (3) clearly demonstrates that the oxygen concentration at
the biofilm:liquid interface can be appreciably less than that

E
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Figure 3. Oxygen concentration profile u' to and through the
biofi[.t ofn a rock from a trickling filter. Data

4Q from Chen and Bungay (3).
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in the bulk liquid. This particular study was conducted with
slime-covered rock media removed from a trickling filter and
placed into an experimental apparatus which allowed the
maintenance of liquid velocities similar to those found in
field installations. The key point to note is that reaction
rates calculated by using the bulk liquid concentration in the
intrinsic rate equion would be in error because the
concentration at the biofilm:liquid interface was lower than

the bulk concentration. Similar findings have been reported
by others (4).

Indirect evidence for the importance of external mass
transport has been obtained by observing changes in the reac-
tion rate when the fluid velocity past a biofilm is changed.
The effects of only external mass transport may be isolated by

using an extremely thin biofilm so that mass transfer effects
in its interior are minimized. This was done by LaMotta (5)
using a rotating annular reactor. lie found that the reaction
rate increased until the velocity past the biofilm was around

0.8 m.s -I but that thereafter it was constant. This
suggests that at higher velocities the possible transport rate
of reactants to the biofilin exceeded the maximum reaction
rate whereas at lower velocities transport limited the reac-
tion rate. With thicker films the transport of reactants into
the biofilm makes calculation of the rate constant for exter-
nal transport more difficult, but from a qualitative point of

view it is still possible to show that the rate will increase
with increasing velocity until some limiting point is reached.
This has been done by Trulear and Characklis (6) in a reactor
similar to that employed by LaMotta (5) and by Castaldi and
Malina (7) in a rotating tube. Although Trulear and

Characklis (6) found that the reaction rate became independent
of velocity at a value of 0.93 m.s-1 a value remarkably
close to that of LaMotta (5), it should not be concluded that

velocities in this range will always make external mass trans-
fer effects unimportant. Rather, it will depend upon both the
concentrations of reactants in the bulk liquid and the poten-
tial reaction rates in the biofilm. Consequently, values well
above or below that value may be required.

Even though external mass transfer effects can be
important, a number of workers have concluded that they were

' not significant in their systems and therefore have excluded
them from their biofilm models (8-13). Howell and Atkinson
(8) modeled sloughing in a trickling filter and stated "It is
reasonable to assume that the liquid phase diffusional resis-

tances in the packing units are negligible..." and reference
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El Amin (14) for evidence regarding that assertion. Shieh and

coworkers (9,10) based their decision to ignore external mass

transfer effects upon calculations of expected reaction rates
in the presence and absence of them. Since the maximum

difference was no more thatn 7 percent for the expeetcd
• .reaction conditions they concluded that the error was not

large enough to justify the additional mathematical complexity
* which the inclusion of external mass transfer would ttroduce.

Jansen and Kristensen (11) used a rotating annular reactor
similar to that employed by LaMotta (5) and thus were able to
adjust the rotational speed to make external mass transport

limitations insignificant. Andrews and Tien (12) and Wang
(13) simply assumed that external ,nass tralsport limitations
were insignificant without giving their reasoning. It should

be noted, however, that the physical system they were using
was similar to that of Shieh and coworkers (9,10) and thus the
reasoning of the latter workers may be valid in this case as

well.

Consideration of all available evidence suggests that
external mass transport limitations should be considered when

developing biofilm models unless it can be specifically shown
that the effects are negligible for the entire range of condi-
tions under considerations. This will generally require some
way of predicting these effects and thus the ability to model
external mass transport effects is important regardless of
whether those effPcts are ultimately incorporated into the

biofilm model.

Support Support Support Liquid in
surface surface surface -fiir" flf

//
Liquid

in'" " I/// M film" ,i

flow

Microorganisms Microorgansms

(a) Pseudo homogeneous (b) Heterogeneous (c) Hybrid

Model Model

Figure 4. Characterization of the biofilm:liquid interface.
(From Atkinson and Howell (17)).
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Modeling Techniques

Before external mass transport can be modeled it is
necessary to consider the nature of the biofilm:liquid inter-
face. Figure 4, taken from the work of Atkinson and Howell

(17) shows three ways in which that interface might be
viewed. In the pseudohomogeneous view (4a) the liquid in film
flow is considered to move through the biofilm so that no
clear liquid film exists. While this concept might charac-
terize trickling filters it would not accurately depict other

fixed-film processes. The heterogeneous view, on the other
hand, depicts a clear interface between the liquid and the

biofilm, so external mass transport occurs in a totally liquid
layer. With regard to the true conformation, Atkinson and
Howell (17' state: "While the true description of the

Blof ilm Liquid Bulk Liquid
00 Film

Lf Lw

Fb zCAw

0
CCO

, co.Z
-0-

* DISTANCE, x

Figure 5. Idealized biofilm and stagnent liquid layer
illustrating concentration profiles of the electron
donor (U) and the electron acceptor (A).
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geometry of the slime surface is probably a hybrid between the
pseudohomogeneous and heterogeneous systems, visual
observations of slime layers and the experiments of Atkinson
et al. (18), suggest that the heterogeneous system is to be
preferred." Consequently, most researchers have adopted that
view and their models treat the biofilm:liquid interface as if
it were analogous to the interface between a flowing fluid and
a solid support. In contrast, Williamson and McCarty (19,20)

have depicted the liquid side of the interface as containing
two components: one adjacent to the biofilm which cannot be
removed by mixing and one whose thickness depends upon the

turbulence in the liquid phase and approaches zero at very
high velocity. The former, which they considered to be
approximately 601m thick, would always present a resistaace to

external mass transport. They do state, however (19):
"Whether such a layer exists in all biofilms is currently

unknown." The implications of the existance of such a layer
are quite important to modeling, however, and will be
discussed more below.

The usual way to depict the necessity for external mass
transport is to imagine a hypothetical stagnant liquid film or
boundary layer of thickness Lw between the biofilm liquid
interface and the bulk liquid phase as shown in Figure 5. All

resistance to the transport of materials from the bulk liquid
to the biofilm is then assumed to occur in that layer. Two
methods of modeling that transport are commonly used.

One method assumes that transport across the liquid layer
is by molecular diffusion, with diffusivity Dw .

Consequently, the flux, or mass of substrate transported per

unit area per unit time, is given by

DD (b *
N = - (C - C) (1)

w

Because the diffusivity is an intrinsic characteristic of the
mateial being transported (the fluid is assumed to be water)

the thickness of the liquid layer, Lw , becomes the parameter
which must be evaluated before Eq. I can be used to depict the

rate of trarsport of the reactants up to the biofilm. on the
other hand, the value of Lw will depend upon the physical

configuration of the particular reactor being employed and the
fluid velocity within it. Consequently, equations relating

Lw to those features represent one place in which the

biofilm model interfaces with the process model.
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F. thatAs discussed above, Williamson and McCarty (19,20) found
that the stagnant liquid layer consisted of two layers which
they termed Ll and L2:

Lw = L1 + L2  (2)

Lu The thickness of the outer layer, Ll, is dependent upon the
*level of turbulence and can be reduced to zero with adequate

mixing. The thickness of the inner layer, L2, is dependent
upon the physical characteristics of the biofilm and was con-
sidered to be constant. They used the correlations of Welty
et al. (21) to relate L1 to the fluid and physical charac-
teristics of flow inside pipes, over flat plates, and through
packed solids. A similar approach was used by Famularo et al.
(22) and subsequently by Mueller et al. (23) to model rotating
disk reactors. In this case L2 was estimated from consider-
ation of the depth of surface irregularities in the biofilm
and L, was calculated from the relationship of Levich (24)
for the thickness of liquid entrained on a flat plate.

Other investigators have also used Eq. I to estimate ex-
ternal mass transport but they did not incorporate a fixed

-- layer, L2 . Even though Williamson (19,20) originally pro-
posed the incorporation of L2 into Lw, in a later investi-
gation he and Meunier (25) stated "From the review of various
formulas for this parameter (Lw), it appears that the ex-
pression proposed by Snowdon and Turner (26) for flow past
particles most closely models conditions in packed and ex-
panded bed biofilm reactors." The nature of this expression
is such tht Lw will appraoch zero as the velocity of flow
gets large. Since no mention was made of L2 one is uncer-
tain as to why it wasn't considered and whether the authors
have concludedd from further work that it is unimportant.
Mulcahy et al. (11) also used the equation of Snowdon and
Turner (26) when they determined that external mass transport

beds. Since that determination was based on computations of

utilization rates with and without a stagnant layer one must
wonder if the same conclusion would have been reached if a
permanent layer had been included. To add further uncertainty
to the importance of the layer L2 , McCarty, who advised
Williamson's original work (9,20), has since coauthored papers
with Rittmann (27,28) which did not include such a layer. In
one of these papers (27) they state "Many empirical formulas
for evaluating L in porous media were reviewed, and the one
presented by Jennings (29) was felt most appropriate...".
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However, in the other paper they appear to have used the
relationship of Welty et al. (21) as used originally by
Williamson (19). Whether L2 was included was not stated.

The other approach to modeling external mass transport is
to use a mass traasfer coefficient, k, such that

-"N = k(Cb - C) (3)

Comparison of this equation to Eq. 1 reveals that k is equiva-
lent to Dw/Lw and consequently the comments wade in the
preceding paragraphs are equally applicable here.
Investigators using this approach have tended to use empirical
equations for the mass transfer coefficient taken from the
chemical engineering literature. For example, Grady and Lim
(30,31) used the correlations of Mixon and Carberry (32) (for
flow over flat plates), Wilson and Geankoplis (33) (packed
beds) and von Karman as given by Levich (24) (rotating disk)

:- in their work. Dahodwala et al. (34) used the relationship of
. Brian and Hales (35) to estimate k for gently stirred
. suspended particles. Finally, Mueller et al. (36) used the

relationship of CharpentLec (37) for mass transfer for clean
apacked beds for their trickling filter model. The fact that

different models must be used for different types of reactors
demonstrates again how the biofilm model may be interfaced
with the process model. The significant fact about all of
these relationships is that they were determined for clean,
nonporous material. Given the nature of the biofilm, however,
one must wonder how applicable they really are for situations
with high turbulence. While the mass transfer coefficient for
transfer to a nonporous material -night become quite large in
turbulent flow, is it possible that the coefficient for
biofilms will approach some maximum value due to a permanent
stagnant layer like L2 ? This is an area that needs further
investigation because the available evidence is not clear, yet
the implications of decisions made from the models are quite
important.

4 CHARACTERISTICS OF BIOFILM

Substrate removal in any heterogeneous environment is the
result of interaction between the rates of transport and the
intrinsic rates of reaction. Intrinsic rates of biological

"4 reactions are generally expressed on the basis of a unit of

i
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biomass, e.g., the iatrinsic rate of substrate removal is ex-

pressed as the mass of substrate removed per unit time per

unit of biomass and the intr isic rate of biomass growth is
expressed as the amount of bionass Formed per unit time per
unit of biomass present. Before considering the form of the
intrinsic rate expressions, consideration should be given to

the mass of organisms likely to be found in the bioftln.
Since the surface area available for biofilm colonization and
development is generally a physical characteristic of the type
of reactor being modeled, the mass of biofilm in the reactor
becomes a function of the thickness and density of the bio-
film. Furthernore, it is possible that not all of the organ-

isms present in a biofilm wil be cnpable of utilizing all sub-
strates entering it; e.g., if organic matter and ammonia
nitrogen were both present only the lieterotrophic organisms

would be capable of oxidizing the organic matter whereas only
the autotrophs could oxidize the ammonia nitrogen. Conse-
quently, the composition of the btoftil nay also be an impor-
tant determinant of the potential reaction rates.

Biofilm Thickness

When considering biofilm thickness it is important that a

distinction be made between the total film thicknes's ad the
active film thickness. In a review of 10 papers in which bio-
[Iln thicknesses were measured, Atkinson and Fowler (2) found

that the total film thickness was between 0.07 and 4.0 mm.
They divided the biofilms into two groups, however, to better

reflect the growth conditions. When the fil;s were subjected

to mechanical or hydrodynamic control, the thickness was
generally less than 0.2 mm. When the films were uncontrolled,
however, they were as thick as 4.0 mm, though it has been

asserted that in turbulent flow systems, biofilm thickness
seldom exceeds I mm (38). Thicker, uncontrolled films are not
likely to have greater stubstrate removal rates than thin

films because diflusional resistances within the film limit
the amount that is actually contributing to substrate removal.
This amount is termed the active layer and two types of evi-

dence for its existence have been gathered.
The earliest evidence was based upon observations of

changes in the rate of sibstrate removal as the depth of bio-
film increased in a reactor with a fixed surface area. Those

observations indicated that tle rate of substrate consumption

3
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increased as the biofilm depth increased up to a limiting
depth of 70-100 pim; after that the removal rate was independ-
ent of depth (39, 40). The depth at which substrate consump-
tion reached a maximum value was defined as the active depth.
Trulear and Characklis (6 observed a similar phenomenon,
although they also found that the active depth increased as
the substrate concentration in the liquid phase increased.

Shortly after the observation that the substrate removal
rate increased with depth up to a maximum, Bungay et al. (41)
used a microprobe technique to determine oxygen profiles with-
in a film. Their results indicated that respiration ceased at
depths of 50-15%m, depending upon the substrate concentra-
tion is the medium. This is consistent with the interpreta-
tion that only the organisms in the active layer are contri-
buting to substrate removal. Similar observations have been
made by Hoehn and Ray (4) and by Chen and Bungay (3) as shown
in Figure 3. The latter workers also found, however, that at
low bulk substrate concentration, the oxygen concentration in
the biofilm reached a constant value at some depth, thereby
demonstrating that the active layer may be defined by deple-
tion of either the electron donor or the electron acceptor.

It is now generally accepted that the active thickness is
a result of transport limitations within the biofilm. Only
when the film is very thin, when the electron donor and accep-
tor concentrations are very high, or when the rates of trans-
port are large in relation to the reaction rates will the
active film thick~ness approach the total film thickness. For
many biofilm reactors these circumstances will not exist, with
the result that the total film thickness (and by extension the
total amount of biomass) has no impact upon reactor perform-
ance. If one knew in advance that the total film thickness
was in excess of the active film thickness then the system
could be accurately modeled with any arbitrarily assumed
thickness because the differential equations depicting trans-
port and reaction within the biofilm would automatically show
a cessation of substrate removal when either the electron
donor or acceptor was exhausted. The need to know the film
thickness arises, however, when the potential active film
thickness exceeds the thickness that could actually exist
under the given physical circumstances because then the extent
of reaction will be limited by the actual film thickness.

Prediction of the biofilm thickness within a fixed-film
reactor is the least developed of all of techniques needed for
adequate modeling, primarily because relatively little funda-
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mental study has been devoted to the factors governing biofilm
development. Some of the best experimental work on biofilm
development has been done by researchers interested in blo-
fouling of heat exchangers, pipes, etc., and the reader is
referred to the review by Characklis (38) in this regard.
Basically a biofilm will continue to increase in thickness as
long as the rate at which the microorganisms are growing
exceeds their rate of loss by decay and by attrition. In a
highly turbulent regime, attrition will be relatively constant
and appreciable so that, as mentioned earlier, biofilm
thicknesses seldom exceed 1000 Pm. Even in less turbulent
regimes, however, steady state biofilms can develop when the
available substrate concentration is low because then cell
decay will balance the growth. Unfortunately, the general
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the detachment rate of a biofilm with a mass of
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situation for most biofilm reactors in wastewater treatment is
one in which continual attrition is not sufficient to balance
the net growth, with the result that the film grows until
conditions develop near the support:biofilm interface which
cause adhesion to be lost and the film to slough away. This
results in a continually dynamic state for the reactor, which

* . makes analysis particularly difficult. Consequently, Atkinson
and Fowler (2) have suggested the application of positive

°. control over biofilm thickness and fluiuized bed biofilm
reactors represent one reactor configuration within which such
control cau be practiced. In that type of reactor the height
of the bed is functionally related to the thickness of the
bitfilm on the particles so that maintenance of a co stant bed
height by the removal and cleaning of particles results in a
maximum known film thickness (11,42,43,44).

The majority of the biofilm reactors used in wastewater
treatment are of a configurtion which prevents positive con-
trol of biofilm thickness. This means that the film will
either reach a natural steady state in which growth is just
balanced hy decay and attrition losses or it will increase
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4 Figure 7. Effect of biofilm mass (proportional to thickness)

in an annular reactor rotating at constant speed on
the detachment rate of biofilm. RL refers to the
organic loading applied. (From Trulear and
Characklis (6)).
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continually until sloughing occurs. Knowledge of the
conditions controlling which of those conditions exist is
required for accurate modeling. Unfortunately, relatively few
studies have been done on factors affecting attrition and thus
the data are limited. The most complete study is that
reported by Trulear and Characklis (6) who grew fixed-films in
an annular reactor consisting of two concentric cylinders, one
stationary and the otlier rotating. The rotational speed
determined the shear stress developing at the biofilm:liquid
interface and the biofilm detachment rate increased as the
rotational speed increased, as shown in Figure 6 (6). This
suggests that the rate of biofilm detachment increases as the
shear stress at the interface increases. Furthermore, as
shown in Figure 7, the detachment rate also increases as the
biofilin mass increases (6). This suggests a mechanism whereby
films of different thickness can be attained in a reactor with
a fixed shear stress as substrate is applied at various ratei.
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Figure 8. Effect of fluid shear stress and organic loadin.-
(RL ) on the maximum biofilm thickness attained in
an annular reactor. (Data from Zelvar (45) as
presented by Characklis (38)).
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At low substrate application rates (RL) the rate of new

biofilm growth would be low and would be balanced by the
attrition rate when a relatively low mass (or thickness) was
present. At higher substrate application rates, however, the

filr ,uld be growing faster and thus a greater mass
(thic~aess) would develop before the detachment rate balanced
the accumulation cate. Evidence for this may be seen in
Figure 8 (38) which is from the work of Zelvar (45). The
curve in Figure 7 also indicates that the detachment rate

approaches a very large value at a high biofilm mass, thereby

suggesting that the fluid shear stress can limit the maximum
quantity of attached biofilm in a turbulent flow regime (45).

Since the biofilm mass is a function of the thickness,
these results suggest that the detachment rate associated with
a given shear stress will increase as the thickness increases,

thereby allowing the mechanism discussed above to be modeled.
Unfortunately, things are not that simple because Trulear and

Characklis (b) have also shown that biofilm density is a
function of the applied substrate loading rate. This means
that the thickness associated with a given mass was greater at
a lower loading, thereby suggesting that the detachment rate
cannot be expressed as a simple function of thickness but must
be expressed in terms of both thickness and density. What
functional forms should such models take? Why does this
relationship exist? Were the results influenced by the type
of reactor employed? These and many other questions must be
answered before truly mechanistic models can be written
depicting biofilm thickness. This has been recognized by
Characklis who listed such questions in a recent review (38).
One can only hope that work is continuing on such matters.

Because until recently relatively little was known about

biofilm detachment, the vast majority of the models for bio-
films have assumed a constant film thickness consistent with
the type of process under consideration. Such an assumption
will probably work well for a fluidized bed biofilm reactor

4 because the biofilm thickness can be controlled and because
the fraction of particleo removed to control thickness is
small. Furthermore, as long as the recycle ratio is kept
above 2.0, the bed may be considered to be completely mixed

with respect to the soluble compounds (46), and thus all

4
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particles experience the same reactant concentrations. It may
not be a good assumption for other fixed-film processes,
however, because the concentration gradients within them could
cause wide variations in film thickness. This could prevent
full films from developing near the outlet. Thus, in general,
it would be better to have some way of estimating the biofilm
thickness.

The major attempt to model biofilm thickness is that of
Rittmann and McCarty (27,47) who have done so by assuming that
a steady state biofilm is one in which growth would just be
balanced by cellular decay so the observed yield would be

*zero. Thus there is no explicit term for attrition or
detachment in their model. Rather, "it is assumed that the
total amount of biofilm mass is just equal to that which can
be supported by the substrate flux. The steady-state-biofilm

thickness can then be computed by equating the available and
maintenance energy rate..." (47). This assumption is probably
a reasonable one for the situation for which they developed
their model, i.e., for very low substrate concentrations such
as in ground water recharge. The model did a reasonable job
of tracking the substrate concentration profile through a

small tower even when intrinsic parameters were utilized,
although it did not do as well tracking the biofilm thickness
(27). This may have been due to their assumed constant
biofilm density, however. The value of this model comes
from its ability to predict the lninimum substrate concentrtion
attainable in a fixed-film system. It has been applied,
however to a broad range of reactor configurations which would
operate with electron donor and acceptor concentrations much
different from the ones for which it was developed (48).
Arcuri and Donaldson (49) criticized the basic assumption of
the model, stating that other mechanisms of cell loss would be

important in most biofi'm reactors. This criticism certainly

appears to be valid.
Recognizing that the steady-state biofilm concept is

limited to a particular situation, Rittmann (50) extended it
to incorporate detachment by shear stress. His analysis was
based upon the data of Trulear and Characklis (6) and
incorported the concept that the detachment rate depended upon
the film thickness and mass as well as upon the shear stress.
He asserted that the basic steady-state biofilm model could be
employed for a broad range of cases by recognizing that the
biomass decay rate, b, could be replaced by a combined factor,
b', which includes both decay and attrition by fluid shear.

3
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From analysis of the data of Trulear and Characklis (b) he

concluded that the attrition portion of b' would be a function
of *,he shear stress alone for biofilms less than 30 lim thick
but would be a function of both the shear stress and the

thickness for thicker films. This approach appears to be
quite reasonable, given the limited data available. As point-

ed out previously, however, there is a need for more work on
the subject since Characklis himself raises questions about
how the detachment rate changes with fluid shear stress and
biofilm thickness (38). When the researcher who develops data
indicates that more needs to be known about the relationships
involved, it could be argued that the development of mathema-

tical functions depicting those relationships is premature.
Furthermore, it should be recalled from the previous discus-
sion that the detachment rate is an apparent function of the
biofilm density as well. Rittmann (50) did not incorporate
this, thereby giving another reason for viewing his relation-

ships with caution.
Andrews and Tien (14) have developed a model for biofilm

growth on activated carbon particles that is similar in con-
cept to the steady-state biofilm model of kittmann and
McCarty. Although they state that their decay term "accounts

for both the basal metabolism (cell maintenance energy) of the
bacteria and for wash-off of cells from the film" it is

assumed to be a constant and is not a function of film thick-
ness, biomass density, turbulence, etc. Thus the biofilm
thickness aspect of their model is essentially the same as

that of Rittmann and McCarty's model and the comments made
about it are equally applicable

In contrast to the steady- -ce approach taken by Ritt-
mann and McCarty, Howell and Atkinson (8) modeled biofilm
thickness from the dynamic point of view, i.e., they modeled
sloughing. In their model they allowed the film thickness to
increase over time by assuming that no continual detachment
occurred so substrate removal would result in accumulated cell

mass. As the thickness increased the substrate concentration
profile changed until eventually the concentration in the in-
terior of the film was too low to sustain the cells, thereby
allowing lysis to occur, leading to sloughing. Recognizing

I that there is a certain amount of randomness associated with
sloughing, they arranged the model to take that randomness in-
to account. They then applied their model to a trickling fil-
ter and investigated the time-dependent performance. Because

of the sloughing the effluent substrate concentration always
varied in a dynamic manner showing that the nature of the bio-
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. films in such reactors is in part responsible for their

dynamic behavior.
Because of the importance of film thickness to the proper

modeling of fixed-film reactors it is important that accurate

(both conceptually and mathematically) models be developed.

As seen, however, there are still many questions to be answer-
ed. A reasonable start has been made but in the opinion of

" this author, a much greater effort is still required. As will
be seen in later sections, many sophisticated solution tech-
niques have been applied to biofilm models, but almost all

have been applied to films of constant, arbitrary thickness.
Thus it would appear that the questions regarding biofilm
thickness should be resolved before more effort is expended on

new, general, biofilm models.

Biofilm Density

Because the rates of reaction are a function of the mass
of microorganisms present, the density must be coupled with
the thickness and area to allow computation of the reaction
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Figure 9. Effect of biofilm thickness on the density of the
biofilm growing on a rotating drum. (From Hoehn
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rate. Although it has generally been assumed that the density
is CC: ,.t and independent of film thickness, there is
evider .-e Lhat this is not the case. The first to discover
that the density of a biofilm depends upon its thickness were
Hoehn and Ray (4) who obtained the results shown in Figure 9.

K! There it can be seen that the density reached a maximum value

at a thickness consistent with the active film thickness.
They postulated that the changes in density were due to
variations in the microbial populations within the film. The
maximum density was thought to represent the tight packing
which would exist in the aerobic layer whereas the lower
densities were thought to be due to the lysis of cells in the
anaerobic region. Shieh et al. (44) and Mulcahy and LaMotta
(51) have observed similar reductions in density with
increasing thickness, although they observed no region of
increasing density. The latter authors developed empirical
equations which were subsequently used to calculate biomass
concentrations in their model for the fluidized bed biofilm
reactor (10,51). Trulear and Characklis (6) also observed
changes in biofilm density, but their observations cause one
to ask whether thickness is the correct parameter to which to
relate density. This is because the density in their films
approached a maximum value as the substrate loading rate was
increased at a constant shear stress. It was seen previously
that the film thickness associated with a given shear
stress was also a function of the substrate loading, thereby
raising the question of whether it is the thickness or the
loading (i.e. the net growth rate) that influences the
density. Furthermore, within the limits of film thickness in
their studies, no decrease in biofilm density was observed.

There are many factors which could be responsible for
changes in density, from the lysis postulated by Hoehn and Ray
(4) to the changes in culture morphology observed by Trulear
and Characklis (6), and more fundamental research will be
required to delineate the mechanism and its importance. In
the mean time it is unclear whether changes in density should
be incorporated into models and if so, how they should be
formulated. If the observed decreases in density are due to
lysis or culture changes in the interior (i.e., nonactive)
zones, should they be included in models in which substrate
removal only occurs in the active layer? In other words, if
the sole purpose of the biofilm density in the model is to
obtain the reaction rate, should a constant value be used?
If, on the other hand, the density is required to predict
other factors, such as the bed height in a fluidized bed
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model, then should a variable density be used? These and

other questions must be answered before more exact models can
be developed.

Biofilm Composition

Although there have been several observations of changes
in microbial composition with a biofilm (4,6,38,52,53) most

models treat the biofilm as if it were homogeneous throughout.
This is because most models have sought to predict the fate of
one constituent such as organic matter or ammonia nitrogen.
Nevertheless, as Alleman and Veil (52) have noted

"...fixed-film communities likely include discrete microbial

strata, with divergent metabolic and diffusional
characteristics. Appropriate refinements to these models may
therefore be necessary to insure their validity and utility".
While it may be some time before this is necessary for models

simply depicting the removal of soluble organic matter, it is
already necessary for models which depict the fate of both
carbon and nitrogen in biofilms. One such model is that of
Mueller et al. (23) which predicts the amount of carbon
removal, nitrification, and denitrification in an RBC. Carbon

removal is assumed to occur by aerobic metabolism as long as
sufficient oxygen is present in the film, but will occur by
denitrification when the oxygen concentration gets
sufficiently low in the presence of a carbon source and
nitrate nitrogen. Nitrification occurs as long as sufficient

ammonia nitrogen and oxygen are present and the ratio of
heterotrophs to autotrophs at any depth within the film is set
equal to the ratio of their growth rates.

The work of Bryers (54) represents the most ambitious
attempt at modeling spatial profiles within biofilms. His
model can predict the profiles of heterotropic, Nitrosomonas

spp. and Nitrobacter spp. within biofilms housed in a CSTR
receiving a constant input. It also considers substrate
profiles for NH+, NO3, 2, 02 and acetate. A finite

element technique is used to integrate dual substrate limiting
rate expressions over both time and distance, thereby showing

changes within a biofilm as it builds up.
In general, however, relatively little work has been

performed to assess the composition of biofilms in geReral,
much less to look at how they might change with depth within a
given film. One might imagine, however, that such information
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would be very useful to the development of a better under-
standing of how individual substrate components might behave
in a fixed-film reactor.

TRANSPORT AND REACTION WITHIN BIOFILM

Once the electron donor and acceptor have been trans-
ported up to the biofilm:liquid interface they must be carried
into the biofilm where the reactions will occur. These events
occur simultaneously and thus the concentration profiles of
the two constituents in the film will reflect their relative
rates. Since the reactive capability of the biofilm (i.e.,
its overall average reaction rate) depends upon the nature of
those concentration profiles, the heart of any biofilm model
is the conceptualization and mathematical expression of the
simultaneous transport and reaction events. Consider for the
moment the biofilm depicted in Figure 2a. Even though the
cells are held together in a complex geometric arrangement and
have some sort of spatial distribution, the majority of the
models assume that they are uniformly distributed throughout
the filha. Because of the gelatinous character of the biofilm
matrix it is thought that convective transport contributes
little to the movement of reactive constituents within the
film and that the electron donor and acceptor reach the organ-
isms by diffusion, which is characterized by Fick's law:

N = DedC/dx (4)

Unlike Eq. 1, in which the diffusivity was given as Dw, the
free diffusion coefficient in water, the coefficient is given
as an effective diffusivity De, which reflects the fact that
the diffusion in the biofilm will generally be retarded
because it must occur through the gelatinous matrix. If a
mass balance on a reactive constituent is then performed
around a differential element of steady-state film of constant
microbial composition, the result is an equation which is
almost universally used to model reactions within biofilms:

-D A dC D A dC rAAx = 0 (5)4e dx + e d +
x x+Ax

in which A is the total surface area normal to the direction
of diffusion, x. The key elements which must be inserted into
Eq. 5 are the effective diffusivity, Del and the reaction
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rate expression, r, because these determine the nature of the
resulting concentration gradient and overall reactivity.

Diffusion

Given the importance of diffusion to the mdeling of
fixed-film reactors there is surprisingly little agreement
about how the presence of the biofilm influences the
diffusivity. This is due in part to the fact that the
character of a particular biofilm depends upon the type of
organisms growing in it (55) but it is probably also due to
the many different techniques that have been used to estimate
the coefficient.

The most direct method of estimating De is to measure a
concentration gradient through a biofilm, and to couple it with
the flux of material into the film to allow direct computation
of De.* This has been done by Bungay and associates for oxy-
gen diffusion into laboratory-grown (56) and actual trickling
filter films (3). The coefficient for laboratory-grown films
was approximately 80 percent of the value in water whereas the
coefficient for field-grown films was about 35 percent. It is
likely that the differences in the values reflect differences
in the cultures residing in the two films.

Another direct technique is to place a film in a special
chamber which allows a component to diffuse through it,
thereby allowing measurement of the flux. Then from knowledge
of the film thickness the diffusivity may be estimated. Three
investigators have used this technique (20,55,57). Williamson
and McCarty (20) measured the diffusivities of ammonia,
nitrite, nitrate, and oxygen through films which had been
formed by filtration of dispersed nitrifying bacteria onto
supporting membrane filters. The values were all in excess of
80% of the values in water. Matson (55) and Pipes (57) grew
mixed cultures of bacteria on glucose in completely mixed
reactors, concentrated then by centrifugation, and formed them
into films by spreading them onto a template with a spatula.
The biofilm was then sandwiched between two membrane filters
prior to placement in the diffusion apparatus. Pipes (57)
grew his organisms at different carbon-to-nitrogen ratios and
found that the diffusivity of glucose ranged from 6 to 60
percent of the value in water, depending upon the growth con-
ditions. Matson (55) not only varied the carbon-to-nitrogen
ratio but also varied the specific growth rate. lie found that
both parameters influenced the diffusivity and that the value

4 for glucose ranged from 10 to 30 percent of the value in water
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whereas the value for oxygen ranged from 20 to 100 percent.
Since the experimental reactors displayed different
macroscopic characteristics it was speculated that the most
important factor determining the diffusional characteristics
could have been the particular microbial species in residence.

A third technique that has been employed for estimating
De is to grow biofilms in a fixed film reactor, measure its

K} performance under a variety of conditions, and then evaluate
De by curve fitting the model under consideration to the
experimental data. Using a fluidized bed Andrews and Tien
(14) found the effective diffusivity of valeric acid to be 34
percent of the value in water whereas Wang (15) (in the same
lab) found it to be 67 percent. Wang (15) also found the
effective diffusivity of oxygen to be approximately 10 percent
of the free diffusion value, although he stated that the
uncertainty associated with the number was expected to be
high. Mulcahy et al (10,58) calculatee De for nitrate for
cells growing on a rotating disk reactor and found it to be
approximately 50 percent of the value in water whereas Jansen
and Kristensen (13) found that it varied from 30 to more than
100 percent for films grown in a rotating annular reactor,
depending upon film thickness. Although it was apparent that
the value of De increased as the film thickness increased,
the finding of values in excess of thL free diffusivity
buggested errors in the estimation of the reaction rate
constants which were ultimately used to calculate the
diftusivity. Furthermore even though the variation in De
with film thickness is consistent with the variations in
hiofilm density discussed earlier, these results illustrate
the dangers in computing coefficients from assumed models.

Because of the difficulties associated with direct
measurement of the diffusiv~ty, most modeling studies have
used assumed values. Because of their previous work (20),
subsequent studies by Williamson and his students (19,59,60)
and by McCarty and his students (27,28,47,48,61) have assumed
effective diffusivities of 80 percent of the free values for a
large number of substances. The modeling work done at
Manhatten College (22,36) assumed a similar value based upon
that same work as well as upon an analysis of the oxygen

4 profiles developed by Whalen et al (62). Harris and hansford
(63) assumed that the effective diffusivity of glucose was
equal to the value in water because of the results of Atkinson

and Daoud (64) and Atkinson and How (65). They also used a
value equal to that in water tor oxygen, but this time their
justification was that the spread in the reported values made
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No-

it impossible to obtain a reasonable estimate.
From the preceding discussion it is apparent that there

is no consensus concerning the effects of bJoEilms upon the
diffusive transport of reactive species. Furthermore, it
appears that this lack of consensus is due to variations
within the biofilms caused by growth conditions, predominant
microbial populations, thickness, etc. Thus, while there can
be no doubt that additional well defined and controlled
studies are needed, perhaps the most logical approach to
modeling at the present time is to just include the
diffusivity in one of the dimensionless groups that must be
evaluated during experimentation (bb).

Reaction Rate Expressions

Fixed-film processes are generally used for one of three
purposes: to remove soluble organic matter, to convert
N+{-N to NOj-N (nitrification) and to convert NO3-N to

N2 (denitrification). In some cases more than one of these
may be accomplished in a single reactor, but in all cases two
soluble, transporting components are necessary for the
reactions to occur. These are an electron donor and an elec-
tron acceptor. In processes focusing on the removal of solu-
ble organic matter, that organic matter serves as the electron
donor and oxygen serves as the electron acceptor. (In anaero-
bic fixed-film reactors some other constituent will serve as
the electron acceptor. The situation is complicated, however,

* by the nature of the microbial interactions involved and thus
it will not be considered herein). When nitrification is the
objective, NH+-N serves a, _.e electron donor and oxygen
again serves as the acceptor. Some nitrification models seek
to also account for the production and subsequent oxidation of
NO02N to N03-N but the bulk consider only the oxidation of
NH4-N. Finally, when denitrification is the objective,
N03-N serves as the terminal electron acceptor and some form
of organic matter generally serves as the donor; the focus is

0 generally on the fate of the N03-N, however. Consideration
of these processes suggests that they can be generalized by
writing the reaction rate expressions in terms of the
concentrations of the electron donor, CD, and the electron
acceptor, CA. That approach will be taken herein.

It is now widely recognized that in the most general case
the reactions within a biofilm may be controlled by the
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concentrations of both the electron donor and the electron
acceptor. If the concentration of one is much higher than the
other however, then only one constituent controls. This
latter situation has been assumed to exist by most modelers,
and thus most of the models have been written in terms of only
one constituent. Thus let us first examine the basic single-
substrate rate equations and then expand them to the two-
substrate case, which will serve as a more general model.

Cell growth and substrate oxidation are generally con-
sidered to be coupled reactions, i.e., substrate removal
occurs because of cell growth. The proportionality constant
is the true growth yield,, Y - Furthermore, the rate of cell
growth is proportional to t~e cell concentration or density
within the film, Xf:

rg =JXf (6)

where is the specific growth rate, T-1. Likewise with
the substrate removal rate:

-s= q Xf (7)

where q is the specific substrate removal rate, T, which
is related to the specific growth rate by

q = IV/Y (8)

These definitions assume that all substrate~ utilization is
channeled into cell synthesis and that cell maintenance needs
are met by decay. Another approach would be to assume that a
portion of the substrate was channeled directly into cell
maintenance. Although there are differences in the fundamen-
tal mechanisms employed by the two models both yield the same
result and can be considered to be equivalent (30). In the
few models where cell maintenance energy needs have been con-
sidered, the growth/decay concept has been employed. Conse-
quently, it will be used here as well.

A multitude of models could be (and have been) written to
depict the relationship between the specific growth rate of
bacteria and the concentration of a single limiting nutrient,
since all such models are strictly empirical (30). Conse-
quently, this review will be limited to the two most widely
used ones: Monod (68)
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1-C

1= +m (9)

Blackman (69)

1-IC
=-Kfor C <2K; p p= for C >2K (10)

In these models p is the maximumn specific growth rate and K
is the saturatiun constant. A plot of these models is depict-
od in Figure 10. There they are shown in dimensionless form:
Monod

p_ C/K (1
1 +C/Km

Blackman

-- _ foC C/K < 2; 1 for C/K > 2 (12)

m m

1.0
Blackman-------

0.8

0/ Monod

0.6 -

.2

0.2

0 2 4 6 a 10 12 14
C/K

Figure 10. Dimensionless plots of Monod and Blackman kinetic,
models for substrate limited growth of bacteria.

a (Adapted from Badar (67)).
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The Monod model has been widely used to depict the removal of
soluble organic matter and the oxidation of NH4-N in fixed-
film reactors under the assumption that the electron acceptor
is present in unrestricting concentration. The Blackman model
has found extensive use in the modeling of denitrification in
fixed-films when the concentration of both the electron donor
and acceptor are high.

As discussed previously, because of the concentration
gradients within the biofilm, it is likely that the
concentrations of both the electron donor and the electron
acceptor could limit the rates of reaction. Thus, it would be
desirable to have a general model which handles all types of
doublesubstrate limitation. As Bader (67) has pointed out,
however, "this becomes rather difficult since two separate
schools of thought exist about the nature of growth with two
limiting substrates, and there is insufficient experimental
data to support either school. In fact, it is doubtful that
sufficient experimental evidence will be developed in the near

future". Thus a review of the current state-of-the-art of
fixed film modeling must incorporate the two philosophies,
which have been labeled noninteractive and interactive.

| I ! I I ! I I I ! I I

Monod Kinetics Blackman Kinetics

L/pm
4 ----- 0.80-

0.75

2.70 1.00
-0.60 0.75

0.50 0.500.40 0.25
0 I I 1 0020 . 2 5

0 2 4 6 0 2 4 6
Cd/Kd Cd/Kd

Figure 11. Plots of lines of constant dimensionless specific
growth rate (/'m) as a function of the
dimensionless concentrations of electron donor
(CD/KD) and electron acceptor (CA/KA) for
noninteractive models using Monod and Blackman
kinetics. (Adapted from Bader (67)).
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A noninteractive model is based upon the concept that the
specific growth rate of an organism can only be limited by one
substrate at a time. Therefore, the specific growth rate will
be equal to the lowest rate that would be predicted from the
separate single-substrate models. For the Monod model, this
may be written:

-CD/K D  CD  CA

DD for _D A
Pm I+CD/KD K D KA (13)

CA/KA  CA  CD- AA for A< D

m I+CA/KA K A KD

where the subscript D refers to the electron donor and A
refers to the acceptor. Similar equations may be written for
Blackman kinetics. Graphs of constant dimensionless specific
growth rate (V/pm) as a function of dimensionless substrate
concentrations (CD/KD and CA/KA) are shown for the two
types of kinetics in Figure 11.

An interactive model is based upon the assumption that if
two substrates are present in less than saturating concentra-
tions, then both must affect the overall specific growth rate
of the organism. One type of interactive model may be con-
structed by multiplying two single-substrate limited models

Monod Kinetics Blackman Kinetics
6

0.7
.4

u 2 0. 1.00
0~.5 0.75
0.4 0.50

L0.25

0 2 4 6 0 2 4 6
Cd/Kd Cd/Kd

Figure 12. Plots of lines of constant dimensionless specific
* growth rate (0/pm) as a function of the

dimensionless concentrations of electron donor
(CC/KD) and electron acceptor (CA/KA) for
interactive models using Monod and Blackman
kinetics. (Adapted from Bader (67)).
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together, as shown below for the "double Monod model":

(CD (C c KA) (14)

A similar equation could be written for Blackman kinetics.
Plots of these models are shown in Figure 12. Howell and
Atkinson (70) have utilized a slightly simpler model proposed
by Bright and Appleby (71) and have found that for parameter
values likely in the processes employed in wastewater treat-
ment there would be little difference in the results obtained
with it and with the double Monod model.

To summarize, there are six categories of models which
could be used to depict the specific growth rate, p, of the
microorganisms in the biofilm: single-substrate, Monod (SSM);
single-substrate, Blackman (SSB); noninteractive double-
substrate, Monod (NDSM); noninteractive double-substrate,
Blackman (NDSB); interactive double-substrate, Monod (IDSM);
and interactive double-substrate, Blackman (IDSB).

The complete reaction rate expression for removal of the
electron donor in a biofilm may be obtained by combining Eqs.
7 and 8, yielding

-r = jXf/Y (15)

and then substituting the appropriate equation for p into the
result (i.e., Eq. 14). The complete reaction rate expression
for net growth of cells must combine two loss terms with Eq. 6
for growth:

r = PXf - bX - r (16)
x a

where the term bXf represents the decay of cells for main-
tenance purposes and the term ra is the loss by attrition.
The rate constant b has been taken to have a fixed value or
has been considered to be a function of the concentration of
the electron acceptor (22):

b CA (17)

KA+CA
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The rate of utilization of the electron acceptor will be
related stoichiometrically to the rates of oxidation of the
electron donor for cell synthesis and the decay of the cell
mas s:

•ix + XbXf_rA .... + y- (18)
A YgA b

where YgA is a conversion factor relating the mass of
cells formed to the amount of electron acceptor utilized for
cell synthesis and Yb is a factor relating the mass of cells
lost to decay to the mass of electron acceptor utilized for
decay. If oxygen is the electron acceptor, YgA will be
related to the true growth yield, Yg (mg cells/mg COD
removed) by:

Y
L Y = I - Y(19)

gA 
g

where 12 is the oxygen equivalence of the cell material (often
taken as 1.25 mg 02 or COD/mg cells or 1.44 mg 2 or CODI
mg volatile solids) (30). Yb is just given by

Y= 1/ (20)

When N03-N serves as the electron acceptor, Y9A is given

by:

2.86Y

Y = (1gA 1-Y (21)

and Yb by

Yb = 2.86/6 (22)

where Yg and 2 are on a COD basis. It is assumed in all of
* the above that biodegradable COD is used +to express the con-

centration of the electron donor. if N114 N served as the
electron donor appropriate conversion factors would be
required in all of the equations.
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Having delineated the equations for the reactions in the
biofilm we now have established a framework which can be used
to categorize fixed-film models. The following questions
should be asked in the categorization:

(1) Which type of reaction rate expression is used?
(2) If a single-limiting substrate modeL is employed,

what is the limiting material, the electron donor or
the electron acceptor?

(3) Is the utilization of the nonlimiting material cal-
culated?

(4) Is cell decay included in the electron acceptor
balance?

(5) Is the film thickness an input to the biofilm model
(either by assumption or by interfacing with the
process model) or is it an output from the biofilm
model?

(6) Is a distination made between thick and thin films?
(A thin film is one in which both reactants pene-
trate to the support:biofilm interface). Such a
distinction is necessary in establishing the boun-
dary conditions and solution techniques for some
models but is not needed with others.

Table I presents a review of some recent models in terms
of these questions. Examination of the table reveals that
many models have similar characteristics. When two or more
references appear on the same line, the models in them are
very similar, both with respect to the rate equations employea
and the details involved. When two lines have the same en-
tries, the models on them have similar characteristics but
differ materially from one another in one or more ways which
are not reflected by the questions. Not surprisingly, single-
substrate models constitute the bulk of those which have
appeared in the literature, primarily because of the evolu-
tionary nature of research. It is now known that both the
electron donor and the electron acceptor can be important
determinants of the performance of a fixed-film process and
thus the more recenit models have sought to account for the
effects o1 both. However, both interactive and noninteractive
double-substrate limited models have been employed, reflecting
the two philosophies discussed earlier. It appears to this
author, however, that use of the noninterative model is less
straight-forward because it requires identification of the
limiting substrate within the biofilm before the correct equa-
tion can be chosen. Furthermore, it is possible for the
limiting substrate to change with depth. Such complications
do not exist with the interactive models, although they re-
quire solution of simultaneous differential equations. Many
of the models require that the film thickness be an input,
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Table I. CHARACTERISTICS OF BIOFILM RATE EQUATIONS

Model Type of Limiting Consideration Cell Decay Film Distinction References

No. Reaction Material
2 

of Nonlimiting in Electron Thickness
4 

between

Rate Material Acceptor Thick and
Expressionl Utilization?

3  
Balance?

3  
Thin Films?

5

1 SSM ED No N/A Input Yes 17, 72
2 SSM ED N N/A Input N/N 30, 31
3 SSM ED No N/A Output N/N 8
4 SSM ED No N/A Output Yes 70

5 SSM ED No N/A Input Yes 28
6 SSM ED No N/A Output Yes 47

7 SSM ED No N/A Input Yes 61
8 SSM;SSB ED No N/A Input N/N;No 73

9 SSB(1) ED No N/A Output N/N 14

10 SSB(1) ED Yes No Output N/N 15

11 SSB EA No No Input Yes 11
12 SSB(O) EA No No Input Yes 9,10,12,51

13 NDSM ED,EA N/A No N/N Yes 19

14 NSM ED,EA N/A No Input Yes 25, 59
15 NDSB(O) ED,EA N/A No Input Yes 13
16 IDSM ED,EA N/A No Output Yes 70

17 IDSM ED,EA N/A No Input N/N 63

18 IDSM EDEA N/A Yes Input N/N 22,23,36

SSM, single-substrate, Monod; SS8, single-substrate, Blackman, (0) = zero order only,

(1) = first order only; NDSM, noninteractive double-substrate, Monad; NDSB(O),
noninteractive double-substrate, Blackman, zero order oliy; IDSM, interactive
double-substrate, Monod.

2 ED = electron donor; EA = electron acceptor

N/A means that the question is rot applicable to the particular reaction rate expression
employed.

4 Is the value of the film thickness an input or an output? N/N means that it is not
necessary to know the thickness to proceed.

5 N/N means that it is not necessary to make a distinction to solve the equations

employed.

3
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either by assumption or by interfacing with the process model.
Others, however, provide the film thickness as an output from
the biofilm model, either by involving some type of steady-
state assumption or by solving the dynamic case. With some of
the models knowledge of the film thickness is required to
establish the solution technicue which will be employed.
Prior knowledge of the film t..tckness is particularly critical
when a zero-order rate expression is employed because the
point of substrate disappearance in the film must be identi-
fied to have the proper boundary condition for solution of the
differential equation.

In summary, it is apparent from Table I that there are
many ideas about how the rate equations for biofilms should be
written. No doubt those ideas will continue to develop and
change as we learn more about the processes.

SOLUTION TECHNIQUES

In the preceding sections we have established that trans-
port of materials both up to and through a biofilm can have a
significant effect upon the rates of reaction achieved by that
film. This has an important impact upon the way that models
of reactors containing biofilms must be solved. Consider for
the moment a plug-flow reactor with biofilm distributed along
its length. In modeling that reactor our primary interest
will be in the change in substrate concentration axially with-
in it; in other words we want to know how reactor length in-
fluences performance. We realize, however, that more than one
substrate concentration exists at any axial position within
the reactor. Returning to Figure 5 we see that the concentra-
tion in the bulk fluid is higher than that existing at the
biofilm: liquid interface, and furthermore, that the concentra-
tion at the interface exceeds the concentration surrounding
the organisms within the film itself, all because of the
necessity for transporting materials from the bulk fluid
through the biofilm. This means that the model for our reac-
tor must combine mass balance equations in the axial direction
with mass balance equations in a direction perpendicular to
that axis (i.e., like Eq. 5). The terms in these equations
must reflect both reaction and transport. In the axial direc-
tion, transport will be primarily by fluid flow and reaction
will be limited to that caused by organisms being carried with
the fluid. In the direction perpendicular to flow, transport
will be by eddy diffusion in the liquid film and by diffusion
within the biofilm. The bulk of the reaction, however, will
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be caused by the organisms within the biofilm. Although the
complexity of the resulting equations will depend upon the
particular characteristics of the process being modeled, it
will be necessary to solve the two equation sets simultaneous-
ly.

Three approaches have been used for solving the equations
in the overall process model: direct, indirect and with an
effectiveness factor. In the direct approach appropriate
numerical techniques are employed to solve the two sets of
equations simultaneously. As a consequence, the entire set
of equations must be solved every time the model is employed
to investigate a new condition. In the indirect approach, Eq.
5, which depicts reaction and transport within the biofilma, is
solved for various concentrations of reactants in the bulk
liquid and the result is expressed as the flux of material
into the biofilm (which is equal to its remioval rate from the
bulk fluid) as a function of the bulk fluid concentrations,
transport characteristics, etc. This flux relationship can
then be used during solution of the process equations in an
iterative manner, i.e., the concentration leaving the control
volume by fluid flow is assumed and the corresponding reaction

14 rate is determined from the flux:bulk concentration relation-
ship. The flux is then used to calculate the concentration
leaving the control volume and the procedure is repeated until
the two concentrations agree. Even though an iterative proce-
dure is utilized, the indirect technique is more efficient
because the second order differential equation resulting fromi
Eq. 5 need only be solved once to establish the flux:bulk con-
centration relationship and then that relationship can be used
with any process model. The effectiveness factor approach is
similar to the indirect approach but results in a somewhat
more general solution. The effectiveness factor is defined
simply as the ratio of the actual, observed reaction rate in
the presence of mass transport limitations to the theoretical
rate in their absence (i.e., the intrinsic reaction rate)
(30). As such it becomes a correction factor that can be
applied to the reaction rate as calculated from the intrinsic
kinetics at the bulk substrate concentration, th(ereby convert-
ing that rate into the actual rate occurring in the presence
of mass transport limitations both up to and through the bio-
film. The second order differential equation resulting from
Eq. 5 is solved with the appropriate boundary conditions to
obtain the concentration gradients through the biofilm asso-
ciated with various bulk substrate concentrations. The aver-
age reaction rate is then obtained by integrating over the
entire biofilm depth and is divided by the intrinsic reaction
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rate at the corresponding bulk substrate concentration to get
the value of the effectiveness factor. By doing this for a
large number of conditions, effectiveness factors can be ob-
tained as a function of the various parameters describing
transport to and through the film. Once this effectiveness
factor relationship has been determined it can be used with

V. any type of process model. Details of the procedures required
to obtain effectiveness factor relationships are given else-
where (30, 66). Like the indirect technique, once the effec-
tiveness factor relationship is known, the second order
differential equation arising from Eq. 5 need not be solved
again to solve the process model. Rather the approach to the
model solution is quite similar to the indirect approach dis-
cussed above. Let us now categorize the models in Table I in
terms of the solution technique employed.

Direct Technique

Six of the models in Table I were solved by direct tech-
niques: numbers 4., 9, 10, 1b6, 17., and 18. Howell and Atkinson
(70) used both a single-substrate Monod model (#4) and an
interactive double-substrate (electron donor and electron
acceptor) tMonod model (#16) to determine the active film
thickness associated with various concentrations of substrate
and oxygen at the biofilm:liquid interface. When the effects
of both the electron donor and acceptor are being considered
an equation like Eq. 5 must be written for each component,
with appropriate reaction rate expressions substituted into
each. For this more general case, an interactive model was
utilized. Taking the limit as Ax approaches zero yields two
second-order differential equations which must be solved
simultaneously. These form a two point boundary value problem
which is inconvenient to solve. However, by regarding the
film thickness as an unknown and by assuming coupling between
the removal of the electron donor and the electron acceptor
(i.e., b in Eq. 19 was set equal to zero) Howell and Atkinson
were able to convert the problem into an initial value problem
which could be readily solved. Solutions were then obtained
for a number of interface concentrations, yielding graphs
which showed how those concentrations influenced the active
film thickness. They also solved the equations for the
situation where only the elector donor was rate limiting by
setting KA equal to zero, thereby making the reaction rates
zero-order with respect to the concentration of the electron
acceptor.
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Andrews and Tien (14) used first-order substrate-limited
kinetics (#9) to model biofilm growth and adsorption in a CSTR
containing activated carbon granules. The electron donor (and
adsorbate) was valeric acid and the electron acceptor was ni-
trate. A direct solution was used because the assumption of

*" first-order kinetics and the absence of external mass transfer
resistance made it possible to obtain an explicit solution to
the second-order differential equation which results from Eq.
5.

Wang (15) extended the work of Andrews and Tien (14) by
considering biofilm growth and adsorption in a fluidized bed
reactor. Although the kinetics were again taken to be first

order with respect to the concentration of electron donor
alone, the utilization of electron acceptor was accounted for
by stoichiometry (assuming no decay). In addition, the pre-
sence of two electron acceptors (oxygen and nitrate) was
accounted for so that the biofilm was divided into two re-
gions, aerobic and anoxic. As a result the system model con-
tained a large number of simultaneous equations which were
solved numerically.

Harris and Hansford (63) incorporated their biofilm model
(#17) into a process model for a vertical biofilm with a thin
liquid film flowing over it. Their biofilm model was written
in terms of both the elector donor and acceptor with an inter-
active double substrate Monod equation like Eq. 14, resulting
in two simultaneous second-order differential equations. The
equations were directly coupled, however, because b in Eq. 19
was assumed to be zero. Only the situation without recircula-
tion of fluid around the film was considered by breaking the
vertical biofilm up into a number of sequential sectors.
Starting with the first sector the concentration of electron

bdonor entering in the liquid phase, Col, was known and the
concentration leaving (CD2 ) was assumed. By knowing the
liquid flow rate through the sector it was then possible to
calculate the substrate removal rate which must equal the flux
of substrate into the biofilm. The flux of electron acceptor
was then calculated from stoichiometry. Knowing the fluxes,

avg, and the external mass transfer coefficients

made it possible to calculate the concentrations at the bio-
film: liquid interface, CD and CA• These provided one set
of boundary conditions for the simultaneous differential equa-
tions which were solved numerically to obtain the fluxes.
These fluxes were compared to the external fluxes and the pro-
cedure was repeated until they agreed. The known output from
the first sector then became the input into the second sector

3
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and the procedure was repeated on down the vertical face of
the biofilm. The results were then given as concentration
profiles down the reactor.

Mueller et al. used the sector technique to model the
performance of an RBC (22,23,3b) as well as a trickling filter
(36). They also used an interactive double-substrate Monod
model (18) but unlike the others they took cell decay into
account when writing their rate equation for the electron
acceptor. To simplify the determination of the concentration
gradient into the biofilm tht-y also broke it up into sectors.
The biofilm model was coupled with the process model by equa-
tions depicting external mass transfer, diffusion, etc., and
the entire system model was solved by finite-difference tech-
niques. This biofilm model is one of the most complete, tak-
ing into account carbon oxidation, nitrification, and denitri-

fication. Perhaps as a consequence, less detail has been pro-
vided in the literature about the solution techniques

employed.
A review of the moaels that have been solved by direct

techniques reveals that all of the interactive double- sub-
strate tonod models fall into this category. This is probably
because of the large number of parameters required, which make
it more expeditious to obtain a direct solution for a specific
application than to try to develop the dimensionless groups

required for either the indirect or the effectiveness factor
approaches. The use of the direct technique limits their
flexibility, however, and requires a relatively large effort
to obtain a solution for a new situation. The other models
which were solved by direct techniques also were quite compli-
cated but in one case an explicit solution was possible.
Nevertheless, it appears that direct solutions to complete
process models have been limited to specific problems for
which general solutions are difficult.

Indirect Technique

In contrast to the direct technique in which the biofiln
and process models are solved together, the indirect technique
employs a generalized solution form for the biofilm model to
arrive at specific solutions for particular process models.

The generalized solution for the biofilm model often takes the
form of a family of curves, although simplified equations have
also been employed. The process model is then solved by using
the generalized biofilm model in an iterative fashion. Four

of the biofilm models in Table I (numbers b, 7, 13, 14) were

solved directly to arrive at generalized solutions which
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could subsequently be used to solve a number of process
models.

One of the earliest biofilm models to be solved in a man-
ner which makes it available for use in the indirect technique
is that of Williamson and McCarty (19) (#13 in Table I).

Because it is a noninteractive double-substrate Monod model,
solutions are presented for only one limiting constituent.
Selection criteria are provided for determining which consti-
tuent (ED or EA) is rate limiting, although solution is
restricted to the situation where a single constituent is

*limiting throughout the entire film depth. When Eq. 5 is
applied to a single limiting constituent one second order dif-
ferential equation results. To solve the equation they made
use of the fact that the concentration and concentration gra-
dient of the limiting constituent approach zero at a depth
corresponding to the active film depth. They used a Runge-
Kutta finite difference technique starting at an interior
point where the concentration of limiting constituent was set
equal to a small, nonzero value. Computation then proceeded
in small steps toward the biofilm surface, with the concentra-
tion and gradient of the limiting constituent being calculated
at each step. When the concentration equaled or slightly ex-
ceeded a preset interface concentration, C*, the computation

was stopped and the flux was calculated as the product of the
effective biofilm diffusivity and the concentration gradient
just inside the biofilm. The results were presented as graphs
of active film thickness and limiting constituent flux as a

function of C*. Plots were prepared for five different values
of K (including zero) and each plot contained seven curves for
different values of the group PmXfDe/Yg. These curves
can be used to solve any fixed-film process model. To incor-
porate external mass transfer effects, the flux and the bulk

substrate concentration are assumed and the value of C* is
determined. Using C* and the appropriate graph, the internal
flux is determined and compared to the assumed value. If they
agree, the flux is correct and the removal rate associated
with the known bulk concentration is known. If not, a new

flux is assumed and the procedure repeated. While this solu-
tion technique makes it possible to model processes without
recourse to complex numerical techniques, the indirect solu-
tion provided by the graphs is limited in the number of para-
meter values considered. Furthermore, one must determine
beforehand whether the electron donor or acceptor is limiting.
These limit the model's utility. Nevertheless, this model
served a useful purpose as the starting point from which other
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models have been developed.
Williamson has continued to work with the noninteractive

double-substrate Monod model with his latest effort being that
with Meunier (25) (Model #14 in Table I). The basic biofilm
model is similar in concept to the preceding one but the solu-
tion approach is different. Using the technique of Chung
(59), the second order differential equation arising for Eq. 5
was integrated once by assuming that the concentration
approaches zero within the film, thereby giving an equation
for the substrate concentration gradient. Multiplication of
the value of the gradient at the biofilm:liquid interface con-
centration, C*, by the effective biofilm diffusivity, De,
results in the flux associated with C*. This flux can ulti-
mately be expressed in terms of the bulk concentration, Cb,
through knouledge of the mass transfer characteristics. This
technique is only applicable when the concentration of the
limiting component approaches zero within the biofilm and thus
the solution is limited to what are called "thick" or "deep"
biofilms. As seen earlier, most practical wastewater systems
fall within this category. Furthermore, the solution is only
valid when a single constituent is limiting throughout the
entire film. Because of this; and because there will be some
range of bulk fluid concentrations over which the limiting
constituent changes within the biofilm, Meunier and Williams
(25) have expressed their biofilm model solutions in the form
of operating diagrams which can be used to solve specific pro-
cess models (60). Thest ogerating diagrams show substrate
flux as a function of CA/Cu, the ratio of the bulk fluid
concentrations of electron acceptor and electron donor. In
developing the diagramsb C is fixed and the biofilm model
is solved for various CA concentrations. This can be done
both for the region where the electron donor limits throughout
the biotilm (which gives a single value of the flux for the
fixed Cb value) and for the region where the electron accep-
tor limits throughout the film (which gives a flux value for
each value of Cb). Two curves are obtained when these
values are plotted on the operating diagram and these curves
are connected by extrapolation to obtain the flux in the
region where the limiting constituent chan es within the bio-
film. This must be done for a number of CD valaes to
generate the complete operating diagram. Because specific
values for the kinetic and mass transport parameters must be
assumed to generate the operating diagrams, each diagram is
specific for a given biofilm process. Once it has been gener-
ated, however, the performance of that process can be evaluated
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under a large number of couditions without resolving the
differential equations. Furthermore, because the concentra-
tions of both the electron donor and acceptor are incorporated
into the operating diagram, 'io further consideration need be
given to which is limiting while utilizing the diagram.

Rittmann and McCarty (61) also used the integration tech-
nique of WiLliarason and Chung (59) to solve a single-substrate
Monod biofilm model (7). The same general solution approach

* was utilized but because only one limiting constituent was
considered they were able to present their results in dimen-
sionless form, thereby increasing the generality of their plot
of flux versus bulk substrate concentration. The parameters
in their plot were effective diffusivity and active depth,

both in dimensionless form. As a consequence their curves can
be applied to any combination of kinetic and mass transfer
parameters. The major limitation, however, is that they are
limited to thick films because of the use of the integration
technique. From inspection of their curves they developed

simplified equations to depict them, thereby facilitating
their use in the solution of a broad range of models for pro-
cesses which contain thick biofiims.

The majority of the biofilm models have been solved for a
biofilm thickness which is either assumed or is a coupling
point with the process model. Rittmann and McCarty (47), how-
ever, extended the solution techniques of the previous model
to one for a steady-state biofilm, i.e., one in which cell
"rowth is just balanced by decay (#b in Table I). In a
steady-state situation there is a unique film thickness asso-
ciated with each bulk substrate concentration. When that
thickness is "deep", the concentration of substrate reaches

zero at some interior point. when it is "shallow" a finite
substrate concentration remains at the support:biofilm inter-
face. Two solution techniques were utilized to generate the
plot of flux versus bulk substrate concentration, depending
upon whether the film was deep or shallow. Using the steady-
state assumption, the film thickness, Lf, was calculated for
an assumed flux and the deep film technique (61) was used to
get the bulk substrate concentration associated with that
flux. Because of the need for growth to balance decay in a
:teady-state biogilm there will be some minimum bulk substrate
concentration, Cmin required to maintain a steady-state film.

When that concentration is reached the flux into the film will
be zero and no film will be mainta* ted. This means that film

thickness will vary from zero at min to some maximum deter-
riined by the maximum substrate concentration. Furthermore
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this means that the flux into a shallow, steady-state btoftlm
will vary from zero at cb min to the deep value at some higher
bulk substrate cgncentration. The fluxes associated with Cb

values between C min and that for the thinnest "deep" film
were calculated in the following manner. First, a value for
the flux was assumed and the corresponding film thickness was
calculated from the steady-state assumption. This film thick-
ness was then divided into a finite-difference grid and the
steady-state concentration profile in the biofilm was solved
for (subject to the boundary condition that there be no flux
into the solid surface) by an implicit, finite difference
technique. To start the routine the value of C* was taken to
be the value that gives the deep solution for the flux. The
profile was then used to get the average reaction rate within
the film by numerical integration. This average reaction rate
was compared to the initially assumed flux and if they did not
agree the procedure was repeated by assuming a new value for
C*. When the two fluxes agreed, knowledge of the external
mass transfer characteristics and C* allowed computation of
the bulk concentration Cb associated with the flux. Repeti-
tion of this procedure resulted in a plot of flux versus Cb

which was continued until it intersected the plot for the deep

bioftim. The plot was made in dimensionless coordinates which
incorporated all kinetic and mass transfer parameters except
the external liquid film thickness, which was employed as a
parameter. As in their previous model (61), they then
developed a simplified equation to facilitate use of the model

for solving various process mnodels. There is a unique curve
associated with each decay rate since it determines the
steady-state film thickness. It should be recalled that the
major criticism of this model was the assumption that decay is

the only mechanism removing the biofilm, but that Rittmann
(50) has shown how removal by shear stress may be incorpor-
ated, thereby allowing additional interfacing with a broader
range of process models.

Examination of the models that fall into this category
reveals that both noninteractive double-substrate and single
Monod models have been employed. As we will see in the next
section, single Monod models can be handled just as well, if

not better, by the effectiveness factor technique because it
allows more parameters to be included and simplifies the solu-
tion technique somewhat. Thus one must question whether the
indirect technique is the best to use. This is particularly

true for the noninteractive double-substrate Monod model
because the oeprating curves developed were unique for a given
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set of kinetics and mass transfer parameters. If those plots
could be arranged as dimensionless plots their utility would
be extended. Whether this can easily be done is not yet

apparent.

Effectiveness Factor Technique

The majority of the models in Table I (#1,2,3,5,8,11,12)
have been presented with effectiveness factor techniques and
all are single substrate models. The first worker to apply
this approach to the modeling of fixed-film biological reac-
tors was Atkinson and his book (66) should be consulted for
the details of how the effectiveness factor curves were devel-
oped. Generally, however, numeLical techniques are used to

solve the biofilm model directly and the results are used to
determine the effectiveness factor as a functon of various di-
mensionless groups reflecting the kinetic and mass transport

characteristics of the system. Atkinson and his coworkers
have limited their effectiveness factors to transport within
the biofilms so that the substrate concentration at the bio-
film:liquid interface must be known or must be calculated from

knowledge of the external mass transfer resistance. Such an
effectiveness factor is called an internal effectiveness
factor (30).

Atkinson and Howell (17) used the internal effectiveness
factor technique to model substrate removal in a trickling
filter with single-substrate Monod kinetics. A mass balance
was written over a liquid element prependicular to the reactor
axis, resulting in a first-order ordinary differential equa-

tion which equates the flux to the biofilm:liquid interface
with the flux into the biofilm. The mass transfer coefficient

approach (Eq. 3) was used to model the flux to the biofiim and
the Monod equation in terms of the interface substrate concen-

tration, C*, was multiplied by the internal effectiveness
factor to compute the flux into the film. Algebraic manipula-
tion allowed the differential equation to be rewritten in
terms of C*, thereby giving an integral equation relating C*
to the axial position in the reactor. Numerical solution then
gave C* as a function of axial position and knowledge of the
flux and the external mass transfer coefficient at each posi-

tion allowed computation of the bulk concentration, Cb.

Through the dimensionless groups the effectiveness factor is
given as a function of both the film thickness and C* so these

dependencies had to be accounted for during the numerical
solution. Although this approach could be used directly by
other investigators to model trickling filters under a broad
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range of conditions, Atkinson and Howell (17) used their model
to investigate a variety of limiting conditions and to write
simplified analytical procedures for those cases, thereby
facilitating computations.

Even though Atkinson and Howell (17) only used their
solution technique for a trickling filter, Rittmann and
McCarty (28) used it to develop relationships between the bulk
substrate concentration and the substrate removal rate by bio-
films of any thickness. Their results were presented as plots
of dimensionless flux (removal rate) as a function of dimen-
sionless bulk substrate concentration with dimensionless film
thickness as a parameter. By so doing, they used the internal
effectiveness factor technique to develop information which
could be used in the indirect technique with bulk substrate
concentrations.

Howell and Atkinson (8) also used the internal effective-
ness factor technique to model sloughing in a trickling
filter. In this case, however, they assumed that external
mass transport was not limiting so the interface substrate
concentration was equal to the bulk concentration, thereby
simplifying the solution. The filter was modeled as a series
of completely mixed elements and a dynamic equation was used
in which film thickness within an element was allowed to
increase with time. Film growth and substrate removal were
modeled by the Monod equation with the bulk substrate concen-
tration and the effectiveness factor. Integration was~ per-
formed over a fixed time interval, thereby allowing the film
thickness in each element to increase. At the end of each
interval, a sloughing criterion was checked in each element
and within each one meeting it, the film was sloughed, leaving
a new thin film thickness. Integration again proceeded for-
ward in time until the next time interval, when the criterion
was again checked in each element. The results were used to
investigate how sloughing introduces variation into the per-
formnance of a trickling filter.

Grady and Lim (30,31) have also used the effectiveness
factor approach with the single-substrate Monod model, but
unlike the previous examples they used an overall effective-
ness factor which accounts for both internal and external mass
transport limitations. The overall effectiveness factor was
derived by Fink et al. (74) for immobilized enzyme catalysts
and was solved by a transformation which permitted the rewrit-
ing of the two-point boundary value problem as an initial
value problem. In this case the effectiveness factor was
given as a function of a modified Thiele modulus (which
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relates the maximum reaction rate to the maximum internal
diffusion rate) with the Sherwood number (which relates exter-
nal transport to internal transport) as a parameter. Although
the general solution was presented in graphical form, empiri-
cal equations were given for certain regions to facilitate
numerical analysis. They then developed models for both
trickling filters and RBG's in which the substrate removal
rate was expressed as a function of the bulk substrate concen-
tration and the overall effectiveness factor. Since both the
Thiele modulus and the Sherwood number depend upon the biofilm
thickness that dimension serves as a link witfl the process
model.

Jennings et al. (73) numerically solved the second order
differential equation resulting from Eq. 5 for both the
single-substrate Ilonod and the single substrate Blackman
models. The reaction rates obtained were divided by the in-
trinsic rates for the two rate expressions to develop curves
of overall effectiveness factors as functions of a number of
variables. Their intent was to see how those variables influ-
enced the effectiveness of the biological reactions and thus
no attempt was made to develop an all-inclusive effectiveness
factor plot like that developed by Fink et al 'k74). Neverthe-
less, the results were very useful in determining the condi-
tions likely to maximize reaction rates. They were subse-
quently used to model a submerged filter.

Finally La Kotta and coworkers (9-12,51) have used the
effectiveness factor approach extensively in their modeling of
fluidized bed biofilm reactors. In all cases, however, only
an internal effectiveness factor was used, under the assump-
tion that external mass transfer resistance was not important.
Single-substrate Blackman kinetics was employed which enabled
the development of explicit equations representing the effec-
tiveness factor for both zero-order and first-order kinetics.
These equations were then coupled with the intrinsic reaction
rates in the process model to allow prediction of performance
under a large number of conditions. Figure 1 illustrated this
coupling.

Effectiveness factor techniques have a long history in
the field of heterogeneous catalysis and have been beneficial

* in the modeling of fixed-film biological reactors containing a
single limiting component. They are particularly advantageous
where a large range of parameter values are likely to be en-
countered and can be easily coupled with process models
through the biofilm thickness and the external mass transfer
coefficient. Consequ.ently, they appear to be more broadly

* applicable than the indirect technique for which graphs have
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only been given over a restricted range of parameter values.
No application of them has been made to double-subs trate
limited models, however, and for that situation more progress
has been made with the direct and indirect techniques. There
is no theoretical reason why effectiveness factors could not
be developed for interactive double-subs trate limited models,
although they are likely to be complex and may not be amenable
to two dimensional plots iike those used for single substrate
models. Nevertheless, the general utility of the effective-
ness factor approach to the modeling of complex processes is
sufficient to encourage the development of overall effective-
ness factors for interactive double-subs trate models. Perhaps
the work that is underway in the modeling of double-substrate
limited immobilized enzmes will provide guidance in the way to
approach the problem (34,75).

CRITIQUE AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Having reviewed the characteristics of a number of bio-
film models one question remains: How good are they? This is
a difficult question to answer. When used in the simulation
of various fixed-film processes, all give results which are
qualitatively similar to observed performance. Furthermore,
when the parameters are calibrated for a particular situation
(i.e. reactor type, flows, nature of electron donor and accep-
tor, etc.) all do a reasonable job of tracking experimental
data. Thus in one sense all of them are good for at least the
limited situations for which they were derived. It will be
recalled, however, that the purpose of this review was to
evaluate mechanistic models and mechanistic models should be
capable of predicting performance outside of our experience.
How well will the models do that? To answer that we must look
again at each of the component parts and ask ho%, good they
are.

First, consider transport in the liquid phase. It is
evident that external mass transport limitations can and do
occur and thus any mechanistic model of broad utility must
include them. If they happen to be insignificant in a parti-
cular process application this insignificance will be reflect-
ed in the model solutions if the model is properly construct-
ed. It makes no difference whether external transport is
modeled with a diffusivity and a stagnant film thickness (Eq.
1) or with a mass transfer coerfficient (Eq. 3) since both
lead to the same result. What is unknown, however, is the
fate of the external mass transfer resistance as turbulence
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becomes large. With the exception of the original work of
Williamson and McCarty (19,20) and its subsequent use by

CFamularo et al. (22) and Mueller et al. (23), all models have
treated the biofilm:liquid interface as if it were analogous
to the interface between a flowing fluid and a solid support.
Is this an accurate picture? Or does external resistance to
mass transfer continue to exist even at high velocities
because of the pseudohomogeneous character of the interface?
If the latter is true, there are likely to be few circum-
stances in which the interface substrate concentration is
equal to the bulk fluid concentration, thereby making a basic
assumption of many of the models invalid. This is an area
needing further study and is perhaps one to which microprobe
technology could be applied with beneficial results.

Another important link between the biofilm model and the
process model is the biofilm thickness, because that thickncss

is an important determinant of the concentration profiles
which develop within the biofilm. Unfortunately, it is still
unclear what controls that thickness. Rittmann and McCarty
(47) have presented the concept of a steady-state biofilm in

*which cell growth is just balanced by cell decay and this
appears to be a useful concept for biofilms growing in
environments with low substrate concentrations, such as in
aquifers receiving recharge by treated effluents. Such a
situation is unlikely, however, in other environments so
Rittmann (50) has extended the concept to a film in which loss
is by attrition as well as by decay. How then does one handle
the attrition rate? The work of Trulear and Characklis (b)
and Zelvar (45) have shown that the rate depends both upon
fluid shear stress and the mass of biofilm present. To be

useful for modeling purposes it would be better to relate the
attrition rate to thickness rather than mass but this can only
be done directly if the density is constant. Evidence by
Hoehn and Ray (4), Mulcahy and LaMotta (51) and Trulear and

Characklis (6), however, all suggest that the biofilm density
is influenced by the thickness, but both the mechanism and the
functional relationship are unclear. Thus while it is
apparent that the thickness of a biofilm will be determined by

a balance between growth and loss by attrition and decay, it
is not apparent how the rate of attrition should be modeled.
More fundamental experimental work is needed in this area.

Almost all biofilm models assume steady-state biofilms of
some sort. However, sloughing is a well known phenomenon

although its mechanisms are unclear. Only Howell and Atkinson
* (8) have attempted to model sloughing, but their model
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includes a number of simplifying assumptions, including one
which limits biofilm loss to sloughing alone. Nevertheless,
their work indicates that the irregular loss of biofiim by
sloughing can have a major impact upon performance. The
magnitude of that impact, however, will depend upon the fre-
quency with which sloughing occurs (which will depend upon the
net growth rate at the biofilm) and the thickness of the film
left after sloughing. If the remaining film thickness is
greater than the usual active thickness then the impact of
sloughing would be small, whereas if it were smaller, the
impact would be larger. Our ability to model this phenomenon
depends upon knowledge of the attrition rate discussed in the
preceding paragraph and the characteristics of the remaining
film. Very little work has been done on the latter. Thus it
appears that a good deal more experimental work is needed
before this important aspect of fixed-film reactors can be
adequately modeled.

The variation of density with thickness was discussed
above with regard to its importance to the modeling of attri-
tion. Such variations are also important because they influ-
ence the quantity of biomass present within the biofilm. As
seen in Eqs. 6 and 7 the rates of cell growth and substrate
removal both depend upon the amount of biomass present. While
the majority of models assume that the density is independent
of depth so the mass is directly proportional to thickness,
the evidence cited above has shown that this is not the case.
This constitutes an important weakness in most existing
models. The key question, however, is whether changes in den-
sity occur within the active film thickness or only in the
regions beyond which no significant transport occurs. If the
latter case exists it may be adequate to model the reaction
rate expressions with a constant density term. If the former
is true, it will be necessary to use a variable density to
accurately reflect the reaction rates. Again, additional
experimental work is needed to resolve this.

The two main determinants of the concentration profiles
within the biofilm are the rates of transport and reaction.
Although considerable effort has been expended on evaluations
of diffusion coefficients within biofilms there is little con-
sensus in the literature regarding the magnitude of the
retardent effects which may be attributed to the slime
material within the film. This is a major weakness of current
modeling efforts. There appears to be two possible causes for
these variations: experimental techniques and variations in
film microbial composition. As discussed in detail earlier
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almost every investigator has a unique way of measuring rates
of diffusion within films. Many of these require formation of
an artificial film and it would appear that the exact condi-
tions existing during formation of a film would determine its
diffusive characteristics. Thus it is not surprising that
diffusivities measured in films formed by filtration (20)
differ from these measured in films formed by spreading
(55,57). Futheremore, there is evidence that diffusivities in
laboratory films are higher than those in field films (3,56).
It appears that the more direct the technique for measuring
the diffusivity and the fewer the assumptions involved in its
computation, the more likely the values are to be correct.
This suggests that microprobe techniques offer the best poten-
tial for determination of how various physical factors affect
internal diffusivities. Certainly more wor-k is needed in this
area.

From the review of the results obtained with the various
reaction rate models in Table I there can be no doubt about
the fact that the transport and utilization of both the elec-
tron donor and the electron acceptor are important to the per-
formance of a fixed-film reactor. This suggests that unless
evidence to the contrary is overwhelming, double-substrate
limited models should be employed. However, as seen in Table
I, two-thirds of the listed models are single substrate
models. Thus, unless care is taken to ensure that they are
only applied in circumstances where only one component is
limiting throughout, these models are likely to give predicted
performance which is not in conformance with reality. With
regard to the dual-substrate limited models the literature is
divided as to whether they should be interactive or noninter-
active. Furthermore, as pointed out by Bader (67), there is
not yet sufficient evidence to allow conclusive determination
of which is of the more general utility. Nevertheless, con-
sideration of the circumstances under which each type of model
is likely to be valid (67) and evaluation of the data of Ryder
and Sinclair (76) suggests that an itiuractive model is more
likely to be correct for situations in which electron donor
and electron acceptor are the two limiting components. When
this is coupled with the fact that a noninteractive model pro-

0 duces discontinuities in the solution (i.e., regions of limi-
tation must be identified a priori), it would appear that an
interactive model should be employed unless there is conclu-
sive evidence that the noninteractive model is mechanistically
more accurate. As far as the form that the model should take
(Monod or Blackman) there is no conclusive evidence in either
direction. The arguments for each are the same in this con-
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text as they have been for cell growth in general because the
rate equations should reflect intrinsic kinetics. The main
argument for one over another in that context has been one of
mathematical convenience (30). If that same argument is applied
here, one would favor Monod over Blackman kinetics because it is
a continuous function which avoids discontinuties. Certainly

more work on intrinsic kinetics under double-substrate
limitation is needed to resolve this issue.

Finally, as far as solution techniques are concerned a
number of numerical procedures have been employed in direct
solutions and to develop the graphs or effectiveness factor
charts for the other techniques. Direct solutions offer per-
haps the most straight forward approach to mdeling of a fixed-
film reactor. They have the drawback, however, of being
complicated and therefore of being unlikely to be used byI anyone other than the developer. Thus for wide-scale study of
fixed-film reactors it would appear that either the indirect or
effectiveness factor approaches offer the most utility. Of
those two, the effectiveness factor approach appears to be more
useful because its dimensionless groupings allow more para-
meters to be considered simultaneously. Furthermore, since the
kinetic and mass transfer coefficients and the film thickness
are incorporated into the solution in a way which allows them
to serve as links with the process model, an effectiveness
factor solution to the biofilm model can be developed while the
questions regarding these items are being resolved. Thus it
appears to this author that the next step in the development of
mechanistic biofilm models of broad utility in process modeling
should be the development of effectiveness factor relationships
for interactive double substrate limiting kinetics. Since the
solutions to the complex two-point boundary value problems need
be made only once, they can be made with few simplifying
assumptions, even if the required numerical solution are not
very efficient. Once complete effectiveness factor solutions
are available, however, then extensive sensitivity analyses can
be run, resulting ultimately in simplified effectiveness factor
charts which have little likelihood of being incorrect because
of unwarranted simplifications.

In conclusion,"-it is clear that we have not yet achieved
a complete and general mechanistic model for biofilms which
can be used to simulate the performance of a broad range of
fixed-film processes. It should be recalled, however, that a
major goal of mechanistic modeling is to increase understanding.
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The fact that the large number of events occurring within bio-

films is now widely recognized is evidence for the attainment
of that goal. Compared to the situation which existed twenty

years ago a great deal of knowledge has been obtained and a
great deal of progress has been made. Today, we have a good
idea of what we don't know and therefore we can design the
experimental programs required to gain that knowledge. With
the renewed interest in fixed-film processes evident today even
greater energies can be brought to bear upon the problem and

the remaining gaps in knowledge can be filled.
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INVESTIGATION OF SOME PARAMETERS
IN RBC MODELING

Khalil Z. Atasi, Department of Civil Engineering

University of Michigan

Jack A. Borchardt, Department of Civil Engineering

University of Michigan

INTRODUCTION

Although the RBC system has been studied and used on
many full scale treatment plants, a great deal of research is
still needed in order to bette, define its optimum design
and operational characteristics. Implementation of this con-
cept requires a more thorough knowledge of the kinetics of
substrate utilization by a fixed-film in the form of a rotat-
ing disc system. Investigation and application of RBC kin-

etics has suffered from the inherent complications involved
in simultaneous processes such as liquid film mass transfer,
diffusion and reaction within the biofiln.
OBJECTIVE AND SCOPE

It is the purpose of this research to further study
the kinetics of the RBC process for carbonaceous substrate

removal using a synthetic sewage. The interest is to concen-
trate on the mechanism of the reaction and its rate order,
both observed and intrinsic.
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This paper details part of the experimental work of a

long range project, the final results of which will be pub-
lished at a later date. The overall objective is the develop-
ment of a simplified, practical approach to design. In
essence the extremely complicated kinetic expressions will
be approached in three steps. Step one deals with inter-
phase diffusion and surface reaction occuring in series. In
this step, the problem is dealt with using an external effec-
tiveness factor and a modified Dan.kliohler number to describe

the effect of the mass transfer phenomenon. This step, even-
tually will be related to the hydrodynamic characteristics

of any specific support system. Step two deals with intra-
phase diffusion and those reactions which occur simultaneously
within the film. The intraphase problem will be attacked by
using an internal effectiveness factor and a modified Thiele
modulus. This step will relate the effect of internal

diffusion and the biochemical reaction taking place together
inside the film. Finally, step three will relate the external
mass transfer, the internal diffusion, and the substrate oxi-

dation through the use of an overall effectiveness factor.
The ultimate goal is, then, to use this technique for modeling
the RBC process through the use of simple equations in terms
of observable quantities. This paper will deal only with
step one and the parameters involved with the definition of
"the kinetics external to the fixed film.
REVIEW OF PREVIOUS RELATED RESEARCH

Because more than one phase is involved, the RBC system
is a heterogeneous system where mass transfer, molecular
diffusion, and biological oxidation take place at the same
time in parallel and/or in series. Accordingly, it is impor-
tant to consider the above phenomena when studying the
different factors that might affect tne substrate utilization
rate by the biological film that grows on this rotating sur-
face. In a simple way, the phenomena that take place when
a biological film is brought into contact with a liquid
containing soluble substrate are as follows:

1. Transport of the soluble substrate from the bulk
liquid to the surface of the biofilm (liquid-biofilm inter-

• face) ;
2. Internal transport of the soluble substrate through

the biological film by diffusional processes;
3. Biological oxidation of the soluble substrate by

the biomass in the biofilm;

4
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4. Diffusion of part of the reaction products to the

bulk of the liquid.
Any kinetic information gathered on the substrate removal

mechanism under the effect of mass transfer and diffusion
will neither give the true or intrinsic kinetics nor the
true mechanism as these are only a part of the above mentioned
effects in some combination.

Most of the research reported in the literature related
to biofilm kinetics has been carried out on purely laboratory
experimental equipment (4, 19, 21, 23, 24, 26, 31, 35). As
a result these observations may not have a direct practical
application as they can only with difficulty be transferred
to prototype equipment.

Little data are available on the intrinsic and overall
rate of substrate utilization within stages of an RBC process.
Because of difficulties encountered when dealing with these

problems in the RBC, most of the investigations were run
using the previously mentioned experimental set up. A zero
order intrinsic rate was assumed (6,23). Some assumed Monod

kinetics using that concentration observed in the bulk
liquid (21) while others used first order reaction without
taking into account the mass transport phenomenon (3).
iHarremoes (15), in modeling the biofilm as a porous diffusion
model, reached an interesting conclusion, namely that a first
order heterogeneous reaction in a pore will lead to a first
order reaction in terms of the bulk concentration.

In dealing with the biofilm growing in the RBC process,
Kornegay (22) assumed a homogeneous system with Monod kinetics
in terms of the bulk substrate concentration, with the same

biokinetic constants for all the stages. The same assumption
was used by others (12, 27, 28) but with the added conditions

that the biokinetic constants change stagewise. Indeed, the
authors of this paper do agree with the last point above, but
disagree with an observed rate based on Monod kinetics

.4 written in terms of the measurable bulk substrate concentra-
tion unless the mass transport phenomenon is taken into
account. At a later point, it will be shown that when a
mass transfer phenomenon affects the substrate removal, the
overall rate will no longer follow Monod kinetics. More
specifically, it will be demonstrated that the observed rate
is first order only when the intrinsic rate exhibits a first
order (pseudo) mechanism.
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Antonie(2), and Stover and Kincannon (30), concluded that
the RBC process follows first order kinetics in terms of the
substrate bulk concentration dealing with an RBC pilot unit
of more than one stage collectively. Using the same reason-

ing, Harrembes (16) fitted the data presented by P6pel (29)
for a seven stage RBC pilot unit into an observed (bulk)

fractional order (half order) and hence suggested that the
intrinsic rate for BOD consumption is zero order. It is
important to realize that an RBC plant with several stages
in series behaves as a plug flow reactor although each stage
is a complete mix reactor. Because of a varying biomass

(flora) stagewise (32) and widely different bulk substrate
concentrations, the use of an overall complete mix technique

and the inference of a single kinetic expression for all
stages collectively, is doubtfull or only very approximate.
As a result, this research implies that a kinetic study
should be carried out on each stage separately.

With respect to the bulk dissolved oxygen within an
RBC reactor, several investigators have stressed the impor-
tance of keeping a minimum bulk D.O. (2 mg/l) to retain

the process efficiency (9, 11, 18, 34). On the other hand,
Hartmann(17) suggested that the bulk D.O may not affect the
efficiency at all. It has been shown experimentally (7,33)
that the RBC process efficiency can be improved by sealing
the reactors and enriching them with pure oxygen. Because
of the above conflicting findings, research seems to be
warranted to further elucidate this point.
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

The following will be a development of a concept of
the observed rate of substrate utilization by a biological
film. Some assumptions are made; these are:

I. that bacteria are uniformly distributed within
a biofilm

2. that the biofilm thickness is uniform
3. that the bio-film is at steady-state. That is,

the density of the biofilm does not change within any
experimental run.

4. that the suspended solids in the bulk fluid can
be neglected (they are too low in concentration to have
any marked effect).

5. that the mass transport phenomcnon can hC handled
by assuming a hypothetical liquid film. In any case thc
mass transfer coefficient km includes the convective and
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diffusive mass transfer effects.
6. that the biofilm is considered to be an "equi-

accessible" surface; this has also been called the "quasi-
*- stationary" method as developed by Frank Kamenetskii (13)

7. that there is a single substance limiting growth;
i.e. the main substrate providing the carbon

8. that the substrate removed is assumed to be consumed
* at the surface of the bioftim.

9. that the biofilm area is the same as the disc area.

Under the steady state, the assumption is made that the

q substrate cannot build up or accumulate at the surface of
the film. As a consequence, the rate of suhstrate supplied
by the mass transfer phenomenon must equal the rate of sub-
strate utilization in the reaction at the interface.
Assuming that Monod kinetics prevails at the surface, and
denoting R as the overall or surface reaction rate, it can
be stated that:

S
R = k (Sb-S ) = kx S (I)

m b s K + S
sat S

(all terms are defined at the end of this paper)
Because S is unknown and can't be measured, it is more
convenient to express the rate expressions in terms of
observable quantities.

Solving equation (I) above for S :
S

Ik +[s K k 1A
ma [ S -K k+ 4K S P 1(2)

s 2 b sat k b sat k sat b
m m

wh,-e k =k x is defined as the maximum surface reactionmax,

rate in analoRy with Michaelis-Menten enzyme kinetics.
Substituting the value Ss  as given by equation (2)

into either side of equation (1), it can be shown that:
'!k k-Kmax mx 2 S 0.

sat + b k b ) + 4 Ksat b
R = k m --- ( 3)

maxkk
K +S k max b max 2 0.5
(Ksat h k ) ( sat k K-- +4KsatSbI

m m
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From equation 3, it appears that Monod kinetics can
become a pseudo first or zero order depending on the relative
value of Ksat as compared to the substrate concentration.
If Ksat is much larger than Ss, then equation (2) becomes:

k
mSs k + (ka/k Sb (for pseudo-first order)
m max sat) (4)

Under this condition, and according to the value of km two
regimes (13) might exist:

1. A kinetic regime, if km >>(kmax/ksat), where
the following prevails:

Ss  Sb (4a)

or

2. A mass transfer regime, if km<<(kmax/ksat), where
the prevalent condition is:

Sse< Sb (4b)

as a result, and for maximum efficiency, an RBC system should
be operated under case (1) above. Since km is related,
among other things, to the hydrodynamic characteristics of
the system, the appropriate kinetic regime could possibly
be attained depending on the design of the system.

For pseudo first order, equation (3) becomes:

R = koSb (5)

where,
1/ko = 1/km + l/(kmax/ksat) (6)

0' where k is the observed first order reaction rate.
0

So, in the presence of mass transfer resistance, and
based on the above, the following can be conicluded:

0

r
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1. The rate expression, in terms of the observable bulk
concentration, will not exhibit a Monod type mechanism,
even when the intrinsic rate is assumed so (equation 3).

2. The observable rate will exhibit a first order mechanism,

only when the intrinsic rate exhibits a pseudo-first
order rate in S. In this case, it is additive
(equation (5), (6) ). This finding agrees with Harrem6es
(16).

3. When the intrinsic rate is zero order, then R is no

longer influenced by the mass transfer phenomenon.

The above can be simplified by using a dimensionless
concept (5, 10, 20). For this purpose, the following dimen-

sionless numbers are defined:

Ksat

Sb

Ss
s =

b

kmax - Maximum reaction rate
Da km Sb Maximum mass-transfer rate

where Da stands for the Damk6hler number. The magnitude
of the Damkbhler number indicates the significance of the

mass resistance. Thus:

If Da >1 : a mass-transfer regime prevails
and if Da -1 : the reaction is rate limited

By substituting the above dimensionless numbers in the pre-
vious equations, the following results can be obtained:

For Monod kinetics:
A 2 " )0.5 (7)s = ( + 4./2) -5

where a= Da + P- I

For pseudo Ist order kinetics:
Y_ (8)

T + Da
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Finally, defining an external effectiveness factor ne as the

ratio of the reaction rate in the presence of mass transfer
to the rate which would be obtained with no mass transfer
resistance, that is when Ss = Sb, it can be shown:

For Monod kinetics:

e  + s (9)

where s is given by equation (7)

For pseudo Ist order kinetics:

-'+ Da (10)

in its application the external effectiveness factor acts
like a correction factor. it provides for a decrease in the
reaction rate due to the presence of mass transfer resistance.
Accordingly, the reaction rate can be written as follows:

For Monod kinetics: k Sbmax -___(_____)Ksat + Sb e (11)

For pseudo 1st order: kmax S b  (12)
K
sat

where rl is given by the appropriate equation.
This approach is much simpler than equation (3) and (5) and
can prove to be advantageous if Ti can be represented g rap-
hicll ly in terms of the reicvant parameters such as Da and

T. But, before doing so, the Da number should be clarified.
As can be seen, the Da number is not an observable quintitvx.
Therefore, a new tern must be introduced, 751, which can be
designated as an observable lDamkihltr number, suc t hat

Di = 1, f)a (1 3)
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by algebraic conversion, it can be shown that:

• ~~~- R ( )(4
" For Monod kinetics: Da = (-- 1 + ) (14)

- R
For pseudo 1st order kinetics: Da = k ' (15)kmS

It becomes advantageous to relate analytically p to Da.
This has been done and it can be shown that: e

I For Monod kinetics: tj (1 +1' - Da) (16)

/1 +) -

For pseudo-ist order kinetics T = I - Da (17)U7

Figure (1) shows a computer plot of n e as a function of Da
and values of T as a parameter, for pseudo 1st order reac-

tion kinetics.
It should be remembered that 'T1> I as equation (17)

holds only when the intrinsic rate is pseudo-first order in
the substrate concentration. It is very clear from figure
(4) that the kinetic regime becomes well defined at a value
of r = 1. At this point the relationship becomes a hoii-

zontal line for values of Da <1. Contrariwise, the verti-
cal lines resulting at Da >I and i << represent the mass
transfer regime. Accordingly, an intermediate region exists

between the above two regimes, where both mass transfer
and kinetics affect the process. This region is evidenced
by a drastic transition in the slopeof the curves. It can
be seen also, that any increase in Da above a certain criti-

cal value, would not have any impact on the results, since
the overall reaction is mass transfer limited. By knowing
Da and \, one can find rl so that the rate expression can
be expressed by equation (12) in terms of the bulk sub-
strate concentration Sb, which is an observable quantity.

EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT, MATERIALS, AND METHODS:

The experiments detailed in this paper were run on the
first stage of a pilot plant consisting of six stages of
RBC. Each stage consisted of four discs 2 ft. diameter

fabricated of ultra thin sheets of polyethylene with a
sinusoidal surface configuration that generated a great
deal of turbulence. This deformation increased the area
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of the disc by an average of 50% over a flat disc turbulence.
The sheets were heat formed spot welded, and provided by
the FMC corporation. The rectangular tanks made of plexi-
glass, were 5 1/2" wide, 11" deep, and 28" long for each
stage. A one inch diameter hole was drilled in the parti-
tion wall between stages for the flow of sewage. A concrete
fillet with a triangular cross section of 9" x 9" coated with
parafin wax, was slipped into each stage to avoid any possi-
ble shortcircuiting. The discs were mounted on a stainless
steel shaft, 3/4" diameter, equipped with a sprocket and
chain drive which was driven by an AC motor and speed con-
troller to provide different rotational speeds. The discs
were approximately 35% submerged. The liquid volume was
about 18.5Z. The surface area provided by one stage (one
module) was about 38 ft2. Fig (2) shows the RBC reactor and
Fig. (3) shows a detail of the rotating media. This con-
figuration provided a ratio of growth surface area to liquid
volume, a, equal to 1.92/cm.

The pilot plant was fed with a synthetic sewage (the
formulation is shown in) Table (1).

Table 1. Composition of the synthetic sewage.

to 1 liter of tap water* add

Dextrin 184.94 mg
NH4 C1 76.43 mg
Na2HP0 4  15.85 mg
MgSO4 7H20 8.2 mg
Beef Consomme** 1.05-2.1 ml

*Ann Arbor municipal tap water was used
**Campbell's condensed consomme (beef) soup

Campbell Soup Co., Camden, N.J. 08101
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Figure 3 FMC media detail (high density poly-
ethylene). Approximately 1/3 scale.
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This synthetic sewage provided a waste with the follow-
ing approximate strength:

BOD 250 - 290 mg/l5

COD 300 - 350 mg/l

The above synthetic sewage can be concentrated and diluted
to cover a wide range of organic loading at any specific

hydraulic loading.
The influent and effluent was monitored daily with

analyses being performed for suspended solids, volatile
suspended solids, and soluble chemical oxygen demand. These
analyses were conducted in compliance with Standard Methods
(1975). Dissolved oxygen was measured with a D.0 meter

(YSI model 54ARC) and pH with a pH meter (Corning Model 12).
Both the D.O. and pH were measured in situ as well as the
flow and temperature. Samples were filtered (for TSS, VSS,
COD) using glass fiber filter, Type A-E 47 mm diamter, manu-
factured by Gelman Instrument Co. The biofilm density was
measured by a scraping technique from a measured area and

the scraped biomass volume was measured volumetrically.
Film density estimated in the scraped biomass gravimetrically.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Prior to the experimental work detailed in this paper,
the pilot plant was operated for three months, approximately,
under the following loading and other physical conditions:

2
Hydraulic Loading: 1.85 gpd/ft (based on flat

area)

0 Influent, COD: 305-325 mg/l (BOD:250-268 mg/l)

Effluent of first stage,
COD: 80 + 5 mg/l (BOD:77-77 mg/i)

* Rotational Speed: 8 rpm (70-77) mg/l
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The total suspended solids within any stage, had an average
of about 200 mg/l and the maximum value found in that time

span was 592 mg/l. On this basis, it was decided to neglect
the effect of suspended solids in the substrate removal.

Because kinetics and rate studies are best performed
on a batch mode, it was decided to run all the experiments
on the first stage of this pilot plant, using the batch

mode during each experiment. Before each test was under-
taken, the pilot plant was running under steady state with
a well established biofilm. Under such conditions, the
biofilm density was 28.34 to 30 mg TS/ml and its thickness
was about 1856-2325 ji. A point worth noting is that all
the disc surfaces were covered by slime.

When running any batch kinetics test, the flow was

stopped, and the reactor outlets were sealed by a rubber
stopper. Then adding a precalculated volume (usually small)
of a concentrated solution of the synthetic sewage, the test

was started by collecting samples every five minutes for at

least one hour. The organic content of each sample was
measured by the COD test after filtering. Hence the COD

values reflect only solubles. Total suspended solids were

very low, as mentioned earlier, and neglected. Temperature
in all the runs was about 21 + 0.50 C. The dissolved oxygen
within the run of any batch test never went below 2.7 mg/l.

These tests were run at two different levels of initial
substrate concentration; 80 mg/l COD (average) and 500 mg/l

COD; rotational speed was varied from 4 to 10 rpm in an
increment of 2 rpm.

To study the effect of dissolved oxygen concentratio;

in the bulk liquid on the substrate utilization rate, it was

decided to run several tests under a condition of zero D.O.
in the bulk liquid. To remove the D.O. from the liquor,
nitrogen gas was bubbled through the reactor during the
batch operation. The nitrogen bubbles stripped the D.O.

from the liquid phase. In any run, the liquid became void
of D.O. within 15-30 minutes. But even with zero D.O. the
nitrogen gas was kept flowing for an extra 45-60 minutes.
Then, at time zero, a precalculated volume of a concentrated
sewage was added and the test started while maintaining
the flow of nitrogen gas throughout the run. D.O. was

monitored continuously and was always 0.0 mg/l except for
a couple of runs where a trace of D.O. was detected. Those

.ests with zero D.O. were all conducted with an initial
substrate concentration of 516 mg/l COD on the average, and
a rotational speed equals to 4 rpm.
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The maximum resistance to mass transfer usually is
exhibited when no turbulence at all exists. It was desirable
to estimate this value so that the importance of rotation

(turbulence) on the efficiency of any type of disc media
would be demonstrated. To do so, a slide previously attached

to the discs and covered with biomass was suspended in 2
of substrate with an average of 530 mg/l COD. This system

was controlled as far as temperature, D.O. and minimal mix-
ing were concerned. This slide provided an area of 168 cm
approximately. A ratio of surface area to liquid volume,

af, was calculated at 0. 0 8 4/cm.
In order to measure the intrinsic reaction rate of the

substrate uptake rate by the biofilm, two factors had to be
fulfilled: (1) eliminate the resistance to mass transfer

and (2) to minimize the internal diffusion problem (unless
substrate is consumed at the surface layer). In the field

* of catalytic engineering, this has been achieved by using a
:semi-batch reactor. These units share a common feature of
tremendous high fluid flow rates near the catalyst surface
to minimize mass transfer resistance (generate a small Da.
But, unfortunately, this requirement presents a limitation
for the RBC system since it would result in a tremendous

amount of shear and biomass sloughing at high rotational
speeds. In addition, all rotational speeds above 10.5 rpm
were impossible because there was excessive liquid loss from

the reactor due to tremendous turbulent splashing. To over-

come such problelms, the following procedure was devised.
Some slime was scraped from a measured area (457.8cm2 ),
then homog, nized in a blender for a few seconds (less than
8 seconds) and then thei dispersed biomass was suspended in
a batch reactor. Oxygen wiia.s maintained by aeration. The
air was prov ided for both D.O. (a inimum was 9.8 mg/I) and
to assure a complete mix r(,gime. Samples were collected
ev,,ry 5 minutes for one hour. These samples were centrifuged

* and the supcrnatant filtered. lhe filtrate, was analyzed
for organic carbon by the COD test. All biomass from the

ccntrit uation and filtration process was returned to the
reactor to iinimize the loss of bio active solids. This
tcst was an attempt to minimizc the clabs transfer resis-
tance of the film as well as the internal diffusion if

* such effects existed. Because tLhis biofi m was suspended,
it had to be related in some way to the area of the disc.
This was done by calcutating a factor ;y, defined as the
ratio of the area .scraped to the batch volume. In this
test the relationship was 0.23/cm. The TSS in such tests
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(the suspended biofilm) measured an average of 4900 mg/l.
Table (2) below summarizes the tests and testing condi-

tions under which these runs were performed.

Table 2. Tests Run and Testing Conditions

(all are batch reactors; Temp. = 210+ 0.50 C

Initial Substrate Bulk Number of
Type Conc. COD, mg/ w, rpm D.O. mg/l Runs

RBC, 515 4 2.7-2.8 4
a=l.92/cm 494 6 2.7-2.8 4

538 8 3.0-3.1 4
513 10 5.6-5.8 4
120 4 3.8-4.0 4
76 8 4.4-4.6 4

516 4 0.0* 6

Slide 521 -- >10.2 4
a f=0.084/cm

Suspended
Film 551 >9.8 4
a =0.23/cm

s

• With perfusion of nitrogen gas
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

After obtaining the analytical results from the batch
studies by monitoring S ver time, an attempt was made to

fit these data to several kinetic models:

Zero order -r = k (plot Sb ver t)
SoS= S

2st order -rs = k S2 (plot Log b ver t)

2nd order -rs = k S~o (plot 1/s b ver t)

b b
where the k's are not the same.

The results of all data without exception, fitted the ist

order model. In this paper it is impossible to show all

the results but Fig (4) shows some typical plots. Table
(3) shows the averages of the results using a calculated

reaction rate constant.

It can be seen from these results that the observed

rate of substrate utilization in this RBC reactor is 1st

order in the measurable bulk substrate concentration, at

least within the range of experimental data obtained. As

a result:

R = k°  Sb  (6)

k is the observed is order substrate reaction rate con-

s~ant in units of LT- . This then is related to keo(where
f"e" indicates the natural logarithm base, and "o" indi-

cates observed) as follows:

k° 0 ke,o/a

ko is calculated from the slope of the plot of LnSb ver

t by fitting the data into a linear regression model using

the least square estimator. These results have an impor-

tant implication. It was demonstrated earlier in this
paper that for an observed rate to be first order, and

because mass transfer is likewise 1st oder, it follows

that the intrinsic rate has to be first order (method

of additive or combined resistance, Frank Kamemetskii (13).

In fact it was also demonstrated that the intrinsic rate

was a 1st order rate. These data also show that the
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observed rate is 1st order regardless of the rotational
speed, within the range of speeds tested.

The observed reaction rate constant k increased with
an increase in w. Since the data of Tale3 likewise
indicates that km is substantial which implies that mass
transfer is significant, this result should be expected.
Indeed, as w increases, the thickness of the diffusion
boundary layer (different than Prandtl hydrodynamic boundary
layer) should decrease. Levich (25) has demonstrated that
the thickness of the diffusion layer, for a disc fully
submerged in a liquid and rotaiting around its own axis
is inversely proportional to the square root of W. This
author estimated that this layer thickness is about one
tenth of Prandtt layer. As a result, increasing w should
boost the efficiency of substrate removal but only up to
a limit beyond which little improvement would result. From
the negative point of view a high w would increase the
sloughing rate, and would have a detrimental effect on bio-
chemical removal. A representative, empirical equation
relating the mass transfer coefficient to w has been
developed:

k =7.87 (Q 0.809 (13)

where k is in cm/day and w in rpm. Fig (5) shows this
m

relationship. It is important to realize that this equation
holds only for the media, used in this experiment, that it
can not be used for extrapolation beyond w = 10 rpm, and
finally that it should not be used for scale-up. One
should expect that km would become independent of w beyond a
certain value. This equation (or any similarly derived
equation) would enable a designer to estimate the effect of
media geometry as to whether or not the mass transfer
regime would be eliminated at the minimum rotational speeds

4 expected in the prototype assuming other parameters are not
affected. Equation (13) does not include the km values
calculated for the slide test or those from the low initial
substrate concentration run for the following reason. The
tests, run using the slide and its attached biomass, attempt
to simulate a condition where turbulent does not exist.
Such a test does not have a practical value. However, it
helps in showing the maximum transfer resistance. Beside
that, it is clear that at 4 rpm the observed mass tra-isfer
rate did not show much increase, showing that the mass trans-
fer resistance is still large.
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Where running the test in the RBC using a batch mode
for two different initial substrate concentrations (w = 4 rpm,
with COD: 120 mg/i and 515 mg/i) and (w = 8 rpm, with COD
76 mg/i and 538 mg/i), one might have expected some differences
to be eviden-ed. In these cases differences were minimal
and as far as the rate mechanism was concerned, its Ist order
dependence on S was maintained. To make this point more
clear, it shoulg be recalled that the intrinsic rate is a
biokinetic mechanism. Generally, the Monod equation is
used:

-r = kx S
s Ks+ S

sat

where two extreme cases can be expected:

(1) low S: such that Ksa t >>S

hence: -r s  =(kx ) "S (pseudo-first order in S)
K sat

(2) high S, such that K s S, then:Ksat < ,

-r = kx, (pseudo zero order in S)
s

Hence, for the observed rate to be first order in S would
imply that the intrinsic rate be a pseudo-first order
up to higher values of substrate concentration. Indeed
experimental data have shown that the intrinsic rate is
1st order in S up to at least So = 550 mg/l (soluble
COD). This implies that the Monod saturation constant,
Ksat, has a very large value; that is Ksa t >550 mg/l

measured in COD for the carbon compound (Dextrin (C HI005.
Accordingly this biofilm needs a very high substra e n

concentration (above 550 mg/l as COD) to reach half the
maximum specific growth rate ( ). This high value for K sat

is much larger than those reported in the literature
(Grieves, (14).

Fig (6) shows the effect of Ksa t on p in the Monod
equation. Another point one might expect is that the
observed rate constant, ko, under the same w would have the
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same value for two different initial substrate concentration
(e.g., 120 and 516 mg/l COD @ w = 4 rpm). But it was not
the case. Two possible justifications could be thought of:
The first is that Monod saturation constant has changed,
but this is very unlikely; the second is that sloughing
occurred between these tests (there was 6 days lap time)
and the biofilm interface texture has changed hence affect-
ing the mass transfer coefficient.

One striking point was that the dissolved oxygen con-
centration in the bulk fluid did not affect ttie substrate
removal rate. Even under zero D.O. conditions, the observed
reaction constant for the 1st order mechanism was not
affected. This contradicts the generally accepted concept
in the biological wastewater treatment field that a minimum
of 2 mg/l D.O. in the bulk fluid should be maintained for
successful operation. This finding implies that the source
of oxygen required by the biofilm for the oxidation of sub-
strate is the surrounding atmosphere and that the bulk of
the liquid plays little or no part in this two foot model.
If this observation could be extrapolated to a prototype
plant for BOD removal, it would not have to be operated
at a certain rotational speed controlled by the bulk D.O.
for a minimum value of 2 mg/i. Rather, w should be looked
at as the frequency ' this system at which any point in
the biofilm should be exposed to the atmosphere for optimum
removal efficiency under a given substrate strenqth and
loading. Of importance too would be the additional effects
of increasing k and decreasing the thickness of the diff-
usion boundary Tayer. The increase in efficiency gained
by enclosing the RBC in an atmosphere enriched with pure
oxygen or increasing the air pressure (Torpey et al., (33)
and Bintanja et al (7) actually enhances the diffusion
rate by increasing the partial pressure and the concentra-
tion gradient of the oxygen into the biofilm besides over-
saturating the liquid film attached to the biofilm as it
emerges from the tank.
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CONCLUSIONS

1. Bulk D.O., as low as 0.0 mg/l, did not affect the
substrate removal rate in this pilot plant work.

2. The observed rate was first order in the substrate

bulk concentration only when the intrinsic rate was
also pseudo-first order. Under this case the observed
rate k. is related to the mass transfer coefficient
k and the surface intrinsic rate as follows

m
i/ko = i/km+ 1/ki, where all values are in unit of

length per unit of time.

3. The mass transfer coefficient km was related to the
rotational velocity by the empirical formula:

=7.87 ()0.809 (13)m

where km is in cm/sec and w in rpm. This is valid strictly
for this pilot unit and for w values up to 10 rpm.

4. In this case, the Monod saturation constant, K had
a larger value than 550 mg/l soluble COD when H'
carbon source was provided by dextrin (C6H1 0 0 ) This
is higher than previously reported values in he

literature.

5. It appears that a kinetic study should be done on each

stage separately and not on the overall system as a
single unit. This latter assumption can result in
an error in detecting the rate order.

0
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NOMENCLATURE

Symbol Definition Unit

A Disc or biofilm area L2

a Ratio of disc area to bulk liquid
volume L

af as a above but for slide I.- I

a as a above but suspended film L-1
s

Da Damkohler number

Da Observable Damk6hler number --

k. intrinsic rate constant (1st order) LT 1

1

k Substrate mass transfer coefficient 1

m (liquid film) LT

k Observed rate constant (1st order) LT- 1
0

ke,o ko as measured from plot in Sb ver t;

ke,o = ko• a T -

ke,i ki as measured from plot in Sbvert; ke,i
=

k.a T

k Maximum specific substrate utilization
rate in Monod equation T

k max Maximum reaction rate in Monod equation; 2 -1

k = k.x ML T

Ksa t  Monod saturation constant ML- 3

R Overall reaction rate ML2 T -

-2 -1r Substrate removal rate ML Ts

Sb  Limiting Substrate concentration in 3bulk fluid ML

S Limiting substrate concentrate at biofilm 3
interface M]
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Symbol Definition Unit

s Ratio of S to Ss b

V Liquid volume in RBC reactor L3

X Biofilm biomass density as TS or TVS ML- 2

Y Yield coefficient in Monod equation

Te  External effectiveness factor

pMaximum specific growth rate in Monod equation T

w Disc rotational speed rpm

4
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ANALYSIS OF STEADY STATE SUBSTRATE
REMOVAL MODELS FOR THE RBC

David E. Schafer. Camp, Dresser and McKee, Inc.,
Boston, Massachusetts.

James C. O'Shaughnessy. Department of Civil Engi-
neering, Northeastern University, Boston, Massachusetts.

Frederic C. Blanc. Department of Civil Engineering,
Northeastern University, Boston, Massachusetts.

INTRODUCTION

This paper evaluates three independently-derived steady
state mechanistic substrate removal models for the rotating
biological contactor (RBC), intended for use by design engi-
neers. The three models evaluated are: 1) Kornegay's steady
state model for carbonaceous waste treatment; 2) Schroeder's
steady state RBC design equation; and 3) Grieve's Pseudo-homo-
geneous steady state model. Utilizing a common data base, each
has been assessed with respect to model calibration, adequacy
of fit, relative influence exerted by various design parameters,
and limitations and restrictions.

"ATHEIATICAL MODELING OF THE RBC

* Several empirical models have been developed to predict

the steady state substrate removal in RBC units (1,2,3). These
models express stage-by-stage removal of substrate as a power
function of major design variables such as hydraulic loading
rate, influent concentration, retention time, surface area,
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temperature, disc configuration and rotational speed.
To improve RBC process modeling, current research efforts

are being focused upon the development of a mechanistic or de-
terministic model for substrate removal. Although proposed
mechanistic models for wastewater treatment processes also pos-

r-. sess empirical qualities, a "true" mechanistic model is defined
as one which assists understanding and allows useful, though
not necessarily exact, extrapolation over a wide range of oper-
ating conditions (4).

Mechanistic modeling of substrate uptake and cell growth
in biological systems is highly complex. Even in the simplest
biological reaction, a multiplicity of cellular reaction mech-
anisms take place. Adsorption, enzyme catalysis and diffusion-
al processes represent major functional mechanisms which can
control the uptake of a specific substrate (4).

BIOFILM4S

Biologically, each RBC consists of a complex interrelated
population of predominantly heterotrophic attached microorgan-
isms. In general, this attached microogranism population will
be comprised of aerobic, facultative and anaerobic bacteria (5).
In addition, as indicated by Kornegay (6), a significant popu-
lation of suspended microorganisms may also be present if the
system is operated at a long hydraulic retention time.

With respect to substrate removal, the concept of an "ac-
tive" microbial depth has been adopted by several investigators
(6,7,8,9,10 and 11). This hypothesis divides the total micro-
bial film thickness into two layers. The outermost layer, be-
ing in direct contact with the adhered liquid film, is termed
the active layer. The "inactive layer", if present, is in di-
rect contact with the support media.

Sanders (9) evaluated active depth in terms of the "criti-
cal" depth at which diffusion of oxygen within the slime layer
becomes limiting. Tomlinson and Snaddon (10) have also sug-
gested that the active layer consists of the aerobic microorgan-
ism zone. However, Atkinson and Davies (11), Kornegay (6) and
Grieves (7) contend that the active depth should be defined
with respect to the depth of penetration of a limiting nutrient.

Estimated values of active microfilm depths have ranged
from 27 to 200u.m. To date, no universally acceptable technique
exists for the measurement of active depth in any fixed film
system. Conceptually, substrate removal from the bulk liquid
phase requires diffusion of metabolic reactants into the at-
tached biofilm, metabolism by the organisms, and diffusion of
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the metabolic by-products back through the biofilm and into
.. either the bulk liquid or the atmosphere. Since relatively

thick biofilms are employed, significant concentration gradi-
- . ents, resulting from mass transport resistances, can exist be-

tween the bulk liquid and the active microbial layer (12).

TREATMENT KINETICS

In 1950, Monod presented an initial mathematical analysis
for cell growth based upon work with batch reactors (13). His
hypothesis assumes that microorganism growth rate is dependent
upon the concentration of a limiting substrate, which he tested
using a completely-mixed continuous flow chemostate containing
a dispersed culture of microorganisms. The versatility of the
Monod kinetic relationships in fitting data normally obtained
from a variety of wastewater treatment systems has made it a
logical starting point for modeling the RBC process (6,7,14 and
others).

STEADY STATE MODELS FOR THE RBC

Kornegay's Model

The mathematical algorithms proposed by Kornegay to simu-
late RBC system performance have been developed under the as-
sumption that ultimate substrate removal is dependent upon mi-
crobial growth and that the entire mass of attached film is not
considered active in the removal of organics. Additional as-
sumptions are as follows (6):

1) complete mixing is achieved in the liquid volume;
2) organism decay is neglected;
3) maintenance energy is not included in explicit terms;

and 4) saturation or Monod function coefficients are assumed
0 to remain constant during periods of dynamic operation.

Kornegay's approach to system performance under continuous
flow conditions is illustrated in Figure 1 and expressed by the
following steady state equation (6):

FC - bC j max2NT(r1 2-r22)Xd( Cb)• FC - FCb  I
o Y(Kc+Cb)

where: Pmax is maximum specific growth rate of fixed film or-
ganisms; Kc is half saturation constant; Y is the apparent
yield of fixed film organisms; F is influent flow rate; Co is
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Feed Flow r2Effluent Flow

Media Contact Area

FIGURE 1: Definition Sketch for Kornegay's
Substrate Removal Models

influent substrate concentration; Cb is reactor substrate con-
centration; N is the number of discs; rl is total disc radius;
r2 is unsubmerged disc radius; X is unit mass of the fixed mi-

crobial film; and d is active film depth.

Setting the area capacity constant, P, to PmaxXd/Y and the
contact area, A, to 2N7(rl2 - r22), the removal equation for a
single stage RBC in which suspended growth is negligible be-

comes (6):

(Cb)
F(Co-Cb) = PA (Kc+CD) (2)

Multi-stage operation can be evaluated by setting the in-

fluent concentration of the second reactor equal to the bulk

liquid (i.e., effluent) concentration of the first reactor and
performing successive iterations until all reactor concentra-

tions are known.
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Schroeder's Model

Schroeder's steady state design model for the RBC process
is based upon a theoretical analysis of substrate utilization
by microbial films conducted by Atkinson and his coworkers dur-
ing the late 1960's and early 1970's. Schroeder has modified
the Atkinson Model for use in municipal wastewater treatment
applications, incorporating the following assumptions (14):

1) slime phase diffusion controls overall system perform-
ance;

2) no significant concentration gradients exist within the
adhered liquid film while in the bulk gas phase;

* 3) mass transport through a differential element follows
Fick's Law of Diffusion; and

4) A plug flow mode of operation is appropriate in model-
ing the RBC process.

Schroeder's approach to system performance under continu-
ous flow conditions is expressed by the following steady state
equation (14):

f nC K* A S0 d" K( + In L-O =  VL (3)

where: K is the half saturation constant; Cb is bulk liquid
substrate concentraton; Co is influent substrate concentration;
f is the proportionality factor; K* is the maxLmum specific
growth rate; A. is submerged disc area; 6 is reactor hydraulic
retention time; d is active biofilm depth; and VL is liquid vol-
ume per disc.

Multi-stage operation is evaluated using a technique simi-
lar to the Kornegay approach.

Grieves' Model

Grieves combined both biological growth kinetics and mass
transport resistances in the development of a dynamic substratp
removal model for the RBC. Grieves adopted a more complex phyb
ical representation for the system than those developed by Kor-
negay or Schroeder by subdividing each disc into pie-shaped seg-

* Aments as detailed in Figure 2. Within each segment, substrate
is assumed to be transferred across a biofilm-liquid film inter-
face at a rate directly proportional to the coacentration gra-
dient between the two phases. Major model assumptions are as
follows (7):
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FIGURE 2: Grieves' Model-Details of the
Elements Taken Around the Disc
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1) there is complete mixing in the reactor, biofilm andr -liquid film;

2) as the disc leaves the bulk liquid phase, a stationary
liquid film having an initial substrate concentration
equal to that of the bulk liquid phase adheres to the
microbial film;

3) substrate utilization by an individual microorganism in
the biological film can be represented by a saturation
or Monod function;

4) Monod coefficients are assumed to remain constant dur-
ing periodr of transient operation;

5) the mass of substrate consumed by the organisms for
maintenance purposes is negligible when compared with
that used for growth; and

6) substrate diffusion in the radial and circumferential
directions is negligible when compared with diffusion
into the biological film.

In the derivation of this model, Grieves has considered
mass balances on substrate in: 1) any segment of the liquid
film exposed on the disc; 2) the biological film exposed on the
disc; 3) any segment of the biological film submerged in the
bulk liquid; and 4) the reactor bulk liquid. With the addition-
al assumption that first order removal kinetics are appropriate
when substrate concentrations are relatively low, Grieves'
steady state model takes the form (7):

_Gb = 1 (4)

1 + P[(,,)(A s ) + Ff[l - e
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where: Cb is bulk liquid substrate concentration; Co is influ-
ent substrate concentration; N is number of discs per reactor;
F is influent flow rate; P' is (KL)(K)/(+KP; Aa is area of

- -the disc in the air; Ff is liquid film flow rate; As is sub-
merged disc area; K' is {(umax)(TF)n-(X) (Az) }/{(Y) (Kc) (n) (KL)};
TF is treatability; N is stage number; X is organism density in

* segment L,M: Y is organism yield coefficient; Pmax is maximum
specific growth rate; Kc is saturation constant in Monod equa-
tion; n is the effectiveness factor; KL is mass transfer coef-
ficient; and Az is active biofilm thickness.

PILOT PLANT OPERATION

*The three steady state models were compared using simula-
tion results and data collected in a pilot plant investigation
conducted at the Yankee Greyhound Racing, Inc. dog track lo-
cated in Seabrook, New Hampshire. Septic tank effluent charac-
teristics (used as influent feed to the RBC unit) measured dur-
ing the 60-day pilot plant study are summarized in Table I and
listed in Tables II and III (15). High nitrogen and total and
soluble BOD values indicate a waste strength roughly three times
that of normal domestic sewage.

Table I

Septic Tank Effluent Characteristics Pilot Plant
Influent Feed, Throughout the Testing Period (15)

Parameter Range**

BOD 5  250 - 600

COD 350 - 750

Suspended Solids 50 - 200

NH 3 -N 100 - 200

Organic-N 50 - 100
N0 3-N <1.0
P04 -

3  10 - 20
Grease and Oil 50 - 200

Alkalinity 250 - 500
* pH 6 - 8

**All values except pH in mg/l.
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The pilot plant utilized was a 4-foot, 4 equal stage ro-
tating biological contactor supplied by the Environmental Pol-
lution Control Division of the George A. Hormel Company (EPCO-
HORMEL) of Austin, Minnesota. This unit provided a total of
1600 square feet of polyethylene surface area for biomass
growth and a liquid vclume in the unit of approximately 100 gal-
lons. This unit was fed continuously by a small submersible
pump suspended between the floating scum layer and the bottom
sludge deposit in one of the secondary septic tanks. The flow
during the study ranged from 0.15 to 1.82 gallons per minute.
During the course of the study, the pilot unit was operated at
4-stage detention times which ranged from 57 minutes to 695 min-
utes and overall organic loading rates ranging from 0.41 to 4.17
pounds of soluble 5 day BOD per day per 1000 square feet (15).

CALIBRATIONS/RESULTS/SENSITIVITY ANALYSES

Kornegay Model

Calibration of Kornegay's steady state substrate removal
model involved the evaluation of two unknown kinetic parameters:
K c and P. These values are idealy developed by curve fitting
of actual data. The rearrangement of Equation 2 as follows:

A K c 1- +-(5
(F)(Co-Cb) P Cb P

should plot as a straight line having a slope of Kc/P and inter-
cept 1/P when 1/Cb is plotted against the term on the left side

of the relationship (6).
In the pilot plant study, approximately 60-80% of the total

BOD reduction occurred in the initial stages of treatment. Es-
timates for the unknown parameters were thereforc established
based upon a least squares analysis of the first and second
stage data, presented in Figure 3. An initial estimate for the
area capacity constant, equal to the inverse of the Y-axis in-
tercept, is 5.62 lb. BOD/day-1000 ft2 (a value roughly equiva-
lent to the mean first stage organic loading of 5.72 lb. BOD/
day-1000 ft2 applied during the waste treatability study). From
the slope of the line, an initial estimate for the saturation
Loefficient was determined to be equal to approximately 150 mg/l.

Simulation results were obtained through rearrangement of
YCU.ation 5 into its quadratic form with respect to Cb such that:
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2 (A)(P) + (F)(K c ) - (F)(Co)Gb + (F) (Cb) - (K)(Co) = 0 (6)

Equation 6 permitted easy calculation of successively-staged

effluent concentrations for each reactor given an influent
waste strength and flow rate.

In order to test the model's adequacy of fit, a statisti-
cal least sum of squared error analysis was selected to serve

as the basis for final parameter calibration. Utilizing this
approach, simulation results were equally weighted for each
stage of treatment. However, because of the relative magnitude
of the initial stage bulk liquid concentrations, numerical em-

phasis was focused upon the initial stages of treatment where
the majority of organic removal occurred.

For the initial parameter estimates obtaine& from Korne-

gay's steady state model, the total sum of squared error for

the 72 simulated values (4 stages on 18 testin, dates) was rela-
tivelv large, equaling 119,564. However, 44% of the total
error resulted from poor simulation of Run 11, attributed to

the model's pronounced response to flow rate variations.
Figure 4 depicts the model's sensitivity to biological

parameter estimates with respect to single stage removal effi-

ciency. This figure served as a guide for additional calibra-
tions as it indicated the relative importance of each parameter
within the given range of waste strengths and flow rates. By

definition, model sensitivity with respect to the saturation
constant varies with reactor bulk liquid concentrations, parti-
cularly with series treatment applications. However, as the
magnitude of the slope of each line indicates model results are

slightly more dependent upon the value of the area capacity con-

stant, P.
Utilizing Figure 4, the initial parameter estimates were

systematically adjusted in an effort to improve overall model
simulation. By increasing the area capacity constant from its
initial value of 5.62 to 6.50 lb. BOD/day-1000 ft2 and decreas-

4 ing the saturation constant in the Monod relationship from 150
to 135 mg/l, overall simulation results improved approximately
22%, with a total sum o squared error equal to 92,887. Again,
poor simulation of Run 11 resulted in the generation of 39.5%
of the total squared error.

Figures 5 and 6 illustrate single stage model response or
sensitivity with respect to variations in organic loading re-

sulting fr-,. an increase in either influent waste strength or
flow rate. Single stage reactor response was selected for il-
lustrat.-. '-2duse of the dampening effects produced by multi-
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stage simulation.
Figure 5 was generated by utilizing the final values ob-

tained at a constant flow rate of 0.40 gal/min. As shown, cal-
culated first stage organic removal efficiency remained essen-
tially constant below the recommended upper limit on c-ganic
loading of 5 lb. BOD/day-1000 ft2 . Above this value, predicted
removal efficiency decreased due to the fixed nature assumed
for the saturation coefficient.

Figure 6 indicates the model's response to flow rate vari-
ations and was generated using a constant influent waste con-
centration of 250 mg/l. Above an organic loading of 3.5 lb.
BOD/day-1000 ft2 (i.e., first stage hydraulic loading in excess
of 1.5 gal/day-ft2), first stage simulated removal efficiency
decreased from approximately 70 to 35% as first stage organic
loading approaced 10 lb. BOD/day-1000 ft2 (i.e., as first stage
hydraulic loading approached 4.7 gal/day-ft2).

Schroeder Model

Calibration of Schroeder's steady state simulation model
(Equation 3) required the evaluation of four unknown parameters:
K, the saturation coefficient in the Monod equation; K*, the
maximum removal rate constant; f, a proportionality factor; and
d, the active biofilm depth. F, K* and d appear together in
the group YK = (f)(K*)*d) and the reactor retention time, 0, is
equal to the reactor volume, V, divided by the flow rate, F.
Therefore, a modified relationship expressing steady state sys-
tem performance can be stated as:

K( 1) Co  (YK)(As)(V)
K(-- + 1ln -=(7

b Co Cb (VL)(F)

However, unlike Kornegay's two-parameter relationship,
4 Equation 7 does not permit rapid parameter estimation through

standard curve-fitting techniques. Therefore, it was necessary
to establish initial values for the unknown parameters from the
available estimates contained in the relevant literature.

Assuming that each stage of the four stage unit acts as an
independent reactor, sensitivity runs were performed by solving
for YK in Equation 7 using measured BOD and flow rate values as
well as values for the remaining system variables. By varying
the value of the saturation coefficient throughout its recom-
mended range, a new range for the variable YK was determined
and extended from 0.00025 to 0.0005. Similarly, an appropriate
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range in values for Schroeder's saturation coefficient was
evaluated and found to lie between 5.0 and 10.0 mg/l.

Single stage results from this analysis are illustrated in
Figure 7. Although restrictions similar to those indicated for
Figure 4 apply, model calibration was shown to be essentially
independent of the value for the saturation coefficient, K. By
setting K equal to its estimated mid-range value of 7.5 mg/l,
final calibration was accomplished by altering the value of YK
in order to obtain the best fit for the measured data. Based
upon a least sum of squared error calculation utilizing the
measured BOD results, a calibrated value for YK in Equation 7
was determined to be equal to 0.0004 cm/sec.

The final results of model calibration had a total sum of
squared error for the 72 simulated values equal to 112,036,
roughly 47% of which resulted, again, from poor simulation of
of Run 11. As with Kornegay' s model, this was attributed to a
pronounced response by Schroeder's model to high influent flow
rate values. Nevertheless, overall first stage simulation re-
sults were essentially good, demonstrating the model's capabili-
ty to predict single reactor removal efficiency over a wide
range of organic loadings.

The model does, however, tend to over-estimate organic re-
moval during the third and fourth stages of series treatment
applications. This is particularly evident for runs in which
the unit flow rate dropped below 0.50 gal/mmn; unfortunately,
the theoretical formulation of this model does not permit the
incorporation of a treatability factor, thereby eliminating any
means to attempt mathematical correction.

To assess the model's sensitivity to variations in flow
rate and influent waste strength, Figures 8 and 9 were dcvel-
oped. Again, single stage reactor response was selected to
best illustrate model senmitivity. The linear relationship de-
picted in Figure 8 was generated at a constant flow rate of
0.40 gal/min using the calibrated parameter values and indicates
that predicted removal efficiency is first order with respect to

4 influent concentration.
Figure 9 indicates simulation results generated by an in-

crease in organic loading caused by an increase in feed flow,
and suggests that an upper limit on removal efficiency was ap-
proached at a hydraulic loading of 2.5 gal/day/ft2 and that
this limit may be increased by increasing reactor retention
time.
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Grieves Model

Grieves has indicated that initial estimates for the bio-
logical model parameters of Equation 4 can be assumed to fall
within the following ranges (7):

Parameter Range Units

KL 0.003 - 1.00 cm/sec

11 0.02 - 0.54 1/hr
Y 0.26 - 0.64 ---

Kc 4 - 10 mg/1
X 8 - 20 mg/ml
n 1 - 15 ---

Az 50 - 200 Jm

However, the calculated feasible range in values for the un-
known parameter, P1, varies by several orders of magnitude.
The selection of individual parameter values would thus prove
to be meaningless, especially since no attempt was made to test
for these parameters. Therefore, based upon the measured re-
sults and physical characteristics of the unit, the calibra-
tion procedure was initially directed towards establishing nu-
merically feasible ranges for both unknown model parameters, P1
and Ff.

The term Ff was evaluated based upon theoretical and ex-
perimental analyses conducted by Zeevalink et. al. (16), Bin-
janta et. al. (17) and Luvich (18). In these investigations,
telationships were developed between disc rotational velocity
and liquid film thickness. Given a disc peripheral velocity of
I ft/sec, an appropriate range in values for the term Ff tas
found to extend from 6.0 to 8.0 cm3/sec/disc face.

Through substitution of the mid-range value of Ff into
Equation 4, individual P1 values were calculated utilizing a
trial and error approach, obtaining rapid convergence for this

6Q function through parameter modification via the Newton-Rapson
method. An appropriate range of P1 was found to extend from
0.25 x 10- 4 to 1.75 x 10- 4 cm/sec.

Model sensitivity runs revealed that simulation results
were essentially independent of the value for the rotational
flow rate constant, Ff, throughout its recommended range.

* Therefore, further calibration involved the evaluation of the
biological model parameter PI or, more appropriately, a value
for Pj for staged treatment applications.

This was accomplished by adopting a value of 0.40 m/hr
(0.0111 cm/sec) for the liquid film coefficient, KL, a value
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assumed, and successfully used, by Grieves for the simulation
of a 10-stage RBC pilot plant treating municipal wastewater (7).
Values for the biological coefficient, K1 , and the treatability

P. factor, TF, which best fit the measured data were then selected.
K Finally, based upon a least sum of squared error calculation,

calibrated parameter values were determined.

Substitution of the values for KL and K, reveals a P1
value for simulation of the overall unit (without the use of a
treatability factor) equal to 1.29 x 10-4 cm/sec. This is
roughly equivalent to the mean first and second stage calcu-
lated P1 value of 1.33 x ID-4 cm/sec and resulted in a total
sum of squared error equal to 69,031 for the 18 runs. However,
46% of this error resulted, once again, from poor simulation of
Run 11. The P1 values used during simulation with a treatabili-
ty factor equaling 0.75 for stages 1 through 4 were 1.53 x 10-,

4 4

1. 15 x 10.-4L 0. 88 x 10 -4, and 0. 65 x 10 -. As with Kornegay's
steady state model, use of a treatability factor improved simu-
lation results in runs having an influent flow rate less than
0.60 gal/day-ft 2 . Overall simulation results, however, were

only found to improve approximately 1%.
Figures 10 and 11 illustrate the model's steady state re-

sponse to alterations in influent feed characteristics. Be-
cause of the simplifying assumption that first order microbial
kinetics govern treatment, simulated substrate removal is inde-
pendent of feed strength, as indicated by the linear relation-
ship depicted in Figure 10. Although experimental results have

confirmed this hypothesis at low influent waste strength, the
validity of this assumption can not be justified if feed
strength were to increase above approximately 750 mg/l BOD.

As can be seen from Figure 11, model response is highly
dependent upon influent flow rate. However, unlike the results

obtained from the sensitivity analysis performed on Schroeder's
model, an upper limit on ROD removal due to influent flow rate
is not implied.

DESIGN CONS IDERAT IONS /CONCLUS IONS

Although each of the steady state models evaluated in this

analysis was found to provide an adequate fit of the measured
data, caution must be exercised in the use of either of these
models for design purposes. Inherent in their respective deri-
vations are several simplifying assumptions regarding process
performance which, if violated or neglected, can significantly
affect "predicted" system response. Major factors which must
be considered, particularly with respect to calibrated biologi-
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cal constants and coefficients, are:

1) The impact that dynamic loading of the system will have
upon system response.

2) The impact that scale-up will have. Preliminary re-
search indicates that a 15 to 25% scale-up factor is

Uappropriate depending on the physical characteristics
of the pilot scale unit (19).

3) Media configuration/reactor "shor circuiting" has not
been modeled explicitly.

4) Oxygen limitation has not been considered in any model.
5) Temperature effects, which can alter microbial reaction

rates, diffusivity coefficients and dissolved oxygen
concentrations have not been considered.

6) In reference to Schroeder's steady state model, speci-
fication of a given surface area also fixes the surface
area to volume ratio of the reactor.

The best overall simulation results were obtained util-
ing the Grieves model for this data set. However, Kornegay's
model was found to have the simplest calibration methodology.
All of the models were found to exhibit a pronounced response
to flow rate variations. On a single stage basis, removal ef-
ficiency was negatively impacted above a hydraulic loading of
1.5 gal/ft2/day.
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INTRODUCTION

One of the major parameters governing the performance
of any biological treatment system is the food to microorgan-
isms (F/M) ratio. In an aerobic biological unit, the rate
of organic stabilization is directly proportional to the
quantity of aerobic microorganisms (M) present when the sub-
strate concentration is not limiting. Therefore, to optimize
the use of any aerobic biological treatment unit, efforts
must be made to keep the aerobic microbial concentration as

J1 high as possible. This is particularly important when the
substrate concentration is high. However, in most biological
treatment systems, the upper limit of aerobic microbial con-
centration is normally regulated by the oxygen availability.
At a given oxygen level, only a certain limit of aerobic
microorganisms are mdintainable, and the rate of organic oxi-
dation depends on this limit. If the microbial concentration

0 is maintained beyond this limit, a portion of the microbial
mass would be of either the facultative or anaerobic type,
which can often develop odorous conditions in a treatment
system. For example, in a suspended-growth system like con-
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ventional activated sludge process, the level of mixed liquor
suspended solids (MLSS) is generally kept within 4,000 mg/L
to insure that molecular oxygen will penetrate into the center
of biological flocs. However, when aeration is provided with
pure oxygen (patented as "Unox Process"), the maximum MLSS
concentration can be increased to as high as 8,000 mg/L be-
cauce of the increased oxygen penetration into biological
flocs. With the increased biomass in the Unox Process, its
organic stabilization rate is greatly increased and its re-
quirement of hydraulic retention can thereby be reduced. This
would, of course, result in a substantial saving in the con-
struction of the aeration tank system.

The development and maintenance of the biomass in an at-
tached-growth (or fixed biofilms) system is considerably more
complicated in comparison to the suspended-growth unit. This
is because the biofilm development on a surface exposed to
waste flow is the net result of physical transport and bio-
logical growth rate processes. The processes which contribute
to the overall biofilm accumulation are: 1) diffusion of sub-
strate into the biofilm; 2) diffusion of molecular oxygen in-
to the biofilm; 3) substrate oxidation and growth of the at-
tached microorganisms; and 4) sloughing of the biofilm. Among
these processes, it is reasonable to assume that for a given
substrate compound, the rate of substrate diffusion depends
upon its concentration gradient in the biofilm layer. Similar-
ly, oxygen diffusion rate also depends upon its concentration
gradient. In an actual biofilm treatment unit (such as rota-
ting biological contactor or RBC, trickling filter, and aero-
bic fluidized bed), under a steady-state condition the rate
of substrate oxidation may be limited by either the substrate
penetration or oxygen diffusion depending on the relative
availabilities of these two substances. In a biological treat-
ment system exposed to air, the maximum concentration of dis-
solved oxygen in wastewater seldomly exceeds 4 or 5 mg/L while
the substrate concentration may be as high as hundreds or even
thousands mg/L. Under such a situation, diffusion of mole-
cular oxygen into the biofilm is normally the rate-limiting
step in the waste stabilization process. For example, in a
model-scale fixed film system, it has been found that for a
glucose substrate with a concentration of 88 mg/L or more,
the rate of organic oxidation is generally limited by the ox-
ygen diffusion rather than by the substrate penetration (1,2).
This type of oxygen limitation in the fixed film systems has
also been observed by other researchers (3,4,5). Thus,
all of these seem to suggest that in a biofilm treatment
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system, if the influent ROD5 is well above 100 mg/L, a sig-
nificant portion, or even the majority, of the fixed-film
growth will function under an anaerobic condition. When
this occurs, the total oxidative capability in such a system
cannot be measured by its total biomass since the anaerobic
biomass does not possess the same level of biological activi-
ties as aerobic bacteria. Therefore, in order to optimize
the utilization of each supporting surface area in a fixed-
film system, every effort should be made to increase the
"aerobic" portion of the biomass. This, of course, can be
accomplished by increasing the oxygen availability in the
treatment system. In fact, in a recent study using pure
oxygen in the RBG operation, Huang and Bates (6) found that
the use of pure oxygen was able to phenomenally increase the
aerobic biomass accumulation on each unit disk surface area.
Unfortunately, that study only demonstrated the qualitative

* evidence of the increased aerobic biofilm. development; the
quantitative relationship between the oxygen flux and the
aerobic fixed-film accumulation was not established.

Another important parameter complicating the dynamic
behavior of the fixed film development is the sloughing of
biomass. Although it is known that sloughing is caused by
the hydraulic shear at the biofilm layer, it is not clear as
to the general frequency and exact location (or interface)
that the sloughing would normally take place. It is specu-
lated that the biofili sloughing is most likely to take place
at the aerobic-anaerobic interlayer, where the production of
acidic metabolites by anaerobes is likely to weaken the
binding strength of polysaccharides in the biofilm establish-
ment.

From the above discussion, it is clear that most of the
fixed film biological treatment system being used today (such
as RBC, trickling filters and aerobic fluidized beds, etc.)
have not been optimized to utilize their valuable surface
areas to support exclusively aerobic biomass due to a lack

* of oxygen. Because of the oxygen limitation, several in-
vestigators (7-11) have found that the rate of substratle
removal cannot be further increased once the effective
thickness of the biofilm reaches a certain level. Undoubted-
ly, if the entire layer of biofilm is made of aerobic bac-
teria, the rate of substrate removal should continue to in-

0 crease with the biofilm thickness as long as the substrate
concentration is not limiting. On the other hand, if the
biofilm is also composed of anaerobes, then the rate of sub-
strate oxidation may not linearly increase with the thickness
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of the biomass.
At the present time, our understanding of the dynamic

behavior of the biofilm development and sloughing is quite
meager. The relationship between the thickness of aerobic
fixed film and the available substrate/oxygen concentrations
has not been quantitatively established. This paper presents
a rational modelling approach for developing equations which
may be used to predict the development and sloughing of fixed
films under defined conditions. Also, the specific experi-
mental tests which are required to generate pertinent model-
ling parameters are discussed in detail.

In order to fulfill the modelling requirement, specific
experimental tests have been designed to generate the follow-
ing data:

1) to quantitatively relate the substrate removal rate
with both the aerobic and anaerobic biofilm development under
some specially-designed operating conditions; 2) to assess
the impact of substrate and oxygen concentrations on the de-
velopment of biofilm thickness and its impact on waste stabi-
lization rate; and 3) to estimate the attenuation of dissolved
oxygen and substrate concentrations across the biofilm layer
and then to identify the interface at which biofilm sloughings
are most likely to occur.

MODELING APPROACH

In order to develop fixed-film biological growths in
well defined conditions, several annular reactors need to
be fabricated. Eaci reactor will consist of a stationary
outer cylinder and a rotating inner impeller, as shown in
Figure 1.

The annular reactor has the advantages of providing a
constant shear throughout the stationary supporting surface
as well as allowing direct insertions of oxygen probes and
sampling capillaries during testings, Therefore, this type
of reactor will allow generation of experimental data for
the development of a model to correlate the substrate removal
rate with biofilm buildup. This system will also provide
data to establish the attenuation of substrate and dissolved
oxygen (DO) through the biofilm layer at various substrate
and DO availabilities and then to identify the interface at
which biofilm sloughings are most likely to occur. A glucose
substrate with adequate minerals and phosphate buffer will
be used as the feed. The glucose concentration may be ad-
justed to any level in different phases of the experiment
to suit the modeling need.
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In each testing, the substrate will be added to the an-
nular reactor at a sufficient flow rate to intentionally
maintain a hydraulic detention time of no more than 15 min
so that the growth of suspended biomass can be neglected in
the mathematical modeling. Before the substrate is addediinto the reactor, pure oxygen at various flow rates will be
injected into it and briefly mixed to maintain desirable
dissolved oxygen (DO) levels. The DO concentrations in both
the mixer unit and the annular reactor will be monitored and
recorded continuously throughout each test. The speed of
the impeller rotation inside the annular reactor will be
properly regulated, but in no case shall the peripheral
velocity ever exceed 1 ft/sec, which is the upper limit being
used in most full-scale RBC applications. Because of the
short hydraulic detention inside the reactor, biomass pro-
duction would be limited mainly to the attached biomass.
Hence the variation in suspended solids with time can be di-
rectly attributed to the process of biofilm sloughings.

The experiment will be initiated by inoculating a small
amount of sewage microorganisms and operating the reactor
in a batch mode until some surface slimes start to develop.
This technique will speed up the initial establishment of
the primary slime layer (12,13,14) in the reactor. After
the initial primary layer has developed, the reactor will
be switched to the continuous-flow operation with the feed
of a synthetic substrate. At this stage, the continuous de-
velopment of biofilms and the associated substrate stabiliza-
tion rate will be monitored as frequently as necessary.
The mass balance equation for the substrate in the system is:

VdS (So-s) Ma + Mx Ms
dt Q (Ya ... ...... ........ *(Eq. 1)

where V = liquid volume in the annular reactor (L3 ) 3
S = substrate concentration in the reactor (ML-)
t = time elapsed (t)

Q = feed rate (L3/t)
So= influent substrate concentration (ML 3)
Ma= attached biomass growth rate (M/t)
Mx= sloughings of attached biomass in the reactor (M/t)
Ya= attached biomass yield coefficient
Ms= suspended biomass growth rate (M/t)
Ys= suspended biomass yield coefficient

Because of a short detention time (no more than 15 min) em-
ployed in this study, the removal of substrate due to sus-
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pended biomass growth can be neglected in comparison to the
substrate consumption for the attached biomass growth. Thus,
Eq. 1 may be rewritten as:

E dS M
Vd = Q (So-S) - Maa .............. (Eq. 2)

The mass balance of the biomass in the reactor, on the
other hand, can be expressed as follows:

. d. (Xo-X) + Mx .. . .............. (Eq. 3)
dt

U where Xo is the influent suspended biomass concentration and
X is the biomass concentration in the reactor.

The growth rate of attached biomass can be expressed as:

dTh
Ma = AP dt- ...... ................. (Eq. 4)

where A = reactor surface area of the attached biofilm
P = biofilm volumetric density, and
Th= attached biofilm thickness

Since the influent suspended biomass concentration is zero,
the rate -of sloughing which results in the production of
suspended biomass cai be estimated from Eq. 3:

dX
Mx = V- + QX ................... .. (Eq. 5)

dt

After substituting Eqs. 4 and 5 for the terms of Ma and
Mx in Eq. 2, the following equation can be obtained:

APdTh dS dX
dt-- =  Q(So-S) - V-s Ya - V - QX . . . . (Eq. 6)

AP- dt a dt

After Ya has been determined, Eq. 6 can be used to correlate
the substrate removal rate with the biofilm development.

As the reactor is operated longer and longer, the bio-
film layer inside the reactor will become more and more estab-
lished. As the biofilm thickness becomes greater, sloughings
will start to occur and suspended solids concentration in the
reactor will increase. At this stage, the last two terms in
Eq. 6 cannot be neglected any more. The thickness of the at-
tached biomass will become a function of the sloughing rate.
Thus the effluent suspended solids concentration (X) and dX
inside the reactor over a short defined test intetvaL
must be determined to calculate the rate of change of bio-
film thickness. The calculated value will then be checked
against the actual measurement from the inserted thin plastic
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strip during the course of the experimental study.
When steady state conditions of Eqs. 2,3 and 6 are

reached, the thickness of the attached biomass, the substrate
concentration and the biomass concentration in the reactor
will be constant. Equation 6 becomes:

Q (SoS) -QX = o ................... (Eq. 7). Ya

The substrate removal rate for a constant biofilm thickness
can then be calculated as:

Q (S°-S) = QX. ................ (Eq. 8)

Note that QX is actually the amount of biomass that has been
sloughed off in the reactor and can be expressed as the prod-
uct of specific "yield" rate and the overall attached biomass
(p.APTh). Thus the substrate removal rate can be related to
the thickness of the attached biomass as follows:

Q (So-S) = (y-a).Th ............. (Eq. 9)

The specific yield rate, p, is a function of the sub-
strate concentration, oxygen concentration as well as other
environmental factors. A model similar to the Monod equation
and Michaelis-Menten relationship may be used:

SP Jmax Ks+S......................... (Eq.10)

where Pmax = maximum "yield" rate
Ks  = Monod half velocity concentration and
S = limiting substrate concentration.

After Pmax and Ks have been experimentally determined, the
substrate removal rate for a given Th can be calculated. The
calculated value will then be compared to the actual measure-
ment in the test.

It is expected that the active biofilm thickness is
dependent on both the oxygen and the substrate concentrations
in the reactor. Various oxygen and substrate concentrations
will be employed in the test to evaluate the dependence of
the biofilm thickness on these two parameters and then to
establish the quantitative relationship between the substrate
removal and the biofilm thickness.

It must be noted that the theoretical considerations re-
presented by the aforementioned equations will hold true only
if the biofilm establishment in the reactor is either com-
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pletely aerobic or anaerobic. A mixed aerobic-anaerobic bio-
film system will complicate the calculations since their bio-
mass yield coefficients and biofilm densities are not the
same.

After the biofilm is well developed and the relationship
between the substrate removal rate and the biofilm develop-
ment has been established, the concentration in the influent
feed will be progressively increased to effect the buildup
of a thicker biofilm until it reaches a critical point at
which DO concentration becomes a limiting factor. At this
point, a complete aerobic condition will not prevail through-
out the biofilm layer. Thus, sofae dark-color anaerobic bio-
mass will develop at the biofilm's underlayer and sloughing
will occur at a much greater rate. At this stage of opera-
tion, five DO microelectrodes as described by Whalen, et al.
(15) and an equal number of capillary sampling tubes will be
inserted into different depths of the biofilm layer from the
reactor's cylindrical wall. The positions of insertion will
be close together along the removable thin plastic strip so
that at any particular moment, the monitored DO and substrate
concentration profiles can be related to the biofilm thick-
ness. During each separate testing, the DO and substrate
concentrations in the influent feed will remain the same,
while in the bulk solution the DO concentration will be
monitored continuously and the substrate concentration de-
termined as frequently as necessary. The DO monitorings
will be continuously recorded throughout the test period to
evaluate an expected "sigmoidal" pattern of the DO variations
due to periodic sloughings of biofilms.

The concentration profile of the substrate can be ob-
tained by establishing a mass balance equation for a differ-
ential thickness in the attached biofilm (1,2,16). A simple
experimental first-order decay equation may be assumed for
the limiting substrate, as follows:

5Th = .k..h (Eq. 11)
STh = .. ............................ (Eq. 12)
DOTh = DOilO -k° T h  ... ... (Eq. 12)

where DOi and Si are the DO and substrate concentrations at
the biofilm surface; ko and ks are the attenuation rate con-
stants for DO and substrate concentrations across the biofim;
and Th is the thickness of biofilm at the point of measure-
ment. If the substrate is not limiting, the zero order decay
equation will be used:
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STh Si-k;Th ...... .......... (Eq. 13)

""DOTh = DOi-ko'Th . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. (Eq. 14)

where kand k are the decay rate for the substrate and oxy-

gen, respectively. By keeping the rotating impeller at a
reasonably high speed (so that the Reynolds number is in the
turbulent range), the values of DOi and Si will be close to
those existing in the bulk solution. Through an adequate
number of repeated determinations, the experimental data
should be able to allow for estimations of ko and ks . Also
attention will be given to correlate the interface of slough-
ing with the DO and substrate profiles to establish the most
likely location that the sloughings would normally take place.
From the established ko and ks values, the attached biomass
accumulation in any waste treatment system may be predicted
from the available DO and substrate concentrations using
Eqs. 11 through 14. The validity of such a prediction will
be verified in the testing by systematically changing the DO
and substrate concentrations in each study.

SUIARY

The purpose of this paper is to present a logical ap-
proach to develop mathematical models for assessing the
fixed-film buildup and sloughings in a biological waste
treatment process and their resultant impacts on the rate of
waste stabilization. Careful experimental testings are now
being conducted at the University of Missouri-Rolla to gener-
ate pertinent parameters associated with the modeling. Be-
sides, these testings will also be used to verify the validity
of the proposed models. It is hoped that with a better un-
derstanding of the fixed-film system, future designs of RBC
and aerobic fluidized-bed biological reactor can be optimized
by eliminating the oxygen availability as the most common
rate-limiting factor. This would result in a significant
reduction of the reaction time requirement, thus achieving
a corresponding capital saving associated with the tankage
construction.
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INTRODUCTION

Development and application of Wu's model for the pre-
diction of soluble BOD removal in rotating biological con-
tactor (RBC) wastewater treatment systems have been dis-
cussed in detail elsewhere (1, 2). The model is capable of
both precisely'estimating the treatment efficiency of RBC
systems and successfully determining the size of the treat-
ment plant if the design conditions such as influent soluble
BOD concentration, wastewater temperature, number of RBC
stages, and % BOD removal requirement are known. Therefore,
the model is very useful for predicting performance and can
be easily applied for engineering design purposes.

Presently, little is known about the applicability of
pilot plant data for full-scale design. As a result, there

is an essential need to investigate RBC scale-up under vari-
ous operating conditions. This study was primarily designed
to determine the influence of wastewater temperature on pro-

*a cess scale-up. Wu's model is capable of performing this
important task.

RBC MODEL

*Wu's model was developed on the basis of full-scale RBC
data reported by many researchers (3-10). The model is
given as follows:
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F14.2 q0 -5 5 7 9  - (--- 1)
Ex. 3 2N L 0 6 8 3 7 T 2 7

0

in which

F =fraction of influent soluble BOD remaining
in the effluent, %

q =surface hydraulic loading, gpd/ft2

N -number of RBC stages

LoWinfluent soluble BOD concentration, mg/i

T = wastewater temperature, OC

Eq. 1 describes the relationship between % BOD
removal/remaining (F) as function of process variables
including q, Lot N, and T. For instance, the effect of
hydraulic loading, q, on F under varying influent soluble
BOD concentrations, Lot and number of RBC stages, N, at tem-
perature T -25 0C is shown in Figure 1. It can be seen in
Figure 1 that the F value always decreases as q, Lot and N
increase. The influence of stage number, N on F under
differing conditions for q and Lo at T - 250C is illustrated
in Figure 2. Obviously Figure 2 shows that the F value
decreases profoundly as a result of either decreasing q or
increasing both L. and N. However, F changed only slightly
after N was greater than 6. This result becomes very obvi-
ous when Lo is high and q is low. The relationship between
T and F under varying Lot q, and N is depicted in Figure 3.
It is apparent from Figure 3 that for all conditions inves-
tigated here, F appears to become independent of T after T >
150C. In addition, Figure 3 also shows that the influence
of T on F is less significant when both Lo and N are high

.4 and q is low.

The reliability and accuracy of this model has been
extensively studied by using more than eighty data sets
obtained from the operation of six full-scale RRC plants
(2). The maximum error which results from the use of Wu's
model was found to be + 4.64% in terms of the efficiency of
BOD removal.
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DEVELOPMENT OF RBC SCALE-UP FACTOR

Past experience indicates that most operating full-
scale RBC treatment plants were designed according to cri-
teria generated from small-scale pilot plant studies. It is
unknown whether the pilot scale data are adequate for the
process engineer to physically size the full-scale plant.
An early work of Famularo et al. predicted a 10% reduction
in organic removal in a 4 stage RBC system if the disc size
increaesd from 2 m to 6 m (11). Further, Murphy and Wilson
have recently demonstrated that the removal of COD is
approximately 15% lower for a 2 m RBC than for 0.5 m RBC.
They propose that an additional 10% increase be made in
scaling up from a 2 m RBC to 3.5 m RBC at 170C (12). How-
ever, the effect of temperature on RBC scale-up was not
reported by Famuaro et al. or Murphy and Wilson.

According to Murphy and Wilson, the inverse relation-
ship between disc size and substrate removal efficiency
could be explained by a combined physical and biological
effect. They have speculated that as the RBC disc diameter
is increased, the liquid film on the biomass is exposed to
the atmosphere for longer times resulting in greater sub-
strate depletions and lower substrate concentrations in the
liquid layer. Under conditions of low substrate concentra-
tions, when substrate availability and diffusion is limit-
ing, total removal efficiency declines as disc size
increases. Another possibility which may produce the
aforementioned result is the operation of the small-scale
pilot unit at a higher rotational speed. Therefore, the
rate of oxygen transfer from gas phase to liquid phase in
REC system under the identical hydraulic/organic loading
favors the small unit because of its high rotational speed.

It is evident from the discussion above that an inves-
tigation of RBC scale-up is necessary for engineering
design, even though some difficulties are encountered due to
a lack of field data and an available mathematical model.
Since this predictive model enables one to correlate the BOD
removal efficiency with the process controlling variables
successfully, the scale-up factor can be determined if both
pilot-scale and full-scale plant data are obtained. Sixty-

-' four data sets including influent soluble BOD concentra-
tions, hydraulic loading, wastewater temperature, % BOD
removal, and number of RBC stages produced from seven full-
scale RBC plants, along with sixty-three data sets developed
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from the study of five small-scale RBC units were employed
for the present investigation (13-24). Actual equations
involved in the development of the scale-up factor are indi-

cated as follows:

' .Fl FlK1  . F --- (2)

Fr 14.2 q0 .5 5 7 9

exp 0.
3 2N L0 .68 3

7 0.24770.47

and

14.2 q0 5 5 79

exp.0 .32N L0 -68 3 7 T 0 .24 7 7

0
F2  14.2 q0.5579

K2 - -14

Fr exp.O.3 2 N L0 "68 37 T0. 2 4 7 7

o

f (T )0.2477 ----- (3)
T

LO, q, N, and T in Eqs. 2 and 3 are the system operat-
ing conditions for either a small-scale or a full-scale RBC
plant. F1 represents the measured % BOD remaining and F2 is
the predicted % BOD remaining obtained from the model calcu-
lation at the same conditions as F1 . However, Fr in Eq. 3
is different from F2 because it is calculated at a refer-
enced temperature T* instead of T. The ratios of F1 to Fr
and F2 to Fr are designated as K I and K2, respectively. K 2
is theoretically equal to KI, if the results of % BOD
remaining for both field measurement and model prediction
are identical.

The effect of T* on the relationship between K1 or K2
and T is shown in Figure 4. it is important to point out
that the theoretical curve (K2 vs T) always passes through a
point where K 2 is equal to 1 and T is the same as T*. K1 is
also a function of T*, that is, KI increases as a result of
increasing T*. But it was decreased as the wastewater tem-
perature T was increased, according to Figure 4.

The operational curves (KI vs T) as shown in Figure 4
were constructed using the full-scale RBC plant data.
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Although the Kj values are randomly dispersed, the opera-
tional curves obtained from data analyses utilizing a non-
linear least square method, closely approximate the theoret-
ical curves for different operating conditions.

Further development of the relationship between KI, K2
and T for pilot-scale system (disc size < 6 ft) at T* - 200C
was made. The results are illustrated in detail in Figure
5. A comparison of performance of the pilot-scale RBC with
the full-scale RBC under the same operating conditions is
made with Figure 4-(C) and Figure 5. The comparison
revealed the operational curve in the former system to be
far below the theoretical curve. However, the reverse is
found in the latter system. This result is expected because
the presently employed model was developed based on the
full-scale plant data.

From the above discussion, it is known that the direct
application of pilot plant data for full-scale design is not
acceptable. In all cases studied, the K1 value at any par-
ticular temperature, T is always higher in the full-scale
system than in the pilot scale system if the referenced tem-
perature T* is the same. This phenomenon indicates that the
full-scale RBC plant is less effective if the system is
designed in accordance with the data obtained from a treata-
bility study of a small-scale pilot plant. As a result of
this observation, the following investigation was aimed to
develop the scale-up factor (SUF).

Both the operational curves as shown in Figure 4-(C)
and Figure 5 are the lines of best fit, calculated by non-
linear least squares regression with a 95% confidence limit.
From these analyses it is found that at the referenced tem-
perature T* = 200C, the operational curves for full-scale
RBC plants and pilot-scale RBC plants can be described by
the following two equations:

* (Kl)Full = 1.5535 - 0.041666T + 0.00075233 T 2  ------ (4)

and

(K1)Small - 1.4919 - 0.036106T + 0.0005692 T2  ------ (5)

* At any given temperature T, the ratio of (KI)Full to
(Kl)Small is the process scale-up factor, according to Eq.
2. The relationshp between SUF and temperature T is
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depicted in Figure 6. It is clearly shown in Figure 6 that
the SUF value varies significantly as a function of tempera-
ture. The scale-up factor increases from 1.067 to 1.227 as
the temperature increases from 30C to 250C. However, a
decrease in SUF was found when the temperature exceeded
250C.

It is important to point out that within the tempera-
ture range investigated the maximum scale-up (22.7%) occurs
at T -25 0C and the minimum scale-up (6.7%) takes place at T
=3

0C. Inhibitory effects due to high temperature begin to
show when T exceeds 250C. The relationship between SUF and
T is described as

SUF = 1.0097 + 0.016206T - 0.00032842 T2-- - - --- -- (6)

and is illustrated in Figure 6.

The following example is given to demonstrate the
method for incorporating the SUF into the full-scale plant
design:

The experimental data obtained from a small-scale pilot
plant study are (25):

% Soluble BOD Removal
Required - 82% or F =0.18

Hydraulic Loading
in gpd/ft2 (q) -1.50

Stage Number (N) =4

Influent Soluble
BOD Concentration - 50 mg/l
(LO)

Wastewater

Temperature (T) -13.4 0C

Design Flow Rate - 2 MGD

Based on the design criteria specified above, the SUF
was calculated by using Eq. 6. The result is 1.20256. As
mentioned earlier, the SUF is mathematically defined as:
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SUF (Kl)Full (FI)Full

(K)Small (Fl)Small

14.2 q0 .5 5 7
9

exp.O 3 2N L0 68 3 7 T0 .2 4 7 7
1.1670 0

0.17

For the experimental data:

14.2 X q0.5579

1.1670 = exp'O'3 2x4 (50)0 "6 8 3 7(13.4)0 .2 4 7 7  ..... (7)~0.17

By solving Eq. 7, the q value is found to be equal to 1.348
gpd/ft2, that is less than 1.50 gpd/ft 2 resulting from the
pilot plant study. The total disc surface required is
1,483,680 ft2 (2,000,000/1.348) instead of 1,333,333 ft2

(2,000,000/1.5). Additionally, it is important to recognize
that the effluent quality of the full-scale RBC plant will
be slightly less due to the change in hydraulic loading.
The resulting effluent quality is estimated as follows:

F 14.2 (1.348)
0 -5 57 9

exp.O-.32x4(50)0.6837(13.4)0.2477

= 0.210

Therefore, the soluble BOD remaining in the full-scale RBC
plant effluent is 50 mg/l x 0.210 = 10.5 mg/l instead of 50
mg/l x 0.18 - 9.0 mg/l.

0 Additional calculations show the difference in hydaulic
loading with and without the considering scale-up factor and
are listed in Table I. The table clearly indicates that the
reduction of hydraulic loading is greater when both T and q
used for the operation of pilot plant are higher.

0
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Table I

Comparison of Hydraulic Loading Calculated
With and Without the Inclusion of SUF**

Operating Parameters Hydraulic Loading

without with
Lo(mg/l) N T (°C) F SUF SUF (5)-(6)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
45 4 15.1 0.18 2.0 1.54 0.460

64 4 16.8 0.20 3.0 2.51 0.490

60 4 20.6 0.23 4.0 3.31 0.690

53 4 23.9 0.16 2.0 1.58 0.420

49 4 24.9 0.21 3.0 2.39 0.610

57 4 17.4 0.18 2.0 1.82 0.180

73 4 24.4 0.15 3.0 2.13 0.870

**Data from Ref. (25)

CONCLUSIONS

According to this investigation, when z full-scale RBC
plant design is based on the essential controlling variables
of influent soluble BOD concentration, wastewater tempera-
ture, number of disc stages, surface hydraulic loading, and
% BOD removal requirement, the preliminary design criteria
developed from pilot plant study cannot be directly employed
for design. A scale-up factor should be used.

This factor was successfully determined by the model
proposed by Wu et al. Its relation to wastewater tempera-
ture was mathematically formulated by conducting non-linear
least squares regression analysis on both full-scale and
pilot-scale data previously reported by other investigators.
It is apparent that the process scale-up increases from
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1.067 at T - 30C to 1.227 at T - 250C. However, a decrease
in the scale-np factor was found when the temperature
exceeded 250C.

This study shows the effect of process scale-up on the
selection of hydraulic loading for full-scale design is sig-
nificant when the wastewater temperature and hydraulic load-
ing determined during the pilot plant study are high.,

It is necessary to mention that the results of this
study are valid only for the treatment of municipal wastewa-
ter by mechanical drive RBC and bio-oxidation of carbona-
ceous organic material in the RBC system occurs under oxygen
sufficient conditions.

o
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7.7-7 7

NOTATIONS

F = fraction of influent soluble BOD remaining in the
effluent, %

F, = measured value of F, %

F2 = predicted value of F, %

Fr = predicted value of F at given referenced temperature, %

Lo = influent soluble BOD concentration, mg/l

K1 = ratio of F1 to Fr

K2 = ratio of F2 to Fr

N = number of RBC stages

q = hydraulic loading rate, gpd/ft
2

SUF = scale-up factor

T = wastewater temperature, 
0 C

T, = referenced temperature, oC

4
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PART V: SMALL-SCALE/ON-SITE SYSTEMS

SMALL WASTEWATER TREATMENT SYSTEMS
USING SOIL PURIFICATION METHOD

Masaaki Niimi, Director, Soil Purification Center, Ltd.
Ueki Bldg., 2-41-8 Kabuki-cho, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo 160, Japan

INTRODUCTION

Since night soils were used as fertilizer in agricul-
tural land until 1950's, wastewater treatment in rural areas
has generally been neglected until recently. Wide use of
chemical fertilizers in recent years, however, prompted the
necessity of rural wastewater treatment in Japan since night
soils are no longer used in agricultural land.

Under these circumstances, Japan Ministry of Agriculture
started a program in 1977 construct small system wastewater
treatment facilities in rural areas, and adopted to promote
soil purification systems as one of the most suitable methods
of treatment.

The purpose of the paper is to describe unique features
of the soil purification systems developed in Japan and to
discuss construction, operation, and maintenance of the

following systems:
Enhancement of Treatment by Use of Soil Cover,
In this process, soils are not used as a mere constric-
tion materials, but they are effectively used as a m~l ia
for supporting microbial life. In actual installations,
treatment facilities are constructed underground covered
by soil layer. Treatment efficiencies are observed to
be greatly increased by the use of soil cover in these
instances, and the ground surface can be used for lawn
area or other uses for esthetic enjoyment.
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Underground Trench Soil Purificaton System,
By installing an impermenable sheet under the trench,

capillary action of soils in horizontal directions is
enhanced, thus preventing groundwater pollution due to
enhanced soil purification in aerobic soil zone.

There have been already approximately 25,000 installa-
tions of our system in Japan. These systems utilize eco-
system of soilsphere and are suitable for small system
wastewater treatment in rural areas. These facilities are
low cost and low maintenance wastewater treatment systems

and would not require extensive pipeline networks such as in
a large-scale central wastewater treatment plant.

1 Oriental Tradition of Recycling Human Waste to Farmland

In tihe Eastern countries including ,Japan, human excrement
has been utilized for agricultural production for as long as
several thousand years, and this practice still survives even

at present, though less commonly.
In my paper entitled "Do Joker Process"(') of last

September, the auther quoted the words of two Europeans who
had referred to this Eastern wisdom" to our shame". One wa;
Victor Hugo, in "Les Miserables" published in 1862 and the

other was i)r. Ht. Maroh, a German who had visited Tokyo,

then called Edo, around the same period.
For your reference, Victor Hugo and Dr. H. Maroh said

as follows respectively:
"Paris Pours twenty-four million francs a year into the

water. That is no metaphor. She does so by day and by night,
thoughtlessly and to no purpose. She does so through her
entrails, that is to say, her sewers. Twenty-five millions
is the most modest of the approximate figures arrived at by
statistical science.

After many experiments science today knows that the most
fruitful and efficacious of all manures is human excrement.

The Chinese, be it said to our shame, knew it before us."
e How often do we hear our farmers talk about this manure

being preferable to that manure on account of its fertilising
action being 'more lasting;' yet with all our wise provision
for the future, how far are we now behind the Japanese, who
seem to look always to the next harvest only! As they manure
for each fresh crop, and the term 'fallow' in our acceptation

* is entirely unknown to them, they are forced to distribute
their yearly production of manure equally over the entire
area of their land, which can be accomplished only by sowing

4
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in drills or furrows, and by top-dressing."
Also, F. H. King stated in Chapter 9 of his "Farmers of

Forty Centuries on Permanent Agriculture in China, Korea and
Japan" (1911) as follows:

One of the most remarkable agricultural practices a-
dopted by any civilized people is the centuries-long and well
high universal conservation and utilization of all human
waste in China, Korea and Japan, turning it to marvelous
account in the maintenance of soil fertility and in the pro-
duction of food.

The same book quoted the words by fur then, Dr. Arthur
Stanley, Health officer of the city of Shanghai, in his
annual report for 1899, as follows:

If"( ..... ) while the ultracivilized Western elaborates

destructors for burning garbages at a financial loss and
turns sewage into the sca, the Chinaman uses both for manure.
He wastes nothing while the sacred duty of agriculture is
uppermost in his mind. And in reality recent bacterial work
has shown that faecal matter and house refuse are best de-
stroyed by returning them to clean soil, where natural
purification takes place.

The question of destroying garbage can, I think, under
present conditions in Shanghai, be answered in a decided
negative. While to adopt the water-carriage system for

sewage and turn it. into the river, whence the water supply
is derived, would le an act of sanitary suicide. It is best,
therefore, to make use of what is good in Chinese hygienee,
which demands respect, being as it is, the product of an
evolution extending from more than a thousand years before
the Christian era".

To my regret, this excellent Eastern wisdom has been
utterly forgotten in present day Japan which has undergone
ultracivilized 'modernization'.

The words of Socrates - "A bad law is also a law."
still survive in Japan too, even today when about 2,400

years have passed since his time. Ultracivilized modernized
Japan has not only forgotten this excellent wisdom but also,
on the contrary, has enacted a law to prohibit it. As a
result, she has extended the life of his famous words into
the 20th century.

Such being the case, I would like to tell you first of
all that our proposed system for purifing or utilizing rain-
water and waste water/sludge by exploiting the power of the
soil has been developed under various strict restrictions
imposed by this "bad law". (F).
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2 Japanese Laws and Regulations Negating Her Good
Traditions, and the Development of a New Soil
Treatment System Under These Restrictions

Even under the new Japanese law enforced from the 1st
of last June, our position, consistently advocated for years,
that human waste and bath/kitchen waste water from smaller
numbers of persons be treated of jointly was not accepted.
The only one restriction relaxed by the law is that joint
treatment for 51 or more persons is authorized instead of
the previous 100 persons. Consequently, if law-asiding
citizens wish to make onsite treatment for a small number
(less than 50) of persons, we are obliged to make equipment
in accordance with this bad law. In other words, human waste
must first be treated independently, and then, the treated
product must be re-treated together with domestic miscellane-
ous waste water from kitchens and baths using additional
equipment. This situation is also quite different from that
of foreign countries where joint treatment for a small number
of people is authorized.

Nevertheless, while maintaining such a strict law for
treating human waste, no law for domestic miscellaneous
waste water is maintained in present day Japan, where rivers,
lakes and seas are abandoned to rapid pollution, to such as
extent that parts of them are being called "dead" )Since I
believe that this miserable situation is already known to
many of you experts in waste water treatment, and also that
they are not the direct main subject of this paper, I would
like to refrain from going into further details.

However, under the above-mentioned situation in Japan,
our system mentioned below has hitherto been practiced as

follows:
For the Soil-Cover type, T, any process (e.g., Acti-

vated Sludge process) or any equipment (e.q., either aerobic
or unaerobic) may be used underneath its cover soil. Where-
as, for the Underground Trench type, (, this process has
been used mostly for treating domestic miscellaneous waste

* water and for the Tertiary Treatment since it is restricted

by law.
Thence, those who emphatically supported type ( were

cities, towns and villages which had resisted the bad law of
the Central Government (the State). Currently, the number
of such cities, towns and villages exceeds 60, Nd( their

* fine results are discussed at the National Diet) ''F inally,
the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries, which
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hitherto had not been at all concerned with waste water
treatment has adopted this process for sewerage in rural
areas. At present, this process is used for as much as 90%
of the rural area sewerage.

I.- In the following, I would like to explain this system
by showing you figures.

(By the way, this system is called "Dojo-Joka" in
Japanese, while the magazine in English published by us
called the "Do Joker System" is a pun on the Japanese words.
So, please allow me to use the term "Do Joker System" in
this paper too.)

Pebble 1'bb I c

SeU I/

Soil / ,-o so'- ..I .1 :.

"-Waste water

. . / l vel

Crate g __ Septic
ISettling d 0 tank

~tub 0 G~l
* - .------ . A LLE

- - /- Air
, -.. . -- / diffusing

i -Sludge pip

Figure 1. Figure 2.

Note 1. The cover soil shall be of aggregate structure and
contain much organic substance.

Note 2. The net mesh shall be fine enough to support the
soil but coarse enough to allow soil organisms to
pass through easily, and shall be installed as
convexly, as possible.

Note 3. As fillers, such natural products as river pebble,
volcanic pebble, and crushed stone as well as even
plastic waste may be utilized. Their grain size
should be 3f10cm.
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Note 4. The larger the balance between HWL and LWL, the less
excess sludge is produced. If the water-covered
portion is made larger as shown in Fig. 4, nitrogen
will effectively be removed.

Note 5. In Fig. 1, the filling rate of the filtering material
shall be determined according to the nature of the
waste water. rhe bigger the filling rate, the
better the decomposing rate of organic substances
is but the harder the removal of the excess sludge.

Note 6. The equipment shown in Fig. 2 may provide tertiary

treatment by changing the air diffusion method for
the 2nd and tertiary treatment. The air diffusing
pipe is placed either above or under the grate, but
in either case it should diffuse big air bubbles to
prevent clogging.

3 Do Joker System as An aerobic Fixed-Film Biological
Process

The equipment shown on Fig. 1 is being utilized as a
settlement tank, septic tank, sludge condensation tub, sludge

storage tank, and a pumping tank, and characteristically gener-
ates no scum on the waste water surface. If larger pebbles
of 7 v, 10cm are selected for filling, the sludge filling the

gaps between the pebbles can easily be scooped up by lowering
the water level. Usually, the pebble layer is as thick as
approx. 50cm.

4 Do Joker System as Aerobic Fixed-Film Biological Process

The equipment shown in Fig. 2 is being utilized as
secondary treatment equipment, tertiary treatment equpment,

denitrodizing equipment, and purification equipment for river
water or other slightly polluted water, and is characteris-
tically of slim structure with the pebble layer as deep as

150 '\, 300cm and as wide as approx. 100cm. (The slim
structure is possible thanks to the non-generation of scum.)
A typical example is the rural sewerage of Wadayama Town
where it is installed under roads. The grain diameters of
pebbles are 3 'V 7cm being a bit smaller than anaerobic
filtering materials. Pebbles of cbout these sizes are se-
lected because the peeling of the biotic film is easily
solved by sending large quantities of air into the diffusing
pipe. The clogging problem is usually met by using pipes
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diffusing big aii bubbles, but, in some cases, by combining
an airlift pump or other oxygen supplying method other than

the air diffusing pipe system.

For raw water whose BOD Is 3Qppm or less, the forced
)xvlgcn suipply system is omitted.

We hiave consecutively succeeded in the last two years
iii hatching and breeding salmon fry by purifying polluted
river water (approx. 50 ppm BOD) in Metropolitan Tokyo using

miv h equipment shown. on Fig. 2. The hatching/breeding
i-; scheduled to be cont inued for another five years.

I j
SoiIstru ctLur c

Figure 3. Soil StructureCO
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Table 1. Jidayubori Park River Water Analysis Table

Station: A = Raw Water, B = First Settling Tank, C = Discharge

Trans- Coliform
Date Station PH BOD COD SS DO bacillius

parency

A 30< 1.5 7 9 9 8.4 940
11.Nov. B 30< 1.4 13 9 2 7.5 1,100

C 30< 7.1 9 7 9 8.8 58

A 4 7.3 6 12 200 5.0 1,000
18.Oct. B 10 7.4 5 11 52 5.9 1,000

C 30< 7.4 1 6 8 10.9 0

A 2.5 7.6 23 51 74.6 7.1 560
20.Jan. B 12.0 7.5 13 13 40 7.3 520

C 30< 7.7 3 5 1 11.5 14

A 12.5 7.1 30 20 62 7.2 2,480
12.Feb. B 16.0 7.3 25 18 29 7.8 2,000

C 30
<  

7.1 3 7 1 9.9 10

A 30< 7.6 12 23 230 6.3 32-00
19.Mar. B 5 7.5 13 18 54 6.1 3,300

C 7 7.6 3 7 0 10.1 6

A 30< 7.7 17.4 13.6 8 8.8 -
8.Apr. B 30

<  
6.8 29.5 14.5 8 1.4 -

C 30< 7.2 34 7.2 - 8.7 -

A 30< 7.5 12.0 10.2 8 8.4 -

7.May B 30< 7.2 9.8 9.2 9 7.4 -

C 30, 7.3 3.3 5.8 4 9.2 -

A 1 30< 7.5 9.7 10.2 8 7.6 -

9 .un. B 30< 7.0 8.0 10.4 11 5.0 -

C 30< 7.5 3.8 7.6 18 9.0 -

A 30' 8.3 8.2 10.4 9 7.0 21,000
6.Aug. B 30< 7.6 7.2 10.0 11 5.3 7,700

C 30< 7.7 3.3 6.8 2 5.6 350

A 30< 7.9 5.5 11 3 7.7 17,000
* 10.jul. J B 30< 7.1 4.5 11 6 8.7 67,000

C 30< 7.5 2.9 6 - 8.6 130
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5 Utilization of Fluctuation in Water Level within Filtering
Material of Fixed Film Biological Process

Fig. 3 is an enlarged portion depicting the relationship
between the covering soil and the contact filtering material
of fixed biotic film under it which is the biggest feature
of the Do Joker System.

Now let me explain its features.

The first feature is that the cover-soil layer on the
equipment is 20 % 50cm thick and is of continuous structure
covering both the inside and otuside of the tank. This is
based on an idea for enabling earthworms or other advanced
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soil creaturL3 to be most skillfully utilized in the waste
water treatment system. Even creatures living in the soil
space outside the equipment can be utilized for decomposing
the sludge. (See Chapter 1.)

The second feature is that the boundary between the soil
* -and the pebbles is of convex structure. Both ends are sex

at positions lower than the wall top. This structure allows
the polluted water in the tankto move either into the surface
soil or into the soil layer outside the equipment by capil-
liary action. (This structure will be explained in the next
chapter.) Thanks to this structure, we utilize the natural
principle that soil organisms and microbes suited to the
polluted water to be treated,propagate themselves rapidly in
the soil. One example is the utilization of hemolytic

bacteria in the soil when treating bloody waste water.
The third feature is the structure which causes fluctua-

tion in the water level within the pebble layer.
Fig. 3 shows a fluctuation of 5cm in the water level

illustrating that the water level drops due to capilliary
action during the night when the equipment is not in use.
However, if designed according to the long canal system,
there would be a difference in water levels at the inlet and
the outlet due to the resistance of the pebble layer. It
would then be possible to have a fluctuation of approx. 10 %
20cm in the water level occur at least twice a day by design-

ing accordingly.
Further, where the water is supplied intermittently by

a pump under the trench system shown on Fig. 4, if the pump
is installed in the equipment shown on Fig. 2, the LWL can
be lowered indefinitely. The boundary face between the soil
and the pebbles is made concave for the additional purpose
of allowing the septic gas to go through more easily, and of
utilizing plant roots (especially root hair) as the carbon
source during denitrodization, and of not having the rain-
water flow into the tank.

* 6 Underground Trench Soil Purification System

At a first glance Fig. 4 may be thought to be not much
differ'nt from the unarmored trench system, but actually it
is different. The initial idea of laying impermeable sheet
on the bottom of the unarmored trench in order not to have
the pollutant permete by gravity is based on the following
point.
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Organic substances are most effectively decomposed when
the three biotas of vegetable roots (GL to - 100cm), soil
microbes (GL to - 50cm) and soil creatures (GL to - 30cm)
are participating comprehensively. The fear of groundwater
pollution cannot be removed by the conventional trench system
under which the polluted water and sludge are allowed to
enter into the soil locating it more deeply.

Furthermore, since there are many cracks, aqueducts, and
big gaps in the soil, the gravity permeatation method by
which the pollutant passed through only the big gaps is not
appropriate due to the fear of probable ground water pollu-
tion. Only a purifying method making use of capilliary
action which ensures that absolutely no pollutant goes
through big gaps can remove the fear of ground water pollu-
tion. Because, being quite different from the gravitation
method in which water permeats under positive pressure and
saturation, the capilliary action enables the polluted water
to pass, at a certain planned permeating speed, through the
soil less than 50cm from ground level where the biotic ac-
tivities are active under negative pressure and unsaturated
conditions.

Also, if compared to the sprinkling system which cannot
treat much water per unit area, lm of the trench can treat
1009. per day - about five times - thanks to the difficult-to-
clog portion of the trench wall near ground level. A detailed
scientific explanation of this phenomenon, however, has yet
to be clarified. One thing T have never found over the past
20 years of our study is that even polluted water of high
BOD density (as high as 1,000 ppm or more) does causes un-
expected clogging. I feel this is attributable to action of
earthworms or other large-sized soil creatures, and if
combined with the re-usc for lawns, etc. of the domestic
waste water and rainwater, this would become the most
practical water treatment/storage system.

The surface of the filtering material shown on Fig. 4
is a fixed film biological process under both anaerobic and
aerobic conditions which, if the system is home-sized, has
successive water level fluctuations 5 % 6 times per day.
Though it has not been fully clarified what role this plays
in denitrodization, I presume that, according to the line
meter test using the primary treated water (actual results
were 95% or more COD, SS and 65% T-N('0 )), a method for
heightening the removal rate of T-N may be a carbon source
supplying system only. Since I obtained a 95% removal rate
by adding methyl alcohol, it is a problem in Jpaan('1 ) as to
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capilliary moisturing trenches are laid out at 3 4m
intervals, no sprinkling will be necessary for the lawn as
has been attested in California.

With respect to the relationship between the soil thick-
ness and plants, the utilization of the results of a vegeta-
tion study on artificial ground will suffice. Even tall
trees may be planted in soil as deep as 80cm. The growing
speed of crops on this structure gave a test result of 2 - 3
times of ordinary soil when waste water from a pig farm had
been used.( ) No humidity hazard for crops is found when-
ever the waste water level is GL - 60cm according to the
study results.

The environmental pollution preventive function of this
structure is acknowledged by all those who have seen its
actual results as far as the non-proliferation of odor,
bubbles, human pests and other readily identifiable effects
are concerned. However, the function acknowledged as most
practical is the non-proliferation measures taken against
pathogenic bacteria (viruses) and NOx which are an invisible
environmental pollution problem hard to detect by the senses.

While the conventional septic activated sludge process
system needs bubble-preventing devices, this system needs no
such thing. Further, diffusion into the air of fine droplets
caused by exploding bubbles on the water surface is simply
and completely solved by aereating the soil.

Furthermore, the over-jeneration of NO2 and the fear of
NO. diffusion into the air with consequent adverse affects
or the human body, both of which are the biggest demerits of
the F.F.B.P., can be solved through absorption by the soil
and oxidization into NO3 . The biggest reason why the Do
Joker System is used in 90% or more of the rural sewerage
systems in Japan is the completeness of the environmental
pollution prevel~tative measures as such. Their completeness
is attested by actual examples of its use under a busstop
waitingroom, the lawn of an outdoor eating place, a road, a
flower bed inl front of a railroad station, and in the middle
of a housing complex. Its deodorising system needs no ex-
cessVe power, actwivating carbon, acid, alkali or heating.
Odors trom sludge Lreatment equipment, the covered chamber
of the rotating biological con tactor process, and the filter-
i ng bed of the sprinkling water could be solved by the )o
,Jokt.r System under which the air is pressuri 'ed inlto gaps in
the pebble layer at a pressure as low as that ot a vent ila-

t ion fall. Ih d esi gi speed is lOOm per il ol ordinji,r
II soil . Be fore t Itis amount is increased to I ,OU0m , t lit. soilI

4
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hcw to increase the removal rate using natural soap instead
of synthetic cleansers.

7 Environmental Measures and Environmental Pollution
Preventive Function

The point where the Do Joker System a differs from all
other waste water treatment technologies is that environ-
mental measures can be reasonably combined with it, and at

the same time, it can so completely prevent environmental
pollution that no maintenqnce costs are caused.

Firstly, with respect to environmental measures, the
surface of the equipment may be utilized. The point in
common between Figs. 1 through 4 is that a soil layer as
thick as several tens of can covers the equipment. Therefore,
if care is taken to grow plants over it, the facility itself

will become a green area necessiating no buffer green zone
around it usually, a thin soil layer needs sprinkling

with wates for plants to grow. This s~ructure, however,
needs tno sprinkling at all because the waste water level is
several tenis of cm below and is surface is designed so as
to have water supplied by capilliary action. Usually, the
capiliary water extends as far as approx. 200cm. Then, i.-
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nature shall be determined by experiment. Anyway it is
necessary to satisfy such contradicting functions as
aerability, water preservation and absorptive capacity.
Since they vary greatly according to the soil, construction
is currently performed by determining these factors through
individual experiments. Care not to make the soil too dry,
and the technique for mixing perlite, comport, etc. are

important.

8 The Production of Excess Sludge

A feature of the trickling filter method is that it
produces less excess sludge than the activated sludge method,
the contact aeration method, or the rotating biological
contractor method. If, in addition to this normal feature,
the F.F.B.P. filter medium in the soil and under the water
surface has a continuous structure as in the Do Joker System

(Figs. 1 to 4), the question is, what biota will be formed?
This is not yet understood in detail. It is said that in
the F.F.B.P. large-sized Metazoa, which are not found in
activated sludge, live in the membrane to form a wide variety
of biological groups. The formation of various biological
groups can be ea'ily hypothesized because a net-covered soil
layer of 20 to 50cm thick is over a gravel layer, which is
on the fixed biomembrane in water and about 20cm above the
surface, offering soil organisms an area for living. Only
a report of rise and fall of soil organisms within the in-
stallations was presented by a Japanese researcher of
earthworms, Yoshio Nakamura, at the Darwin Centenary 1;po-

sium on Earthwoarm Ecology in cumdria U.K. last year'12)But
the report shows a profile of soil animal ecology different
from that commonly thought, and helps us to understand an
aspect of the complicated ecology. When there is a shortage
of food, earthwoarms pass through the gravel layer connected
with the soil, reach the water, take in activated sludge as
food there and return to the soil. Such an earthworm habit
would be suited to the configuration of the fixed biomembrane.
Installations with the biomembrane are regarded as those
utilizing most effectively the soil animals under natural
ecosystem. Though Lhe producLion of excess sludge i, not
estimated to account for the proportion to the amount of
eliminated BOD, the amount of excess sludge produced in 132m-
long Do Joker System of rural sewage buried under the farm

[- road of Wadayama with a population of 250,ersons over 36
months was 18m 3 (moisture contents: 98%). In a cold area,

4
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Haguro town, Yamagata Prefecture, excess sludge has not been
taken out yet as long as May, 1979 after installing.

t&64 22.744 0-M *.

No 
-

Table 2

Sa:pling date (1980)

Water temperature 17, Feb. 4, Jun. 19, Aug. 7, Oct. 6, Nov.

Transparency 30 or more 30 or more 30 or more 30 or more 30 or more

P11 7.2 7.0 7.2 7.4 7.4

10 9.78 8.05 8.73 10.-1 10.88

But) 3.91 7.53 5.5 5.40 0.52

COD 8.7 21.88 12.2 11.6 8.7

[-N (0.58) (0.75) (0.62) (0.69) (0.51)

(organ) 12.18 17.54 12.93 10.25 7.69

2.51 4.52 3.54 3.51 1.04

SS 1.0 7.5 10.0 4.0 3.6

4 + + + + + +

o.1 i ov df dihargtd wator from lHaguro agrictil tural vi I Lge stewer ss-t[

Note: I. (organ) represents (KJ-N minus NH.-N)
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The long and narrow waterway of installations allows the
filtration ability of the F.F.B.P. to work fully. The re-
duction of the amount of suspended solid (SS), rapid settle-
ing speed, high rate of conversion to inorganic substances,
promoted possibility of denitrification have been attained
by further expanding the features of the F.F.B.P., depending
on the soil.

9 Selection of Filter Mediums for Use in the Fixed
Biomembrane Method

industrially produced filter mediums (manufactured
plastic products) are mainly used in Japan, and natural
gravel is now used only at the author's laboratory and the
River Bureau of the Ministry of Construction which is study-

ing low level water.
Gravel includes river gravel, crushed stones, rapilli

and slag. Rapilli has the greatest efficiency among these
because of its high porousness and rough surface. The point
of using natural gravel is to employ less industrial products
from the standpoint of saving oil and energy, it is not an
attitude of using no industrial products at all. Drawbacks
in using natural gravel are malodor generated from sludge
accumulating in the pores of gravel, and clogging. The

problem of malodor has been solved completely by employing
the soil-covering structure described above, but clogging of
the gravel layer still remains to be solved. Therefore, the
author's studies have concentrated on clogging, and the

following two results have been obtained:

(a) Selection standards for gravel size of filter mediums

The author's experiences show that 7 to 10cm diameter

gravel should be used for primary treatment and anaerobic

filter mediums receiving high levels of sludge, and 3 to 7cm
diameter gravel for secondary and tertiary treatment, and
aerobic filter mediums receiving waste water containing no
toilet paper so that clogging materials can be easily removed

by increasing flow rate, bubbling, and lowering the water
level. For those receiving river water and turbid water

containing inorganic materials, it is thought to be simpler
to replace the clogged gravel completely iather than to I. h
it. When this construction method is used in river construc-
tion, tile diameter of gravel may be 1.0 to 2.0cm or more.
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(b) Greater accumulations of sludge mean a wider variety

of biota

The scheme for the biomembrane of a trickling filter is
. often used to explain the self-purifying function of the

F.F.B.P. An anaerobic biomembrane is near the surface of
the filter medium and an aerobic biomembrane is on the former
membrane. The aerobic biomembrane in this combination elimi-
nates malodor, making it practical for use. However, when
gravel is used for the submerged biofilm, anaerobic sludge
accumulates in places where the aerobic biomembrane should
be formed and breaks the aerobic biomembrane to generate
malodor, so that the method using gravel is absolutely un-
practical. This fact is coincident with historical fact, in
which the trickling filter method using gravel was replaced
by the activated sludge process because the trickling filter
clogged with floating sludge producing malodor. When tech-
niques to solve the malodor problem are not available, the
development of manufactured filters on which sludge hardly
accumulates will play a leading part.

In contrast to the above method, the Do Joker System
completely solves the malodor and sanitary pest problems and
it is concluded that gravel on which sludge which might in-
crease the variety of biota accumulates should be used to
facilitae purification of waste water, self-disintegration

and denitrification.

10 Advanced Treatment and Countermeasures to
Trihalomethanes

The aerobic fixed biomembrane method is used for
secondary treatment. But, when the long waterway system
shown in Fig. 2 is employed, less BOD volume load results
in the increase in removal ratio of BOD, SS, fat and fatty
oil, and ABS, so that the system can be used for tertiary
treatment. A removal rate of 95% can be attained by making
BOD load 0.5kg/m 3/day.

* The system in Fig. 2 was used for purification of pol-
luted river water with BOD of 50ppm according to the results
of experiments at Nogawa, Tokyo (l,500m3 /day). Three handred

thousand young salmon were successfully hatched and reared
with treated water, and it was shown that the system was very
effective in removing SS, fat and fatty oil, ABS and colon
bacilli as well as BOD.
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The system produces treated water with very high trans-
parency and no need for chlorination, so that it is highly
regarded as a countermeasure to trihalomethanes along with
the capillary saturation trench system.

In my edited book entitled "Do Joker System -- Lectures"
and published in December 1980, I used the expression: "death
riding on a pale horse" in conjunction with the formation of
trihalomethanes by chlorine sterilization. This is because
the Greek word Khloros for "pale" in the "pale horse" which,
in the Book of Revelations of St. John "was allowed to kill
people" is the origin of the word chlorine. So I quoted two
books entitled "Pale Horse' written by Ropsin and "Look at
a Pale Horse" by Hiroyuki Itsuki these are wellknown novels
in Japan, (in Japan "Pale Horse, Pale Rider" written by
Katherin Ann Porter, is not very famous) and I appeal to my
readers that not ride on a Pale Horse.

11 Flow Sheet of Ideal DO JOKER SYSTEM

Necessary elements of an ideal treatment system are
simplicity, low construction costs, easy maintenance requir-
ing no special techniques, production of a small amount of
excess sludge, perfact environmental protection, perfect
pollution prevention, good treated water, and also complete
treatment within a site.

The following two systems have been developed to meet
the above demands:

(a) a combination of the soil settling filtration tank
(Fig. 1) and capillary see page trench system (Fig. 4) uses
alternatel' two 2m-long trenches per head, requires an area
of 4 to 8m per head, but needs no aeration power,

(b) a combination of the soil settling fitration tank
(Fig. 1) and soil contact aeration tank requires no flow

regulating tank, sludge accumulation tank or final settling
tank, and needs an area of 0.5 to l.Om 2 per head. The past

long-period records of the systems, (a)=table 3 nd (b)=tab]e 4
will be shown in the following tables. ( (

The records are shown in Tables 3 and 4. Table 3 shows
the records at Shin-Matsuda, and Table 4 at Okutama. (These
records will be rearranged.)

In the development of Do Joker System, the obtained
data was far from an estimate because the anaerobic fiyed
biomembrane method using gravel was employed for the settling
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filtration tank. The facility is the same as a part of the
installation shown in Table 2, and very distinctive results

were obtained, so ........

5
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12 Conclusion

Examples of application of this process in Japan include
both anaerobic and aerobic F.F.B.P. as stated above, and the
process is applied not only to primary and secondary treat-
ment but also to tertiary treatment equipment.

Further, the recharge of treated water underground can
be carried out by is same equipment simultaneously and with-
out any other special equipment. Similarly, some equipment
handles the use of treated water for plants besides treating
sewage.

With this process, the beauty of a flowering plant which
impresses people who look at it is not impaired in the least
by foul smells or viruses from the equipment. So, guests
enjoying their meal in a hotel garden on a summer night are
unaware that their own excreta washed away from their rooms
during the daytime are being treated under their feet --

only a few score centimeters from the ground surface.
This process is used for sludge treatment as well as

sewage treatment. The faicility shown in Fig. 1 of this
article is used as a sludge concentrating tank (this alone
is a mere storage tank) and the equipment in Fig. 4 is
installed as a supernatant liquid treating facility and
surplus sludge is treated by the combination of the two.
In the ordinary sense of storage, feeding is no longer pos-
sible when the container is full. But with equipment used
for this process, this is not "the end of the world" but it
is just the beginning, because it is provided with the
capillary seepage trench of Fig. 4. In other words, the
feeding of surplus sludge is continued everyday even when
the tank is full. Naturally, the supernatant liquid that
overflows everyday is equal in quantity to the sludge that
is fed in. This supernatant liquid is treated by the capil-
lary seepage trench and the concentration of sludge continues
in the main tank.

In the case of some equipment in Shibukawa City, Gumma
Prefecture, 477m 3 of surplus sludge was fed in and 120m 3 was
applied to mulberry fields as a liquid fertilizer during the
two months from May 1979. This means that the sludge that
was fed in was concentrated to about 1/4 by the capillary
seepage trench. The city, which handles night soil treatment
for about 60,000 people, has installed four machiens since
the installment of Machine No. 1 in 1979. When three more
are constructed, bringing the total to seven, it will no
longer have to use expensive petroleum to incinerate surplus
sludge.
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F.H. King, who was quoted in Chapter 1, refers in his
two papers quoted by the author to Dr. Oskar Kellner's
analysis conducted in Japan about a century ago on the ferti-
lizer composition of human waste. Tadashi Niimi, developer
of this process, graduated from the university at which
Dr. (Kellner) had taught long after he had left. At the
same university, the author's father was taught by Dr. Masuji
Akiba about the capillary siphon movement of water in the
soil and developed the equipment shown in Fig. 4 of this
article about 15 years ago. With a chracteristically Japanese
sentiment, the author cannot but see strange ties among those
three persons to whom the same university was the stage.

Since the main theme at this conference is the Fixed-
Film Biological Process, the author did not mention the fact
that rain water is recharged underground by the Do Joker
System. The successful percolation of as many as 41 tons/
day of rain water by a trench of only 10m is the clearest
proof that, whereas vertical percolation of water is difficult
due to fill-up, water seeps in the horizontal direction with-

out any fill-up. In his January 1982 letters to the Minister
of Construction and the governor of Kanagawa Prefecture, the
mayor of Zama City of that prefecture reported that he would
adopt the above-mentioned Do Joker System for tile combined
purpose of underground nourishment by rain water, counter-
measures against river flood and overflow, and prevention
of land subsidence by excessive pumping, raking advantage of
the rain water percolator installed in the relatively shallow
ground. "Relatively shallow ground", as referred to in these
letters, is a factor that is most important to the Do Joker
System. (One will do well to recall that digging a deep
well and injecting rain water deep undergound with the object
of recharging it to the ground is a common practice every-
where in the wrold.)

To appeal the importance of this "relatively shallow
ground", the author and my group call this part soilsphere
or pedosphere -- rather than simply calling it soil in as

much as they regard it as the "abode of liv ing things" with
0 the greatest biological density on the earth.

In this sphere, different forms of living animals,
micro-organisms and plants mix together and, with the par-
ticipation of sewage, "a perfect circulation of the forces
of nature", as first quoted from Dr, Maron, comes into
existence. This "links of the chain" is still a mysterious

* world which, regrettably, has not yet been sufficiently
clarified. Out process is named the "Do Joker System" as a
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pun on the Joker of the playing cards and the Japanese words

"Dojo Joka" (soil purification) referring to our process.

It is hoped that this announcement by the author will serve

as an opportunity for people particularly in the sectors of

civil engineering and sanitary engineering to become inter-

ested in the "Links of the chain" in the pedosphere.

It is regrettable that this article could not describe

details as the emphasis was placed on the wide-ranging ap-

plication of our system. As regards contact materials, for

instance, the article could not cover the use of empty cans
instead of gravel or industrial wastes smaller than water

in specific gravity or seawead-like strings moving freely

in the sewage to improve existing facilities, e.g., aeration

tank. We hope that detailed reports on these can be pre-

sented in the future.
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A NEW FIXED-FILM SYSTEM COVERED BY SURFACE SOILS

Tsutomu ArimizuForestry and Forest Products Research
Institute, Ministry of Agriculture, Fishery and Forestry

Q Japan

INTRODUCTION

The acceptance of a new fixed-film system covered by
surface soils have been in progress Last ten years for the
treatment of a wide-range of low and high strength of biologi-

~cal wastewater, because in its very simple process removal rate
of BOD,COD, total nitrogen and SS are extremely high with very
few sludge production and few input of particular energy, and
without daily operation and maintenace effort and skill, in
the same area of the conventional wastewater treatment

processes.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE SYSTEM
It is interesting to note that the prototype of this

system with the name of Do Joker System( hereafter it will be
abbreviated to DJS ) came from studies of drain field which we

• call trench and has been very common in the United States.
In a DJS aerated surface soils are made much use of with

capillary water having the mean infiltration rate of 0.65 gpd/
sq.ft in the case of the eastern United States soils(l). One
of our succesful experiments that has been carried out at a
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public waste disposal site in Gifu city showed that wastewater

there with BOD of 20,000 mg/l was purified to 2 mg/l by this

trench. In many trenches which are working well sludge disposal

has not been made more than last ten years. However, I would

like to call your attention that our trench as shown in Fig.l

is quite different from darin field in some essential portions.

Aerated surface
soil .Eva oration

, ; E- a .... a Pirat for.
[q G~~~ravle,, -trs

Waste water l

Capilary waterPerforated

pipe Sand
Impermeable Net

b, .;e

Figure 1. Typical Trench system

After the stage of trench DJS advanced to replace a

septic tank as shown in Fig.2.

Sand filter Aerated surface soil

In fluer.t 
-....f-er Etl  '\ ./ " lffluent

Olallir± . Clari ril Gravel layer

i PI ]erforated
. plate

Figure 2. Suiall DJS

Along with them DJS was developed to provide more than

tertiary wastewater treatment by adding it after activated

sludge process to reduce BOD average from 20 mg/l to one or

two mg/l, or total nitrogen and SS average to one or two mg/l,

eliminating phosphorus by making use of trench simultaneously

that was added after the process, in order to meet the heavy

requirements set to control water pollution in a number of

lakes in this country.
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It is since 1978 when on the basis of more than 20,000
cases of experience including trench DJS reached the stage to
aim an independent and large scale facilities in wastewater

treatment under a program of the Ministry of Agriculture,
Fishery and Forestry to introduce sewage system to local large
farmers' community.

STRUCTURE OF PRESENT DJS

This system is one of the packed-bed processes covered
by surface aerated soils so that fixed-film system can develop
its potential ability completely through its good contacts
with gas and liquid.

Temperature

In the beds of irregular and randomly packed granular
particles, heat conductivity is much large than that of liquid
and the effective conductivity of it is an average with few
deviation, being independent of radius of thte particles. The
aerated surface soils over it can contribute to not only keep
in it high temperature essential for fixed-film system under
extremely cold winter, minimizing thermal fluctuations and
absorbing offensive odor, but also supply soil organisms hav-
ing strong capacity to purify wastewater, eliminate pathogens
and digest sludges, to the filter, preventing emission and
airborne spread of pathogens.0

When outsidle amrbient temperature wa-; 1 C, th.- effluent
temperature was 100C in a case to be mentioned here. Eve rything
outside was frozen, DJS could work well.

Ecological composition

Although DJS has a simple structure, it provides an
attractive habitate for a more wide-range of microorganisms

* and for some animals Lhan others.
The bacterial flora in a DJS consists of both Gram-

negative bacilli derived from wastewater and Gram-positive
from soils which are generally much more active than Gram-
negative. They compete directly with fungi.

Fungi are also present in the filter beds and occasion-
4 ally dominate the primary stage of the process. But population

of bacteria and fungi is controlled by protozoa living in the
beds which compete with nematodes and rotifers in the second-
ary stage of the process. These small metazoa sometimes
harvest bacteria and fungi while processing the solid

4
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materials. Mold mites are also present in it which feed on

fungi in localized anaerobic portions of the process but they
are preys of beetl mites and springtails. Large metazoa are

present in it. They display functional roles in the recycling
and communications of all types of organic debris. Adult flies
of many types and species of beetles are the transporting agent
of bacteria, fungi, protozoa and mites. At the tertiary stage
of the process earthworms flourish as the first or second
descomposers in waste materials including sludges(2).

In this way the ecological community of DJS has much

more complicated and rich food chains including not only
aquatic but also terrestrial microorganisms which will lead to
maintain or increas overall stability(3). considering the case
of bicultural, two-stage, high-rate activated sludge process
which consists of a simple food chain mainly between bacteria
and protozoa, this highly developed ecological composition of
DJS contribute to extremely small sludge production as well as
excellent and stable effluent quality from the process(4).

Hydraulic conditions

Another typical feature of a DLS consists in hydraulic

conditions.
At first, clarifier ahead of contact aeration tank or

contact basin holds the maximum quantity of liquid between
doses, which reaches a filter over the clarifier with bottom

feed as shown in Fig.3. Then each cycle provokes a chain
reaction of flow, down the filter and clarifier, smoothing out
any variations in BOD loading and above all eliminating scums.

A filter of basin which comes next to the clarifier is
similar to the anaerobic filter with bottom feed and is

completely submerged by dosing it, the waste which reaches also
aerated surface soils as in the case of clarifier through syn-

thetic net which prevents fall of soil particles into the fil-
ter as shown in Fig.4. Then immediately capillary upflow takes

*! place in the same way with that of trench. Between dosing
liquid flows down through the filter to make aerobic condi-
tions there with reduced loading, which will prevent clogging
and increas plant capacity and efficiency.

In the upflow and downflow packed-bed, liquid does not

completely cover the outer surface of the porous media with

biofilm and the part covered by gas contributes to reaction
through absorption and desorption, producing aerobic and an-
aerobic conditions there. In the beds a radial variation in
resistance to flow may cause appreciable maldistribution and
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cross-flow of repetitive aerobic and anaerobic cycles in time

and space, without input of particular energy. Intermittent

application of liquid in a DJS is to provide alternate periods
of aerobic and anaerobic conditions everywhere in the attached
growth reactor all the times(5).

Filter media

Filter media used in a DJS are crushed stones, blast

furnace slag, discarded cans and synthetic products which are

specially manufactured for wastewater treatment.

DESCRIPTION OF RECENT DJS

The cross-section and horizontal section of a recent
DJS constructed in 1979 at Haguro-cho, Yamagata prefecture,
northern part of Japan, by the Ministry of Agriculture,

Fishery and Forestry, are shown in Fig.3 and Fig.6,respective-

*0 ly.
The feed to the filter comes from a nearby communi5y

with the population of 700 and a wastewater flow of 150 m /day
( 39,6,00 gal/day ) with a strength of 200 mg/l BOD5 and TSS

has been treated. Recirculation has not been used. They do
do not jse oxygen gas. The total volume of all filters are
714.5 m ( 188,770 gal/day ) with the total filter surface area
of 20,403 sq.m ( 219,536 sq.ft ). The results of chemical

analysis at each filter are shown in Fig. 7 when the retention

time was 60 hours in total, on August 11, 1981.
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For the efficient nitrification organic loading up to
25 lb/BOD 5 /lOOO-ft

3-day was employed with gravel media filter

but surface loading are maintained at 0.03 gpm/ft 2 . This will

be one of the reasons why organic nitrogen removal efficiency
was very high, reaching 96 per cent during the period of opera-
tion and sludge production was few.

At Haguro plant operation and maintenance have been made
by some community people who had no skill before the plant was
constructed. As far as changes of quality of treated water in

Fig. 7 are concerned, excessive aeration had been made as in
other areas instead of frequent changes of aerobic and anaero-
bic conditions. From the experience of many other DJS plants,

BOD 5 , TSS and total nitrogen average will be able to reach one

or two mg/I in the course of time.

DESIN RELATIONSHIPS

Design relationships related to attached growth bio-
logical treatment processes can be applicable to design of DJS
except for that of surface loading(6).

COSTS

Although relationships between costs and effluent
quality is not clearcut, investment per capita for DJS itself

was less than $1,000 at the time of construction.

CONCLUSION

A DJS is a valuable and successful experiment which has
displayed the possibility of solving many problems ol biolog-

cal wastewater treatment by the fixed-film biological process-
es. If a DJS could be added to after any wastewater treatment

processes in question or such processes were converted to DJS,
the situations concerned will undoubtedly be mUch improved.

*0 Mathmatical modeling has been under way nut tnis model

must be different much from the conventional ones in that in-

stead of solving at the expense of creating new problems, all

problems of internal and external environments must be solved
towards increasing overall stability with healing process in

an automatic way(3).
0
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STUDY OF FIXED-FILM BIOLOGICAL CONTACTORS
FOR RECREATIONAL AREA WASTEWATER TREATMENT APPLICATION

Calvin P.C. Poon. Department of Civil and
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Rhode Island, Kingston, Rhode Island.

Edgar D. Smith. Department of the Army,
Construction Engineering Research Laboratory,
Champaign, Illinois.

Vicki A. Strickler. Department of Civil and
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INTRODUCT ION

-Asurvey was conducted in 1981 to evaluate the type and
performance of existing wastewater treatment facilities in
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Civil Works (CE) recreational
areas (1). It was found that septic tank-leaching field or

* septic tank-sand filter systems for subsurface discharge are
by far the most used treatment systems, followed by extended
aeration and lagoon systems. Occasional high suspended
solid (SS) concentration in lagoon effluents is not un-
common since dispersed growth and algal cells do not settle
well. Upsets of extended aeration treatment plants are

* experienced by many recreational areas from time to time
resulting in biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) and SS concen-
trations higher than the acceptable limits. This phenomenon
is typical of an extended aeration process which has
dispersed growth leading to poor settling in the final
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A

clarifier.'
A prime concern of applying a suspended growth biologi-

cal reactor to the treatment of organic wastewater is the
occurence of periodic shock of hydraulic and/or organic
loads. A successful control of the suspended culture
population in the reactor by sludge return requires a skill-
ful operation. Even so, a washout of the suspended culture
occurs quite often with hydraulic shock loads. The
previously mentioned survey identifies the flow fluctuations
at the CE recreational areas being[I eekendhoia
weekd flow ratio 1.62 to 15.0,holiday flow ratio 1.93
eekday ofesndyweekday
to 27.50, and offseason day flow ratio = 0.17 to 0.5.l weekday

These flow fluctuations apparently present an operational
roblem to numerous extended aeration and oxidation pond
treatment facilities in recreational areas. It is believed
that Lecause of the simpler operational requirement of a
fixed-film biological contactor and its ability to retain its
biological culture with hydraulic and/or organic loading, a
rotating biological contactor (RBC) will lend itself a
favorable alternative to suspended growth reactors in
recreational area sewage treatment. -

BC TREATMENT KINETICS

Under a steady hydraulic and organic loading condition
of 2.5 to 7.5 g soluble BOD/m .d (approximately 0.5 to
.5 lb SBOD/I000 ft2 .d), a RBC is able to remove consistently

from 57 to 90 percent of the soluble BOD (SBOD). Outside of
his range of loading, the percentage removal is definitely
ower at lower loadings (2). It is not certain that the
ame percentage of SBOD removal can be maintained at steady
igh loadings higher than 7.5 g SBOD/m .d, (Figure 1). It
ppears that with limits and with any given SBOD loading, a
ower percentage of removal can be expected when the influent
BOD concentration is lower, particularly when the influent
as already received some degree of biological treitment.
t is noted that below the loading of 7.5 g SBOD/m .d, the
ffluent SBOD concentration is consistently below 20 mg/l,
f which 33 to 70 percent is made up of soluble nitrogenous
OD.
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F" Successful nitrification of wastewater using RBC have
been demonstrated. O'Shaughnessy et al (3) show 81 to 96
percent NH 3-N removal from secondary effluent by RBC when

optimal pH and alkalinity are under control. Beyond a load-

ing of 4.0 g NH 3-N/m .d (0.8 lb/1000 ft 2.d) however, the

percentage is decreased significantly. With approximately

the same range of NH3 -N loading (0.2 to 4.0 g/m .d), Zenz et
al (4) report 70 to 94 percent NH3-N removal, while Reh (5)
report 85 percent removal. For the nitrification of primary
effluent where the process is sensitive to organic loading
and the subsequent sloughing of nitrifying biofilm, Zenz et
al (4) report from 20 to 95 pe cent NH 4 -N removal within the
range of 0.25 5o 2.0 g NH4-N/m .d (0.05 to 0.40

2
lb/l00 ft .d). On the other hand, Poon et al (6) show 50

percent removal within the range of 0.1 to 0.65 g NH3 -N/m 2.d
*2

loadings to 83 percent removal for up to 2.8 g NH 3-N/m .d
loading (Figure 2).

In a suspended growth complete-mix reactor a Monod or

Michaelis-Menten enzyme kinetics is applicable. The
kinetics assumes a hyperbolic saturation phenomenon with a
graduate change in reaction rates. Biofilm kinetics
however may involve three distinct regions with abrupt

transition in the order of the bulk reaction from one
region to the other shown in Figure 3 according to
Harromo~s (7). Data from Kornegay et al (8) indicate that
from 0 to 65 p biofilm thickness, glucose fully penetrates
the biofilm, resulting in zero-order reaction or the rate
of glucose removal increases proportionally to the film

thickness for a given glucose concentration. For biofilm
thickness greater than 65 p, the reaction rate becomes

* constant corresponding to a partly penetrated biofilm. The
same data also show that a zero-order reaction rate can be
obtained for a biofilm thickness of 200 p if the glucose
concentration is 1300 mg/l. Below this concentration, only
a half-order reaction rate is obtained. LaMotta's work (9)
shows zero-order reaction rate obtainable with a biofilm

* •thickness of 10 p when the glucose concentration is 5.2
mg/l and 70 p when the glucose concentration is increased
to 200 mg/l.

In the study with steady loads, (2), the biofilm

thickness is not measured. Instead, the biofilm of a unit
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surface area is collected and its dry weight is measured.
Knowing the moisture content and the density of the dry
biofilm, the thickness of the biofilm on the media is
calculated. The average biofilm thickness for the 1st, 2nd,
3rd and 4th stages of the RBC are respectively 250p, 180p,I- 120p and 102p. It is apparent that an influent BOD from 40
to 186 mg/i in the study do not fully penetrate the biofilm,
resulting in a reaction kinetics ranging from half-order to
first-order.

Assuming that the biological contactor is rotating in
an ideally mixed compartment, the following mass balance
equations can be written:

Half order

V at- = QCn - QC + A(-k C2 0
- n 2a n

or Q(C n_--Cn)/A = k, a Cn 2 = r ,2a (i)

First Order

Q(Cn_1 - Cn)/A = kla' Cn = rla (2)

in which Q is the flow rate; C is the substrate concentra-
tion at the n stage; Cn_ is n the substrate concentration
at the (n-l) stage; A is the surface area of the
rotating media at stage n; %a and kla are respectively the

half-order and first order rate constants; and ra and r la

are respectively the half-order and first-order rates of
substrateiremoval. Plotting the substrate removal rates
versus C 2 or C should yield a straight line, the slope ofn n
which is the rate constant ka or kla according to

equations 1 and 2. Using the total BOD data (non-settled,
carbonaceous BOD and nitrog~enops BOD combined) such plots
yield a k, value of 0.93 g1 /m;.d (correlation coefficient
r = 0.63) and a kla value of 0.08 m/d (r = 0.64). If

SBOD data are used, the plots yield a k1 a value of 0.75
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F g /m .d (r = 0.68) and a k value of 0.09 m/d (r : 0.69).

In the same study (2), NHPI is introduced into the

sewage to create a very high NH3-N loading for a period of

10 days. Figure 4 shows that a relatively constant rate of

removel of soluble IN13-N is reached at 2.8 g/m .d when the
2soluble NH3-N loading is about 5. 0 g/m .d or the soluble

NH 3-N concentration is about 50 mg/l. The S-shaped curve

therefore suggests that the removal rate could be first-
order initially, changed to half-order as the soluble NE 3-N
concentration increases and finally reaching the maximum
or the zero-order with very high NH3-N concentrations. The
result also suggests that where nitrification primarily
takes place in the third and fourth stages of the RBC, a
soluble NH 3-N concentration at or higher than 50 mg/l is ablE

to penetrate fully a biofilm of 102 to 12011 thick. One can
not take advantage of the maximum removal rate in the design,
however, because the percentage of removal is lower and the
effluent would be unacceptable.

SIMULATED RBC STUDY IN RECREATIONAL AREAS

A simulated study is carried out in laboratory using a
4-stage RBC 0.5m in diameter with a total area of 23.3m

(250 ft 2) of media. The purpose of this study is to investi-
gate the effect of shock loads typical of recreational areas

*0  on the treatment performance of the RBC.
Three series of experiments are conducted. The first

series uses a synthetic sewage of the following composition:

Glucose 100 mg/l
Bacto-peptone 55 mg/l
FeCl3  0.35 mg/l

MgSO4.7H 20 62.5 mg/l

NH4 Cl 92 mg/l

K 2HPO 4  22 mg/l

KH2 PO 8.4 mg/l
Na 2HPO.71iO 37.5 mg/l
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This sewage simulates that of a recreational area facility
where urine is the major component of the wastewater.

-Facilities for short term visits (visitors center, swimming,
F boating, hiking, etc. but no camping) usually have waste-
water of this characteristic relatively weak in BOD but high
in NH3-N compared to a typical municipal sewage. At first a

3 2
steady hydraulic load of 460 liter/day (0.02 m /m .d or

0.5 gpd/ft 2 ) is maintained over a period of time. After a
K steady performance is reached, load fluctuation simulating

the frequenc.y of use by visitors is applied with 16 hours of
.- -.. ...... o3 2

high load (0.06m /m .d) followed by 8 hours of normal load
3 2

(0.02 m /m .d). This 24 hour cycle is repeated for 2 days
in this series of experiments. Figure 5 shows that the RBC
consistently produces a very low BOD effluent under the
fluctuating load condition. BOD removal is 92 percent,
comparing to that of a control experiment (a steady normal
load maintained for a period of several days) of 86.4
percent. Ammonia nitrogen in the effluent as depicted by
Figure 6, is high throughout the experiment despite the
fact that 3.9 to 9.2 mg/l of NO -N repeatedly shows up in

the effluent. However, there is a significant removal of
the organic-N from the synthetic wastewater. The conversion
oi organic-N to N 3-N adds to the already high NH 3-N concen-

tration, resulting in very high NH 3-N loadings to the RBC

unit. This may explain the phenomenon of low percentage of
NH 3-N removal and strong nitrification taking place at the

same time. This phenomenon is unique and reflects the
special characteristics of a recreational area wastewater or
a similar wastewater with high '11 3-N and organic-N concen-

trations. If a more complete nitrification is desirable,
more stages cL additional media can be added to the RBC unit

to reduce the NH 3-N loading.

The other two series of experiments use a synthetic
sewage similar to the one aforementioned except that glucose
is increased to 300 mg/l, NK4 Cl concentration remains

relatively the same and Bacto-peptone is eliminated. The
sewage is stronger in BOD and contains a relatively high
nitrogen concentration. The strength is equivalent to that
of a typical municipal wastewater. It simulates the
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characteristics of a sewage from a recreational area with
camping, shower and laundry facilities. Both experimental
series start with a steady normal load for a long period of
time. In one series, this period is followed by 18 hours
of high load (approximately 3 times the normal load) and
then 6 hours of normal load. The (3Q-lQ) cycle is repeated
twice in the experiment. The other series is similar except
that the high load is approximately 4 times the normal load
(4Q-IQ) series. As shown in Figure 7, the effluent SBOD3 concentration is relatively stable at or below 17 mg/l
under the fluctuating load condition (4Q-IQ). Even with a
short term shock (almost 3 times the high BOD load or 10-12
times the normal BOD load) that is applied to the RBC by
mistake, the effluent SBOD concentration is only 24 mg/l
and the unit recovers quickly once this unusually high load
is eliminated.

Although most engineers use the SBOD parameter in
monitoring RBC performance, the result of the 3Q-lQ series
as depicted in Figure 8 indicates the importance of total
BOD rather than SBOD in monitoring the effluent quality.
Again the RBC is able to produce a good quality effluent
under the fluctuating load condition. However, towards the
end of the second high-load period the effluent BOD is
increased to 28 mg/l. After a short period of recovery the
effluent BOD is further increased to 36 mg/l. The increase
of the effluent BOD coincides with biofilm sloughing
initially from the first-stage and later on from the
second-stage. When sloughing occurs in either one of the
first two stages, the biological solids do not settle well
even though the overflow rate of the clarifier is I,- at

3 2 220.4m /m .d (500 gpd/ft ). The suspended solid (SS) concen-
trations corresponding to the effluents with 28 mg/l and
36 mg/l total BOD are respectively 23 and 134 mg/l. It is
expected that the effluent SS contributes to some effluent
BOD, making the effluent SBOD values lower than the
respective 28 and 36 mg/l values. The effluent quality
expressed in SBOD concentration in effect would be accept-
able under the fluctuating load condition. An implication
of this finding is that for a small RBC treatment facility
in a recreation area the period of sloughing could yield a
higher total BOD and therefore a poorer effluent quality.
The frequency of sloughing is not monitored in this study.
Consequently it is not known how often a lower quality
effluent occurs. It should be noted that this problem is
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greatly minimized in larger RBC facilities because only a
small fraction of the entire media would experience sloughin
at any given time.

To test the kinetics of nOD removal, removal rates are
plotted yersus effluent concentration or (effluent concen-
tration)'. When the data of all three series are put
together with the normal loads as one group and the high
loads as another, such plots yield a value of 0.54

g29/m.d (r = 0.37) and a kla value of 0.1 m/d (r = 0.55) for

normal loads, but a ka value of 1.56 g1 2 /M.d (r = 0.60) and

a ka value of 0.23 m/d (r = 0.56) for the high loads. This

indicates that first-order kinetics is more applicable to
the normal loads (lower effluent BOD concentration) and half-
order kinetics a better fit with high loads (higher effluent
BOD concentration). The finding is in conformity with the
fixed-film reactor kinetics of Harremois (7).

Ammonia nitrogen removal is low in these two series of
experiments with high influent BOD concentrations.
Percentage of removal is 36.2% for the (3Q-lQ) series and
30% for the (4Q-IQ) series. Only trace amount of nitrate is
detected in the effluents, indicating that nitrification can
not be estiablished in these high and fluctuating BOD load
conditions. The NH 3-N removal is due to biofilm synthesis

alone as NH3 stripping is unlikely at the wastewater pH of

4.8 to 6.0. It should be remembered that nitrification
takes place in the (3Q-IQ) series with fluctuating but low
BOD load condition even though nitrification is not
complete. The incomplete nitrification is partly due to
insufficient media area for the high NH 3-N load and partly

due to the relatively unfavorable pH (4.8-6.0) of the
simulated recreational area wastewater. Because of the
unsuccessful nitrificaton in fluctuation load conditions,
investigation of nitrification kinetics is omitted from this
work.

SUMtARY

Under a steady load condition, the biofilm thickness on
all 4 stages of a RBC unit is indirectly measured and
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calculated to be 250, 180 120 and 102 P respectively. Zero-

order reaction kinetics is not to be expected since the sub-
strate (BOD) does not fully penetrate the biofilm. The data
indicate that both first-order and half-order kinetics apply
equally well for SBOD loadings within the range of 0 to 8.0

g/m 2.d (0 to21.6 lb/l00 ft 2.day) using NH3-N loadings from
0 to 5.0 g/m .d and beyond. The data suggest that the
removal rate could be first-order followed by half-order and
then reaching zero-order when the NH3-N concentrations and
loadings are high. A full penetration of the biofilm 102 to
120 p thick is possible when NH 3-N concentration is 50 mg/l
or above.

Two studies are conducted, one with a synthetic sewage
relatively weak in BOD but strong in organic-N and NH 3-N,
and the other strong in BOD and NH 3-N, simulating

two different recreational area wastewaters. BOD removal is
good under fluctuating load conditions. Three problems are
identified in the application of RBC for the treatment of
this special waste. One is that despite the nitrification
taking place when the weak BOD wastewater is treated, a
great deal more media is required if near complete nitrifi-
cation is desired since the NH -N loading is high. Secondly

nitrification can not be established when the wastewater is
strong in BOD probably due to the sloughing of nitrifiers.
Thirdly,sloughing of biofilm from small RBC facilities

periodically yields effluents with high total BOD even
though the SBOD concentration may be acceptable.
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START-UP AND SHOCK LOADING CHARACTERISTICS OF A
i"-i."ROTATING BIOLOGICAL CONTACTOR PACKAGE PLANT

SFarley F. Fry. Department of Civil Engineering,

~Virginia Polytechnic Institute, Blacksburg, Virginia.
Tom G. Smith. C.M.S. Rotordisk Limited, Mississauga,

Ontario, Canada.

Joseph H. Sherrard. Department of Civil Engineering,

Virginia Polytechnic Institute, Blacksburg, Virginia.

INTRODUCTION

Rotating biological contactors have become increasingly

popular as a wastewater treatment alternative within the last
several years. Because this method of treatment is relatively
new, design and operation procedures are still being developed.
Information that is currently lacking for use in design and
operation includes a) the time needed for development of
sufficient biofilm mass to insure an acceptable effluent

quality, and the progress of organic removal and development
* of nitrification during the start-up period, and b) the shock

loading response of an RBC to increases in hydraulic and
organic loading.

The purpose of this investigation is to provide start-up
and shock loading response data for an RBC pilot plant re-
ceiving primary effluent from a municipal wastewater treatment
plant. Data reported in this study are abstracted from a
more comprehensive study performed by Fry (1). Due to space
limitations only a small portion of this study are reported
herein.
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION

A review of pertinent literature pertaining to the start-
up and shock loading response of RBC's is presented in this
section to provide a background for understanding the observa-
tions and analysis of results which follow.

Start-Up Characteristics of RBC's

In general, little information is available on start-up

characteristics of RBC units. References which are encoun-
tered are brief, incomplete and incidental in nature because
the research was not focused on start-up. With the issuance
of so-called "tiered" National Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System (NPDES) permits, the time required to attain steady-
state conditions has become very important. For example, the
assimilative capacity of a body of water receiving effluent
from a wastewater treatment facility may require the operation

of nitrification facilities only during the summer months.
If the RBC process is used for nitrification purposes, what
length of start-up time is required for the units to discharge
acceptable quality effluent? Obviously start-up character-
istics, especially the length of time required to discharge
acceptable effluept quality, is desirable information.

Information is available cn two aspects of the start-up
period. One aspect is te establishment of the biomass.
According to one authority the attached biofilm generally
ranges from 2 to 4 mm thick one week after start-up (2).
Although useful as a general guide, this statement does not
consider the efEects of varied organic and hydraulic loads.
In another study, 9 days were required to establish a thin
layer of biomass covering the entire outside of the media (3).
This observation was made in a study using RBC units to up-
grade trickling filter effluent.

Establishment of an observable biomass required two
weeks in an RBC treatability study for phenol-formaldehyde
resin wastewater (4). Prior to introducing the industrial
wastewater, domestiL primary effluent was fed to the 7 BC at
the rate of 1.6 gal/ft /day. The phenol-formaldehyde resin
wa,.te was introduced after the biomass was established.
Average organic strength of the primary effluent was not
provided.

Based on the preceding studies it is apparent that a

measurable or observable biofilm will result 1 or 2 weeks
after start-up begins. At the current time it is not known how
other factors such as wastewater characteristics and loading
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rates affect the development of the biomass. It should be
noted there was no distinction made between heterotrophic
and autotrophic growth.

Another important aspect of the start-up period which re-
lates to the time required to achieve steady-state operating
conditions, was evaluated by the Ontario Ministry of Environment (5).
During the start-up period 300 gpd of raw domestic sewage was
fed to a five stage unit at the average rite of 1.05 lb BOD5
(5-day Biochemical Oxygen Demand)/lO00 ft /day. After three

weeks of operation acceptable effluent quality (i.e. 15 mg/l
BOD 5. and 15 mg/l SS) was discharged. Several more months of
operation were required for a comparable growth in the last
two stage,. Effluent concentrations of BOD 5 and ammonia-

nitrogen (NH3 -N) remained the same.
Nitrification of a high strength ammonia waste by use of

RBC units was examined by Lue-Hing et al. (6). Sludge lagoon
supernatant diluted by 50% with water was introduced to an

* RBC unit for 10 days of batch aeration. After batch aeration,
the eight stage pilot plant RBC dnit was continuously fed
diluted supernatant with a 12 day hydraulic detention time.
Following three weeks of continuous flow operation, effluent
nitrate-nitrogen (NO -N) approximately equalled the total

Kjeldahl nitrogen (TKN) removed. Typical TKN removal was
approximately 600 mg/l and influent BOD averaged approximately
100 mg/l.

Trinh (7) reported the acclimation of an RBC unit (in

terms of BOD_ r moval) within two weeks with a loading rate
of 7.3 kg/10 m /day (1.5 lb/b00 ft /day). This investi-
gator compared the performance of an extended aeration
activated sludge package unit with an RBC package unit using
domestic waste from an isolated work camp.

An RBC pilot unit required approximately three weeks to
reach steady-state conditions using primary municipal effluent
in a study conducted by Srinivasaraghavan et al. (8). Soluble
organic loading ranged from 0.5 to 1.2 lb SBOD 5 (Soluble BOD_)/

* 1000 ft /day. Since nitrification did not occur in any phase
of this study, steady-state operation was based on organic
substrate removal.

Based on the examples cited above it appears that 2 to
3 weeks of operation are required for an RBC to attain steady-
state operating conditions. This appears evident not only in

* tterms of BUD- but also for nitrification when the TKN:BOD ratio
j) 5is very large.
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Shock Loading Characteristics of RBC's

Statements concerning the excellent ability of RBC units

to successfully handle shock organic and hydraulic loadings
are frequently encountered. Wu et al. (9) for example,
noted a chief advantage of an RBC is the ability to resist
organic and hydraulic loads. These statements are generally
based on one or two characteristics of RBC plants. One im-
portant characteristic is the ability to retain the attached
biomass when exposed to large hydraulic shocks.

Welch observed this ability in one of the first investi-

gations of RBC units in the United States (10). Welch focused
his attention on the response of a two-stage RBC to different
variables. Variables included concentrations of synthetic feed,
disc speed, hydraulic resiclEnce time, intermediate settling and
sludge recycling. Data oi shock loading characteristics were not
presented, but it was ob;erved that the process did not expcri-
ence biological upsets eacountered as with the activated sludge

process.
Ain analysis of phenol-formaldehyde resin wastewater treat-

ment by an RBC process found effluent Chemical Oxygen Demand
(COD) values to be a function of the influent COD concentra-
tion. More importantly the pilot plant RBC units functioned

effectively "under varying climatic and loading conditions and
exhibited excellent stability in withstanding periodic shock
loadings" (4).

Trinh (7) reported that the biological slime of an RBC

system weathered shock loads without sloughing and produced
consistent effluent quality. However, diurnal flow variations
caused a slight deterioration of effluent quality. These
comments were based on a study comparing an extended aeration
activated sludge process with a full-scale RBC system.

Researchers in California also reported a stable biomass
(11). Municipal primary effluent was used to investigate the
response of an RBC pilot plant to increases in hydraulic load-
ing rate. Over a 15 d~y period, the feed rate was increased
from 6 gpm (1.1 gal/ft /day) to 70 gpm in 5 steps. SBOD5
i moval remained relatively constant within the RBC while the
hydraulic loading was up to 1,040k of design values and organic
loading up to 370/ of design values.

Later, the RBC received a two-fold hydraulic peak on the

first day, a three-fold hydraulic peak on the second day, a
four-fold hydraulic peak on day three and five-fold hydraulic
peak on day four. These daily peaks were timed to include
an increasing organic load in the municipal primary effluent.
The result vas a significant increase in both organic and
hydraulic loading rates. With soluble organic loading in-
creases of up to 7007*, the total mass of soluble Total Organic
Carbon (TOC) removed increased although admittedly effluent
soluble TOC increased considerably. Of major importance was
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the lack of operational difficulties encountered in contrast
to occasional biological "washout" encountered in a suspended

* igrowth system.
It appears conclusive that RBC units are more resistant

-to the loss of biological solids than suspended growth systems.
Perhaps the key words for describing this attribute are

"biofilm stability."

Another important characteristic is the alledged ability
of RBC units to produce a consistent and acceptable quality
effluent while exposed to shock loads. A main objective of
a study conducted by the Ontario Ministry of Environment in
1973 (5) was to determine the performance of a full-scale

RBC system under intermittent feed conditions. During a 6
week period raw sewage was fed to the unit at the rate of
320 gph for 2 consecutive days2 per week. The average organic

loading of 0.92 lb BOD/1000 ft /day for each consecutive 2
day period was previously determined to be the approximate
maximum capacity of the system for the continuous feed phase.
When compared to the data from the continuous feed period,
little difference was found in terms of organic removal
efficiency. Noticeable evaporation losses were evident in the
two central stages which were isolated from the primary and
secondary clarifiers.

Kinner and Bishop (12) reported similar findings while
investigating saline RBC microbial populations. The RBC units
were set-up at a sewage pumping station in Durham, New Hampshire

and received the diurnal loading characteristic of a small
town. An effluent SBOD below 30 mg/l was consistently

observed.
Srinivasaraghavan et al. (8) evaluated the effect of

diurnal flow variations with no impairment of SBOD removal
efficiency. For this study primary municipal effluent was fed
to a four-stage, air-driven, pilot plant RBC unit. The RBC
was 10 feet long, 10.4 feet in diameter and was preceded by a
10.4 foot diameter aerated wet well. In the diurnal flow

* phase the organic loading rate ranged from 0.47 to 0.78 lb
SBOD5 /1000 ft /day, which was typical of other phases of the
study. Nitrification did not occur in any phase of the study.
The diurnal flow pattern consisted of periodic four-fold
hydraulic increases. Unfortunately, tile time between simu-
lated diurnal peaks was only 20 minutes. It is probable the

* •large detention time of the wet well and RBC dampened or
eliminated all efiects of the 20 minute diurnal cycle.

in contrast, Dupont and McKinney (13) after studying the
pertormance of a municipal RBC installation in Kirksville,
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Missouri, found treatment efficiency was reduced as a result
of variable hydraulic loadings. These workers evaluated
monthly reports of the treatment plant and not the RBC unit
alone. Reduced treatment efficiency was attributed to reduced
contact time within the RBC units and hydraulic surges on the
final clarifiers.

The results of a study by Poon et al. (3) agree with the
Kirksville study. Trickling filter effluent was fed to a pilot
plant RBC treatment system (including primary and secondiry2
clarificati2n) at the moderate hydraulic rate of 0.045 m /m /day
(1.1 gal/ft /day). As expected, the trickling filter effluent
supplied a low SBOD5 influent concentration. The RBC system
was exposed to a series of hydraulic shocks ranging from 120
to 220% of the steady-state loading. Effluent SBOD5 from the
RBC system increased rapidly as the hydraulic shocks increased.
An organic shock was simulated by coupling a high hydraulic
feed rate with a moderate SBOD . Total SBOD 5 removal actually
improved but effluent quality deteriorated significantly.

Using a laboratory scale two stage RBC unit combined with
primary, intermediate and secondary clarification Antonie (14)
examined treatment during intermittent flow conditions. To
simulate an industrial wastewater flow cycle, synthetic waste-
water was introduced only during the regular eight hour working
day. Performance was generally consistent throughout the eight
hour period with the exception being a delayed response period
in percent COD reduction for during the first several of hours.
Continued sloughing of the biofilm during the night led to a
five-fold increase in mixed liquor suspended solids (MLSS).

To reduce this problem the author repeated the experiment
but maintained a low wastewater flow and reduced disc revolu-
tions per minute (RPM) overnight. Instead of a delayed response
period of COD removal, the COD removal initially was greater than
steady-state operation. The author noted in an actual application
this could be accomplished by recycled effluent. Antonie con-
cluded that intermittent flows could be effectively treated by
the RBC process as long as a low wastewater flow was maintained
between cycles.

In addition, Antonie evaluated the RBC system with the
intermediate clarifier bypassed under varying flow conditions.
During each day the treatment system was exposed to periods of
decreasing, increasing and constant flow. The COD concentration
remained constant with only the flow rate changing. Overall
performance in terms of COL) reduction actually improved over
steady-state performance.

In the final phase of testing, Antonie investigated the
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response of a 10 stage RBC unit without clarification to
hydraulic surges. The 60 gallon unit was fed a synthetic waste
with strength of 500 mg/l COD. Shock loads of 500 gph for 6

minutes, 750 gph for 4.5 minutes, and 1000 gph for 3 minutes

were used. In all cases the severe hydraulic surge drastically
impaired percent COD reduction although the total mass of COD
removed increased dramaticall,. The unit required one hour to

return to steady-state conditions. Even though effluent quality
was impacted it is important to note deleterious effects on the
biofilm were absent.

This study by Antonie was probably the best and most com-
prehensive study of shock loadings currently available. However,
Antonie neglected to examine the effects of pure organic shocks
and did not include nitrification in his research.

In a well conducted study, Stover and Kincannon (15) found
that nitrification was more easily inhibited than COD removal.
By using a synthetic waste of known composition, nitrification

and carbon oxidation could be carefully monitored. The steady-
state hydraulic loading was 0.5 gal/ft /day with respective COD
and NH -N concentrations of 250 mg/l and 27.6 mg/l. Complete
nitrification was achieved during this study. On two separate
occasions the workers introduced quantitative shock loads to the
RBC. The unit was exposed to two-fold and four-fold shocks.
The percent COD removal remained relatively constant in all
instances. In contrast, percent NH3 -N remaining increased while
effluent NO -N concentrations decreased. The authors attributed

the depressed nitrification rate to possible intermediary
metabolic by-products resulting from the increased heterotrophic
growth rates.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

This research was conducted to determine the start-up
characteristics of a full-scale RBC unit and to determine the
response of the same unit to controlled shock loadings. In
this section descriptions and details of the procedures and

* methods used to attain these goals are provided.

Rotating Biological Contactor

In 1978 CMS Rotordisk Limited of Mississauga, Ontario,

loaned an S5 Rotordisk unit to the Department of Civil Engi-
* neering, Virgiaia Polytechnic Institute and State University,

for research purposes. Primarily intended for small commercial
establislments and single family dwellings, the S5 Rotordisk is
designed to treat 600 US gallons per day. The fiberglass unit
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includes the rotorzone (compartment containing the rotating
Vdisks), subjacent primary clarifier and secondary clarifier

shown in Figure 1. The primary and secondary clarifiers had
respective detention times of six and four hours. These
detention times do not include ample space reserved for
sludge storage.

Support for the biofilm is provided by 500 square feet of3 high density polyethylene 3/8 inch mesh divided into four

stages. A 1/4 horsepower motor provided power for continuous
rotation at three RPM (approximately 0.5 ft/sec tip speed).
Wastewater enters the primary clarifier, flows under the

rotorzone and enters the first stage through a slot located
in the opposite corner. A smaller slot is provided at the

bottom of the first stage to provide the recirculation of some
aerated wastewater into the primary clarifier. The flow proceeds
through the four stage RBC unit in a serpentine manner finally
exiting to the secondary clarifier anu eventually discharges with

gravity flow utilized throughout the unit. A baffle in the
secondary clarifier inhibits the discharge of floating solids.

The S5 Rotordisk was placed next to a primary clarifier
at the Blacksburg and Virginia Polytechnic Institute Sanita-
tion Authority Stroubles Creek Wastewater Treatment Plant, near
Blacksburg, Virginia. Approximately 30,000 people in the

Blacksburg vicinity are served by this treatment plant. This
population include6 approximately 21,000 students engaged
in studies at Virginia Tech. Very few industries are within the
service area so the wastewater is primarily of domestic origin.

An ECO C-15 Centrichem Pump was purchased by the Depart-
ment of Civil Engineering to supply primary effluent to the
package plant. Three C-clamps on the discharge hose provided
effective and economical flow rate control. C.M.S. Rotordisk
Ltd. supplied a pin timer manufactured by Hydro-Aerobics
International, Inc. of Milford, Ohio for positive pump control.
The pin timer provided 24 hour off/on pump control in 15
minute increments. Additionally, the pin timer provided the

capability of turning the pump off any or all days of the week.
Operation of the motor for disc rotation was independent of
the pin timer.

Sample Collection Points

Throughout the entire research period grab samples were
collected from tile water surface at the same locations in the
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package plant. Samples were collected in the primary clarifier
near the inlet pipe, in each of the four RBC unit stages and
in the secondary clarifier on the discharge side of the baffle.
A sample was collected from the secondary clarifier instead of
the discharge because of intermittent flow. After three and
one-half weeks it became apparent the sample collected in the
primary clarifier of the rotordisk was not necessarily reflective
of the influent composition. Therefore an additional grab sample
wZ 3 regularly collected from the clarifier supplying primary
effluent to the Rotordisk. This sample is referred to as the in-
fluent to avoid confusion. The influent has been labeled sample
collection point A, with the Rotordisk primary clarifier referred
to as collection point B. Stages 1 through 4 of the rotorzone are
denoted by C, D, E and F respectively. The letters G and H are
used to designate the sample collected in the secondary clarifier.

Operatious

Operations began on May 8, 1981 when the package plant
was filled with primary effluent. A normal feedrate of 480 pgd
was maintained during all phases of research. One exception
was the introduction of hydraulic shock loadings. The desired
flow rate was achieved by using the pin timer to alternately
turn the pump on for 15 minutes and off for 30 minutes.

Start-u,

The first set of samples were collected at 8:00 a.m. on
May 9. Additional sample sets were collected every other day
at 8:00 a.m. until the end of the start-up phase on June 22.
SL-rles were quickly transported to laboratory facilities on
thz Virginia Tech campus. Suspended solids (SS) and total
alkaiinity determinations were immediately conducted after which
all samples were acidified and cooled to 4 C for later analysis
of COD, NH -N. NO -N, and Organic Nitrogen (Org-N). Dissolved

3oxygen (DO concentrations were recorded at each sample col-lection point in the Rotordisk after collection of the samples.

Three separate hydraulic shocks were conducted to evaluate
the response of the unit. The initial hydraulic shock was
applied on July 17, 1981. Starting at 6:00 a.m. samples were
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collected at 8:00 a.m. the pump was operated continuously for
eight hours. This created a three-fold increase with an eight
hour duration. Each set of samples was immediately placed in
an ice cooler for preservation and DO concentrations were
recorded at each sample collection point. After the final set
of samples were collected at 6:00 p.m., all samples were trans-
ported to the laboratory where they were preserved and cooled
to 4 0C following analysis of SS and alkalinity. To monitor
recovery, samples were collected the following morning at
8:00 a.m. and again on June 20 at 8:00 a.m. All samples were
later analyzed for COD, NH 3-N, and NO -N.

The entire procedure was repeated on July 25, 1981 with
the duration of the hydraulic shock extended to 10 hours.
Samples were not collected at 6:00 a.m. and 10:00 a.m.
Otherwise, procedures were the same as the previous hydraulic
shock. In addition, monitoring of the recovery period was
extended to seven days after the shock. Once again DO was
recorded on site while SS, alkalinity, COD, NH 3-N, and NO 3-N
were determined at a later time.

Another eight hour hydraulic shock test was conducted on
August 11, 1981 to examine reproducibility. Seven sets of
samples were collected at two hour intervals from 6:00 a.m.
until 6:00 p.m. on the day of the increased hydraulic loading.
Samples were collected at 8:00 a.m. on August 12, 14 and 16
to monitor the return to steady-state conditions. All other
collection and analytical procedures remained the same.

'_Jrvani [J;i'ckd

To examine the effects of an organic shock without an
increased hydraulic loading, Kroger Incorporated (Cincinnati,
Ohio) Nonfat Dry Milk was added to the primary clarifier of
the Rotordisk on two separate occasions. A step feed increase
was produced by thoroughly stirring the milk into the primary
clarifier.

The first organic shock was conducted on August 18, 1981.
Prior to the addition of two pounds of milk, samples were
collected and DO recorded at 6:00 and 8:00 a.m. Normal pump-
ing routines of 480 gpd were maintained. Samples were collected
every two hours until 2:00 p.m. when it became visibly apparent
the organic removal capacity was grossly exceeded. Samples were
collected the following morning at 8:00 a.m. and again at
8:00 a.m. on August 21 and 23. All samples which could not be
Immediately transported to the laboratory were placed in an ice
chest. Upon arrival at the laboratory SS and alkalinity were
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evaluated. Afterwards all samples were acidified and stored
at 'Cuntil later analysis for COD, NH -NP and NO -N.

3 3.ihe entire organic shock procedure was duplicated on
August 25 with two differences; 1.2 lbs. of nonfat dry milk
was used, and samples were collected every two hours from

* 6:00 a.m. until 6:00 p.m.

ANALYTICAL PROCEDURES

Unless otherwise stated, each parameter evaluated for
this investigation was determined in accordance with Standard
Methods for the Examination of Water and Wastewater (16).

All dissolved oxygen concentrations were measured by
I means of a Yellow Springs Instrument Company, Inc. (Yellow

Springs, Ohio) Model 54 Oxygen Meter.
Unfiltered chemical oxygen demand determinations were

performed on all samples by use of the dichromate ref lux
method as prescribed in Standard Methods

The procedures found in Section 208.C of Standard Methods
were utilized to measure suspended solids. All samples were
filtered through 5.5 cm glass fiber filters (Grade 934 AH,
Fisher Scientific Company, Clifton, New Jersey). All weight
measurements were made by use of Mettler Instrument Corporation
(Princeton, New Jersey) balance Model AClOO, Model H 10 or
Model H 18.

Total alkalinity determinations were performed on all
samples by titration to a pH of 4.5. A Fisher Scientific
Company Accumet Model 120 or Corning Glass Works (Corning,
New York) Model 7 pH meter was used to measure the pH.

Unfiltered ammonia-nitrogen and organic-nitrogen concen-
trations were determined in accordance with Standard Methods.
After distillation and digestion, the acidimetric method was
used to determine NH -N and Org-N concentrations.

Unfiltere nirt-nitrogen determinations were made in
accordance with the Brucine method presented in Standard Methods.
A Bausch & Lomb Incorporated (Rochester, New York) Spectronic
100 was used to measure absorbance.

COMPUTER GRAPHICS

Data from the start-up, hydraulic shock and organic shock
phases is presented in three-dimensional graphs. The three
variables presented are sampling location, time and parameter
concentration. All three-dimensional graphs were drawn by
use of the Surface 11 Graphics System (17). Each graph was
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plotted by the perspective block diagram mode of the Surface
II program. To enhance the view of the diagram, 30 0 was selected
as the angle of the observation point above the horizon. To
reduce distortion from convergence of lines, the distance from
the center of the block diagrams to the point of observation was
assigned the value of 10,000 grid units. As a result the
perspective block diagrams appear as conventional three- 0
dimensional plots. Finally, the diagrams were 0placed at a 250
azimuth to aid the viewer. An azimuth of -1550 was utilized,
when it was desirable to view a diagram from the reverse side.

Difficulties were encountered when plotting the data from
the organic and hydraulic shock exercises. Variables contained
in the Surface II program could not be adjusted to accommodate
the transition from two hour sampling intervals to 48 hour
sampling intervals. Using SAS (18) multiple linear regression,
intermediate sampling values were generated to eliminate this
p robl1em.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The goals of this research were to determine the start-up
characteristics of a full-scale RBC and to examine the response
of the same unit to controlled shock loadings. The RBC pack-
age plant contained a primary clarifier, four stages of discs,
and a secondary clarifier. Samples were collected from seven
locations ranging from the influent, the Rotordisk primary
clarifier and through each stage of the rotorzone into the
secondary clarifier. The influent and primary clarifier are
respectively referred to as sample collection points A and B
while the four stages of discs are labeled C through F. A
final collection poin. in the secondary clarifier is designated
by the letters C and H.

Samples were analyzed for DO, COD, SS, nitrogen forms, and
alkalinity. After careful consideration three-dimensional plots
were selected to illustrate the trends revealed by the data.
In this section the three-dimensional plots will be analyzed
and discussed. Due to space limitations only eight representa-
tive three-dimensional graphs will be illustrated. Emphasis
will he placed on observable trends rather than quantities con-
sumned or generated. A trend analysis such a- this will be more
applicable to other RBC treatment systems. In fact, the chief

* advantage of three-dimensional graphs is the easy perception of
surface trends. For the purposes of this study this feature
compensates for the difficulty encountered when trying to read
precise values from the graphs.
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KThe three-dimensional graphs for the hydraulic and organic

shock loading experimets utilize supplemental multiple linear
regression data. These supplemental or intermediate values
were merely intended to reflect general trends of the actual
data without replacing any actual data.

START-UP

A slight bacterial growth was observed 24 hours after
start-up. Two days later an increased biofilm thickness was
observed, but a COD reduction trend did not begin until the
fourth day. Chemical oxygen demand profiles slowly changed
until 20 days passed. During the next 10 days effluent COD
values were uniform and the reduction of COD concentrations
occurred primarily in the first two stages of the rotorzone.

At the same time, changes in the appearance of the bio-
film occurred. Initially growth on the discs was brown to
grey-brown in color. This remained true for approximately
three weeks of operation. By this time growth was greater
on the first two stages while the last two stages began acquiring
a reddish brown appearance. In addition, growth in the first
two stages became filamentous.

An examination of Figure 2 reveals an average influent DO
concentration of 0.5 mg/l rising to a peak of approximately
7.0 mg/l in stages 3 and 4 of the rotorzone. The DO concen-
tration decreased to an average o' 4.5 mg/l in the secondary
clarifier. The graph reveals t peak DO values began de-
creasing on the tenth day and ocreased for 18 days. At this
point respective DO concentrations in stage 4 and the secondary
clarifier are 3.2 and 2.3 mg/l. During the first 9 days this
trend resulted from increasing COD reduction whereas the last
half coincided with the start of nitrification.

As can be seen from Figures 3 through 5, nitrification
began slowly after 18 days with vigorous activity recorded six
days later. Influent NH 3-N concentrations consistently ranged
from 17 to 22 mg/l until the end of the start-up period.
Concentrations in the effluent started decreasing rapidly after
20_days and remained close to zero after 36 days. On day 18,
NO 3-N was detected in the secondary clarifier and fourth stage
of the rotorzone (Figure 4). Two days later concentrations had
increased to over 12 mg/l and were detected in the third stage
of the rotorzone. After 30 days effluent NO3-N concentrations
slowly decreased while NO3 -N appeared in stage 2.

Influent total alkalinity concentrations shown in Figure 5
averaged 165 mg/l as calcium carbonate (CaCO3) with a range
from 151 to 180 mg/l as CaCO 3. After 28 days effluent
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alkalinity concentrations averaged 105 mg/i as CaGO with
3approximately 60 mg/i consumed. Nitrification was confined

to the last two stages where a distinctive red-brown growth
was present. Sufficient DO concentrations were present for
nitrification throughout the start-up period.

On June 11, 33 days after testing began, final examina-
tions were concluded at Virginia Tech. An exodus of most of
the 21,000 students changed the character of the wastewater.
With the exception of SS and alkalinity, influent concentrations
were reduced. As a result, peak DO levels began increasing
and sloughing occurred in the second stage, accompanied by a
gradual change of the biofilm, to a red-brown color. Afterwards
COD reduction occurred only in the first stage while nitrifica-
tion migrated forward to the second stage.- The graphs also
indicate lower effluent COD, NH 3-N, and NO 3-N concentrations
while effluent alkalinity values increased. When samples were
collected on the last day, sloughing was negligible and the
color change appeared complete. By this time, the second stage
had changed to a red-brown color and the first stage changed
from a grey-brown to a grey-white color. It is suspected that
septic conditions in the sludge zone of the primary clarifier
stimulated the growth of sulphur organisms in the first stage.

Suspended solids and Org-N concentration trends did not
change during the start-up period. As a general rule SS and
Org-N concentrations decreased as the wastewater passed through
the treatment system.

In summary, it may be stated that the attached biofilm
was present within 24 hours of start-up and steady-state opera-
tions in terms of COD removal and nitrification were definitely
achieved in 44 days. This statement is tempered by the sudden
change of wastewater characteristics during the start-up
period. Consistent effluent COD concentrations were observed
after 20 days while nitrification appeared to approach steady-
state conditions at 30 days. The latter observation can not
be confirmed because of the change in wastewater characteristics.

0 These statements are all based, on observation at a lightly-
loaded RBC package plant and may not be true under other
conditions.

HYDRAULIC SHOCK LOADINGS

a This phase consisted of three separate hydraulic shock
loadings. On each occasion the hydraulic flow rate was tripled
for a specific period of time. As expected the response char-
acteristics were similar on each occasion.
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First 8-Hour Hydraulic Shock Loading

A three-fold step increase in hydraulic loading was im-
posed on the RBC for 8 hours. A diurnal pattern was exhibited
by the influent COD and NH 3-N concentrations. Therefore the
RBG unit was exposed to increased concentrations coupled with
a tripled flow rate. Dissolved oxygen concentrations decreased
until two hours after the shock loading ended. This can be
attributed to an increased biological activity and/or decreased
hydraulic detention time.

An interesting progression of high COD concentrations was
observed in the first 8-hour hydraulic shock. The high COD
concentrations first appeared in the primary clarifier and
stage one of the rotorzone. Two hours later the peak appeared
in the second stage, disappeared at the eight hour sample, but
reappeared in the third stage only to disappear at 12 hours.
Because floating and rising sludge had been previously observed
in the start-up phase, it might appear that the increased flow
rate disturbed the primary clarifier. However, SS concentra-
tions do not corroborate this hypothesis. Therefore it appears
logical that the biofilm could not quickly accommodate the large
influx of soluble organic matter. In addition to the peak values,
slowly increasing COD concentrations may be observed in the first
and second stages. Interestingly, effluent COD concentrations
did not increase during the hydraulic shock loading.

As in the start-up period SS concentrations tended to de-
crease as the wastewater flowed through the RBC package plant.
Generally, SS concentrations in the unit did increase towards
the end of the hydraulic shock loading. Visual observations of
increased turbidity confirmed this pattern.

In contrast to COD removal, nitrification was greatly
inhibited. Effluent NH -N and alkalinity concentrations in-
creased immediately while NO3- N formation decreased.
Nitrification began to recover within 24 hours and was fully
recovered within 74 hours.

Tfen-Hour Hydraulic Shock Loadings

Trends of the 10-hour hydraulic shock are very similar
to those of the first shock. Influent COD concentrations were
typical of a diurnal pattern whereas Nil 3-N and alkalinity
concentrations were relatively constant. Dissolved oxygen
concentrations decreased during the shock but began increasing
as the hydraulic shock ended.

Chemical oxygen demand concentrations started to slowly
increase throughout the unit six hours after the shock began.
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The increases are first noticeable in the second stage and
soon appeared in the remainder of the treatment unit. Effluent

*~ COD concentrations had only begun to increase when the intensive
sampling period ended. Chemical oxygen demand removal returned
to normal within 24 hours.

Suspended solids fluctuated considerably even when the
unit was exposed to normal flow conditions before imposing the
shock load. During the increased hydraulic loading, SS
fluctuations intensified throughout the entire treatment system.

Nitrification was quickly and significantly impacted by
the 10-hour hydraulic shock loading. At the end of the shock,
alkalinity consumption, N0-N formation and NH -N were

3 3
barely noticeable. In this case nitrification recovered quickly
and appeared normal after 24 hours.

Second 8-Hour Hydraulic Shock Loading

The second 8-hour hydraulic shock resembled the first
8-hour hydrualic shock. The influent COD concentrations ex-
hibited a diurnal pattern. As the increased hydraulic loading
began, DO concentrations decreased until the shock ended, there-
after DO concentrations increased. DO concentrations in-
creased immediately when flow rates returned to normal.
Chemical oxygen demand concentrations are presented in
Figure 6. Influent COD concentrations fluctuated from 110
to 154 mg/l with an average value of 134 mg/l. Efflucnt
values consistently less than 25 mg/i with only one excep-
tions occurring between 8 and 21 hours. Once again the last
three stages were not capable of removing excess COD. In
contrast to the first 8-hour hydraulic shock, effluent COD
concentrations increased significantly. At the same time
SS concentrations were also larger than for the first 8-hour
hydraulic shock. This indicates the larger COD concentra-
tions were probably caused by increased turbidity from the

4 primary clarifier. The sudden decrease of SS and COD
concentrations after the shock ended affirms this belief. As
with the other hydraulic shock loadings, increased turbidity
was visually observed but was not accompanied by biofilm
sloughing.

Total alkalinity concentrations are presented in Figure 7.
* Influent alkalinity concentrations averaged 148 mg/l as CaCO 3

with a narrow range of 142 to 157 mg/l as CaCO . Under normal

L3
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conditions alkalinity consumption averaged 65 mg/i as CaCO
* leaving an average effluent concentration of 83 mg/i as CabO3
* As expected, nitrification was significantly inhibited by the

second 8-hour hydrauli_ shock loading. Immediately after the
shock began NH 3-H concentrations increased dramatically in the

* latter stages of the RBC while NO -N concentrations decreased
significantly. In addition, alkalinity consumption decreased
to 20 mg/i as shown in Figure 7. Recovery began as soon as the
flow rate returned to normal with complete recovery within 24
hours. The recovery rate compares favorably with the 10-hour
shock loading response but is faster than the original 8-hour
hydrualic shock.

Summary .C

In general, (COD~rtinoval was only moderately affected by
the hydraulic shocks. As expected COD removal was affected
least by the shorter 8-hour shock loadings. Under normal
operating conditions the last three stages of the rotorzone
removed very little COD. These stages were incapable of
removing larger COD concentrations for short term hydraulic
shock loadings.

Nitrification was more inhibited than COD removal. In
each instance nitrification was quickly inhibited to a
significant degree. Recovery was slower than that of COD
removal with a minimum of 24 hours required.

Peak DO concentrations declined during each hydraulic
shock loa, .1g. The decrease began when the flow rate in-
creased and recovered when the flow rate returned to normal.
Sufficient DO concentrations were available for COD removal
and nitrification at all times.

Biomass stability was excellent throughout the hydraulic
shock loadings. Unusual or excessive sloughing did not occur
as evidenced by SS concentrations. .-

Data from the two 8-hour hydraulic shock loadings does
not indicate excellent reproducibility. In general tile re-
sponse of the Rotordisk to the first 8-hour shock loading was
less severe. Nitrification and COD removal inhibition were

greater in the second test but restoration of fuhll nitri-
fication was quicker than the first 8-hour expuriment. I i

* phenomenon can not be adequatclw explained.

ORGANIC SHOCK LOADINGS

The organic shock loading phase consisted of two large
step increases in organic loading. A normal flow rate of
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480 gpd was maintained during each test.

First Organic Shock Loading

During the first organic shock, influent COD remained
fairly consistent. DO concentrations decreased slightly in
the first 12 hours of sampling whereas the decreases encoun-
tered with the hydraulic shocks were much larger.

Chemical oxygen demand increased tremendously when pow-
dered milk was added to the primary clarifier. Six hours
later the large influent COD values were only slightly smaller
and remained constant throughout the rotorzone. A normal
COD concentration profile was encountered when samples were
collected at 26 hours.

The addition of powdered milk to the primary clarifier
did not cause a general increase in SS concentrations.
Fluctuations and peak concentrations were found as usual, but
with greater magnitude. A recognizable SS concentration
trend could not be found.

Nitrification was seriously inhibited by the organic shock
loading. When compared to the hydraulic shock loadings, the
response -liffered in two significant ways. First the inhibi-
tion of nitrification occurred gradually. Alkalinity consumption
and effluent NH 3-N concentrations increased slowly while NO -N
production decreased at a slightly more rapid rate. Secondly,
when the 26 hour sample t was collected, nitrification was
barely evident. In comparison, nitrification began to revive
when the hydraulic shocks ended, and with the exception of the
first 8-hour shock, were completely recovered in 24 hours.
Full recovery from the powdered milk occurred within 72 hours.

Second Organic Shock Loading

Trends for the second organic shock closely resembled those
of the first shock. As envisioned, the effects were less severe
because less powdered milk was added to the primary clarifier.
Dissolved oxygen concentrations decreased slightly for the
first 4 hours but soon recovered.

Changes in COD concentrations are presented in Figure 8.
Influent COD values fluctuated widely from 108 to 174 mg/l,
but appear small when compared to the high value of 480 mg/l
recorded in the primary clarifier. The addition of powdered
milk to the primary clarifier caused high COD concentrations
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throughout the unit. When the intensive sampling period ended
at 12 hours, COD concentrations were decreasing throughout
the unit except f or the secondary clarifier. Secondary clari-
fier effluent concentrations increased from 45 to 159 mg/l,
but declined to near steady-state conditions within 24 hours.

In contrast to the hydraulic shock loadings a general
increase in SS concentrations was not encountered. A recog-
nizable pattern was not found, except for the general decrease
from the influent to effluent.

AF shown in Figure 9, effluent NO _N had an initial average
3 .of 10 mg/i and slowly decreased to approximately 5.0 mg/l.

This demonstrates that nitrification was reduced by the second
organic shock loading. In a manner similar to the first organic
shock, nitrification was slowly inhibited but recovery was more
rapid. Although nitrification did not completely recover within
24 hours, it recovered quicker than for the first organic shock.

* . Recovery was completed within 72 hours as indicated by the
raw data.

The second organic shock was the only shock loading which
affected the stability of the biofilm. Six days after the

* shock was applied severe sloughing was observed in the second
stage and the first stage had changed from a grey-white color
to grey-brown color. This color change is the exact opposite
of what occurred in the latter part of the start-up period.
Since this study did not include biofilm examinations, it is
impossible to conclusively state what caused the color change.

Summary

Chemical oxygen demand concentrations increased dramatically
throughout the unit during the organic shock loading testing.
The last three stages of the rotorzone were incapable of re-

* ducing COD concentrations. This observation was also found
during the hydraulic shock loading studies.

Nitrification was inhibited by both organic shock loads.
* The inhibition of nitrification occurred gradually and recovered

slowly in comparison to the response of nitrification to the
hydraulic shock loads.

Dissolved oxygen concentrations declined only slightly
during the organic shock loadings. This directly contrasts the
sharp declines encountered in the hydraulic shock loadings.

* It is speculated that this can be attributed to a change in
the orgaaic constituents of the wastewater, i.e., the biofilm
was not acclimated to the change in organic composition.
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Biofilm stability was affected by the second organic
shock loading. The sloughing was observed six days after the
package plant was exposed to the increased organic loading.
This occurred approximately 72 hours after the data indicated
the treatment system had returned to normal steady-state
operations. A satisfactory explanation cannot be offered
for this phenomenon.

CONCLUSIONS

Start-up characteristics of a full-scale RBC unit and the
response of the same unit to controlled shock loadings were
examined in this study. Based on an analysis of the results
obtained the following conclusions are drawn.

1. Start-Up

14 a) Growth of the biofilm began within 24 hours.
b) The autotrophic biofilm was easily identified

by a distinct non-f ilamentous red-brown color.
c) Twenty days were required to achieve steady-state

conditions in terms of COD removal.
d) Approximately 30 days were needed for nitri-

fication to approach steady-state conditions.
This statement is based on observable trends
before wastewater characteristics suddenly
changed in early June.

2. Controlled Shock Loadings
a) Hydraulic shock loads depressed DO concentra-

tions due to decreased hydraulic detention
times and/or increased biological activity.

b) The response to hydraulic shock loadings were
not very reproducible.

c) A DO depression did not occur for the organic
*6 shock loads. Most likely this can be attributed

to a change in the organic constituents of the
was tewater.

d) Nitrification was more easily inhibited by shock
loads than was COD removal.

e) Nitrification was inhibited immediately and re-
* covered more quickly from hydraulic shock load-

ings when compared to organic shock loadings.
f) The attached biofilm was not adversely affected

by the shock loads.
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UPGRADING WITH SUBMERGED BIOLOGICAL FILTERS

Orval Q. Matteson. Mid-South Distributor,
Jacksonville, Alabama.

It may sound like Utopia, but it is now possible to mat-
erially upgrade any aerobic wastewater treatment system by
just adding three types of very simple devices to the second-
ary aeration and settling tanks, with the work done in-house
with off-the-shelf materials. It makes no difference how big
the systems are or of what type. And, the cost of doing this,
related to a gpd basis, is low for a very small system and
nominal for a big system. Further, if the primary treatment
component is then eliminated, except for non-organic grit re-
moval, the total overall treatment will be even better than
it was and much less expensive. Digester loads will be de-
creased, and in many cases the digesters can be eliminated,

* as can tertiary treatment.
This observation is not based on just theory or on the

results of bench-type experiments. A working system incor-
porating these techniques and devices has been operating in
Jacksonville, Alabama, for over eight years, with rotifers
clearly visible in its clarifier, consistently producing an

* effluent of 10 BOD5/SS mg/l, + or -, even under periods of
forced extreme overloads. Although this is an extended aera-
tion unit housed in a 1000 gallon tank serving a single home,
the techniques and devices employed are equally adaptable to
any type of aerobic treatment unit or system regardless of
its design or size. Also, as the gpd rate increases,
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the cost-benefits ratio increases in geometric progression.
In the first forty-some years after the activated sludge

process was developed in England in 1913, any improvements
made came from operators. Just so did my concept and its
application come from an operator, me, and not from a design
engineer or a research laboratory. I started on this route
trying to solve special problems I found in the early 70's
while handling what was then the most effective package ex-
tended aeration secondary treatment unit on the market. How-
ever, the manufacturer finally stopped making it because of
operational problems: it frequently cloggd up.

Problems with wastewater treatment systems, even in the
best designed and best operating situation, basically come
from widely fluctuating growth patterns of the organisms,
which cause oscillation and continuous imbalance.

However, as few systems are designed to meet the needs
of or to take advantage of the natural capabilities of the
wastewater treatment organisms, most systems do not fall .'nto
the category of "best designed." Also, as operators usually
understand so little of the biological/biochemical aspects
of their treatment systems, of whatever type, few systems
can be classified as "best operated."

Let's see what such established experts as Ross McKinney
and W.W. Eckenfelder have had to say on this matter.

Ross E. McKinney, in the 1962 edition of his bookMicro-
biology for Sanitary Engineers, said, "Fundamental microiol-
ogy offers the means for the sanitary engineer to base the
design of biological waste treatment systems. It is impor-
tant for the engineer to realize that all microbial systems
operate on the same general biochemical principles and that
the differences between the various biological systems lie in
the environment imposed by the mechanical aspects of the sys-
tem" (1).

W. Wesley Eckenfelder, Jr., at one of the sessions he
presented at Vanderbilt University in 1971, said, "Waste-
water treatment systems should be designed so that the bugs
would be very happy and thus eat, reproduce and die at a
great rate" (2).

McKinney also wrote that the activated sludge process is
the most versatile of the biological treatment processes;

4 that activated sludge is simplicity personified; that no
other treatment process has more advantages or disadvantages;
that the chief disadvantage with it lies in the lack of under-
standing of the basic process by both design engineers and
plant operators; that the design of any biological waste
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treatment system can be made properly only if the designer
has a thorough understanding of the microbiology and the bio-
chemistry of the process; that engineers never consider micro-
biology in the design of waste treatment systems and that the
sanitary bacteriologist is not interested in the design of
treatment systems; and that activated sludge is a pure bio-
logical process and yet biology never entered into its de-
sign or operation until the past few years (3).

McKinney's comments in 1962 seemed to indicate that he
then expected that we today should find great improvement in
the design of systems. To his observations I say, amen; to
his prediction, I would have to say, wishful thinking. Think
about it; how many municipal or package systems would you say
were designed by a sanitary biologist? What percentage of
the classes offered for BS degrees in engineering or biochem-
istry or in schools for plant operators, and how many of the
questions on operators' tests, are on the biology or biochem-
istry of waste treatment?

Apparently McKinney did not think his predictions had
come through by 1972 for the paper he presented at a confer-
ence in Atlanta is filled with comments such as, "The recom-
mended design criteria for activated sludge systems employed
by the various state regulatory agencies clearly demonstrates
the lack of concern for the biological factors affecting act-
ivated sludge." Or, the statement, "At best the design engi-
neer gives lip service to the fact that activated sludge is a
biotreatment process" (4). He did comment that by then young
engineers were getting some instruction in the "why" as well
as the "how." He said that most research scientists and
university professors have attempted to make the biological
process more, rather than less, complicated; that there is
going to have to be a drastic change in the philosophy and
attitude of everyone involved. He contended that operators
have failed to apply basic biological concepts to understand-
ing how their biosystems should be operated, and that the

S design engineers have been of no help.
I liked what he said about it being necessary to make

the system so simple that everyone can understand it. Par-
ticularly I liked his comment to the effect that if you have
a system designed around sound biological principles the mi-
crobes will run their part with little operator attention,

S and that such attention, mainly directed to control of the
MLSS through balanced sludge wasting, can be designed to
operate automatically.

Incidentally, these comments of McKinney and Eckenfelder
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all happen to be made in relation to the activated sludge
process. However, I am confident that they would agree that

V they apply to all types of aerobic/anerobic systems/processes
as well.

McKinney's closing comment takes the prize: "If we are
to make real progress in solving the current water pollution
problems, we are going to have to recognize that we must de-
sign and construct as simple systems as possible to minimize
problems."

Well, statements like those of McKinney and Eckenfelder,
and others, and their implications, and a review of all types
of conventional systems (including the ones I had been hand-
ing) are what brought me to develop these new applications of
old techniques and devices. I set out to apply the common-
sense knowledge gained by hands-on experience to marry what
mechanics, biochemistry and microbiology I acquired to meet
the ultimate demands of wastewater treatment. I tried out
my ideas until I got the results I wanted, then I got patent
rights, and I now suggest that these techniques and devices
be used to upgrade every aerobic system, of whatever type or
size or state of operation or development.

The application is new, or I would not have been able
to patent it. The possibilities these techniques and de-
vices offer are news to the wastewater treatment business or
everyone would have already used them. They are now avail-
able to everyone as license to use the features of the pat-
ent described herein can be obtained for an extremely small
fee, to match with minimal costs related to the on-the-job
construction and installation of the devices.

The Environmental Protection Agency puts out a big loose
leaf publication titled, Process Design Manual for Upgrading
Wastewater Treatment Plants (5). It emphasizes that only
the most effective design and operation of treatment facil-
ities, with the latest techniques, will meet the future water
quality objectives, and that it is essential that this new
technology be incorporated into the contemporary design of
waste treatment facilities to achieve maximum benefits. I
am pleased to note that although it seems to contradict the
title, they do recognize that the term "upgrading" should
also apply to systems on the drawing board or in the manu-
facturing process.

Unfortunately, but, as I expressed earlier, to be ex-
pected, the emphasis in the Foreword and throughout its
content is on "engineering." There is very little included
on ways to make the "bugs" happier that is not directly
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related to a pump, pipe, or tank, and even when the struc-

tural or mechanical feature is directed to making the "bugs"
- . happier the "whys" of it are not provided. Microbiology and

biochemistry seem to have no place in the upgrading process.
Also emphasis is placed on removing pollutants by the

use of chemicals that, although effective for the purpose,
also always have a collaterally adverse impact on the sys-

* tern, rather than in the possible use of cultured varieties of
* specific microorganisms products such as LS-1471, BPS-2020,

or GSHGD-l, or of enzymes such as Septictrine, or when appli-
cable, of the use of the non-toxic algaecide, Cutrine-Plus.

A most disturbing feature is that, even though it is a
loose-leaf manual, and thus easy to update, there seems to
have been no advances in upgrading techniques of note since
1974, as the EPA manual I received in January 1982 seems to
be the same as the one I received in 1974.

In categorizing the reasons for upgrading, the manual
lists meeting more stringent treatment requirements, and in-
creased hydraulic or organic loads, and to overcome improper
plant design or operations. All are quite valid needs. But,

* they seem to have ignored more basic reasons for upgrading
* . which are common to all systems, even those working just fine:

to just improve system performance, perhaps to get "more
bang" for the "total bucks" invested; or, even though all is
working fine, to upgrade to improve the system's capability
to meet potential shock loads, or to simplify procedures, or
to reduce capital or 0 & M costs.

When I talk about upgrading I'm addressing any or all
needs, for systems in trouble and for those working OK, for
those in place or those yet to be.

Incidentally, did you ever examine the wastewater treat-
ment patents in the Search Room of the Patent Office in Ar-
lington, Virginia? It is an interesting experience that I
recommend to any student of the science of wastewater treat-

* ment. It is a must, I think, for anyone who is thinking
about trying to get an idea patented.

Even if all you do is look at the pictures, one thing
that will strike you is the complexity of so many of the de-
vices. You keep expecting to see Rube Goldberg's name on
them. But then, the devices on operating treatment systems
are complicated--a lot of those patent ideas got incorporat-
ed into systems on the market. You might think the objec-
tive is to establish a cult that believes that if it is not
complicated it can't do the job; with a creed that simple
ideas or things won't work.
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I am here to attack and dispel that belief. My creed is
to keep it simple and inexpensive. So, what I have to offer
here to meet the objectives of McKinney and Eckenfelder, et
alii, and I am sure yours as well, are inexpensive simple de-
vices, simply zplied. That is, they are simple in the sense
of being easy to do and understand and operate. They are
simple to construct and install and simple to care for. They
are also very inexpensive to construct and install, have no
moving parts, and require no 0 & M efforts or costs.

If your objectives are just to prevent things getting
into the secondary clarifer, or to upgrade the microbiology
and biochemistry aspects of treatment in activated sludge,
trickling filter or oxidation ditch systems far more than is
possible in conventional systems, or to increase the organic
or hydraulic capacities, or to eliminate some or all of the
features of primary treatment except non-organic grit removal,
or to reduce final clarifier or digester or trickling filter
or oxidation ditch loads, or to reduce digester problems, or
even to eliminate the digester phase, then you place a series
of "permeable retaining members" in each aeration tank.

If your objectives are to control velocities and cur-
rents coming into the clarifier element and to accelerate
settling and to concentrate sludge both as to content and
location far more than is possible in conventional systems,
then you install a "permeable deflection member" in the
clarifier or settling tank.

If your objectives are to produce a highly clarified ef-
fluent with verv low BOD/SS, maintain a state of quiescence
prior to discharge and at the same time to be able to keep
up a return sludge/skimmer rate far greater than ever pos-
sible in conventional systems, and to also maintain DO
levels in the clarifier capable of supporting animals such
as protozoa and rotifers, then you place a "permeable re-
straining member" in the clarifier or settling chamber.

Of course the use of the retaining members in the aera-
tion tanks will materially add to the effectiveness of the
deflection and restraining members in the clarifier, and
vice versa.

Why, or how, do my devices produce these resut-ts? Iet
ius for the moment refresh our thinking on the fundamental
microbiology and biochemistry of wastewater treatment.

Metcalf & Eddy state: "By controlling the environment
of the microorganisms, the decomposition of wastes is speeded
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up. Regardless of the type of waste, the biological treat-
ment process consists of controlling the environment required
for optimum prowth of the microorganisms involved... .Effective
environmental control in biological waste treatment is based
on an understanding of the basic principles governing the
growth of microorganisms" (6).

Without getting too technical, let us review what they
are,

Bacteria (single-cell plants) grow in a pattern of com-
petition in mixtures of species,each organism and each spec-
ies competing with the others. The prime factor is competi-
tion for food, with the dominate strains surviving. Which
are dominate depends upon the type of nutrients available,
the DO. temperature and pH. In aerobic systems with a pro-
per balance of nutrients the bacteria species which survive
are those that can oxidize the organic matter completely to
carbon dioxide and water. Both aerobic and faculative bac-
teria will be found in aerobic treatment systems; the facu-
lative use the free oxygen as long as it is available. Bac-
teria absorb the nutrients, produce and use enzymes to speed
up the processes, metabolize the organic and inorganic com-
pounds and produce energy and protoplasm, thus producing new
bacteria (usually by splitting into two cells). For this as
well as for mobility and to just stay alive they require oxy-
gen. If the oxygen is free (available in water) they produce
energy faster and more efficiently, thus absorbing food fast-
er than if they have to make oxygen out of the wastes. if
lots of nutrients are available, then available dissolved
oxygen is the principal limiting factor to organic loading--
increase the available oxygen and you increase the eating
rate. Two of the most critical nutrients for growth are
nitrogen and phosphorous, another is carbon; nitrogen defi-
cient nutrients stimulate filamentous fungi over bacteria,
which prevents good settling.

Not all organisms are beneficial. If the DO goes down
below 0.5 mg/l the faculative bacteria (those which can use
free oxygen or produce it from the wastes, and which always
take the free if it is available) start to metabolize aner-
obically. At this stage filamentous microorganisms (strict

* aerobes) can still use the low rate free oxygen and they
start to predominate; they also dominate when the critical
nutrients of nitrogen and phosphorus are deficient, or at
low pH. These organisms keep the floc from compacting. Fil-
amentous microorganisms also tend to predominate over long
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periods when waste food is absent because they can use the
cell wall material of dead bacteria for food, which natural-
ly the bacteria can not use.

It is easier to provide food than oxygen, for water does
not take iip oxygen easily; turbulence and contact time are
needed. The idea is to have small bubbles, which have more
surface area for contact than do large ones, bounced around
and broken up, so that the water area which surrounds the bub-
ble and thus is oxygenated will move aside and allow unsatur-
aged water (oxygen deficient) to contact the bubble. So, you
need turbulence. You also need contact time. If you get the
turbulence by increasing air pressure, or velocity, you lose
transfer efficiency as the contact time is reduced; if you
have too little pressure the bubbles can be too small for ef-
fective transfer or too slow to be able to break the liquid
film which is resistant to the passage of oxygen. Time of
contact is usually controlled by velocity and vertical depth
(distance traveled).

The metabolism or growth pattern of bacteria, individu-
ally or as a mass, involve these phases.

The Lag phase is the time required for them to become
acclimated to a new environment, which could extend for hours
or days. A surge of food in the morning after the drop dur-
ing the night, or re-entering the aeration tank from the clar-
ifier usually produces the Lag phase. We want to cut this
Lag time away down by assuring no low-food periods and reduc-
ing the holding time in the clarifier.

The Log Growth phase is a period of constant growth, in-
dividual and mass, when there is always more food than bac-
teria, and the only thing that holds them back is their indi-
vidual capacities to eat and reproduce, and avail.-ble oxygen.
We want to promote this phase by providing balanced nutrients
all the time and accelerating the oxygen uptake of the water.
These bacteria will handle organic and hydraulic shocks. How-
ever, these bacteria are too active to floc as they do not
stick together and thus do not settle well.

The Stationary or Declining Growth phase is a time when
food and bacteria balance out to a level population matching
growth and death, and then start to have death rates exceed
growth. We have to have this phase, but want to shorten this
part of the cycle as it is less productive than Log Growth.

The Endogenous or Log Death phase is when food gets pro-
gressively scarcer and the organisms metabolize their own pro-
toplasm without replacement, keeping the mass constant to the
food, which is mainly nutrients from dead cells. Bacteria are
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not cannibals, they don't eat each other, they are scavengers.
As their energy level drops these bacteria floc. We have to
isolate this phase to get concentrated sludge. We also need
to create and hold to this condition in isolation near the
effluent point. (Self-metabolism is constantly occurring to
some degree in each phase.) These organisms are very sus-

ceptible to hydraulic/organic shock.
The relationship between the plants and the animals is

the secret of success in biological systems of any sort.
Animals, such as worms, snails and crustaceans, eat the

waste and start it on its way to faster oxidation. The bac-
teria and other plants such as fungi and slimes eat the ani-
mals' wastes and materials coming in with the influent. Ani-
mals such as the various types of protozoa and rotifers eat

S-the bacteria; they must have DO equal to or higher than that
for aerobic bacteria. As bacteria popnlations develop the
protozoa appear to eat the bacteria, and some organic matter,

and some eat each other. Some types predominate in the Log
Growth environment and others take charge through the Declin-
ing Growth and Log Death phases, depending on the numbers of

bacteria and their activity (energy level), and the energy
levels required by the different types of protozoa. The ro-
tifer, a multicell animal, is a strict aerobe and thus re-

quires a higher DO level than the others. Rotifers eat the
bacteria as well as any small organic particles, such as the
residue from bacteria cells which bacteria cannot process.
You will have rotifers only if the water has low organic con-

tent, so if you have rotifers you have a highly efficient
aerobic biological process. Some rotifers are macroscopic

and cart be seen without magnification.
All these animals preying on the bacteria keep the bac-

teria population in balance. As -he bacteria population gets
too low then the animals start to die off in proportion to
their available food. The animals are never able to eat all
the plants or other animals nor ever die off completely so
the cvcle is never stopped.

Treatment is never complete in an aerobic unit unless
bacteria and animals are in proper balance.

SThe challenge is to operate the system so that it always
*O has food available to the bacteria to control a smooth growth

pattern preventing imbalance, and yet to also have a semi-
starvation condition to achieve flocking, and then also to
maintain an aerobic effluent staging area practically void of
organic materials in order to assure a low BOD/SS effluent.

Further, for high quality treatment it is necessary to
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metabolize materials and compounds that are slow to oxidize,
inorganics, and those which will change from an inorganic to
an organic state with time. In conventional systems most of
these substances go out with the effluent, some not register-
ing in the BOD test but producing an eventual DO demand on
the receiving waters. To just meet typical effluent stand-
ards it is necessary to hold the bacteria (activated sludge)
in the system for several days (6-15) striving for sufficient
sludge age (mean cell residence time, or MCRT). For conven-
tional systems this means MGRT to meet prescribed standards.
However, high quality treatment requires sufficient MCRT to
completely metabolize all materials and compounds (20 days,
90-95% oxidation). Nitrification requires at least 6-10 days
MGRT as the nitrifying bacteria have a very slow growth rate.

Alsothe objective is to hold hard-to-oxidize solids
such as grease, hair, seeds, or rubber in the aeration tank.
This is not generally accomplished in conventional systems.
These materials either pass out with the effluent or settle
out in the aeration or secondary clarifier tanks, where they
produce rising and hulking sludges and keep the bacteria out
of the Log Death phase.

Secondary clarifiers have to be capable of controlling
velocity and turbulence to permit settling and clarification,
to produce concentrated sludge, to be able to remove the
sludge fast enough to keep it from turning anerobic, to keep
the bacteria in condition to minimize the shock when they re-
turn to the aeration tank, and to support protozos and roti-
fers. In current designs these objectives can seldom be ach-
ieved: sludge is not concentrated; it becomes anerobic; Lag
periods can last several days; it is impossible to achieve
anything like quiescence in the effluent holding area; DO
levels are low.

When all these most complicated challenges are met we
have, except for pH and temperature control, succeeded in

4 meeting the objectives of McKinney, et alii: we have a sys-
tem based on the concept of controlling the environment of
the plants and animals. But, in order for everyone to be able
to have a system with such an environment we need to change
the engineering of conventional systems, whether in operation
or on the drawing board.

It can be done now, using my devices.
Opinions I will offer on the effectiveness of these de-

vices and the effect they have on wastewater treatment will
seem to some to be iconoclastic. That is good because we
need to jolt many of our sanitary engineers and biochemists
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(remember, no new pages to the EPA manual on upgrading systems
since 1974). Also, analysis of the possibilities presented
and the mechanics, microbiology and biochemistry involved in
changes of this nature can be a fertile field for laboratory
and operational evaluations. Further, the possibilities
which are created for new designs for total systems and their
various elements, as well as conversions of existing systems,
by the use of these devices may be a boon to engineers as
well. We may have opened a veritable treasure house of pos-
sibilities for the waste treatment industry!

Let us consider what these devices do, and how they
create a system based on biological/biochemical principles,
and what changes they can effect, and why.

Let's follow the sewage through the treatment system.
Conventional systems use racks, mechanical or otherwise,

mechanical screens and grinders of various types in primary
treatment to prevent materials from getting any further be-
cause they will upset the procedure, clog pumps, pipes and
equipment, and cause delays and generate the need for costly
repairs or replacements. Primary clarifiers, and sometimes
skimming and preaeration tanks separate solids and liquids.
Capital, energy, and 0 & 1.1 costs for these items are high.

It is not necessary to have all these machines, tanks,
pipes and pumps to accomplish the purposes for which they are
used.

My "permeable retaining devices," installed in the aera-
tion tank do a better job and cost practically nothing. But,
even when used in conjunction with all the primary system's
apparatus, they still meet the challenge of providing the
means to materially upgrade any treatment system's operation
at practically no cost.

The "permeable retaining devices" installed in the aera-
tion tank operate, to put it simply, as do nets or filters.
Framed, they are installed so as to extend from side to side
and from the bottom to above the water level. They are made
of any material which is impervious to the wastewater, e.g.,
treated metal, plastic, synthetic fibers. The mesh in the
network of materials may be formed by any means, such as
punching, weaving, braiding, molding, into whatever size or
shape is desired. The retaining element can be in any con-

* figuration, such as that of a fish net or a furnace air fil-
ter.

Several devices are installed per tank; the more used
the more effective the results--mainly because each device
functions both as an habitat for organisms and to create
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water turbulence. The buildup of the materials caught and the
slines and activated sludge will permit particularly the first
device to entrap materials much smaller than their mesh. Also,
even a final mesh that will entrap seeds will, because of the
overall area of the device, have a total void space consider-
ably greater than the maximum square inches of all the influ-
ent and return sludge/skimmer pipes combined. Mesh sizes are
decreased progressively along the direction of flow; the lar-
gest mesh size depending on the nature of the solids expected
to be received.

Spacing between devices is not too material; however,
biological and oxygen transfer benefits can be increased by
placing two or more devices very close together to permit the
development of a biological labyrinth between them.

Even for the most sophisticated treatment plant, simple
devices will meet the need, for example ones made with treat-
ed angle iron frames and fish netting, braced across the face
to support the netting against the pressure of the flowing
water with more angle irons, and with the frames supported in
place by angle irons fastened to each side wall. The use of
off-the-shelf materials and on-the-job construction (and a
very low license fee for a permit to use the devices) results
in a very unimposing total outlay of capital funds. (Mater-
ials only, one retaining device 14' x 26' abt. $140.00.)

If the use of my retaining devices is carried to its po-
tential all primary treatment can be eliminated except for
non-organic grit removal. The retaining devices catch every-
thing that is in motion at the place in the tank where you
want it caught, depending on its size, shape and composition
from hogs' heads to grease, sand, seed, hair and some live
and dead organisms. These caches of solids and compounds are
held in place until decayed and the bacteria, and some ani-
mals, have stabilized the organic matter and inorganic com-
pounds. Things not at all biodegradable, even plastic bot-
tles, stay there with the retaining devices, they and the
devices constantly bathed in oxygen, with each acting to
accelerate oxygen transfer by decreasing liquid circulating
velocities, bubble size and the thickness of the liquid film.
:ollcctively they create turbulent habitats for plants and
animals the likes of which should enrapture a student of the
scien(ce of wastewater treatment: fungi, slines, bacteria,
worms, stnails, roaches, protozoa, rotifers. All gather eat-
ing and reproducing, challenging man's ability to make water
take tip oxygen.

SaL isfV the organisms' nutrient and oxygen supplies and
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control temperature and pH and they can have their Utopia. My
retaining devices make it possible to fully utilize all the
wastewater' s nutrients. They help to maximize oxygen trans-
fer (as does another device in my patent which is not a bio-
logical filter).

Things which are quickly biodegradeable as well as those
requiring very extended oxidation are held up in transit
either physically or by ad-or-absorption until changes in size
or composition permit them to flow on to their next retaining
station. Benefits increase when the devices are used in sys-
tems processing water with fiber contents.

The physical effects of this retention are evident to
all, but the microbiology and the biochemistry effects are
more dynamic--the "bugs" are happier.

Because of the around-the-clock availability of nutri-
ents the primary bacteria in those areas of the aeration tank
eat and grow/reproduce faster and continually; the food to or-
ganism ratio (F:M) is high. Because of the rapid recircula-
tion, lag periods for these strains of bacteria are control-
led. Therefore, the protozoa increase in numbers and activ-
ity. In turn, the rotifers increase and prosper, which in
turn results in high quality effluent. Because habitats are
provided, other plants and animals can flourish, accelerating
decomposition.

All diets are fortified by the now plentiful elements
and nutrients in the things being served to them that here-
tofore have been hauled away to be burned, drowned or buried--
all of which is expensive, a nuisance, detrimental to the en-
vironment, and whose fate rightly should be oxidation in the
system, not in a fire or the ocean or a landfill. Food is
always available where materials are retained; in those areas
thle primary bacteria which thrive in a high food ratio envir-
onment can approach Eckenfelder's goal: eating and repro-
ducing at a great rate. More technically, these bacteria can

4 stay in a Log Growth or increasing rate phase; here they pro-
duce the maximum in the removal of organic and inorganic mat-
ter per unit of organisms.

With the restricted flow of solids and even microscopic
materials as the wastewater flow continues on through the
series of compartments created by the progressively smaller

4 mesh rd taining devices, the plants' food ratio drops, pro-
ducing decreased energy levels. This promotes progressive
stages of bact'-ria life, on through the Stationary phase of
declining growth and increasing death into the Endogenous or
Log Death phase where growth is exceeded by death, which is
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the state so necessary for good floc formation and settling.
During these phases, secondary bacteria strains which best
utilize the products of dead bacteria are predominate. Al-

eL though they have a longer Lag phase upon recirculation than

do the primary species, their rapid recirculation will reduce

their normal time of recovery, just as it does for all others.
Because of these biochemical reactions many things occur.

Nitrogen and phosphorus removals are heightened because
of the increased availability of nutrients and energy and in-
creased MCRT. The more balanced nutrients available in all
the waste assure that bacteria which oxidize organic matter
completely to carbon dioxide and water will predominate and

survive over bacteria with incomplete metabolic patterns.

The relationship between fluctuating influent flow rates
and BOD variations loses its importance in both design and
operations, as bacteria at the influent end will always be in

the Log phase. Preaeration is eliminated, as is the need for
rough trickling filters or add-on RBC's. Hydraulic loading
can be increased, or volume requirements can be decreased.

Sludge age, F:M, mean cell residence time, MLSS, all

critical factors are positive. Thus, waste stabilization is
intensified, formation of a strong floc is enhanced, nitrifi-
cation can occur in the aeration tank and denitrification

during the Log Deattl phase, and foaming is minimized. The
five-day and past-five-day BOD/COD and SS usually passed on
to receiving waters are substantially reduced as materials
not oxidized in conventional systems are retained until oxi-
dized or reduced to true inorganics.

All of the primary treatment phase can be eliminated ex-
cept for non-organic grit removal. Some equipment and fa,'il-
ities can be converted to other uses, e.g., primary clari-

fiers can be converted to aeration tanks or to post-acra~tion
to handle the biological sol. ids sloughed off tf trickling
filters thus eliminating expensive mi('roscreens o)r settl ing"
tanks.

Oxidation ditches, trickling filtrs and lagoons reap
the same physical and biochemical benefits from using t hcsc

devices as does the conventionall act Iv'a ted sltidgy svs tei.
RBCs are not fouled, nor is the mdia in trickling filters,
nor are aerat ion devices. By changing the primary c arit icr
to an acration chamber with my devices, roughing filtr. c'se
be coliverted to conventional filters for increased gpd capa-
city or for recircul;ation to increase quality, or conven-
tional filters can be upgraded. Tighter media can be used
to increase quality.
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Eliminating primary treatment not only greatly increases
the efficiency of secondary treatment when my devices are
used, it also eliminates problems with digesters including
those caused by grease and cellulose. Digesting times are re-
duced; shock loads are eliminated, as are volatile materials.
Hair, which raises havoc with digesters, especially in towns
like Auburn, Alabama, where the university generates most of
the wastewater, does not get into the digester. Sludge going
to the digester is decreased in bulk, can be pumped easily,
pump and pipe sizes are reduced; the digester's sludge does
not contain fertile seeds.

All in all, many generally accepted contentions are now
no longer valid, e.g., the statement in the EPA manual,

"... since clarification is the most economical way to remove
suspended and collodial pollutants, every effort should be
made to improve primary clarification process before addi-
tional primary or seconda-y facilities are considered" (I).*

Nor is Metcalf & Eddy's si-atement, "Primary sedimentation is
most efficient in removing coarse solids" (8). Neither is
the conclusion reached by Hoyland and Harwood: "It appears
that the most cost effective treatment is without primary
sedimentation; however, the increased costs of maintenance
resulting from the accumulation of rags and coarse solids
would not warrant secondary treatment only" (9).

Now let's get on to the secondary clarifier, or settl-
ing chamber.

The EPA's manual on upgrading states that "... Of all the
process design variables which can effect overall plant per-
formance, those which are selected for secondary clarifica-
tion are the most critical" (10).

Quality secondary clarification is measured by how well
it produces concentrated sludge, how clear is its effluent,
and how high is the effluent DO. To accomplish these objec-
tives requires: weak bacteria in the final stages of the En-
dogenous phase; the means to concentrate settling and remove
the sludge without affecting the effluent; the elimination of
turbulences in the pre-effluent holding area; the means to
practically eliminate organic residue from the effluent; and
a high 1D0 in all. parts of the clarifier.

4 Concentrated settling and turbulence control starts with
my "permeable deflection member." This is a porous baffice
wit.-) a fine mesh, constructed somewhat like the retaining de-
vice. Tanks without a weir entry should if possible be con-
verted as the weir not only lessens the weight and force of
the incoming liquids as compared to a pipe feed, it also aug-
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ments aeration. The deflector device is mounted against the
weir, under the clarifier liquid level, inclined upward and
outward into the clarifier, sized to fit the flow volume Its
depth is such that it catches the flow before it starts to
divert from the vertical to the horizontal. Its width is such
that the deflected flow over the top of its lip will be out of
the main thrust of the downward flow, causing the two flows to
partially intersect, thus producing resistance and counter
currents which retard the deflected upward flow toward the
deflector lip. The mesh construction of the deflector permits
some of the incoming flow to pass through it at a reduced rate
and in a dispersed condition, carrying with it some of the
activated sludge. These actions at the deflector result in a
slowed down horizontal flow into the clarifier causing the
sludge to settle just off the deflector and out to the porous
restraining device (see next par.). Both zone and compres-
sion settling result in a concentrated sludge in a controlled
area. The returned sludge is removed from here, as is sludge
for discharge; skimming capability is provided. (See device
in my patent.)

Adjacent to the permeable deflector, but outside any hori-
zontal currents it has created, I install a "permeable re-
straining device" similar in its physical characteristics to
the'aeration tank's retaining device, but with a very fine
mesh; this separates the clarifier into two compartments.
Water only enters the pre-effluent holding compartment to re-
place that lost via its return sludge/skimmer devices and as
effluent. As this flow is relatively low per square inch of
the restraining devices very little sludge passes the resis-
tance of the mesh into the pre-effluent compartment.

The end result is a pre-effluent discharge compartment
with very few solids which free-settle within a continuous
state of almost complete quiescence, and in which rotifers
are clearly visible.

To install these devices in some types of clarifiers will

require modifications. However, the same principles will be
applicable.

As a measure of the effectiveness of these devices, I
operate with a return sludge/skimmer rate over 600% more than
the designed gpd influent rate, with about 60% of the flow
from the first compartment. Even when for testing purposes

4 this flow was combined for eight continuous hours with a
forced influent flow 80 times the designed gpd rate, the
effluent compartment not only retained its quiescent state,
but the effluent's typical high SS quality was maintained.
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The DO quality of both compartments stays about the same
as that in the aeration compartment because of the rapid re-
turn rate and low demand in the pre-effluent compartment.

That extends the system's purification capacity and provides
for the final stages of the Endogenous phase, where the lack

of energy sources forces bacteria to metabolize their own

protoplasm without replacement and the protozoa and rotifers
consume the active bacteria and residue.

In Bloodgood's publication is the statement, "Sedimenta-
tion is influenced by the laws of physics" with the inference

that laws of bacteriology and chemistry do not apply. I dis-
agree, they all apply. I also disagree with the statement
which followed, "In treatment of sewage by sedimentation

there are not feasible ways of modifying the process to im-

prove it." I do agree with his later comment, "Perhaps, in
time, a settling tank can be designed that will eliminate all

turbulence caused by entering sewage" (11). 1 have one.
Yes, my observations are iconoclastic, but they do open

up fertile fields for students of the science of wastewater
treatment.

High rate recirculation and the concentrated sludge gen-
erated by these devices produce profound results in the aera-
tion tank. For example: rapidly recirculated organisms do

not require many hours, or generations, to acclimate to the
food in the aeration tank; incoming wastewater is rapidly
mixed making food available throughout the retaining areas;
organic, hydraulic or toxic shocks are dispersed; rapid hori-
zontal water movement, and flow through the retaining de-

vices deflect and disperse rising air streams, extending
their contact time; mixture of the concentrated return sludge

with incoming wastes tends to overcome foaming, partially be-
cause of the high ash content of the sludge.

Further, widely fluctuating growth patterns are leveled
out as the constant oscillation and continuous imbalance of

B •organisms common to conventional systems are practically eli-
minated. As MCRT is extended, exposure to )O throughout the
system allows the bacteria to get a little further into the

Endogenous phase with each cycle; as a bacteria's age increas-
es the reduced activity permits the slime layer around the
bacteria to be retained--not sheared off, promoting flocula-

[ tion and thus clarity. Rising and bulking sludges are limit-
ed regardless of fluctuations of incoming wastewater. Al so
plug flow type systems develop conditions similar to those
of complete mix, Biosorption, complete oxidation, multi-

staging, and extended aerat ion systems. As wastes are retain-

L
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ed and recirculation is rapid, the retention periods for waste
and bacteria are no longer a factor of tank volume.

The use of chemicals to augment waste stabilization,to
promote settling, to remove compounds or to disinfect, with
all their costly up-front and after-use effects is at least
reduced.

Because of the actions caused by all three types of de-
vices, the aeration tank and clarifier will not be as sus-
ceptible to washout as in conventional systems Thus, there
should be a decrease in bypassing, which, though universally
practiced, is the curse of pollution prevention objectives.

Particular application of these devices is evident for
systems designed to prepare wastewater for reuse as grey
water, irrigation, fish farming, ground water recharge, in-
dustrial purposes, etc. With their use aerobic digestion
will become more attractive; the cost effectiveness of pure
oxygen systems will improve. In some cases it will be feasi-
ble to eliminate digesters and dispose of the activated
sludge directly to the land, or into surface or ocean waters,
or to process it for use as fertilizer or soil conditioning!
reclamation, or for animal food.

Benefits far in excess of the cost will be realized
through upgrading even if my devices are just used in either
the aeration or clarifier tanks, or in both, without any fur-
ther changes to existing systems or to conventional designs.
However, maximum benefits on a progressive scale can be real-
ized if the primary treatment system, less inorganic grit re-
moval, is eliminated and as changes are made to other elements
of the total system.

Yes, additional air delivery capabilities will be requir-
ed if the primary system is eliminated, but perhaps not if it
is retained as the devices generate more efficient use of the
conventional air supply. However, any such costs will be more
than offset by the savings realized and upgrading accom-

* plished.
Extraordinary savings would be realized for both existing

systems and for new construction if the adoption of the con-
cepts created by the use of these devices would result in eli-
minating the primary treatment phase of aerobic wastewater
treatment. That would be compounded if the digester phase or

4 tertiary phase could also be discontinued. Such prospects
far fetched as they may seem at first consideration, are most
excit ing'

The degree of benefits in any case increases in direct
relationship to the extent the devices are used, progressively
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as conventional facilities and equipment are eliminated and in
any case exponentially as the size of the plant increases
(the more gpd, the more "bang" for the "buck").

Yes, I believe a new horizon of opportunities for ele-
vating the science and the art of wastewater treatment has
arrived, made possible by these simple mechanical means of
maximizing the potential of environmental control in bio-
logical-biochemical wastewater treatment. This concept,
answers, to a considerable degree, the challenge McKinney made
in Atlanta in 1972 to design systems around biological prin-
ciples so that the microbes could run their part of the plant--
perhaps someone will develop the automatic sludge-wasting con-

* trol he recommended which will match the conditions created
in this type of system (12).

Remember, to materially upgrade your treatment system
now, you don't have to go so far as to eliminate the primary
system, or be concerned about technical matters such as the
organisms' Lag or Endogenous phases. You can keep everything
but water and activated sludge from leaving your aeration
tank, or slow down the rush of water into your clarifier, and
get all the benefits of almost floc-free water in the outlet
end of your clarifier now, by using these permeable devices
I have described. You will be happier (and so will the
"bugs").

AD)DENDUM:

That aerobic package unit I mentioned earlier has a ny-
lon filter bag hung in a round fiberglass tank, and the water
hod to go through the bag to get out of the tank, only fre-

* quently the bag clogged. I made a few changes in it to make
the "bugs" happier and to make it work better and installed
it as a tertiary system behind this secondary system I
patented. For over eight years it has been passing water
about as fast as it comes in, even during that eight hour

* period of forced flow. The effluent is as clear as drinking
* water; the laboratory never could find any trace of BOD/SS,

but they always rated it at 1 BOD/SS mg/l, + or -, because,
they said, there just had to be some.
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. PART VI: MUNICIPAL WASTEWATER TREATMENT-CASE HISTORIES

RBC FOR BOD AND AMMONIA NITROGEN REMOVALS AT PRINCETON
WASTEWATER TREATMENT PLANT

Shundar Lin. Water Quality Section, Illinois State

Water Survey, Peoria, Illinois.

Ralph L. Evans. Water Quality Section, Illi,-ois State
Water Survey, Peoria, Illinois.

Warren Dawson. Princeton Wastewater Treatment Plant,

Princeton, Illinois.

INTRODUCTION

The rotating biological contactor (RBC) proccss has be-

come an attractive alternative for treating wastewater.
Currently there are over 300 RBC installations in the United

States. Nevertheless there have been only a few lonq term
on-line assessments (1-8) of the process. And despite re-
ported advantages of its simplicity, small space and low
energy requirements, stability, and capability for carbo-

0 naceous and nitrogenous removals there remains skepticism
of its utility as a reliable wastewater treatment process
in Illinois. Design criteria are still questionable; and
frequent mechanical and structural failures remain unre-
solved.

The installation of an RBC system at Princeton, Illi-
0 nois in 1979 provided an opportunity to evaluate the over-

all efficiency of an RBC process, in terms of BODr and am-
monia removals, as well as some of the changes that occur

in the chemical and biological components of the wastewater
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during its passage in series from one contactor to another.
Observations and sampling were performed over a 12-month
period at intervals, generally, of two times per week.

A comprehensive evaluation of all the data and obser-
vations assembled during the course of the study is not with-
in the scope of this paper. Rather, this presentation is
limited to selective data and observations. It will provide
some insight on the influence each contactor has on the waste
stream. It will also offer a basis for a more rational de-
sign of RBC systems than is the current practice. A more
complete report, including all data gathered, is in prepara-
tion.

STUDY PLANT

The City of Princeton is a community of about 7,000
persons located 120 miles (193 kin) southwest of Chicago.
Its climate is characterized by cold, snowy winters, and
hot humid summers. Four major industries contribute about
15 percent of the waste flow. The BOD of the industrial

5waste flows is similar to domestic sewage with suspended
solids concentrations considerably lower. Information re-
garding ammonia concentrations is not available.

For about 30 years an activated sludge process served
the waste treatment needs of the city. And before that a
trickling filter installation sufficed. In 1979 an RBC
system went on line to replace activated sludge process.
A sand filter arrangement was provided as a "finishing"
process for the final effluent. The waste water treatment
facilities are designed to meet effluent requirements of
10 mg/i BOD (total), 12 ing/l suspended solids (SS) and 1.5
mg/i ammoniA nitrogen (NH 3-N).

RBC PROCESS AND DESIGN

A layout of the waste treatment facilities is shown in
Figure 1. During dry weather flow raw sewage is pumped to
the primary clarifiers. Settled sewage flows by gravity
to two trains of RBC units operating in parallel thence to
secondary clarifiers where the clarified effluent flows to
sand filters. During high flow periods a portion of the
settled sewage (44 percent) passes through the trickling
filter unit then through intermediate clarifiers. From there
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Figure 1. Schematic flow diagram of Princeton Wastewater Treatment Plant
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by pumpage the filters clarified effluent is combined with
settled sewage from the primary units at the head end of the
RBC units.

In each train of the RBC units there are five Bio-Surf
contactors manufactured by Autotrol Corporation. Each of
the 10 shafts supports media 12 feet in diameter and 25 feet
in length consisting of corrugated polyethylene. And each
shaft is mechanical driven by a 7.5 hp motor at a design
rotation speed of 1.6 rpm. Media submergence is about 40
percent. Wastewater flow is perpendicular to shaft rota-
tion. All units are protected from weather by fiber-glass
housings.

Each of the first two tages in each train provides
100,000 square feet (9290 m ) of media (standard). Each of
the three remaining 5tages in each train provides 150,000
square feet (13935 m ) of media (high density). Thus a
total of 1,300,000 square feet (120,770 m ) of fixed film
media are provided for the process. The tanks housing the
contactors are flat-bottomed with a trapezoidal section at
each end. Each contactor is separated by an underflow-
overflow baffle thus providing a complete mixed reactor
type of arrangement in series. These details are shown in
Figures 2 and 3.

The pertinent design features for the RBC system are as
follows:

Design flow: 1.63 mgd (6170 m3/q)
Peak flow: 4.58 mgd (17,3002 m /d)
Hydraulic loading: 1.25 gpd/s.f. (51 m2/d)
BOD loading: 1.12 lbs/d/1000 s.f. (46 g/T /d)
Ammonia loading: 0.1 lbs/d/1000 s.f. (4 g/m /d)
Detention: 2 hours

In terms of concentrations in the settled sewage applied
to the RBC system the anticipated average BOD 5 and ammonia,
for design purposes, was 110 mg/l and 13 mg/l, respectively.

METHODS AND PROCEDURES

Observations and sample collections were performed on
the south train of the RBC system from January 6, 1981 to
January 14, 1982. Samples of wastewater were collected as
24-hour composites generally during the periods Monday 1000
to Tuesday 1000 and Wednesday 1000 to Thursday 1000 with
ISCO (Model 1392) samplers. Seven stations were monitored.
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These included influent to the system, on the effluent side
of each of the 5 rotating contactors and at the effluent of
a secondary clarifier. Ninety-six composited samples were
collected at each station during the course of the study.

Wastewater temperature and dissolved oxygen concentra-
tions were recorded, as instantaneous measurements, three
times per week i.e. during the morning on Monday, Tuesday,
and Thursday.

The following analyses were performed on each sample.

pH Nitrite-N
Total Alkalinity Nitrate-N

Total BOD Total Solids
Soluble B8D5  Dissolved Solids
Total Ammonia-N Suspended Solids
Soluble Ammonia-N Volatile Solids
Total Kjeldahl-N Settleable Solids

Soluble Kjeldahl-N Total Phosphorus
Sulfate Soluble Phosphorus

All analyses were performed in accordance with Standard
Methods (9).

Wastewater flows through the south train of the RBC
system were recorded by a Stevenson water level recorder in
combination with a calibrated weir arrangement during the
period June 1, 1981 to January 14, 1982. Flow through the
systen averaged 55.6 percent of the total plant flow with
a r-Inoe of 53.1 to 57.8 percent. The average (55.6%) was
used t( estimate flows through the units during the period
Jmnuary 1981 to June 1981.

On several occasions samples were collected and measure-
mtnts . oorded at varying depths in each of the basins within
tlie RFC' ;ystem for temperature, dissolved oxygen (DO), pH,
aid ni alinity. These were performed to determine if short
circuitinq was a coianon occurrence. On June 10-11, 1981

* Jliurnil measurements were made at hourly intervals, at each
of the seven sampling locations for temperature, DO, pH,
and alkalinity. These were performed to determine the varia-
tion with time in the waste stream. As mentioned earlier

most of the routine sampling performed as a part of this
study was undertaken on one of the trains when the two RBC
trains were functioning in parallel. However during a 3-week

period in July 1981 and the first half of January 1982 all
waste flows were directed through a single train i.e. that
train where the sampling was performed. This was tantamount

5
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to doubling the load that would be normally applied to the
5-unit RBC system. For the purpose of this report reference
to the single train operation is designated as the shock

period.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results shown in Figure 4 are typical of the obser-

vations recorded during the tests to determine the degree of
short circuiting. As shown, there is no basic difference
within the water column during passage from one unit to an-
other in terms of temperature, DO, pH, and alkalinity. The

[' tank of each unit behaves as a completely mixed reactor.
Similar observations have been reported by others (1,10,11,12).

The observed diurnal changes in the waste stream for
temperature, DO, pH, and alkalinity are shown in Figure 5.
These are probably typical of warm weather conditions. Tem-

peratures differed about 3 0 C. Dissolved oxygen fluctuated
1.5-2.5 mg/l. The diurnal ranges for alkalinity and pH were
narrow.

A summary of the seasonal quality of the influent to the
RBC system is included in Table 1. Also included is the

influent quality during the shock period. Wastewater temper-
atures ranged from 7.5 to 20.9 C. Dissolved oxygen concen-
trations were frequently below 1 mg/l except during spring
months when snow melt and infiltration contributed to the
flow. Total (T) and soluble (S) components of ammonia and

Kjeldahl nitrogen, and BOD were quite variable. Ammonia
concentrations were generaly higher during winter months.
The several-fold variations depicted in Table I suggest that
inflexible modelling procedures may not be productive.

Dissolved Oxygen and Suspended Solids
As mentioned earlier DO measurements were not made over

a 24-hour period. Rather they were instantaneous measure-
ments performed during the time of sampling equipment set-up

and the gathering of sample containers. Nevcrtheless suffi-
cient data was recorded to estimate the pattern of DO changes
in the waste stream during its passage through the 5-unit
RBC system. A typical pattern is shown in both Figures 5 and
6. Generally there was little change in DO concentrations
during passage through the first three units. The fourth
unit generally increased the dissolved oxygen concen-
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tration, on the average, about 0.5 mg/l; and the fifth unit
increased the DO concentration, on the average, about 2.0
mg/l. Similar DO profiles through RBC systems have been re-
ported by others (1,3,13,14).

The concentration of suspended solids through the RBC
system at Princeton appears to be a function of the bottom
configuration of the reaction basins. As shown in Figure 2
there is a 12-inch "drop" in the bottom for stages 3, 4, and
5. Presumably this change in elevation has been incorporated
to provide addition detention time for the nitrification
phase. As shown in Figure 6, a typical pattern of suspended
solids concentration during passage through the system in-
volves a substantial increase occurring at stage 5. On the

average the increase is from about 90 mg/l at the influent
of the system to about 260 mg/l at the effluent of stage 5.
The average concentration in the clarified effluent was 17
mg/l. Apparently the solids synthesized within the RBC system
tend to settle in the basins rather than being swept or
scoured by the rotation of the RBC media with the exception of
the unit 5. The solids in the stage 5 effluent were scoured
and cut in fine size. This build-up of solids to an equili-
brium has a profound effect upon measurements for TBOD 5 and
may be the basic reason why TBOD is not considerei a reliable

measurement to be applied to the RBC process at Princeton.
The same findings have been expressed by others (2,14,15).
As shown in Figure 6, TBOD, and suspended solids concentra-
tions maintain similar pateerns during passage through the
system.

BOD 5
The design loadings and observed operational loadings,

for normal and shock periods, are set forth in Table 11.
During normal operations that is, with sewage flows about
equally distributed between the two RBC trains, all observed

• loadinqs were generally within the range of design loadinqs
except BOD 5 loadinq which was about one half of the design.
Under these conditions the average influent TBOD 5 was about
63 mg/l and the SBOD 5 was about 22 mg/l. The respective
effluents after clarification was 14 mg/l and 3 mg/I. The
overall percent removal for SBOD 5 was about 85 at normal
operations.

During the shock period the average hydraulic loading
exceeded design by 30 percent but the BOD loading was not
exceeded. The average influent concerltra~ions of TBODr and
SBOD 5 were similar to that observed for normal operation i.e.
72 mg/l and 25 mg/i, respectively. Clarified effluent over-
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Table II. Loadings on RBC Process

Observed

Normal Shock
Parameter Design Operations Period

Flow, mgd
Mean 0.82 0.76 1.06
Range 2.29 (peak) 0.45-2.04 1.00-1.12

Detention, hours
Mean 2.0 2.16 1.56
Range 0.80-3.60 1.45-1.64

Hydraulic
(gals/d/sf)

Mean 1.26 1.17 1.62
Range 0.69-3.14 1,53-1.72

SBOD
(lgs/d/1000sf)

Mean 1.12 (T) 0.21 (0.62T) 0.34 (0.98T)
Range 0.07-0.37 0.11-0.54

SNH -N

(bs/d/1000sf)
Mean 0.1 (T) 0.09 (0.11T) 0.16 (0.17T)
Range 0.04-0.14 0.13-0.22

aged 18 mg/l TBOD 5 and 4 mg/l SBOD 5 . Solely on the basis of
SBOD the RBC system performed well despite excessive hydrau-
lic loadings and a corresponding diminishment in detention
time.

The changes that occur in BOD concentrations during

passage through the RBC process unaer normal operations are
summarized in Table III. The review of the data for TBOD5
suggest that the most efficient unit for TBOD removal is the

5clarifier. This is consistent with the earlier findings
that TBOD is significantly influenced by suspended solids

concentrations.
A review of the data for SBOD5 indicates that the first

three stages of the process are the principal "reducers".
A 73 percent reduction of the influent SBOD5 is achieved

at these three stages. The last two stages contribute to
an additional 12 percent reduction. This pattern of SBOD 5

reduction, as shown in Figure 6, has been reported by others
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Table III. Statistical Summary of BOD Data
for Normal Operations

Mean Maximum Minimum Number Standard
mg/i mg/l mg/l of samples deviation

Total BOD
RBC in luent 63 127 16 86 21
Stage 1 55 147 20 86 22
Stage 2 56 150 16 86 21
Stage 3 59 119 13 84 26
Stage 4 37 72 13 84 13
Stage 5 90 209 11 84 45
2 effluent 14 43 6 86 7

Soluble BOD5
RBC influent 22 57 3 86 11
Stage 1 14 33 3 86 7
Stage 2 9 18 4 86 3
Stage 3 6 14 3 86 2
Stage 4 4 8 1 85 1
Stage 5 3 6 1 86 1
2 effluent 3 6 1 86 1

SBOD /TBOD
RaC influent 0.34 0.55 0.11 84 0.11
Stage 1 0.24 0.48 0.11 84 0.09
Stage 2 0.18 0.43 0.06 84 0.06
Stage 3 0.11 0.48 0.04 82 0.06
Stage 4 0.11 0.41 0.03 82 0.05
Stage 5 0.04 0.13 0.02 82 0.02
20 effluent 0.21 0.50 0.08 84 0.02

(3,13,14,16,17,18).
Also shown in Table III are the values of SBOD 5/TBOD dur-

ing passage through the system. As would be expected of he
data thus far reviewed the fraction of SBOD 5 to the whole dimi-
nishes from an average of 34 percent in the influent to 4 per-
cent in the stage 5. This is simply a case where the SBOD 5
diminishes with time and the TBOD 5 does not materially change

* or increases.

Nitroaen
The SNH 3-N/TNH -N ranged from 0.81 to 1.00 with an average

of 0.97 for all sampling locations. The extremely low values of
about 0.7 observed during April 15 to April 22 due to high

6
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flow were excluded. For all practical purposes the total and
soluble NH are the same.

3
The removal of nitrogen through a wastewater treatment

systems is achieved by biological assimilation and nitrifica-
tion. For the purpose of this study a reduction of soluble
organic nitrogen is evidence of biological assimilation; and
increases in nitrite and nitrate nitrogen is evidence of ni-
trification. The transformation of various nitrogen forms
through the RBC system is shown in Figure 7. The total mean
nitrogen (ammonia, organic, nitrate, and nitrite) applied to
the system during normal operation is about 18 mg/i. Theoreti-
cally this concentration should remain constant as the waste
stream passes through the stages. Any substantial reduction
should occur at the clarifier where the insoluble organic
nitrogen fraction will be removed by sedimentation.

Figure 7 depicts these expectations except at stage 5 where
the accumulation of suspended solids distort the anticipated
results. more important however are the changes in concentra-
tion occurring for the various forms of nitrogen. Nitrite con-
centrations, represented in Figure 7 by a solid bar, remain
fairly constant with a variation of 0.21-0.38 mg/i. On the
other hand there are reductions in ammonia nitrogen and organic
nitrogen (except stage 5) but substantially increases in ni-
trate nitrogen during passage through the s;ystem.

Hydraulic and ammonia-nitrogen loadings for normal opera-
tions and the shock period are shown in Table II. During
normal operations the mean loadings were within the design
limits. The pertinent data regarding nitrogen removal within
the RBC system during normal operations are included in Table
IV. The mean soluble ammonia nitrogen concentration in the in-
fluent was about 10.5 mg/i. This represents a loading of 0.09
lbs/d/lO00 square feet of media. The mean ammonia nitrogen
concentration in the clarified effluent was 1.52 mg/i.

On many occasions there was a slight increase in ammonia
nitrogen as the waste stream passed stages 1 and 2. This
slight increase was due to the produiction of ammonia nitrogen
by the hydrolysis of organic nitrogen. Similar observations
have been reported by others (13,14,18,19). Nevertheless,
as an examination of Tble IV will show, the mean values for
nitrogen during passage through the RBC system depict a down-
ward trend. with reference to Table IV, ammonia nitrogen re-
duction is accomplished mainly at stages 3 and 4. Although some
reduction occurs at stages 1, 2 and 5. In fact stages 3 and 4,
alone, account for about 73 percent of total reauction. This is
confirmed by the significant increases in nitrite and nitrate
nitrogen, also depicted in Figure 7, at stages 3 and 4. And
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this suggests that nitrification is the principal mode for am-
monia reduction.

Stover and Kincannon (20) reported an ammonia reduction of
82 percent at the first stage of a 6-staqe RBC system. This
was not the case at Princeton. Several investigations have
suggested that heterotrophic bacteria, that are responsible
for most SBOD removal, and autotrophic bacteria, that are re-5
sponsible for most ammonia nitrogen removal are not too com-
patible on the same medium. In fact Antoni (18), Banerji (13),
Autotrol (15), and Miller et al. (14) have suggested that sig-
nificant nitrification did not begin until wastewater organic
content in the stage of an RBC system reduced to 30 mg/l TBOD ,
20 mg/l TBOD5 , 15 mj,'l SBOD , and 10 mg/l SBOD5 , respectively.
At Princeton significant nirification commenced at stage 3.
As shown in Table III the mean SBOD5 applied to that stage was
9 mg/l. If SBOD is indeed a regulator regarding ammonia re-
moval than the findings of Miller et al. (14) apply to Princeton
during normal operations.

The amount of ammonia oxidation also can be estimated by
the alkalinity analysis. It is generally accepted that the
ratio of alkalinity reduction to ammonia removal is about 7:1
(21). From the data summarized in Table IV, the ratios at
stages 3 and 4 were 7-9 and 6.5 respectively - a reasonable ex-
pectation. The overall ratio, from influent to clarified ef-
fluent, was 6.8

Median values of pH, ranging from 7.56 to 7.69 per stage
were within the optimum suggested by Chou (6) for the nitri-
fication of ammonia nitrogen. At Princeton, typical high in-
fluent alkalinity concentrations of 275 mg/l as CaCO_ did not
allow a significant pH depression due to the alkalinity con-
sumption of the nitrification reaction.

During the shock period the hydraulic loading of the RBC
system exceeded design about 30 percent. The ammonia loading
was 0.16 lbs/d/1000 square feet of media - exceeding the de-

6 sign loading of 0.10 lbs/d/1000 square feet by 60 percent. As

shown in Table V the influent ammonia nitrogen concentration
was 12.2 mg/l. The effluent concentration at stage 5 was
6.42 mg/l. This is an overall reduction of about 47 percent
compared to a reduction of about 85 percent during normal
operations.

* As in the case of shock loading operations significant
ammonia removal did not occur except at stages 3 and 4 (see
Table IV). For that soluble ammonia nitroqen removed in the
RBC system, 29 percent was accomplished at stage 3 and 77
percent was accomplished at stage 4. This is consistent with
increases in nitrate nitrogen at these two stages and corre-
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sponding reductions in alkalinity all as shown in Tabla V.
The mean concentrations of SBOD 5 applied to each stage of

the system during the shock period are as follows:

Stage: 1 2 3 4 5
Applied, mg/i: 25 20 16 14 7

This summary of applied SBOD concentrations suggests that
10 mg/i SBOD may not be the critical limiting factor for the
occurrence o nitrification on the medium of a contactor. Un-Uder conditions where the mean SB8005 applied was 16 mg/l and 14
mg/i (stages 3 and 4) the ammonia removed was 29 percent and

~77 percent respectively of the RBC overall removal. And de-
spite an applied concentration of 7 mg/i BOD at stage 5 am-
monia removal was ineffectual.5

The average DO concentration in the system during normal
operations was 2.8 mg/l with concentrations varying from 2.2
mg,'l to 4.4 in the system. The average during the shock peri-
od was about 1.0 mg/l with concentrations varying in the system

from 0.7 mg/l to 1.7 mg/l. Dissolved oxygen was not consi-
dered a limiting factor during the shock period because the
lowest values (0.7-0.8 mg/i) occurred at stages 3 and 4, the
most efficie~nt stages while the DO concentration at stage 5
was 1.7 mg/l, a most inefficient stage.

It was observed that the nitrifiers did not grow well on
the media of stage 5 of the south train. The biomass was very
thin and dark brown in color. Twenty to 30 percent of the
media surface area was often clear (peeled off). However, the
phenomena were not found in stage 5 of the north train which
usually has healthy nitrifiers growth. The reason for the
difference between the two corresponding units it unknown.

Rational Analysis

The length of the study, frequency of sampling, and scope
* of analyses at Princeton requires a more riqorous examination

of the data gathered than here presented. The discussion here

is limited to mean conditions for two different operational
modes - one labelled "normal operation"; the other "shock

period". With this in mind a closer examination of the load-
4 ings and response for each stage is now offered.

Conventional design of RBC systems insist on applying
the hydraulic and mass (BOD 5and NH 3) loadings directly to

5- -

the total area of the media without any reg~ard to the loadings
on each stage of the system. Loadlinq based on surface area
of each stage should be used. At F,-inceton the total area of
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media, the sum of all five stages, is 650,000 square feet.
The design flow is 820,000 gpd. Therefore the hydraulic
loading is 1.26 gals/d/sf. Similar calculations are made for
the design TBOD5 loading (1.12 lbs/d/1000 sf) and the design
total NH3 loading (0.10 lbs/d/1000 sf).

As shown in Tables VI and VII the conventional loading
rates do not have any relevancy to the loadings applied per
stage in the RBC system. In Table VI, where a conventional
hydraulic loading of 1.2 gals/d/sf is designated for normal
operation, the actual mean hydraulic loadings on the rotating
contactors varies from 7.6 to 5.1 gals/d/sf. Similarly,
where a conventional organic (SBOD ) loading of 0.21 lbs/d/
1000 sf is designated for normal operations the actual mean
organic loadings on the units varies from 1.38 to 0.16 lbs/
d/1000 sf. For the shock period actual mean hydraulic load-

Table VI. Soluble BOD5 Loadings and Removal and
Hydraulic Loadings per Stage

Normal operation Shock period
Applied Removed Applied Removed

Conventional calculation
Hydraulic loading* 1.17 1.62
SBOD loading+ 0.21 0.34

5

Actual
Hydraulic loading*

Stage 1 7.6 10.5
Stage 2 7.6 10.5
Stage 3 5.1 7.0
Stage 4 5.1 7.0
Stage 5 5.1 7.0

SBOD5 loadingt
Stage 1 1.38 0.52 2.19 0.44
Stage 2 0.86 0.27 1.75 0.34
Stage 3 0.39 0.14 0.93 0.14
Stage 4 0.25 0.09 0.80 0.39
Stage 5 0.16 0.02 0.41 0.02
Overall average 0.21 0.26

20 effluent SBOD5, mg/] 2.6 4.4

Note: * = gals/d/sf;
+ = lbs/d/1000 sf
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Table VII. Soluble Ammonia Loadings and Removal and
Hydraulic Loadings per Stage

Normal operation Shock period
Applied Removed Applied Removed

Conventional calculation
Hydraulic loading* 1.17 1.62
SNH 3-N loading+ 0.09 0.16

Actual

Hydraulic loading*
Stage 1 7.6 10.5
Stage 2 7.6 10.5
Stage 3 5.1 7.0
Stage 4 5.1 7.0
Stage 5 5.1 7.0

- - SNH -N loading+
Stage 1 0.66 0.07 1.08 (-0.03)
Stage 2 0.59 0.05 1.11 0.04
Stage 3 0.36 0.13 0.72 0.10
Stage 4 0.23 0.14 0.62 0.26
Stage 5 0.09 0.02 0.36 (-0.02)
Overall average 0.08 0.07

20 effluent SNH 3-N, mg/l 1.5 7.3

Note: * = gals/d/sf

+ lbs/d/1000 sf

ings per stage varied from 10.5 to 7.0 gals/d/sf while the
mean SBOD5 loading varied from about 2.2 to 0.4 lbs/d/1000 sf.

The meanings of these loadings, for design purposes, are
not clear at this time. It is interesting however that the
average overall removal of SBOD for each of the two operating

modes was in a narrow range of .20 to 0.26 lbs/d/1000 sf
(Table VI). And since the concentrations of SBOD 5 in the ef-
fluent were limited to 2.6 to 4.4 mg/l for the two operating
modes, it appears that the hydraulic and organic loadings
(carbonaceous) applied to the system have not exceeded the

*treatment capability of the system.
Under normal operations (see Table VI), stages 1 and 2

removed most of the SBOD on the basis of unit area. And the
pounds per unit removed Aecomes progressively less through
each succeeding stage. However during the shock period the
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removal at stage 4 (0.39 lbs/d/1000 sf) was about equal to
removal performance of stages 1 and 2, i.e. 0.44 and 0,34
lbs/d/1000 sf, respectively. This unexpected occurrence re-
quires closer examination at a later date.

The SNH3 loadings and removal per stage as shown in
Table VII suggest a different pattern. At normal operations
with conventional mean hydraulic and ammonia loadings of 1.2
gpd/sf and 0.09 lbs/d/1000 sf a mean effluent of 1.5 mg/l
was achieved. However, during the shock period with mean
conventional loadings of 1.6 gals/d/sf and 0.16 lbs/d/1000 sf
an effluent of 7.3 mg/l NH3-N was produced. This indicates
that during the shock period the treatment capability of the
system was exceeded for ammonia nitrogen removal.

Unlike the carbonaceous removal (SBOD ) ammonia nitrogen
removal progressively improved through eacA succeeding stage
except at stage 5. Stage 5 seemed to be an idler during
both operational modes.

An interesting aspect of ammonia removal was the average
overall removal per unit area in the system. As shown in
Table VII the overall removal was 0.08 and 0.07 lbs/d/1000 sf
for the normal and shock period operations. Does this mean
that the RBC process is limited? Is its treatment capability
for ammonia removal, in the presence of SBOD , to be about
0.08 lbs/d/1000 sf regardless of loading? This also will
require further examination of the data.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The RBC system at Princeton is designed as a secondary
treatment for the removal of BOD and ammonia nitrogen. An
intensive study on each stage unler normal and artificial
shock oDerations was carried out for over one year. This
paper deals with preliminary evaluation of mean values. The
following conclusions can be made:

,. The Princeton RBC units gave an average BOD re-
moval efficiency of 85 percent with the secon-
dary effluent of 2.6 mg/l mean SBOD under a
normal mean conventional hydraulic ?oading of
1.2 gals/l.sf and a mean SBOD 5 loading of 0.21
lbs/d/1000 sf.

2. At a mean conventional hydraulic loading of
1.6 gsl/d/sf and a mean SBOD loading of 0.34
lbs/d/1000 sf a mean effluen of 4.4 mg/l SBOD
was produced.
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3. The RBC system also removed 85 percent of am-
monia nitrogen under a mean conventional hy-
draulic loading and a mean ammonia nitrogen
loading of 0.09 lbs/d/1000 sf. The mean am-
monia nitrogen concentration in the secondary
effluent was 1.5 mg/l.

4. At a mean conventional hydraulic loading of
1.6 gals/d/sf and a mean ammonia nitrogen load-
ing of 0.16 lbs/d/1000 sf an unacceptable mean
effluent of 7.3 mg/l of ammonia nitrogen was
produced.

5. The average overall SBOD 5 removal under two dif-
ferent mean loadings varied from 0.20 to 0.26lbs/d/1000 sf.

6. The average overall ammonia nitrogen removal under
two different mean loadings varied of 0.07 to
0.08 lbs/d/1000 sf.

7. Based solely on mean loadings (hydraulic and or-
ganic), the RBC system was not stressed for SBOD5
removal; however the system was stressed for ammonia
removal.

8. For the loadings experienced at Princeton it ap-
pears that the RBC system is limited to ammonia
nitrogen removal of about 0.08 lbs/d/1000 sf.

9. Significant ammonia nitrogen removal is limited
to stages 3 and 4 of the RBC system but stages 1
and 2 support the nitrification process under
normal operations.

1 10. Nitrification occurred significantly in the
presence of 15 mg/l SBOD 5.

11. Nitrification progressed at mean dissolved oxy-
gen levels as low as 0.8 mg/l.

12. There is some evidence that a closer examination
of loadings applied to each stage in the system
can provide a more rational approach to the de-
sign of RBC system.
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